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FOREWORD

These proceedings contain the papers of the 14th International Conference on Cognition and Exploratory Learning in the Digital Age (CELDA 2017), 18-20 October 2017, which has been organized by the International Association for Development of the Information Society (IADIS) and endorsed by the Japanese Society for Information and Systems in Education (JSISE).

The CELDA conference aims to address the main issues concerned with evolving learning processes and supporting pedagogies and applications in the digital age. There have been advances in both cognitive psychology and computing that have affected the educational arena. The convergence of these two disciplines is increasing at a fast pace and affecting academia and professional practice in many ways.

Paradigms such as just-in-time learning, constructivism, student-centered learning and collaborative approaches have emerged and are being supported by technological advancements such as simulations, virtual reality and multi-agent systems. These developments have created both opportunities and areas of serious concerns. This conference aims to cover both technological as well as pedagogical issues related to these developments. Main tracks have been identified. However innovative contributions that do not easily fit into these areas will also be considered as long as they are directly related to the overall theme of the conference – cognition and exploratory learning in the digital age.

The following areas are represented in the submissions for CELDA 2017:

- Acquisition of expertise
- Assessing progress of learning in complex domains
- Assessment of exploratory learning approaches
- Assessment of exploratory technologies
- Cognition in education
- Collaborative learning
- Educational psychology
- Exploratory technologies (simulations, VR, i-TV, etc.)
- Just-in-time and Learning-on-Demand
- Learner communities and peer-support
- Learning communities & Web service technologies Pedagogical issues related with learning objects
- Learning paradigms in academia
- Learning paradigms in the corporate sector
- Life-long learning
- Student-centered learning
- Technology and mental models
- Technology
- Learning and expertise
- Virtual university

The CELDA 2017 Conference received 72 submissions from more than 25 countries. Each submission was reviewed in a double-blind review process by at least two independent reviewers to ensure quality and maintain high standards. Out of the papers submitted, 27 were accepted as full papers for an acceptance rate of 38%; 23 were accepted as short papers and 2 were accepted as reflection papers. Authors of the best
published papers in the CELDA 2017 proceedings will be invited to publish extended versions of their papers in a book from Springer and in a special issue of the Interactive Technology and Smart Education (ITSE) journal (ISSN: 1741-5659).

In addition to the presentation of full, short and reflection papers, the conference also includes one keynote presentation from an internationally distinguished researcher. We would therefore like to express our gratitude to the CELDA 2017 keynote speaker: Professor Pierre Dillenbourg, Director, EPFL Center for Digital Education, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland.

A successful conference requires the effort of many individuals. We would like to thank the members of the Program Committee for their hard work in reviewing and selecting the papers that appear in this book. We are especially grateful to the authors who submitted their papers to this conference and to the presenters who provided the substance of this meeting. We wish to thank all members of our organizing committee.

Last but not least, we hope that participants enjoy Vilamoura and their time with colleagues from all over the world.

Pedro Isaías, The University of Queensland, Australia

Conference Chair

Demetrios G. Sampson, Curtin University, Australia
J. Michael Spector, University of North Texas, USA
Dirk Ifenthaler, University of Mannheim, Germany and Deakin University, Australia

Program Co-Chairs

Vilamoura, Algarve, Portugal
October 2017
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KEYNOTE LECTURE

CLASSROOM ORCHESTRATION: FROM PRACTICAL TIPS TO FORMAL MODELS

Professor Pierre Dillenbourg
Director, EPFL Center for Digital Education,
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract

When robots or tablets are introduced into a classroom, they do not only enable rich learning activities, they also significantly increase the complexity of classroom management. How can teachers integrate individual, team and class-wide activities, some with digital tools, some without? Some answers to this question refer to practical aspects of schools, which fall under the umbrella of ‘classroom usability’. This concept emphasizes technology features that enable teachers to cope with practical constraints of their routine such as time, discipline, etc. Another answer is to develop formal models of classroom orchestration, so-called orchestration graphs, as well to elaborate quantitative measures of orchestration load. These measures connect recent work in learning analytics with the life of everyday classrooms.
ARE LEARNING LOGS RELATED TO PROCRASTINATION? FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF SELF-REGULATED LEARNING

Masanori Yamada, Misato Oi and Shin’ichi Konomi
Learning Analytics Center, Kyushu University, 744, Motooka, Nishiku, Fukuoka, 8190395, Japan

ABSTRACT
This study investigated the relationships between self-regulated learning (SRL) awareness, time-management awareness, learning behaviors (report submission), and learning performance. Psychometric data and learning logs for both in-class and out-of-class activities were collected in the lecture course, and their relationships were analyzed using Pearson’s correlation analysis. The results indicated that awareness of self-efficacy, intrinsic value, and cognitive learning strategies use had significant correlations with the frequency of out-of-class activities, submission time of report, and learning performance. Regarding the relationships between SRL awareness and out-of-class activities, usual reading activities as well as additional actions, such as bookmarking, had significant correlations with SRL awareness.

KEYWORDS
Learning analytics, Self-regulated learning, Procrastination

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Self-regulated Learning

Self-regulated learning (SRL) is an important perspective for understanding learning behaviors. Many researchers have conducted research on SRL in experimental and practical educational settings. SRL is related to motivation, cognition, and self-control, as it is directed toward the accomplishment of learning purposes (Pintrich, 1999). SRL relates to many learning concepts such as metacognition (Schunk and Zimmerman, 1986), information processing (Winne and Hadwin, 1998), procrastination (Strunk et al., 2013; Yamada et al., 2016), and so on.

SRL seems to be useful concept for understanding learners’ learning features. Schunk and Zimmerman (1998) compared the learning behaviors of novice and expert SRL learners in each SRL phase. For example, in the forethought phase, skilful learners articulate their final goal and the necessary steps for its accomplishment. Skilful learners also tend to have internal motivation and high self-efficacy. In the performance/volitional phase, skilful learners try to maximise the effects of learning by monitoring the learning process. In the self-reflection phase, they seek to evaluate their learning performance independently and tend to attribute its quality to learning strategies and practice.

Recent research has investigated the effects of learning behaviors on SRL awareness in e-learning settings. Azevedo et al. (2017) suggested a framework for visualising SRL awareness using multimodal data in e-learning settings. Yamada et al. (in press) suggested that the use of cognitive learning strategies, such as annotation, as well as appropriate reading time for learning materials play important roles in enhancing SRL awareness. Using Information and Communication Technology (ICT), learning behaviors that contribute to enhancing SRL awareness can be analyzed to support learning.
1.2 Procrastination

Time management, which is an important SRL element, plays an important role in fruitful learning outcomes in both e-learning and face-to-face learning environments. Goda et al. (2015) investigated learning patterns based on learning logs in computer-assisted language learning settings. They extracted seven learning patterns: procrastination, learning habit, random, diminished drive, early bird, chevron, and catch-up. They found that students of the learning habit type and chevron type achieved higher scores than the procrastination type. However, considering daily lives, the accomplishment of learning tasks following learning plans that learners made themselves indicated high SRL skills. In this sense, procrastination is not always a harmful behavior for high learning performance. Chu and Choi (2005) proposed an ‘active procrastination’ learning behavior that regards procrastination as a positive learning strategy with meta-cognition. Chu and Choi (2005) found that active procrastination had significant effects on learners’ perceptions of life satisfaction and self-reported performance but not on grade point average (GPA). Active procrastinators have several features that effectively and efficiently contribute to their accomplishment of learning goals. Procrastination seems to be a useful perspective for supporting successive learning for the enhancement of learning performance.

In information technology era, information technologies allow instructors to understand learner’s learning behaviors, using learning logs stored in server. Learning analytics research contributes to clarify education and learning environment improvement using various data such as log about learners and learning environment, with information processing methods (e.g., Ifenthalar, 2015; Ogata et al, 2015). Oi et al (2017) investigated the relationship between learning logs in both preview and review and learning performance, using e-book logs. The results revealed that low learning performers tried to access to e-book in preview phase, but they easily gave up. Learning analytics research allows researchers and instructors to investigate various learning behaviors. Jayaprakash et al. (2014) suggested the analytical framework to predict students’ academic risk, using various data such as logs and GPA. It seems to be possible to investigate learning behaviors that affect on awareness of procrastination. Yamada et al (2016). found that procrastination and timely engagement awareness promote the learning outcome submission time directly and indirectly, using time stamp log on Learning Management System (LMS). However, the findings of their research focused on the learning outcome phase, therefore, it did not mention about usual learning behaviors, which seem to be meaningful to understand learning habits including procrastination.

The review of previous research mentioned above focused on the relationships among learning logs in in-class and out-of-class settings, learning behaviors, and learning awareness, especially self-regulated learning and procrastination. This study aimed to investigate the relationships between learning behaviors and SRL awareness, especially procrastination. Therefore, we set two research questions, in order to investigate these relationships.

RQ1: From the viewpoint of self-regulated learning and procrastination, what are the relationships between learning behaviors and awareness in both in-class and out-of-class settings?

RQ2: What are the learning behaviors that contribute to the improvement of SRL awareness and procrastination?

2. METHODS

2.1 Subjects and Course

Ninety-one university students participated in this research. One was a fourth-year student, and the others were first-year students taking an introductory education class. The course consisted of fifteen classes. The main learning object was to understand educational theories, principles, and history. There were three criteria for the grade: submitting a one-minute paper after every class, a regular report, and a final report. Students had to submit the one-minute paper within a day for a normal grade, but the teacher would accept it one day late (the score would be cut by half). The one-minute paper had to contain the class abstract and discussion. Regarding the regular and last reports, the teacher explained the report themes three weeks before the submission deadlines. Students were required to submit the one-minute papers and reports on LMS.
2.2 Data Collection

Students were asked to fill out two types of questionnaires: the motivational strategies for learning questionnaire (MSLQ) (Pintrich and DeGroot, 1990) and a 2 x 2 time-related academic behavior scale (Strunk et al., 2013). The MSLQ, which consists of five factors (self-efficacy (SE), internal value (IV), cognitive strategies (CS), self-regulation (SR), and test anxiety (TA); 44 items in all, rated on a seven-point Likert scale), was used for the subjective evaluation of learners’ SRL skills. The 2 x 2 model of time-related academic behavior scale consisted of 22 items: seven for procrastination approach (PAP), four for procrastination avoidance (PAV), six for timely engagement approach (TAP), and five for timely engagement avoidance (TAV). Students were asked to rate each item on a seven-point Likert scale (see Appendix). Students were asked to complete the MSLQ and 2 x 2 model of time-related academic behavior scale at the first class and again at the last class. The second method of data collection was a log that recorded learning behaviors using e-books, the submission times of the one-minute papers relative to the deadlines, and the submission times of the two reports. Submission time was converted for analysis. Submission time increased the earlier a student submitted the assignment. For example, if a student submitted the one-minute paper one hour before the deadline, submission time was 1; if a student submitted the regular report 100 hours before deadline, submission time was 100.

3. RESULTS

Seventy-three out of the ninety first-year students answered the two questionnaires in class. The fourth-year student did not answer the questionnaire. We conducted Pearson’s correlation analysis to investigate the relationship between SRL, procrastination, and learning behavior. In section 3.1 below, we show the descriptive data; the results of the correlation analysis are shown in section 3.2.

3.1 Descriptive Data and t-test

Table 1 shows the average for each item. The score for each factor was calculated by the sum of each item in each factor. The average scores for each factor are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The average times of submission are shown in Tables 3 and 4. These results show that there were large differences between individual students in the items for self-efficacy in MSLQ, procrastination approach, and all learning behaviors due to large standard deviations.

3.2 Correlation Analysis

The t-test results revealed that learners were aware and not aware of SRL and time management overall. However, what kinds of learning behaviors were affected pre- and post-class in terms of SRL and time management? Is awareness of SRL and procrastination related to learning behaviors and learning performance? To investigate the relationships between psychological perspectives, learning behaviors, and learning performance, Pearson’s correlation analysis was conducted. The differences between post- and pre-rating data for SRL and procrastination questionnaires were calculated. Regarding learning behaviors, we summed the learning logs for both in-class and out-of-class settings, the one-minute paper submission times within the deadline, and the submission times (hours) of both reports. Table 5 shows the results.

Table 1. Average sum scores and t-test results for each factor in MSLQ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Average score (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>Post</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy (min: 9, max: 63)</td>
<td>32.438 (6.110)</td>
<td>33.068 (8.772)</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal value (min: 9, max: 63)</td>
<td>50.616 (5.413)</td>
<td>49.370 (9.001)</td>
<td>-1.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive strategy use (min: 13, max 91)</td>
<td>60.082 (7.176)</td>
<td>61.671 (9.651)</td>
<td>1.536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation (min: 9, max: 63)</td>
<td>39.438 (5.624)</td>
<td>38.288 (5.832)</td>
<td>-1.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test anxiety (min: 4, max 20)</td>
<td>14.150 (4.569)</td>
<td>14.384 (5.358)</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Average sum score for each factor in 2 x 2 model of time-related academic behavior scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Average score (SD)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procrastination approach (min: 7, max: 49)</td>
<td>19.986 (6.657)</td>
<td>2.115</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procrastination avoidance (min: 4, max: 28)</td>
<td>11.233 (4.514)</td>
<td>3.431</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely engagement approach (min: 6, max: 42)</td>
<td>24.726 (6.900)</td>
<td>-2.553</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely engagement avoidance (min: 5, max: 35)</td>
<td>22.384 (5.301)</td>
<td>-4.403</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Average sum of learning log

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log</th>
<th>In class (SD)</th>
<th>Out of class (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add bookmark</td>
<td>0.110 (0.427)</td>
<td>0.137 (0.561)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add marker</td>
<td>0.411 (1.451)</td>
<td>0.493 (1.376)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add memo</td>
<td>3.110 (8.547)</td>
<td>4.931 (10.483)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change marker</td>
<td>0.055 (0.369)</td>
<td>0.164 (0.986)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change memo</td>
<td>2.726 (8.856)</td>
<td>7.603 (22.815)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>14.315 (14.273)</td>
<td>106.178 (83.915)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete bookmark</td>
<td>0.082 (0.340)</td>
<td>0.041 (0.200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete marker</td>
<td>0.123 (0.439)</td>
<td>0.068 (0.254)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete memo</td>
<td>0.151 (0.462)</td>
<td>0.219 (0.507)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page jump</td>
<td>2.151 (4.348)</td>
<td>8.684 (10.197)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape (changing display in horizontal way)</td>
<td>0.274 (0.672)</td>
<td>1.068 (1.636)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next</td>
<td>60.260 (44.812)</td>
<td>306.205 (180.832)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>14.548 (12.849)</td>
<td>116.274 (86.064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portrait (changing display in vertical way)</td>
<td>1.342 (1.618)</td>
<td>6.247 (4.684)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev (flipping previous page)</td>
<td>29.123 (28.479)</td>
<td>180.945 (143.949)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>0.027 (0.234)</td>
<td>0.027 (0.164)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select bookmark</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select chapterlist</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select marker</td>
<td>0.014 (0.117)</td>
<td>0.027 (0.234)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select memo</td>
<td>0.068 (0.419)</td>
<td>0.123 (0.551)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select thumbnail</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
<td>0.000 (0.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>6.000 (7.627)</td>
<td>25.589 (34.895)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sum of all activities</td>
<td>134.890 (103.732)</td>
<td>765.027 (481.294)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results indicated that self-efficacy, internal value, and cognitive learning strategies had significant correlations with learning activities in out-of-class settings, one-minute paper submissions, and the final score. However, awareness of procrastination did not have a significant correlation with learning activities in either in-class or out-of-class settings. Several factors in the awareness of procrastination had significant correlations with task-management behaviors. Procrastination avoidance had negative correlations with last-report submission and the final score. It also had a weakly significant correlation with one-minute paper submission. The timely engagement approach had a significant positive relationship with submission time for the last report. Timely engagement avoidance had a significant positive relationship with the submission of the first report. However, the procrastination approach had no relationship with any SRL awareness, learning behaviors, or learning performance.
Table 4. Average submission time for one-minute paper, average submission time (hour) for reports, and average final score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submission time for one-minute paper in the deadline</td>
<td>9.918</td>
<td>1.579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission time (hour) for regular report 1</td>
<td>18.575</td>
<td>25.987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission time (hour) for last report</td>
<td>39.753</td>
<td>69.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final score</td>
<td>76.447</td>
<td>13.727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Correlation analysis results between psychological factors, learning logs, and learning performance (upper: correlation coefficient; lower: significance)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In-class logs</th>
<th>Out-of-class logs</th>
<th>One-minute paper</th>
<th>First report submission</th>
<th>Last report submission</th>
<th>Final score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.368</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.1</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>-0.046</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>-0.153</td>
<td>-0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAV</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-0.076</td>
<td>-0.220</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.1</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.1</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAP</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.1</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAV</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final score</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>p &lt; 0.05</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>p &lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correlation coefficients between learning logs for out-of-class settings, psychological data (SE, IV, CS), and final scores were calculated based on the results of the correlation analysis shown in Table 5. The learning logs ‘select marker’, ‘select chapterlist’, and ‘select thumbnail’ were eliminated because the learners did not take these actions at all. Table 6 shows the results.

Pearson’s correlation analysis showed several significant correlations between SRL and learning behaviors in out-of-class settings: self-efficacy (add bookmark, close, next, open, prev, zoom, final score), internal value (close, next, open, portrait, prev, zoom, final score), cognitive learning strategies (zoom, final score), and final score (close, landscape, next, open). Overall, learning logs about reading activity (e.g. page flipping and zoom) had significant correlations with final score and SRL awareness. However, awareness of cognitive learning strategies was not significantly related to learning logs, except for zoom. The additional action ‘add bookmark’ had a significant positive correlation with self-efficacy. The learning log ‘landscape’ had no relationship with SRL awareness but had one with final score. All types of SRL awareness were significant with final score.
Table 6. Correlation coefficients between SE, IV, CS, learning logs in out-of-class settings, and final score (upper: correlation coefficient; lower: significance level)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>IV</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>Final score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add bookmark</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add marker</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add memo</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change marker</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>-0.040</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change memo</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Close</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete bookmark</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete marker</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete memo</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portrait</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prev</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.385</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>-0.215</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select marker</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Select memo</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.228</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final score</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study aimed to investigate the relationships between SRL awareness, procrastination, and learning logs; the submission time of learning outcomes; and learning performance. There were four main findings. About RQ1, overall, several factors in the awareness of SRL (self-efficacy, internal value, and cognitive learning strategies) and all factors of time management showed significant differences between before and after classes. The awareness of SRL—in particular self-efficacy, internal value, and cognitive learning strategies—had significant relationships with learning logs in out-of-class settings and the final score. Time-management awareness was related to the submission of learning outcomes. SRL awareness was related to reading activities such as page flipping. Time management is one of the important skills in SRL (e.g., Wolters et al., 2003; Barnard et al., 2009; Yamada et al., 2016). The results about RQ2 also indicated that the awareness of SRL and time management had a positive relationship with learning logs in out-of-class settings. Procrastination avoidance had negative correlations with one-minute paper submission times, last-report
submission times, and final scores. The timely engagement approach had a positive relationship with last-report submission, and timely engagement avoidance had a negative relationship with first-report submission. These results differ from those of previous research (Yamada et al., 2016). Yamada et al. (2016) demonstrated the overall causal relationships between SRL, time management, and learning behaviors. That research found that procrastination avoidance had negative effects on the submission of one-minute papers, and timely engagement avoidance had positive effects on the submission of the first report. In this research, the awareness of procrastination was regarded as a positive learning strategy through the class. However, learners were less aware of both types of timely engagement as suggested by the results of the t-test and the correlation analysis. A possible reason is that meta-cognition seemed to have been developed through the class. Submission deadlines were important criteria for gaining credit in the class. The change in avoidance awareness in both procrastination and timely engagement seems to indicate that learners reflected on their learning behaviors and then tried to manage their learning time. However, this consideration is only one possibility. To further examine this point, more data should be corrected, and causal data analysis should be conducted (e.g. multiple regression analysis).

Regarding the relationships between psychometric data and learning behaviors, previous research supports these results (Yamada et al., 2015). These findings provided more concrete results compared to Yamada et al. (2015). Not only usual reading activities, such as page flipping, but also additional actions, such as bookmark and zoom, had significant correlations with SRL and learning performance. Additional actions allow learners to read learning materials in detail and can therefore promote their comprehension. For example, adding a bookmark helps learners to access and read learning materials again. This feature supports a learner’s intention to learn again. By learning through these actions, learners seemed to perceive their SRL skill awareness development.

Future research should clarify the relationship between SRL, learning behaviors, and learning performance with more data in order to investigate these relationships. Processes for changing SRL and time-management awareness should be investigated using learning log data. If changing points in the process can be detected in consideration of instructional design, it can help instructors improve their classes and learning materials.
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### Appendix: 2 x 2 measure of time-related academic behavior scale (Strunk et al., 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Procrastination approach</td>
<td>I more effectively utilise my time by postponing tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I delay completing tasks to increase the quality of my work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I put off starting tasks to increase my motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel a stronger state of flow in my tasks when working closer to a deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I intentionally wait until closer to a deadline to begin work to enhance my performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I delay tasks because I perform better when under more time pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I rarely have difficulty completing quality work when starting a task close to the deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procrastination avoidance</td>
<td>I put off tasks for later because they are too difficult to complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I avoid starting and completing tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I often delay starting tasks because I am afraid of failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I delay starting tasks because they are overwhelming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely engagement approach</td>
<td>I work further ahead of the deadline at a slower pace because it helps me perform better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I believe I can successfully complete most tasks because I start work immediately after being assigned a task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I do my best work well ahead of the deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I start working right away on a new task so I can perform better on the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I complete my tasks prior to the deadline to help me be successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I begin working on difficult tasks early to achieve positive results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I start my work early because my performance suffers when I have to rush through a task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I do not start things at the last minute because I find it difficult to complete them on time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I begin working on a newly assigned task right away to avoid falling behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When I receive a new assignment, I try to complete it ahead of the deadline to avoid feeling overwhelmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For extremely difficult tasks, I begin work even earlier so I can avoid the consequences of putting them off for later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely engagement avoidance</td>
<td>I do my best work well ahead of the deadline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I start working right away on a new task so I can perform better on the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I complete my tasks prior to the deadline to help me be successful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I begin working on difficult tasks early to achieve positive results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I start my work early because my performance suffers when I have to rush through a task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I do not start things at the last minute because I find it difficult to complete them on time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I begin working on a newly assigned task right away to avoid falling behind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When I receive a new assignment, I try to complete it ahead of the deadline to avoid feeling overwhelmed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For extremely difficult tasks, I begin work even earlier so I can avoid the consequences of putting them off for later</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
Several studies point out the link between sociability and academic results. In this paper, we highlight a phenomenon of asymmetry in the perception of friendship. This occurs when a student think he has more or less friends than he really has. We present an experimental method that allows us to analyze this question in relation with the academic performances of 15 groups of students. We show that students having a symmetric view of their friendship relations tend to have the better results. Furthermore, our study shows that the link between sociability and results improvement is stronger for lower grades (i.e younger students).
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1. INTRODUCTION
It has been known for a long time that friendship has positive effects in our everyday life. More recently, several studies in education sciences or in economy tend to show that friendship has also a positive effect on learning and on education performances. But, the common finding of all these studies is the complexity of this question due to the large amount of influence parameters. As very basic examples, it is obvious that the “quality of friends” can leads to good or bad outcomes that also strongly impact students behavior. A lot of other parameters (socioeconomics, parental context,..) make forecasting education difficulties a hard challenge.

In this paper, we investigate a methodology aiming at having a better understanding of a class sociability context and at investigating the link that these features could have with the students’ performances. In particular we analyze the phenomenon of friendship perception asymmetry that deals with the gap between the perception and the reality that an individual has of his friendship network. For example, a student can think that he has 4 close friends within his class but, finally, it may turn out that his feeling is not fully reciprocal. More globally, it appears that we can over or under estimate the strength of our social network. Depending on the point of view, this gap can also be expressed in terms of attention to others driven by social norms. This phenomenon can also be rooted in concepts such as cognitive heuristics and biases (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974) or in the theory of bounded rationality (Simon,1957).

Indeed, several studies show that asymmetries of perception are linked with cognitive biases. For example, Pronin and his colleagues studied the illusion of asymmetric insight that states that people perceive their knowledge of others as surpassing other people's knowledge of them (Pronin et al, 2001). In interpersonal interactions, this means that we think we find out more about other people than other people find out about us. As a second example, let us consider the mere ownership effect that is the observation that a seller tend to evaluate its own good more positively than a buyer. As we can imagine, this phenomenon has an important implication in trading and was widely studied in behavioral economy (Beggan, 1992). Apart from these perception biases that are supposed to be universal since they are rooted in the deep cognition, we will see in the state of the art other forms of asymmetries that are more caused by cultural factors.
Our goal is to investigate these concepts in relationships between students within small university classes. Our first results are descriptive aiming at responding to questions related to the friendship network of students. For example, how many friends have students in their class? Is there a difference between younger and older university students? Moreover, we may wonder what extent the friendship perception is reciprocal and what the implications (scores, achievement, etc.) of this asymmetry are?

2. BACKGROUND

Several studies on the relations between friendship and school performances point out the role of individual and collective influences (Smith et al, 2007) (Sparrowe et al, 2001) (Hinshaw, 1992). Let us note that most of these works focus on primary or middle schools. Few of them address the university population. Our results tend to show that age and autonomy of students can make the difference. This is also true for adult learning.

Sometimes, surrounding bad behaviors can lead to delinquency or at least can interrupt learning progress. Except in these extreme cases, friendship has rather a positive effect in academic achievement. For example, Son Thierry Ly and his colleagues observed over four years the transition between junior high-school and high-school for 28,000 teenagers. On average, in France, 20% of schoolchildren find themselves in the same high-school and only 5% in the same class. The authors find that grouping low-achieving freshmen who know each other tends to decrease their current repetition rate by around 13 percent, and raise their graduation rate by the same amount (Son et al, 2014).

Another study with 629 students of 18 years old also shows a strong positive link between friendship in school and grade results. Whatever the gender or the ethnicity, the more friends a student has in class the better his results. In order to obtain the data, the authors asked the students to fill in a form and maintain a journal in which they noted their activities and the time they take to study (Witkow et al, 2010). Another study shows that peer collaboration is an effective learning strategy for primary school children. Peer collaboration, where pairs of equally skilled partners work together in problem solving, has demonstrated immediate and long-term benefits on the cognitive development of children. One still open question is whether friends should be paired together or not. Indeed, results indicated that friends outperformed acquaintances in the collaboration, but not on the individual post-test (Webber et al, 2002). But, if a link exists, the question of causality is not simple. Xinyin Chen and his colleagues found that academic achievement predicted children's social competence and peer acceptance but, children's social functioning uniquely contributed to academic achievement (Chen et al, 1997).

If friendship has a link with academic results, one question remains: what is friendship? On a range going from intimate friends to episodic contacts, the concept of friendship may widely vary. Verkuyten shows, for example, that gender and culture have a determinant influence on the perception of friendship. The allocentrism (versus idocentrism) is a collectivist personality attribute whereby people center their attention and actions on other people rather than themselves (Verkuyten, 1996). Since groups are sometimes composed of mixed people, it seems logical to find nuanced levels of friendship reciprocity. Social scientists have long suspected that friendship dyads are not always reciprocal but things are not clear. When connections are reciprocal, relations are likely to be more intimate. Asian-Americans and females are the most likely to have reciprocated friendships. Interracial friendships are less likely to be reciprocal than intra-racial friendships. Further, adolescents with reciprocal friendships report higher levels of school well-being. Friendship reciprocity is an important indicator of social support above and beyond the numbers of friends reported by youth (Vaquera et al, 2008). See also the theory of Granovetter on the influence of weak ties (Granovetter, 1973).

Outside cultural or social reasons, the difference in perception may also come from cognitive biases. We evoked in the introduction the concept of bounded rationality popularized by H.A. Simon, Nobel laureate in economics. For example, (Pronin et al, 2007) showed that people see others as more conforming than themselves. This phenomenon is “rooted in people’s attention to introspective versus behavioral information when making conformity assessments. The participants displayed an introspection illusion, placing more weight on introspective evidence of conformity (relative to behavioral evidence) when judging their own susceptibility to social influence as opposed to someone else’s.”
In mediated communication, this gap can be very different than in real life (i.e. face-to-face interactions) due to the size of groups and the limited non-verbal feature of the communication. In network science, reciprocity is a measure of the likelihood of vertices in a directed network to be mutually linked (Garlaschelli et al 2004). This minimal reciprocity is not present with Twitter since you can follow someone without being followed back. In contrast in Facebook, the equal reciprocity is the rule (Golder et al, 2010). There are also several works considering the relation between centrality in social networks and performances (Joksimović et al 2016).

3. STUDY METHODOLOGY

The most difficult and longest task in our study was data collection. We got, for each student, the level of friendship with each of their mates in his group (i.e a class of students). This step took 4 years (2013-2016) for 15 groups (278 students) composed of 7 groups of 2 years of university degree (called B groups) and 8 groups of 5 years Master university degree (called M groups). Students in B groups are 20 years old on average (23 years old in M groups). The groups, mostly composed by males (90%) have from 13 to 25 students (see table 1). All students are studying for a degree in computer science. All 15 groups are completely independent one from another (different year or degree).

Our methodology takes advantage of an online platform used in class for a practical exercise dedicated to the study of social networks. This platform helped us to collect data related to students' friendship networks that we confronted with their annual scores. Each student was requested to give a value of closeness in a list where all students of the group appear. This value corresponded to the perceived frequency of contacts with their colleagues, on a scale from 1 to 3. Very frequent contacts correspond to the level 1, less frequent (level 2) or very few interactions or not at all (level 3). Interactions, here, means public contacts in university life. For example, this can correspond to students who spend time together (lunch, more often discussing between classes,...). Thereby, we make the assumption that frequent contacts involve friendship. Of course this is an approximation since, if friendship often means frequent contacts, the reciprocal is not always true. Anyway, in the free context of universities, it seems difficult to have frequent contacts without trust, which is also a key for friendship (Lusher et al, 2014).

The following figure show a partial transcript of the user interface for the data collection. Then, a process anonymizes the data and provides a matrix (student I vs student J) that can be used for the class exercise.

![Social Networks Analysis](image)

Figure 1. Look of the user interface for friendship data collection

The idea behind this exercise was to show to students how to compute and draw features of social networks (degree, centrality, etc). Of course, this kind of exercise could be done with artificial data but it was a good pretext to collecting real data for our study. As these data reflect public behaviors, we found no special difficulties in using them for research purposes. Anyway, in order to keep an ethical attitude, and avoid, as possible, bias effects, we clearly indicated to students that we introduced anonymity into the exercise, so that, each student name was replaced with a user identifier and it was not possible to identify individual persons behind the data. These data allow us build the social network of each group. This reveals interesting individual and collective features.
In the second step, we collected the annual score of each student. This score was computed by averaging from 12 to 14 teaching units depending on the group type (B or M). For example, B group students are evaluated with 14 teaching units. So, at the end of the year each student gets a score from 0 to 20 that is the average of its 14 scores.

4. RESULTS

In this section, we present, first, the sociability features of each category of students as well as the relation linking the sociability level and the student annual score. Then, we investigate the concept of the friendship perception asymmetry and, again, we compare this level with the annual scores.

4.1 Sociability and Academics Results

First of all, we analyze the friendship context of our 15 groups. The following table presents these data for the B and M groups. We see that on average each student has 3.3 close friends (see table 1). We also note that, in our context with a group size from 13 to 25, the number of close friends is weakly linked to the number of students in the group ($R^2 = 0.2$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B groups</th>
<th># stud per grp</th>
<th>Aver friend per stud</th>
<th>M groups</th>
<th># stud per grp</th>
<th>Aver friend per stud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>M3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>M4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>M5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.46</td>
<td>M6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>M7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The question of the number of friends raises a recent attention with social network platforms (Facebook, ..) suspected of causing anxiety when friends are too numerous. If several studies are dedicated to the quantification of friendship in social network platforms, we found few papers that investigate this question within small class groups. S.L Field reported an average value of 2.7 close friends per college student in his study (Feld, 1991). M. Ali in another study with a population of adolescents found a value of 2.54 (Ali, 2012). There may be a kind of social constant around the value of 3 friends per individual but we have not enough data to fully support this hypothesis. Anyway, some students are less sociable than others.

The two following tables show the difference between the average score for the less sociable and the more sociable students. These two categories are simply formed by observing how many friends each student has. In each group, this value is ranked by order of increasing number of friends. The subgroup of students who have fewer friends is considered as less sociable than that which has more friends. This is of course an approximation.

In table 2 (B groups) and 3 (M groups), the first column indicates the group type. The second and third columns contain the average score of the group and the standard deviation. The three last columns contain the average score respectively for the less sociable subgroup and the more sociable one, as well as the score difference in percentage between these 2 subgroups. For example, in the first row of table 2, we see that less sociable students of the B1 Group have an average score 17% lower than more sociable students.
We see that students having the more friends have the better results. This is true for 9 groups on the 15 (5/7 on B groups and 4/8 on M groups). For all groups cumulated, the average difference represents + 4.4%. We can also see that this difference is higher for students of lower grade (8.04 % for B groups), who are also younger, than for higher grade (0.52%). As we saw in the background section, this result tends to confirm studies related to other educational contexts and also tend to show that our data are consistent. It is also important to say that even if both features are linked, we cannot say if there is any causality between friendship and academic results.

### 4.2 Asymmetry of Friendship Perception

Actually, the average number of friends by student we find in the previous section hides a perception asymmetry. An underestimation of this perception means that one student thinks he has fewer close friends than he really has (i.e what their friends declare). Table 4 shows that, globally, students tend, indeed, to underestimate their close social network. In this table, the first column reports the level of asymmetry as the difference between the number of friends declared by a student (out) and the number of reciprocal declarations from other students (in). For example, let us say that Paul declared John and Peter as friends (out=2), and that Peter, John and David declared Paul as a friend (in=3). This case corresponds to the sixth row (-1) of the first column. The other 3 columns represent respectively the percentage of all students, B groups and M groups, in each category of asymmetry. The last 3 rows summarize the table and show that 42.9 % of all students underestimate their friendship network, 24.1% have a realistic perception and 32.9% overestimate it. We also see that this underestimation is more accentuated for younger students (47.9% for B groups vs 38.6 % for M groups). The B groups also show the lowest level of symmetric perception, near twice less than for M groups (17.8 % vs 30.6%).

---

**Table 2. Score difference between high and low sociable students (B groups)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B Groups</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Low Soc.</th>
<th>High Soc.</th>
<th>Diff (high-Low) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>13.47</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>12.14</td>
<td>14.20</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>11.79</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>11.56</td>
<td>11.99</td>
<td>3.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>12.57</td>
<td>-1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>12.97</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>13.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>12.83</td>
<td>12.65</td>
<td>-1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>13.53</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>12.74</td>
<td>14.31</td>
<td>12.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>11.36</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>12.05</td>
<td>12.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averg.</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>12.13</td>
<td>13.09</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Score difference between high and low sociable students (M groups)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M Groups</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std</th>
<th>Low Soc.</th>
<th>High Soc.</th>
<th>Diff (high-Low) %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>13.51</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>13.46</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>14.31</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>-1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>14.54</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>14.74</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>-2.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>13.26</td>
<td>13.48</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>14.01</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>13.91</td>
<td>14.11</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>13.96</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>13.83</td>
<td>14.07</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M7</td>
<td>13.59</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>13.68</td>
<td>13.51</td>
<td>-1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M8</td>
<td>14.06</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>13.65</td>
<td>14.44</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Averg.</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Under and over perception of friendship in groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diff. out-in</th>
<th>% All Stud</th>
<th>% B Stud</th>
<th>% M Stud</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= -6</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>13.01</td>
<td>10.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1</td>
<td>21.81</td>
<td>24.66</td>
<td>19.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>24.16</td>
<td>17.81</td>
<td>30.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>15.07</td>
<td>13.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.39</td>
<td>9.59</td>
<td>7.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=&gt; 6</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% underestimation (out-in < 0) 42.95  47.95  38.67
% equal (out-in = 0) 24.16  17.81  30.67
% overestimation (out-in > 0) 32.89  34.25  30.67

We may also wonder if there is a link between this asymmetry and the students’ scores. In order to investigate this question, we first ranked each student in his group according to his normalized annual score. The student normalized score is computed according to the following formula in order to obtain in each group a student rank value from 0 to 1.

\[
Rank_{score\ stud} = \frac{(Score_{stud} - Min_{score\ group})}{(Max_{score\ group} - Min_{score\ group})}
\]

This allows us to consider all students in the same range of rank, which is not possible without normalization since the ranges of annual scores are very different from one type of group to another (average 12.6 std 2 for B groups, 13.9 std 1 for M groups, see table 2 and 3).

Then, we computed the average score rank for students that underestimate, overestimate and who have a realistic view of the number of their friends. The average rank of each category is reported in the following table as well as the corresponding typical score. This score is computed assuming a typical group with a minimal and maximal score respectively equal to 7 and 18. For comparison, the minimum and maximum scores for the B and M groups are respectively of 1.6 to 18 and 10 to 17.2.

Table 5 shows that realistic students tend to have better scores than those who overestimate (+7.6%) or underestimate (+4.9%) the number of their close friends. The realistic students have up to 1 point more in their average score. This question needs further studies but our sample also seems to say that students who underestimate have better results than those who overestimate their friendship network.

Table 5. Score difference between high and low sociable students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of stud.</th>
<th>Average rank</th>
<th>Typical score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Underestimation</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realist perception</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overestimation</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results can be explained by the hypothesis that underestimation is a sign of a lack of self-confidence that pushes these students to work more. In the same way overestimation could be a sign of overconfidence that leads students to rest on their laurels. Social sciences show that self-confidence is linked to autonomy and motivation that are known key factors for academic achievement (Govier, 1993).
5. DISCUSSION

We presented a work aiming at investigating the implications of relational features in groups of students. Obtaining unbiased data for this kind of study is very difficult. Having enough students and enough groups in a real teaching context is a way to optimize the reliability of data collection. The consistency of the results for similar types of group (B vs M) tends to show that this data collection was of decent quality.

If the positive links between friendship and academic results have already been observed, less obvious is the influence of the asymmetry of the friendship perception. We see that young students (B groups) largely underestimate the number of their friends. Furthermore, students who have a clear view of their friendship relation also tend to have the better results.

These questions are not only useful for understanding but they could also have practical implications in terms of pedagogy or class organization. For example, we can imagine grouping together friends for class work, specially for young students. Knowing that some groups are composed with more autonomous students can allow the teacher to concentrate his attention to other groups.

In the wider context of mediated teaching, we can also evoke the design of educational tools such as friendly computer interfaces. It was shown, for example, that humorous user interfaces have positive effects on user attention or increase the motivation or the trust of students in learning situations (Morkes et al, 1998) (Nijholt, 2001). From another perspective, it is important to consider how these questions could impact large scale computer mediated education. The MOOCS or social networks platforms oriented to education can amplify the effects we observe in real classes.
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ABSTRACT
Game-based learning researchers have emphasized the importance of teachers’ game literacy and knowledge of pedagogical approaches involved in successfully adopting an instructional approach (Bell and Gresalfi, 2017). In this paper, we describe findings from an online resource that teachers used to generate a repository of games for use both during their involvement in a Masters in Learning Technologies program and after the completion of the program. We argue that such a repository providing information on games in terms of their technology, pedagogy, and content may prove useful for teachers searching for games to align with their area of practice. This paper presents a descriptive analysis of a sample of 82 posts posted from September 2010 – November 2016 to demonstrate participants’ emerging proficiency in assessing games for their technological, pedagogical, and content-related affordances and constraints (as supported by the Game Network Analysis (GaNA) framework) (Shah & Foster, 2015). The paper also presents a case example to illustrate a forum user’s developing game literacy and the community and contextual factors that influence post content. We conclude with implications for future research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Serious games and games for learning have acquired greater mainstream acceptance as tools for knowledge, skill development, and behavioral change in students (Boyle et al., 2016). However, meta-analyses of game-based learning studies stress that the involvement of teachers can support meaningful learning through games, particularly through their expert intervention as content and pedagogical experts both in general and in partnership with the game being used (Clark et al., 2015; Wouters et al., 2013; Young et al., 2012).

For such integration to occur, Hanghøj (2013) stresses the need for teachers to develop both game literacy and skills in game-based learning curricular design and implementation. Teacher analysis of existing games for their pedagogical, technical, and content-related affordances and constraints (as part of GaNA) has been argued as a necessary prerequisite to game integration (Foster, 2012), particularly so that educators may determine whether a game is appropriate for their respective contexts (Foster et al., 2011). Examination of teachers’ existing game selection processes also reveals that peer support, advice, and education play a key role; “what other teachers say about a game” was ranked as the biggest influence on game selection by teachers using GBL (Takeuchi and Vaala, 2014). Furthermore, teachers’ limited knowledge of games has fueled their reluctance to use games in their instruction (Rice, 2007). Nonetheless, aside from small-scale in-person interactions, few structures or resources exist to support teacher development of game literacy and pedagogy (Ruggiero, 2013; Takeuchi & Vaala, 2014). Online websites or forums might serve this function, and promote wider dissemination of expertise by teachers and for teachers; however, these too are rare.

In this paper, we used the Game Network Analysis (GaNA) theoretical framework to create and examine the outcomes of the ‘Learning in Game-Based Environments Web Resource’ for teachers and professionals partaking in a graduate program on Learning Technologies. Game Network Analysis (GaNA) is a combination of analytical and pedagogical frameworks developed to aid teachers, researchers and designers in adopting game-based learning (GBL). The following work offers an introduction to the online resource and its purpose, followed by a description of data collection and analysis procedures to descriptively explore
manifestations of teacher game literacy using GaNA as an analytical framework. First, a descriptive analysis of a sample of 82 student forum posts made on the web resource offers insight into participants' emerging proficiency in assessing games for their technological, pedagogical, and content-related affordances and constraints (as supported by GaNA) (Foster et al., 2015). The paper then presents a case example to illustrate an individual forum user’s developing game literacy and the community and contextual factors that influence post content. We conclude with implications for future research on this topic, and offer preliminary suggestions for the design of future resources that develop teachers’ game literacy.

2. GAME NETWORK ANALYSIS

Game Network Analysis (GaNA) is a combination of analytical and pedagogical frameworks developed to aid teachers, researchers and designers in adopting game-based learning (GBL). Analytical elements of GaNA support consideration for the ecological conditions (technological, pedagogical, and content-related) that influence the integration of game-based curricula in formal and informal learning contexts (Foster et al., 2015). The game integration frameworks in GaNA include the Play, Curricular activity, Reflection, Discussion (PCaRD) model (Foster & Shah, 2015b), and the inquiry, communication, construction, and expression (ICCE) framework (Foster & Shah, 2015a), which offer a process for employing game-based learning in classrooms in a given context (Shah & Foster, 2015).

3. THE LEARNING IN GAME-BASED ENVIRONMENTS WEB RESOURCE

The ‘Learning in Game-Based Environments Web-Resource’ (see Figure 1) was developed as part of an online Masters in Learning Technologies program for students taking courses in the game-based learning concentration at an urban private university in a Northeastern city in the United States. The web resource was intended to serve as a repository of videos about digital media, games for learning, and news articles about games, play and learning that would be continually updated, mostly by students and occasionally by the course instructors. The purpose of this virtual space was to serve as a resource portal for students to access both during the courses and after the classes ended, and consists primarily of a forum where students were encouraged to contribute posts about games, links to news articles, or other game-based learning resources for peers.

Figure 1. The homepage and sample posts from the Learning in Game-Based Environments Web Resource
The majority of these forum posts describe existing games, and their potential utility for game-based learning contexts. As part of class activities, students are encouraged to post games to the forum that had not appeared previously in the posting lists; thus, the majority of game analysis posts are unique. This tool also hosts an online discussion forum that has been active since September of 2010 (7 years), that currently contains over 250 original posts with over 280 response comments made by students with experience in education, game design, business, and other areas of career or academic expertise.

Instructors invited students to share brief descriptions of games and explain why they were or were not interesting, with posting guidelines kept intentionally open-ended to encourage students to share whatever information they found relevant. Students received instructions stating “For the games – provide a brief description of the game by age group target, an image, URL, creator/designer/publisher, content – school content and other, role of pedagogy and the genre of the game, and why this games is interesting or not. For news articles – provide a summary of the article (your discretion), URL to the article, where it was published, and the author of the article.”

Resources like the Learning in Game-Based Environments have only recently been introduced. For example, Legends of Learning is a web-based platform that allows teachers/parents to create a playlist of learning games. Common Sense Media, a non-profit organization, offers a review of variety of media (e.g. games, TV shows, films) for parents and teachers to make choices for use with children and youth. The Learning in Game-Based Environments Web-Resource is unique in that it was created exclusively for educators and was tied to professional development as courses in the graduate program. Additionally, the web resource has been active for a long time, resulting in a large pool of resources for and by teachers and professionals. Thus, examination of sites that promote, develop and disseminate teacher-to-teacher game analyses is warranted, to better understand how such tools serve current and future educators.

### 3.1 Research Sampling and Analysis

A stratified random sample of forum posts describing games was collected across the 75 months during which the forum has been active; 33 months did not contain posts on games for education. Of the remaining 42 months, one to two posts on games was randomly sampled from each month and examined for student game analysis in terms of a game’s technological, pedagogical, and content-based affordances and constraints. Months with no posts on games for learning were spread throughout the web resource, likely signifying the gaps between classes in which students contributed posts. Several posts contained multiple discrete descriptions of individual games; text from these posts was separated by game into individual data entries, to assess game literacy development for each described game. The resulting sample consisted of 82 games.

A detailed codebook was developed to analyze posts for the inclusion of specific types of information relating to elements of a game’s technology (game platform), pedagogy (game genre), and elements of content (subjects or skills) (see Table 1). The objective of the analysis was to identify the extent to which participants demonstrated game literacy (i.e. were able to describe a game in terms of technological, pedagogical, and content affordances and constraints). Code lists for platform, genre, content, and skill were modeled after those used by the website Common Sense Media to categorize game reviews geared toward parents, educators, and technology advocates.
A team of 5 researchers completed three rounds of cross-coder comparison using the codebook, at which point a moderate level of agreement was reached ($k = .549$), and coding of the resulting sample of 82 game posts commenced. Following descriptive statistics to characterize emerging teacher game literacy, chi square tests were calculated across each pair of codes to explore patterns of co-occurrence across descriptions of technology, pedagogy, and content.

In addition, elements of text were deductively coded for discussions of a game’s technology, pedagogy, and content, providing a body of text vignettes organized by game analysis elements. These categories were then examined using open and axial coding techniques to reveal emerging qualitative themes (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) to further inform how posters discuss and analyze games. Findings present a descriptive picture of students’ game analysis processes as part of GaNA – a preliminary examination that will support future in-depth qualitative and quantitative analysis.

3.2 Findings

3.2.1 Game Objectives

The majority of the game descriptions (58, 71%) reported game objectives in varying levels of detail. Some posts detailed game objectives in terms of what players might learn or experience. For instance, a post on Diabetic Dog Game described it as “a simulation game that teaches children how to take care of animals.” Some posts instead detailed the objectives of gameplay, or objectives for game completion:

You have to find a way to get the hamburger to the hungry cat by popping balloon like objects that are blocking the hamburger’s path. You also have to keep the hamburger from falling onto an electrified grid which burns it to a crisp. (Cat Around the World, 04/2013)

Some posts also merged game objectives with student learning objectives, as demonstrated in the following example:

You Make Me Sick is a game for middle school kids (ages 11-14) to teach them about the process of infection, pathogens and how infections occur. The game is made up of parts: first teaching students on the habits and weaknesses of a human, then creating an evil pathogen, and finally playing a short game in battling the pathogen against immune cells. (You Make Me Sick, 04/2011)
3.2.2 Technological Affordances and Constraints

In the majority of game descriptions (57, 71%), game platform information was not included in the post. Often, technological platforms were only explicitly detailed when they were particularly noteworthy in some way, such as when a game was hosted on multiple platforms:

The game is also great because you only need an internet connection to play. You can even download the game as an application for your iphone, which makes it available at your hands even more. (*Sporcle, 09/2010*)

In 59 of the 82 game descriptions (73%), a URL was provided, or references to the hosting website or descriptions of website play were included. This suggests a potential preference among posters for games distributed online through websites, or illustrates the likely abundance of such games. When posters detailed game technological affordances or constraints, technical features were often connected to pedagogical benefits from either the teacher or learner’s perspectives, as demonstrated in an example below:

Thermometers are placed with pictures to represent high and low temperatures. Students can use them as a guide to which items get paired together. The name of the picture is also said out loud so students can learn more vocabulary and help figuring out what a picture is. (*Weather Surprise / Sid the Science Kid, 02/2012*)

3.2.3 Pedagogical Affordances and Constraints

In 57 cases (71%), posters provided some information regarding the genres of games. Post described games as educational (15, 19%), other (13, 16%), puzzle (11, 14%), multi-genre (5, 6%), roleplaying (4, 5%), strategy (4, 5%), simulation (2, 2%), action/adventure (1, 1%), and edutainment (1, 1%). Some pedagogical descriptions affirmed how the games could help educate players about specific skills or content. Some posts listed pedagogical benefits of the game for specific learning groups. Other posts described specific lesson plans or classroom activities in which other teachers could use the games:

The game allows for spelling word lists to be created. I downloaded the game and created basic sight word lists for my 5-year-old son. I made lists like “body parts” and entered head, arm, leg, etc. and “colors” with red, blue, green, etc. I then played the game and allowed my son to play the game. We both found the game play to be very simple, requiring no real instructions to get started. Without reading, it is simple enough to understand the game play and process. The game tracks statistics of how much time is spent playing the games and percentage of correct spellings for each word list. (*Spelling Monster, 08/2014*)

3.2.4 Content-based Affordances and Constraints

In 49 cases (60%), posters provided information on the subjects covered by the games in each description. The games focused on math (10, 12%), science (9, 11%), other areas (9, 11%), social studies (7, 9%), language and reading, (6, 7%), multiple areas (6, 7%) or hobbies (2, 3%). In addition to games that were connected to a variety of subject areas including science, social studies, language and reading, hobbies, engineering, and personal finance, three posts also made explicit reference to multiple content areas, as demonstrated in an example below:

The beautiful thing about Sporcle is that it is filled with content. It ranges from everything from Geography to Entertainment. If you want to use your math skills, you can search for math games. If you want to test your video game knowledge, you can do that as well. (*Sporcle, 09/2010*)

Thirty-three posts (40%) contained information on the types of skills embedded in or connected to each game. Specifically, posters described their games as facilitating “other” skills (11, 13%), thinking and reasoning, (8, 10%), responsibility and ethics (3, 4%), tech skills (3, 4%), multiple skills (3, 4%), self-direction (2, 2%), communication (2, 2%), and health and fitness (1, 1%). Combinations coded for games connected to multiple skills ranged from responsibility and ethics and health and fitness (*Diabetic Dog...* 14th International Conference on Cognition and Exploratory Learning in Digital Age (CELDA 2017) 23
Game) to thinking and reasoning and tech skills (Code Monster). In several cases, posters explicitly highlighted the multiple skills developed through gameplay as a game asset:

So this game not only teaches how to take care of a dog, but also money management and how to balance a diabetic’s diet. These lessons could also be applied to a non-diabetic’s diet. It can teach responsibility and also time management. It is also easier than a real dog and it is free. This learning experience is very interactive and it allows children to explore what it might be like to live with and take care of a diabetic. (Diabetic Dog Game, 03/2011)

3.2.5 Additional Themes

Additional themes that arose in game posts included poster’s personal opinions and experiences with each game, as demonstrated in the following examples:

What attracted me to this game was first the concept – it seems like a great idea for a game, to utilize biology and the body’s defense system. (Immune System Defence Forces, 11/2011)

I found that not only was the game animal shelter a good game that allows children to see what it is like to take care of pets but that it can be for both girls and boys. One day I was playing this game, and my nephew wanted to give it a try. For an 8 year old, it was stimulating because it required a sense of responsibility. Although he had little experience with taking care of animals this game, gave him a look into all the things that are required to house pets. (http://www.123-games.net/games/animal-shelter, 01/2012)

Given the importance of peer reviews in teachers’ game selection, it is likely such endorsements may carry particular weight for other educators. Another common theme involved the provision of information on the background, design, or other history of the game. This suggests posters may have valued background information on game development and release as useful or interesting to peers. For example:

It has been downloaded over 25 million times and was a runner up in the IGN Game of the Year 2012 awards for ‘Overall Best Strategy Game’. Overall, it was the 15th most downloaded paid iPhone game of 2012 in the U.S. and the 5th most downloaded paid iPhone game of 2013 in the U.S. In February 2014, Ndemic Creations released Plague Inc: Evolved, for PC, Mac and Linux onto Steam. The game continues to have an active community and is regularly updated. (Plague Inc., 11/2014)

For 7 out of the 37 posts (19%), other site users left one or more comments on the posts. Teachers who had previous experience with the posted game, or saw particular relevance of the tool in their specific contexts, made up the majority of posted comments in 2010 through 2012. Comments made in the 2015 cohort typically contained deeper analyses of the games themselves, as the group played the games and offered affirmations and critiques.

3.2.6 Variable Associations

Chi square tests explored associations between the presence of post information on technology, pedagogy, and content; findings indicated statistically significant associations between a post’s inclusion of classroom subject and game objective \( \chi^2 (1, 82) = 5.068, p = 0.025 \), and subject and skill \( \chi^2 (1, 82) = 5.270, p = 0.022 \) (see Table 2). This informs how posters might be conceptualizing and discussing game content affordances and constraints – describing a learning objective, detailing classroom subject alignment, and then relating the game to teachable skills.

Statistically significant associations also emerged between game objectives and associated URLs \( \chi^2 (1, 82) = 5.319, p=0.021 \), which informs how posters might conceptualize and discuss technological features (if and when they do). A typical post might include a brief description of how to play and win the game, followed by a link to access it, but more often may not develop a technological assessment further to consider things like game platform.
Table 2. Chi Square tests of associations between technology, pedagogy, and content variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data pair</th>
<th>( \chi^2 )</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject_objective</td>
<td>5.068</td>
<td>0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject_platform</td>
<td>3.638</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject_genre</td>
<td>3.067</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject_skill</td>
<td>5.270</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject_url</td>
<td>5.270</td>
<td>0.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective_platform</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective_genre</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective_skill</td>
<td>3.500</td>
<td>0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective_url</td>
<td>5.319</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform_genre</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform_skill</td>
<td>1.144</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform_url</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre_skill</td>
<td>0.775</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genre_url</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill_url</td>
<td>2.778</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No statistically significant associations were found between game genre and any other category, suggesting a potential disconnect between inclusion of game genre (which involves usually one word or less) and other text discussions of pedagogical, technological, and content-based affordances and constraints. This suggests the need to build teacher awareness of how genre influences pedagogy (how the game teaches), and the need for a qualitative exploration of how teachers do describe game pedagogy. The following case example illustrates how one teacher introduced technology, pedagogy, and content in her posts.

4. CASE EXAMPLE

Kai (pseudonym) posted four games on the Learning in Game-based Environments Resource – two in October of 2015 and two in November of 2015. In October, Kai posted about *The Migrant Trail* and *Rolling Fall*, while in November, she posted about the games *Superbetter* and *Yousician*. The game-based learning class asks students to make two posts to the forum resource, suggesting Kai’s voluntary posting to the forum beyond the mandatory minimum. Kai was selected as an instrumental case example due to this higher number of posts, which afforded greater insight into her developing game literacy over time; though posts varied by student in terms of length and content, Kai’s posts were chosen as representative of “average” game posts in terms of length and level of detail.

Kai described *The Migrant Trail* as a “text-based adventure game,” *Rolling Fall* as a “puzzle game,” and *Yousician* as an “app game,” but did not share a genre for *Superbetter*. Kai described *Superbetter* as a “digital version of gamified life.” As definitions of gamification often distinguish such tools from traditional games, Kai may not have known how to distinguish *Superbetter* by game genre.

In most cases, Kai did not explicitly describe the platforms needed to play these games. However, in all four cases, Kai provided a URL or mentioned a game website, which suggests that all of the games were hosted online and accessible with any platform that could access the Internet. Kai’s posts also encouraged readers to explore the game sites through supportive texts (i.e. “But don’t take my word for it. Go have fun killing zombies.”).

Kai’s post on *Yousician* offered greater detail on technological game affordances as compared to her other posts; she described it as a “web or mobile-based app game,” further emphasizing that this game was hosted on multiple platforms. She also described how “the game uses the microphone of your computer and analyzes the real sounds coming from a real guitar to award…points,” stressing how the technological setup of this game (as compared to *Guitar Hero*) could develop real-world musical skill.

Kai provided detailed information on the pedagogical affordances of each game in her posts. For *The Migrant Trail*, she offered in-depth descriptions of how the game promotes understanding of different perspectives and complex immigration issues by sharing the stories of key characters:
The game can be played from the perspective of migrants as well as border control agents, which lends a level of complexity to the issue...The player is confronted with the personal story of each migrant, which humanizes them and helps the player understand why each migrant feels it is necessary to make the incredibly dangerous journey.... Playing from the perspective of the border patrol agents, is significantly less challenging and engaging, however, its main purpose is to highlight the magnitude of the crisis for migrants trying to cross the border...You also get to read the agents’ bios, which explains their motivation and diversity.

Kai also provided some information on the content knowledge and skill development supported by each of these games. For instance, in her post on Rolling Fall, Kai listed the specific physics constructs demonstrated by the game, such as “energy conservation,” “parabolic kinematics,” and “rotational equilibrium,” and described how the game could be integrated into a high school math unit.

Several additional posting themes emerged during analysis of Kai’s posts. Kai described specific age groups, demographics, or contexts in which each game could serve an educational purpose. In her post on Rolling Fall, for example, Kai identified herself as a physics teacher and provided specific curriculum ideas for using the game based on student age group:

Younger students (late elementary, early middle school) would benefit from playing this game just to gain a feel for the physical world and how it works. Older students (early high school) could play this game and tie it into real-world experiments, to learn the mathematics behind what they are playing with.

Kai also regularly integrated other elements of her personal experiences with and around these games into her posts, detailing her personal experiences playing or using the games as context for her endorsements:

I found out about this game from a friend in a support group that I belong to, as we both have a vascular brain anomaly that can cause some issues like a traumatic brain injury. I decided to give it a go (I’m playing in 2 different challenges at the moment). I love it so much, I recommended it to my sister who deals with depression (who also loves it). I also recommended it to my colleagues to use in middle school homeroom classes to help students work on motivation and self-acceptance.

In another post that Kai made to the forum (where she shared a non-game resource), she described the forum as “a community of people who value games.” This understanding of the nature purpose of the forum is perhaps reflected in the particularly active peer responses her posts engendered. Her game descriptions merged practical discussions of each game’s utility for learning with relatable personal experiences as a teacher and game user. While demonstrations of Kai’s game literacy varied in terms of the volume and detail of information presented on technological, pedagogical, or content-related issues, her emphases on one or more of these areas perhaps reflects a profound understanding of what information the community might find immediately relevant about a game (i.e. Yousician might require an initial focus on technological setup).

5. CONCLUSION

A Descriptive analysis of the Learning in Game-Based Environments Web Resource revealed gaps in representation of technological, pedagogical, and content-based affordances and constraints across the sampling of game posts, most notably in discussions of technology. Posts that provided a comprehensive analysis were rare; more often, a poster would prioritize discussion of unusual or noteworthy elements over others (i.e. a game played on a PlayStation 3 warranted more explicit discussion of technology). While game posts often shared detailed discussions of technology, pedagogy, or content, the inclusion of more specific prompts or educator supports could promote comprehensive game analysis discussions.

Kai’s case example illustrates how a single student’s posts might vary based on their integration of game analysis constructs due to contextual factors such as characteristics of the game itself, the poster’s opinions and personal experiences, and perhaps on the poster’s perceptions of what the community finds useful. A fruitful avenue of future research might explore how users decide and justify what information to include in their discussions of games to further illuminate teacher game literacy practices.
Further development of this research will also expand the sample to test for statistical differences between posters that did and did not include elements of content, pedagogy, or technology. These and future findings offer potential insights to educators working to support game literacy and pedagogy in future teachers. Just as Young et al. (2012) argued for the creation of an educational video game repository for use in research follow-up and replication, such a tool could offer manifold benefits to educators looking to develop game implementation skills and searching for games to use in their classrooms. Given the rarity of such a resource and its potential to help fill implementation gaps, an examination of this existing online repository serves as a useful example for the development of future tools and resources for teacher-driven games education and skill development.
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ABSTRACT

Regardless of the study level, the assessments applied in the different educational institutions in Tunisia raise many questions. Do these practices indicate the learners’ cognitive metamorphoses? Do formative and summative evaluations intend to access knowledge acquisition at the expense of understanding? Is the content of the evaluation approaches and instruments an important part of the learners’ previous knowledge? Is there any relationship between this content and the specific knowledge base of the learner? Does the evaluation instruments structure provide access to knowledge construction? Is this structure oriented towards the evaluation of low-level cognitive skills more than to the assessment of high-level cognitive skills? Does the assessment context introduce affective variables that may influence learners’ results in a negative way? Do the used instruments allow consistently determining the learners’ strengths and weaknesses? Do the correction criteria respect all the learner’s responses worth to build up a special knowledge? Do objectivity requirements influence these criteria more than the cognitive value of responses? In fact, all of these questions risen show the seriousness and complexity of the evaluation problem in the school environment as well as the cognitive progress of the learners. They are quite related to the subject matter of the evaluation instruments and their structure as well as their objectives and the background they are taking place in than to the correction criteria. In this paper, we propose a personalized evaluation environment for mobile learning. We first introduce m-evaluation scenario. Then, we describe this personalization as well as the architecture of the evaluation environment composed of Web services and based on communication between these services carried out via Semantic web technologies. The environment presented allows assessing the learners’ knowledge of a particular teaching content by first of all searching, then selecting and finally generating a test well adapted to their knowledge level. In fact, a new course will be introduced once the evaluation is accomplished. We also managed an experimentation based on concluding the student’s satisfaction degree.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The evolution in the Information and communication technologies has considerably modified the organizational structures of learning and its processing through the last decade mainly because of the increase in using the Internet as well as network technologies. Consequently, there is general use of movable communication means as mobile phones and laptops that can be connected to the internet through the different wireless networks (Wi-Fi, 3G, etc.) The use of these mobile tools revolutionizes the pupils’ view of space and time in the learning context. These technologies contribute the young learners with significant competences to the extent of carrying out their scholarly scheme conceivably ever. Hence, mobile technologies are valuable for pupils. Actually, they better develop their collaborative, communicative, and coordinative skills. They also promote cooperating with teachers and grant outstanding autonomy as well as improving responsiveness.

Studying many criteria in such learning approach including learner mobility, learner profile, organization of knowledge, learning time and gain and so on increases the efficiency of m-evaluation. Indeed, mobility in m-evaluation is notably detected in the context concept which indicates the learners’ suitable situation. It is crucial to determine, with reference to the context, which resources to send, how to send, when to send, on which interface, etc. Therefore, the entire evaluation process must be adaptable to these developing contexts.
With the evolution of Web 3.0, the semantic web sounds to ensure technology to carry out m-evaluation system. Undoubtedly, the semantic Web is a Web intelligible to both men and machines. Thus, it represents a vast field of applying works emerging from the knowledge formality and representation reasoning (Berners-Lee et al., 2001).

In this manuscript, we suggest a flexible environment for mobile evaluation using semantic Web technologies for description and reasoning. This paper is structured as follows: First, we present related works. Then, we introduce our work based on a mobile evaluation (m-evaluation) scenario in an open learning network. Afterwards, we analyze the proposed scenario and we describe the m-evaluation process. The architecture set up for the evaluation system is depicted in section 5. In section 6, we discuss the first uses of this system and we end the paper with a conclusion and our future works.

2. RELATED WORK

Plenty of studies about using mobile technologies have been performed in mobile environments assessment. As an example, Cheniti and al. realize a Mobile and Personalized Evaluation System (MPES) using the Semantic Web and Web services. Actually, MPES connects and realizes a set of web services interacting together to provide the system needs. This approach is likewise effective to handle the semantic web technology. Web services, naturally, set up the evaluation resources corresponding to the set of the different attitudes, the learners' needs and how they collaborate with the mobile environment (Belcadhi et al., 2013). Similarly (Coulombe et al., 2011) proposed the MobileQuizz project performing a multiplatform mobile application executed with the Google Web Toolkit in Ajax. Likewise, the Context aware adaptive and personalized mobile learning systems is introduced by (Sampson et al., 2013).

The approach of Chen (Chen, C. H. 2010) is based on self-assessment research results and peer review in which he realized a Mobile Assessment Participation System (MAPS) used by PDA (Personal Digital Assistant). Moreover, Chen recommended a model of MAPS implementation simplifying and improving self-efficiency and peer assessments in classrooms. However, in (Coulby et al., 2011) and with reference to a group of students in their last year of medicine, the authors analyzed the effect of contributing a skill-based assessment via PDAs. This assessment presented the good experience of using mobile technologies to evaluate the students’ level.

In the same way, Zualkernanand et al. performed an architecture that takes a QTIv2.1 evaluation test based on an XML file and systematically generates a Flash Lite to be presented and then executed on a mobile device (Zualkernan et al., 2007).

3. A MOBILE EVALUATION SCENARIO OF A LEARNER

In this section, we describe the context of our research using the following evaluation scenario: Idriss, a 7th year Basic student, would like to prepare for his exam on the Arabic grammar course. This student wants to review the nominal sentence components lesson. He also wants to evaluate his knowledge. So, he starts by selecting this lesson. The necessary prerequisites for the chosen lesson will be first researched. The corresponding questions will be, then, presented to the student. These questions form a pre-assessment on the chosen lesson. The student will, as a result, have the opportunity to revise the lesson parts that are not known and for which the corresponding questions were not answered in the correct way.

Finally, to insure that Idriss understands the essential notions of the formerly-mentioned lesson, questions will be searched and presented to form a personalized post-assessment test. The learning environment must show Idriss's process in revising the selected lesson. The tests presented to Idriss should contribute a detailed and precise assessment of his knowledge and level of understanding. Thus, all the main parts of the course must be well understood. Whenever Idriss chooses a lesson to revise, the learning environment should look for relevant assessment supports, especially the questions that should be put after the examination of the final tests, the learner's options in terms of language and learning plan parameters. Idriss wants to access the resources of this evaluation from a mobile interface. Served by a personal PDA, the student can, for instance, be in the school library for an hour. Idriss will, accordingly, access a user interface where he can choose the course to be evaluated as illustrated in figure 1. Then, he enters a set of keywords showing the theme of the
evaluation. Idriss should also specify his location type. Moreover, he must specify the maximum time reserved for the self-evaluation test: 1 hour. Finally, he gives his preferences in terms of the questions types. For example, he chooses the SOAQs (Short and Open Answer Questions).

All the information indicated by Idriss must be taken into account when generating the assessment test. The evaluation environment presents itself as a context-sensitive system for the generation of personalized and mobile evaluation tests. It must also score and safeguard its progress and evaluation references in order to use them in future evaluation activities. Assessment tests, presented to the students, should be adapted to their profiles, level and prerequisites.

The environment should, thus, personalize the learning and evaluation content to the learner’s level of knowledge based on two main concepts:

- Reuse and Interoperability through the design and implementation of the content in the form of learning objects: allows a dynamic generation of the content by identifying and searching teaching or evaluation resources to be regenerated. Through this design, the course will not be conceived in a monolithic way, but as a set of independent parts. These objects represent also the new approaches and reflections basis on the possibilities of electronic learning systems standardization.

- Estimation of the learner’s level of knowledge at each learning stage through a personalized evaluation. Four functionalities must then be determined in such evaluation system:
  - Content presentation to the learner.
  - Knowledge assessment obtained by the learner.
  - A suitable content generation adapted to the assessment of the learner's knowledge.
  - Consideration of the learner context and the personalization of the evaluation according to the parameters provided by the evaluation context.

4. A STUDY OF THE PROPOSED SCENARIO

Mobile learning environments are distinguished by unreliable learning situations and circumstances. In such environments, context modeling is needed to better understand the learners' activities and to personalize the learning resources. Context-sensitive environments generally refer to a class of environments that can capture environmental parameters and adapt accordingly the set of decisions and behaviors. They are essentially characterized by their heterogeneous nature involving steady change of context according to many circumstances depending mainly on the learner, location, time, place, etc. The basic goal of learning is always to yield the learner with context-relevant learning and / or evaluation resources. Thus, the learning or assessment process must be adjusted as well as adapted to the context. Contextual reasoning is an important aspect in studying the ambient intelligence. Its aiming is to figure out new knowledge based on the accessible data. It makes context-sensitive applications more intelligent and personalized according to the users ' needs. Thus, context sensitivity results from the dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the ambient environments.

In order to maintain contextual reasoning and supply the learner with a Mobile Assessment Object (MAO), First Order Logic (FOL) should be used. Indeed, FOL is a very influential and potent means of reasoning about the context in a mobile environment. The set of Framework information serves as first-order predicates. In fact, this description is very eloquent and can be used to show the various types of information.
We present personalized evaluation formalism with FOL developed from the formalism of hyper-media adaptive educational systems (Baccari et al., 2016). The choice of the predicates logic for this formal description is stimulated by the fact that this type of FOL gives a specific design of the data representations. The evaluation personalization, in a mobile environment, is influenced by a set of parameters that establish our framework. Indeed, the Mobile Assessment Framework (MAF) must be described according to a set of information combined in a group of ontological models, and the learner's interactions with the Framework must be treated in order to update the learner model and apply it in any evaluation task. The Framework must include, similarly, a personalization element allowing personalizing the assessment activity in accordance with a set of information.

5. DESIGN OF CONTEXT-SENSITIVE MOBILE EVALUATION SYSTEM

The Mobile learning environments are identified by unreliable learning conditions and circumstances. In such environments, context modeling is needed to perceive well the learners' activities and to personalize the learning resources. However, context-sensitive environments mainly indicate a class of environments that can pick up environmental parameters and accommodate the set of decisions and behaviors appropriately. They are basically characterized by their heterogeneous nature involving a steady change of context according to many circumstances mainly relying on the learner, location, time, place, etc. The fundamental objective is to ever provide the learner with context-appropriate evaluation means. The evaluation process has to be therefore diversified and of course relevant to the context.

Hence, we suggest, in this paper, the Context-Aware Mobile Assessment System based on semantic web. This architecture describes a powerful valuable approach to exploit the technology of the semantic web. Web services develop assessment resources conforming a set of ontologies, the learners' needs and how they interact to the mobile environment.

The different exchanged documents are of RDF type. As a result, in order to admit a personalized evaluation support, metadata about the field of application (courses), assessment resources (questions), learners (prerequisites and skills), context, and evaluation history are crucial. The system uses the DC standard, a group of ontologies and specifications, to promote interoperability. It is also planned to submit the IMS / QTI specification to ensure the exchange of evaluation resources. The architecture of the system is illustrated in figure 2.

Our system is definitely based on five modules:

1- Authentication module: consists in identifying the learner in his/her mobile environment. It is established by parameters which will be later communicated to the local database.

2- Context management module: This process is composed of three main levels:
   • Acquisition: The acquisition of the environment contextual information is made by modules that directly capture information from the environment through probes, devices, means of interaction, etc.

![Figure 2. Architecture of personalized m-evaluation system](image-url)
Aggregation and storage: The captured data are significant and coherent and interpreted for a specific use. This contextual information will be stocked for later use and accessible for processing.

Processing: Context information processing consists in selecting resources from the user’s request and applying an adaptation method to elaborate the selected resources. Contextual information and relevant resources are sent at the application level. The use of context information at this level consists in presenting this information to the user to interact, to notify him/her about the changes or to trigger the system event or action, etc.

3- Ontologies database: includes the ontologies that can be applied to model the context of the learner by indicating the user context, device context, location context and acquisition context. It also involves the ontologies of the learner response and those of the teacher (Khalifa, W. B et al., 2016).

4- Evaluation module: It rectifies the answers and then calculates the result of the learner according to his answers which will be segmented into words after performing the partial decomposition to compare them with the model answers already available for the score computing according to the similarity measure of Wu & Palmer in order to obtain the final results. Then, this module sends these results to the Interface agent which passes them to the tutor agent that displays the results to the learner. It performs this task after receiving it from the adapted test list and corrects this list by the adaptation Engine agent that prepares tests adapted to the learner’s level. Finally, it saves the learner’s result in his/her profile.

5- Test database and SOAQs-Arabic: It contains all the tests provided for each course and the test results for each learner. The tests are of SOAQs (Short and Open Answer Questions) type, which allows a semi-automatic correction. Indeed, each test has a defined deadline.

6. DISCUSSION

We suggested a mobile evaluation system that compels taking into consideration the context and its elements. Indeed, both of the context concepts and context sensitivity are two key terms broadly used to exploit mobile environments. In order to maintain a mobile evaluation, we need to model the context. In our work, we chose to use the ontology-based approach not only to model the context, but also to think about the described data. This approach is combined with the logic-based one allowing the deduction of a set of facts and new inferences. Besides, we introduced a mobile assessment situation as a set of evaluation context information characterized by a specific time period which can change the evaluation system behavior. As far as the evaluation objects are concerned, it is necessary to define a mobile evaluation object which considers the use of these resources in mobile environments.

To verify the system efficiency and test the aspect of personalization and adaptation, mobile evaluation system should be designed. In this work, we performed our experiments on 7th year Tunisian pupils at Bouficha High School. The aim of our study is to assess the satisfaction and the results of pupils by testing the system on different devices, such as mobile phone, touch pad, PC, employing the system at various time in order to evaluate pupils’ prerequisites, and changing their locations.

The evaluation process was carried out on 30 pupils who were classified into two groups based on their Arabic grammar prerequisite: beginners and intermediate-level pupils who were given a system performance evaluation form containing 16 questions relying on 4 assumptions:

- A: Hypothesis 1: personalization aspect assessment contains 4 questions to test both the portfolio and the level of the pupils
- B: Hypothesis 2: adaptation aspect assessment contains the same number of questions as the personalization aspect assessment.
- C: Hypothesis 3: usability assessment includes also 4 questions. Students are invited to improve their opinions in terms of: navigation, generic use, etc.
- D: Hypothesis 4: system guidance and improvement evaluation
Figure 3 represents the histogram of the answered questions based the pupils’ level. From this figure, we notice that the majority of intermediate-level pupils perceived the criteria of personalization. However, beginners did not properly recognize it. In fact, to better enhance the personalization aspect, pupils had to utilize the system several times and accurately answer some given questions. B analysis shows that the phase of adaptation was praised by the two afore-mentioned groups of pupils. Indeed, changing the device used or the location type leads to the generation of different tests.

As shown in D and C, we notice that it was confusing for beginners to use the system mainly because of the Arabic complex Grammar courses content. Furthermore, most of them liked to utilize large-screen device system because they were generally familiar with employing small-screen devices for entertainment. Besides, pupils found that using such system is efficient in mobile learning and self-assessment. They proposed that applying this system will be expanded in other courses. The obtained findings are promising. They prove the possibility of employing this system by a wide range of pupils if the tool is introduced in various knowledge domains.

The choices of the parameters used in the discussion are marked by an open mind rather than partisan. They are guided not by a methodological blindness but by an intention to derive a rich, interesting, and original understanding of the object of study.

7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We introduced, in this paper, a personalized evaluation system using the semantic web services allowing the selection and presentation of learning and evaluation resources adapted to the learner’s level of knowledge. We presented also a formal description of the m-evaluation, based on FOL, and discussed its main elements to be considered when dealing with the mobile version. Moreover, we fully described the framework and recommended Logical rules based on first order logic. All these rules and other ones will be used later to personalize the assessment in a mobile learning environment and to adapt it to the assessment activity context. The architecture of the system was also well developed.

The evaluation system, in its mobile version, was tested on a group of young learners. The next step consists in developing mobile components for other types of questions and to test them on a group of learners, which will certainly boost the personalization functionalities provided to learners.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this work was to evaluate the effectiveness of a supplemental early numeracy skills training program for typically developing middle-income pre-school and kindergarten children (age 4-5) enrolled in a standard educational program. Three conditions were compared: cooperative learning training; individual learning training; and no training (control group). Results showed that the scores of all groups increased significantly between pre-test and post-test, but no significant differences were found between the children exposed to additional training and the control group. This finding suggests that an intervention may not be more effective than good standard schooling with such young children, and that there is a need for further investigation in this area. In a follow-up analysis, the hypothesis that the effectiveness of an early math intervention is more apparent in low-ability children was tested. For children with low early math ability, performance in terms of early numerical competence before and after the intervention was compared to a control group of equally low early math ability kindergarteners. Results showed a significant difference between pre- and post-test in both the experimental and control groups, but the training group showed higher achievement with respect to the control group. This finding suggests that it may be important to carry out interventions on children with low-ability in early math competence, even in a middle-income social context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, an increasing number of researchers have been concerned with children’s early number competence and its relation to mathematics achievement. Numerical competence is a key element both in education and in everyday life, and early math skills training from the preschool level may be a preventive factor for future difficulties in learning mathematics (Geary et al., 2013). Several intervention programs have proven effective in enhancing early numeracy skills at a preschool level, with a focus on abilities such as counting, recognizing and writing numbers, one to one correspondence, comparison of numbers and dots, and understanding of numbers and quantities (e.g., Arnold et al., 2002; Ramani & Siegler, 2008). Most of the studies have been conducted in schools attended by low-income children. For instance, Ramani and Siegler (2011) compared middle-income with low-income children of different ages; the results showed that both children from low and middle-income families benefited from an early math intervention, although children from low-income backgrounds took more advantage of the intervention and learned more than less needy children.

Few studies have investigated the effects of early math skills training in children from middle-income families. In one study conducted in Italy, Passolunghi and Costa (2014) found that five year old mainstream children could benefit from domain-specific early math training.

Regarding math training, a fundamental issue is how to give effective instructions to introduce preschool and kindergarten children to numeric and quantitative concepts. One powerful method to improve learning in children is cooperative learning. Cooperative learning (CL) involves the use of small groups in which students interact with each other and work together to achieve shared goals. Although its effectiveness is well-attested in literature (Johnson et al., 2008), CL has received little consideration for children younger...
than six (Wiegel, 1998). Indeed, Vernette et al. (2004) underlined how the evidence about CL comes from classrooms from the third grade and “up”. One of the rare studies, in which an experience of CL math training with kindergarten children is described, was conducted by Artut (2009). In this study, the effects of CL on early math ability were investigated by comparing a CL training group to a control group in which other forms of training were implemented. A significant improvement was noted in mathematical abilities in the CL group, but the work does not exactly specify the children’s ages, nor does it provide details about the specific cooperative learning activities.

Our study had three main aims: to explore the effectiveness of a supplemental (i.e., in addition to the standard school curriculum) intervention in early math competence in typically developing children (aged 4-5) from middle-income families and to explore which kind of math training is the most efficient for kindergarteners, thus contributing to the discussion about the efficacy of cooperative learning in children younger than six years of age. We also wondered whether the efficacy of an early math supplemental intervention in middle-income children is more apparent in children with low early math abilities.

To achieve these aims, we assigned a sample of typically developing kindergartener (4-5 years of age) to three experimental groups: one group was exposed to structured cooperative learning early math training; a second group was assigned to individual learning early math training; and the third group was assigned to a control group involved in drawing and coloring activities. All children underwent kindergarten education in mathematics during the time of the intervention, following the standard early math curriculum established by the Italian Ministry of Instruction (Annali pubblica istruzione, 2012). Children’s performances before and after math training were compared. Then, to test the hypothesis that the efficacy of an additional intervention is stronger in children with low early math abilities, in a follow-up analysis, we compared a subsample of low ability children’s performance before and after the training with the performance of an equally low ability control group.

According to studies investigating the importance of early numeracy skills training in mainstream kindergarten children (Passolunghi & Costa, 2014), we expected to find an improvement in children’s early math skills after a domain specific training supplemental to the standard math curriculum. Based on the literature related to children from low-income families, we expected to find the training to be especially beneficial in low-ability children (e.g. Ramani, & Siegler, 2008).

Regarding the efficacy of different kind of interventions, we decided to compare structured cooperative learning training with individual training. As discussed above, there is very little research on the effectiveness of cooperative learning for children younger than six years of age; thus, it is quite difficult to make an exact prediction regarding its effectiveness on children as young as those from our sample. According to data coming from primary and secondary schools (Johnson et al., 2008), we expected a better outcome from cooperative learning training as compared to individual training.

2. METHOD

2.1 Participants

Forty-three typically developing 4 and 5 year old Italian children (19 males and 24 females) were recruited from a public kindergarten school in the town of Cagliari (Italy). Children with significant developmental delays (as identified by local educational and health services) were excluded. Both the school and the children’s parents agreed to let the students take part in the research study, signing informed consent forms. The participants involved in the study came from two different classes (sections A and B), in which the same two teachers evenly rotated. The participants’ average age was 56.55 months (SD = 6.29), with a range of 47-66 months. The socioeconomic status of the sample was measured by the Family Affluence Scale (FAS) (Boyce et al., 2006) and was classified as middle-class (mean = 6.5, SD = 1.1, scale range 0-9). Children were assigned to one of the following conditions: cooperative learning (CL) training group (15 children, 6 males); individual learning (IL) training group (14 children, 7 males); and control group (14 children, 6 males). The three groups were balanced for the following variables: initial early math ability measured through a standardized early math test, the BIN 4-6 (Molin et al., 2007); gender; age; IQ score; and school class.
2.2 Procedure

The study was divided into four phases:

1. Familiarization with students and teachers: three researchers (the first author and two trained psychologists) were in the classroom during normal class activities for two weeks, interacting and playing with the children.

2. Pre-training assessment. The Italian standardization of Raven’s Coloured Progressive Matrices in the Italian standardization (CPM, Belacchi et al., 2008) was used to assess children’s IQ so as not to include in the study children with low levels of intelligence. The BIN 4-6 (Molin et al., 2007), an early math abilities standardized test, was used to develop a baseline of early numeracy skills.

3. The training phase. While children assigned to cooperative and individual learning were involved in the supplemental early math training with two researchers (in two different classrooms), children assigned to the control groups participated for the same amount of time in drawing activities led by the third researcher (in a third classroom). The three researchers rotated evenly between the three activities. The two experimental groups were exposed to the same learning materials (see below for details). Each math activity comprised two steps: a manipulation or movement game followed by a paper-and-pencil consolidation task. The aim of each meeting was the enhancement of different aspects of early numerical competence (Lucangeli et al., 2003). The only difference between the two groups was the way the lesson was implemented: cooperative versus individual. The training was divided into 12 weekly meetings. The individual training sessions lasted about 30-40 minutes. The CL activities, due to the longer instruction time, lasted for about an hour.

4. Post-training assessment. The children’s early numerical competence was retested with the BIN 4-6 (Molin et al., 2007) to assess the effects of the training.

2.3 Training Materials

For both training activities (CL and IL), we used several structured learning materials, such as short stories, games, and practical activities about numbers, specifically developed for early math training for children from three to six years of age (Lucangeli et al., 2003) and for consolidation interventions (Judica et al., 2010). Activities were conducted that focused on the following areas: the lexical area (distinction between numerical symbols and letters, telling stories with numerical elements, association symbol/name-number, writing Arabic numerals from number 1 to number 5); the semantic area (connect the number-words to their correspondent numerical quantities; comparing Arabic numerals e.g., "Tell me which is more, 2 or 4?"); the counting area (numbers sequence, count forward, count backwards), and operations in the pre-syntactic area (comparing and ordering quantities of up to five elements).

2.4 Cooperative Learning Activities

The learning together approach (Johnson et al., 2008) was followed to complete the CL training. Students were asked to work cooperatively in pairs. Different pairs were formed for each different session, so students had the chance to work with different partners, and heterogeneous pairs in terms of skill levels were structured (Johnson et al., 2008). Children were instructed to perform the following steps to cooperate effectively: (1) listen to the different questions and formulate the answer individually; (2) share the answer by whispering to the other group member; (3) try to reach an agreement with the other group member; and (4) be ready to answer if asked.

Students whose answer was required had to share it with the class. A practical demonstration of this procedure was performed by the instructor to provide the children with a concrete behavioral model. Positive goal interdependence and positive identity interdependence were established among group members.

At the end of each activity, the scores of each pair were shared and commented by the teachers with all pairs (final evaluation) and the students were encouraged to celebrate other students for the successes obtained (Johnson et al., 2008).
2.5 Individual Learning Activities

Children in IL conditions were asked to sit on small chairs that formed a circle, while the researcher explained the instructions for the math activities. Each child then had to carry out the tasks independently without help from his/her classmates. Later, the children sat around a table, and each child received a card for a paper-and-pencil consolidation task that had to be completed independently. During all the activities, the researcher was present to offer help, support, and motivation to each child while he/she worked.

2.6 Drawing Activities

Control group children were asked to freely play with building blocks and other toys and then to make a drawing of their activity under the supervision of the third researcher.

3. RESULTS

To compare the three groups (cooperative learning training, individual learning training, and control groups), three Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to determine possible pre-training, IQ, and age effects between the three groups (p > .05). Three Wilcoxon tests were used to determine gender effect (p > .05). Non-parametric statistics were used due to the small sample size and the difficulty of checking the assumption of normality of data.

The first question of this study was related to whether additional training in early numeracy skills is effective in enhancing early numerical competence in kindergarten children from middle-income families. A Wilcoxon test for paired sample was used to compare the CL group performance in early numeracy competence (dependent variable: BIN 4-6 z-score) in the pre- and post-training evaluation. The test results showed a significant difference (V = 0, p = .002, |r| = .88). A second Wilcoxon test for paired sample was used to compare pre- and post-training early numeracy competence (BIN 4-6 z-score) in the IL group; the results showed a significant difference (V = 0, p = .003, |r| = .88). The third Wilcoxon test for paired sample was used to compare pre-and post-training early numeracy competence performance (BIN 4-6 z-score) of the control group. The results showed a significant difference between pre-test and post-test also in the control group (V = 0, p = .006, |r| = .83). Descriptive statistics (median, IQR, CI, V, p-value, and effect size |r|) of BIN z-score are reported in Table 1.

The Wilcoxon test results showed that early math abilities grew significantly in all the groups: CL training, IL training, and control group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pre-test</th>
<th>post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Median</td>
<td>IQR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooperative Learning Training (n=15)</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual Training (n=14)</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group (n=14)</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine if one group had improved more than the others, we created a BIN test improvement score (BIN-IS) by calculating the differences between total BIN z-scores at pre-test and total BIN z-scores at post-test, and using these as dependent variables in a Kruskal-Wallis test. The results did not reveal significant differences between the three experimental groups ($\chi^2 (2) = 1.79, p = .41$). By observing median and IQR of BIN-IS in the three groups, it is evident that children involved in the CL training (median = 0.93; IQR = 0.40; 95% CI [0.18, 1.96]) seemed to achieve higher than children in the individual training group.
Our findings showed that all children, control group included, significantly improved their performance in early math competence from the first to the second assessment (12 weeks’ time lag) without a significant difference between the three situations. The improvement demonstrated in the three groups is not dependent on age because, in statistical analysis, we used the z-scores of the standardized early math ability BIN 4-6 test to control age effects.

One of our aims was to verify if the efficacy of an early math domain specific intervention was more strongly apparent on low-ability children. To test the hypothesis that early math low-ability children may benefit from the training more than high and medium ability ones, we carried on a further analysis on a sub-group of participants. We extracted from the general sample the children who had scored at least a half standard deviation below the average normative score in the pre-test BIN 4-6. The obtained sample of 25 participants (11 males and 14 females) was divided into two groups: a training group of 14 participants (7 males and 7 females, selected from both the cooperative and individual training groups) and a control group of 11 participants (4 males and 7 female) selected from the control group. The average age participant’s age was 54.4 months (SD = 6.6 months). The choice to use as a cut-off half a standard deviation below the mean was motivated by the necessity to select a sample of children with low early math ability but still with typical development: considering children with a score below one standard deviation (i.e., those included in the "request for attention" zone according to the BIN 4-6 manual), would have potentially led to an atypical development sample.

To analyze the data from the sample of 25 low-ability children, Wilcoxon tests were used. The use of non-parametric statistics was due to the small sample size and to the difficulty to check for the assumption of normality of data. Different Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon tests were performed to ensure that the two groups were balanced for BIN z-scores, IQ, age and gender. No significant differences were found (p > .05).

A first Wilcoxon test for paired sample was used to compare the performance in early numeracy competence (BIN 4-6 z-score) in pre- and post-test in the training group and results showed significant differences (V = 0, p = .002, |r| = .85). A second Wilcoxon test for paired sample was used to compare the performance in early numeracy competence (BIN 4-6 z-score) in the pre- and post-test in the control group, and results showed a significant difference (V = 1, p = .005, |r| = .76). Descriptive statistics (median, IQR, CI, V, p-value, and effect size r) of the BIN z-score are reported in Table 2.

The results showed that both groups enhanced their early math ability from pre-test to post-test time. To test if the training group improved more compared with the control one, the same BIN-IS score used in the previous analysis was used as dependent variable, and a Wilcoxon test was carried out to compare the two groups. The results showed a significant difference between the two groups (W = 114, p = .04; |r| = .40). By observing the median and IQR of BIN-IS in the two groups, it is evident that children in the training condition (median = 0.96; IQR = 0.53; 95% CI [0.65, 1.98]) achieved higher improvement when compared with the control group (median = 0.69; IQR = 0.47; 95% CI [-0.07, 1.66]).

Two Wilcoxon Tests were also performed to test for a gender difference in children’s BIN-IS. Results did not show significant differences between males and females in the two experimental groups (p > .05).

Table 2. Low-ability children pre-test and post-test Z scores on test BIN 4-6, V, p values with Bonferroni correction and effect size (r)

| Group                  | pre-test       | post-test      | V    | P     | |r|   |
|------------------------|----------------|----------------|------|-------|-------|
|                         | Median | IQR   | 95% CI | Median | IQR   | 95% CI |       |       |
| Training group (n=14)  | -0.83  | 0.35  | [-1.65, -0.39] | 0.38  | 0.40  | [-0.30, 0.63] | 0     | .002** |
| Control group (n=11)   | -0.79  | 0.52  | [-1.23, -0.43] | 0.09  | 0.84  | [-1.21, 0.91] | 1     | .005** |

Note. N = 25; *p < .05; **p < .01; CI = confidence interval; r = effect size
4. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study involved 43 middle-income, typically developing children (aged 4-5) attending kindergarten in a public school in Italy. The main aim of our study was related to whether a supplement to the standard curriculum intervention in early numeracy skills would improve early math performance by confronting children exposed to two different interventions (cooperative learning and individual learning) and a control group. We wondered also whether early math training could be useful for children starting with a low level of numerical and quantity concepts knowledge.

First, the numerical skills baseline of participants was measured. Afterwards, training in early numerical competence was implemented in a cooperative learning training group and in an individual training one, while a balanced control group was involved in drawing activities. Finally, the children’s numerical skills were measured again to evaluate the effectiveness of the training.

Regarding the first aim of this study, our findings showed that all children, control group included, significantly improved their performance in early math competence from the first to the second assessment. Thus, it appears that an additional intervention was not any more effective than the standard school activity: our data showed that neither CL nor individual training was effective in terms of significantly improving children’s math abilities beyond the level reached through standard teaching. The results of our study are not in line with the previous literature on the effectiveness of early math training programs (e.g., Clements, 2007), but, as already noted, most of the literature on typically developing kindergarteners has concentrated on low-income children—a category generally judged to be more at risk for school math underachievement, (e.g., Ramani & Siegler, 2008). A possible explanation for our findings is that the standard school activities carried out by the teachers are enough by themselves to bring children toward a high level of numeracy competence. Moreover, it is to be noted that our children came from a middle-class environment and likely had help from their families—in addition to standard schooling—in constructing sound initial math knowledge. When we discussed the matter with the teachers involved in the study, we learned that most of the children had received a relevant numeracy input from their parents. Many had been taught the Arabic digits from 1 to 9 and other numeracy skills. This factor may be important in young children’s numerical development (Gunderson & Levine, 2011). Also, it may be that, during the standard kindergarten course, a good number of children can reach a significant level of math knowledge appropriate for their age group, even in the absence of supplemental training. The literature has shown that those children who have weaknesses in a skill benefit from empowerment training (Räsänen et al., 2009; Ramani & Siegler, 2011) and taking advantage of the “zone of proximal development” (Vygotsky, 1962). If children show a high level of performance in a skill we can hardly further strengthen that skill. In our study, children were assigned to one of the three experimental groups, depending on their grade of initial ability, so that the same numbers of high, low, and medium ability children were assigned to each group. A possible explanation for our finding may lie in the presence, in our sample, of children with high scores in early math abilities: some kindergarteners’ early math high abilities may have hidden the effects of the training in enhancing early numerical competence.

To explore the possibility that training effects could have been hidden by the presence of children with high initial early math knowledge, and to test the hypothesis that the efficacy of an additional intervention is more accentuated in children with low early math abilities, we ran a further analysis in a subsample of low math ability children, in which we compared children who had undergone (training group) or not undergone (control group) math training. The results confirmed our hypothesis by showing that all low-ability children improved their performance, but, as expected, the training group significantly outperformed the control one. Our findings showed that, in low ability children, the supplemental intervention caused a significant early math ability improvement compared with the normal school curriculum. This result confirms, and extends to low ability middle-income children, the previous findings on low-income children related to the possibility of improving early numeracy skills in kindergarten children using numerical games and activities (e.g., Ramani & Siegler, 2008).

For low ability children, the standard school curriculum may not be sufficient as it is for average and high-achieving children, and it may be advisable, and even necessary in many cases, to develop an added intervention to support their early competence in mathematics.
One of our aims was to explore which kind of math training is most efficient for kindergarten children: the cooperative learning approach or the individual approach. Thus, this study contributes to the discussion about the efficacy of cooperative learning in children younger than six years of age. Our findings showed that the CL training pushed the children to a better performance than the individual training, but the difference between the two intervention approaches was not significant. This result runs counter to the notion that CL is more effective than other teaching approaches as the literature involving older children suggests (e.g., Johnson et al., 2008). As already stated, there is very little research investigating the role of collaboration in kindergarteners and, in the scarce literature, studies are often described without clear details about protocols utilized (e.g. Fuchs et al., 2001; Wiegel, 1998). A possible explanation for the lack of efficacy of CL in young children may relates to the nature of CL itself. When involved in a CL situation, students are requested to accomplish both teamwork and task work (Johnson et al., 2008). Teamwork involves complex social skills, such as communication, decision making, and conflict resolution skills. Task work involves the cognitive activities students had to accomplish. All these tasks may have been excessively demanding for such young children. For the effectiveness of CL versus individual training in children under six years of age, therefore, our data do not allow to draw a definite conclusion.

A limit of this study is the limited sample size. It may be interesting to replicate the study with a larger sample that includes both medium/high and low-ability children and to verify if a structured CL intervention can be more effective than individual training.

In conclusion, even taking into account the already mentioned limitation of the small sample size, our findings suggest that, at least when in the kindergarten curriculum early math teaching is comprised, standard teaching is probably enough to bring most kindergarteners to their highest “zone of proximal development” limit. However, even in a group of children from middle-income backgrounds, it is possible to find learners at a low starting level that can benefit from supplemental math training.

In future, it would be interesting to implement pre-math trainings by means of digital technologies. Until now there are few studies investigating the effectiveness of intervention programs on kindergarteners based on digital tools, and the few studies available highlighted the inconsistency of the results due mainly to the child’s difficulty to work without the constant monitoring of an adult (Stephen; Plowman, 2008). Nevertheless, the introduction of touch technology may open new possibilities in training very young children. In light of this novelty, the purpose of our next work is aimed to create new intervention protocols Information Communication Technology (ICT) based, targeting kindergarteners.
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ABSTRACT

In this research study a course, combining both computer-supported and face-to-face teaching using the concept of blended learning, has been designed. It is a beginners climbing course called “Klettern mit 360° Videos” (climbing with 360° videos) and the online part has been implemented as a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC). This research study presents the background of the course, the course concept, the course itself and the results of the evaluation. To measure the difference between the pure online participants and the blended learning participants the MOOC has been evaluated independently from the blended learning course. It should be mentioned that all participants (whether pure online or both) evaluated the course in a positive manner. The use of technology enhanced learning realized by the concept of blended learning proved to be a well-suited method for this course setting. Furthermore, many advantages of computer based learning, blended learning and 360°-videos have been reported by the participants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The opportunities of digital media in sports have already been discovered very early (Hebbel-Seeger, Kretschamen & Vohle 2013). For example, in many different sports, pictures and videos are used to visualize or track movements. In terms of computer based learning (technology enhanced learning, TEL), with a special focus to learning videos, different projects already exist. Nevertheless, surprisingly very few studies for computer based or blended learning courses in sports have been published.

In 2011 a research study took place in Germany to survey the deployment of digital media in physical education (Opitz & Fischer 2011). Sports students were asked about technical equipment in schools and their estimations for digital media usage in physical education. It turned out that most of the students reported positive experiences with digital media in physical education, but that the frequency of use was very low. About 46% stated, that they had never considered using digital media in physical education. Additionally, the majority of the interviewed students reported that the technical equipment in schools is either very bad or non-existent.

Some universities in German speaking Europe and further education institutions, like school, are currently using learning management systems when it comes to teaching sports. For example, since 2006 the platform “sports-edu” is used to support physical education in seven German institutions (Sensing & Frenger 2010). With Sports-edu, videos and additional content for different sports are provided and the platform is used to manage user profiles. The online courses are usually used in combination with practical courses following the concept of blended learning.

In the research field of Technology Enhanced Learning, Massive Open Online Courses are increasing dramatically. Since the first course created by George Siemens and Stephen Downes in 2008 (McAuley et al, 2010), followed by the famous MOOC of Sebastian Thrun, different MOOC platforms are searching for lecturers providing so called xMOOCs (Carson & Schmidt, 2012). An xMOOC can be characterized by a number of videos, additional learning objects and self-assessment presented in a structured way (mostly on a weekly basis) (Ebner et al, 2016).

After exploring existing projects in sports and bearing in mind the current trends in the field of TEL the basic idea for the study was to create a field study combining a MOOC and face-to-face-teaching. Furthermore, the use of 360 degree videos was being explored. In order to include the above-mentioned
criteria, a climbing course for beginners supported by 360° videos was designed. The course has been split into two different parts. Over the course of five weeks, the stand-alone MOOC provides the basic knowledge about climbing such as rules and security with regards to climbing. Twelve different videos are used to present the main theoretical concepts of the course. Some of the videos are recorded using 360° video-technology to provide the viewers with new viewing-angles and interactive video learning. Afterwards the face-to-face part was designed and combined with the MOOC to a blended learning concept. In short, the MOOC provides theoretical background to the practical climbing lessons taught in a face-to-face manner.

We tried to answer the following research questions:

1. Is the concept of blended learning using a MOOC suitable for sports?
2. Is the use of 360 degree videos in sports appropriate for the target group?
3. What are the advantages and limitations of this learning scenario?

2. DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH STUDY

2.1 Course Design

Most traditional climbing courses take place in indoor climbing halls and cover theoretical and practical basics. During these courses a lot of time is used to teach and learn the theoretical basics that are required to ensure save climbing. Of course, in many courses the time for the practical part is limited and important practical basics are handled as briefly as possible. To use the time more efficiently and to enhance the practical part, the course was designed to teach the basic knowledge beforehand by using an online course. Providing those contents online allows the participants to learn independently and more accurately. Therefore, the essentials are provided in videos and additional content is offered for a more detailed study.

The MOOC itself consists of five chapters, each building on the one before. Each chapter covers a different subject in one or more videos. Self-assessments are provided at the end of each chapter, to enable individual learning progress. The self-assessments are not mandatory, but allow the participants to check their acquired knowledge by doing some multiple-choice questions.

Following the idea of blended learning, the final face-to-face course extends the MOOC with a practical lesson for each chapter. Due to safety reasons, the blended learning course has been designed for only a small group of attendants. The practical lessons are a follow up to the weekly topics of the MOOC and rely on the theoretical part. This allows the participants to apply the learned techniques and procedures right away. To increase the improvement achieved through the course, in the first lesson a video of each participant’s climbing techniques are recorded. At the end of the last lesson another video is recorded to compare and analyze the progress.

Due to the nature of a MOOC – its openness – other participants were also able to join the online course for free. We call the people who only participated in the MOOC and therefore only learned the theoretical part of the course pure-online-users. Figure 1 shows the two different learning scenarios. First the blended learning scenario represented by the changing online and face-to-face parts and second the MOOC scenario represented by just online parts.
2.2 Didactical Approach

The didactical approach of the course design is following three major issues:

1. The currently upcoming 360 degree video technology allows to capture engaging and immersive videos. By recording beyond the common field of view, many advantages of 360 degree videos can be used. On one hand, everything happening around a 360 degree camera is captured and on the other hand while viewing the video, the viewer is able to interactively control his/her personal field of vision. By allowing the viewer to interact with the video, more attention is paid to the video and to the content, which enhances the learning experience. During planning and recording the videos, it was attempted to make as much use of the 360 degree camera as possible. This ensures that the viewer can continuously follow the events on the screen.

2. The self-assessment in each chapter is used to allow the learner to check their learning progress on their own. Additionally, the self-assessments aim to encourage the participants to learn the contents more precisely. These self-assessments are implemented as straightforward tests in form of multiple choice quizzes. To pass the self-assessment, participants have to engage with the material on a deeper level instead of merely watching the videos.

3. To encourage the participants of the blended learning course to learn the contents of the MOOC, participants were informed that the basics learned online were required to take part in the practical lessons. To affirm the necessary basic knowledge, the participants were asked short questions throughout the practical lessons.

2.3 MOOC Platform

The course was published on the MOOC platform imoox.at. iMoox is a redesigned learning management system operated by Graz University of Technology and the university of Graz (Ebner et al, 2015). The platform opened in 2013 and is frequently used for MOOCs about various topics as well as for university lectures (Khalil & Ebner, 2015) (Ebner et al, 2016a) (Höfler et al, 2017).

iMoox offers all capabilities that are required for the planned course. The system is well suited for managing user data and providing all course contents. Additionally, self-assessments are implemented in a very intuitive way. The platform provides a straightforward course system and also allows the participants of the MOOC to access all videos and content independent from time and place.
Figure 2 gives an overview of the final MOOC. The weekly course topics are found on the left-hand side. Above the main content, four blue buttons allow to navigate to the news, the course description, the available files and finally to the discussion forum. The main part consists of a short welcome message and an introductory 360° video. If a learner scrolls down he/she also gets additional web-based content and the weekly self-assessment.

2.4 Course Development

All videos were recorded in an indoor climbing hall in Graz. In some videos, 360 degree video technology has been used to capture spherical videos. In order to use the full potential of the 360 degree videos, well-structured film scripts were produced beforehand. To allow viewers to have an efficient learning progress, a lot of testing of camera mountings was required.

Especially when watching 360 degree videos with virtual reality headsets, fast movements are very confusing. Even though climbing is a sport with a lot of movement, a chest mount for the 360 degree camera created steady videos. This mount also simulates a first person view.

In some videos the camera has been positioned in the middle of the room while events are happening all around the camera. In climbing one of the partners stays on the ground while the second one tries to climb to the top. In this situation, the viewer can change the point of view between the two climbing partners, depending on what is considered as important.

2.5 Research Design

Different research methods have been used in order to evaluate the MOOC and the blended learning course. When signing up for the MOOC a reason has to be given (short sign-in survey). This survey is used to analyze the intentions of the participants. In order to complete the MOOC, the participants have to give a final feedback via the iMooX system. The feedback includes multiple-choice questions about the MOOC and
about the experience of the participants. Additionally, the questions cover experiences with 360 degree videos, computer based learning and blended learning. Furthermore, the course itself and the adequacy of the used concepts are evaluated. To explore the limits of 360 degree videos and blended learning in sports, the participants are asked to think about the possibilities to apply this method for other sports.

To evaluate the blended learning course scenario two different feedbacks are used. On the one hand, the participants have to take part in a survey and on the other hand interviews are carried out to get subjective impressions. The survey is quite similar to the evaluation of the MOOC but also includes questions about the practical lessons and blended learning. First they have to answer questions about their experiences, later on they are asked about their usage of the online contents and videos. The survey also covers the self-assessments and some comparisons between the blended learning climbing course and traditional climbing courses. The interview is used to analyze the recorded videos of the participants. Furthermore, every practical lesson is analyzed to determine advantages and disadvantages of the blended learning scenario.

3. FIELD STUDY

The field study took place in March 2017 with a five week MOOC and the corresponding blended learning course. To find volunteers for both course concepts, a short 360 degree promotion video has been published and promoted via social media. The MOOC took place with 103 participants and the blended learning course, for security reasons, only included eight participants. Table 1 shows details of the blended learning course participants and figure 2 shows their prior experience before attending the course.

Table 1. Participants of the blended learning scenario

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n = 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean: 24.3</td>
<td>male: 3</td>
<td>none: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min: 21</td>
<td>female: 5</td>
<td>beginner: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>max: 33</td>
<td></td>
<td>intermediate: 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Experience of the blended learning course participants
4. RESULTS

4.1 MOOC

The results of the survey that took place before the start of the MOOC are presented in figure 4. It turned out that most of the participants wanted to know more about the course, but only 19% planned to pass the course from the beginning. This result already hints that only a few participants had the idea to take an active part within the course.

Figure 4. Experience of the blended learning course participants

This anticipation turned out to be true, since only 70 self-assessments were completed and only eight of the pure-online participants gave feedback at the end via the iMooX feedback system. Despite the small number of feedback, the results turned out to be very positive. The use of 360 degree videos has been evaluated by the majority as “much better” or “better” compared to traditional videos, while only two participants evaluated the videos equally.

One additional part of the survey was to evaluate the benefit of 360 degree videos in different subjects of the MOOC. The best-suited subject for usage of 360 degree videos turned out to be the “climbing techniques”. Figure 5 shows the results of 360 degree video usage in the course. Almost all participants described the usage of 360 degree videos in the course as better, compared to traditional videos. Specially the videos about climbing techniques turned out to enable new viewing angles and learning scenarios that would not possible without 360 video-techniques. In terms of suitability of computer based learning for other sports, all participants said that 360 degree videos in combination with a blended learning scenario would be very beneficial.

Figure 5. Results of the survey question: “Compare 360 degree videos to traditional videos”
4.2 Blended Learning Scenario

During the practical lessons, the participants, their motivation and their acquired knowledge from the MOOC have been observed. Throughout the whole course a lot of motivation and enthusiasm was observed. The participants were able to transform their prior knowledge to the practical lessons. Sometimes participants even urged to put their learned techniques into practice. During the lessons, questions regarding the videos and contents were asked. One participant described the benefits of the blended learning scenario:

“The videos and contents allowed me to acquire a basic knowledge for climbing and climbing techniques. In the practical lessons we used those techniques in fun exercises, which helped me to learn everything better and to improve my skills.”

The results of the feedback of these participants turned out be even better than the feedback of the MOOC. All of them described the online content as well prepared and well suited for blended learning. The results of the survey in figure 6, regarding the content usage show that the participants consumed the offered contents more than once.

The benefits of the self-assessments were also evaluated very positively. All participants rated the self-assessments as very beneficial to self-check their learning progress. Almost all participants, except one, reported that the self-assessments motivated them to learn the content of the MOOC more precisely. These statements have also been confirmed in the final interviews. All interviewed participants described the MOOC as very helpful in order to learn the basics.

One of the main aspects of the interview was the analysis of the recorded videos of the participants climbing techniques. All participants analyzed both of their videos to experience their progress through the climbing course. Later on problems and advantages encountered in the practical lessons were discussed. Besides some basic technical problems at the beginning of the course, no other problems occurred.

The last part of the feedback covered the blended learning scenario in this course and for other sports. All participants described the used concept for climbing as very reasonable. To verify that the blended learning course has been suited appropriately, all participants have been asked if they could have attended the practical lessons without learning the MOOC contents. Almost all participants agreed that it would not have been possible to follow the instructions during the practical lessons unprepared. This confirms that the blended learning scenario was used efficient. The closing question of the feedback asked about whether the blended learning climbing course motivated the participants to attend further blended learning courses. 75% replied that they are planning to attend further blended learning courses, while 25% perhaps want to attend further online courses.
5. CONCLUSION

The study clearly shows that Technology Enhanced Learning and especially blended learning are a well-suited concept for climbing. There are many benefits that can be achieved by outsourcing and reprocessing theoretical basics that are required. This on the one hand can save time in practical lessons and on the other hand allows the course participants to learn the contents individually and in their preferred learning speed. In a practical lesson this has also been mentioned by a participant. During the face-to-face lessons a traditional course took place right next to the group. In this traditional course the basic security contents were discussed very quickly. One of the blended learning course participants noted:

“I am glad that we could learn the theoretical contents regarding security and belaying more detailed at home. The course next to us covered the content in very short time, I definitely would not fell very save in that course”

This quote summarizes many of the most important aspects of a blended learning scenario and shows that the concept is very well suited for climbing. In many other sports blended learning could allow the participants to learn the basics individually and more accurate. Also 360 degree videos could bring many benefits to nearly every sport. The possibility of capturing everything that happens around an athlete or elsewhere in the room leads to new learning experiences by changing the view to a personal one.

Learning videos allow time and place independent learning and each participant can choose their own learning speed. This also supports self-responsibility by controlling the learning process. 360 degree videos bring even more benefits: Interacting with the video can raise the motivation of the viewer and draws the attention to the content.

Of course, there can also be downsides. The content has to be well prepared in order to be beneficial. But this study showed that blended learning and 360 degree videos can bring many advantages in climbing and presumable other sports as well.
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CULTIVATING STUDENTS’ READING LITERACY USING DIGITAL LEXILE-BASED READING IN A CHINESE PRIMARY SCHOOL
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ABSTRACT
This Macau study investigates the unwillingness of primary 5 Chinese native students to read in English on a Lexile® Framework based digital reading platform provided by their school, with visible negative consequences on their English reading literacy, and whether or not it is possible for teachers to help improve students’ reading literacy by adopting specific instructional practices. The study, carried out in a school which uses Chinese (Cantonese) as medium of instruction, initially measured student’s reading level and tried to identify possible reasons that deterred students from reading in a digital reading platform. The investigation was based on an action research model (to look, think, act) while a mixed method approach was deployed to collect data: numerical information from the platform which informed about students reading ability was treated with descriptive and inferential statistics and focus group interviews were conducted to allow a deeper understanding of students’ attitudes towards reading. The findings revealed that students in general were not averse to reading, although they seemed to need someone to facilitate the process for them as well as to guide and encourage them to read. Extrinsic motivation strategies were found helpful and, by way of teacher’s same intervention with all her students (group A), such as constant reminders to read, compulsory reading of a certain number of books per month, publicly praising students and granting them bonus points on their marks, meaningful improvement was achieved. These findings are discussed in relation to the significance of the teacher’s intervention, in terms of providing constant support, facilitating the reading process and monitoring students’ reading activity, by adopting varied instructional practices to appeal and motivate children to engage in reading.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In Macau, reading in English for pleasure is not frequently seen, as most Chinese students do not read on their own initiative and they usually do not enjoy reading in a foreign language. Some of these reasons might have to do with: 1) not being their mother-tongue, hence struggling with new or difficult words which prove to be a challenge for them (Powell-Brown, 2006); 2) absence of the right motivation or boost to read; 3) lack of guidance to read – students are sometimes unaware of how to pick the right books; 4) lack of encouragement or the right stimuli/environment to engage in reading activities.

Helping Chinese students to increase their love for reading in English and instilling in them reading habits have not always been easy tasks, but are probably some of the most important responsibilities of a teacher, as gaining the habit of reading and understanding each text can help the child with comprehension, not only through their academic life, but also outside the classroom.

In terms of language acquisition, educators have recognized and accepted computer-assisted language learning in the field of English as a Second Language (ESL) and English as a Foreign Language (EFL) due to its potential and unique opportunities for developing L2 reading skills by allowing readers to access varied sources of extra information. These sources pave the way for a new concept of electronic literacy and, therefore, lead to a great deal of influence in the process of learning and teaching in the L2 (Al-Seghayer, 2016).

It is important, though, to state that according to Kahlid Al-Seghayer (2016), the ones responsible for adopting a computer-assisted reading platform are policymakers, school administrators and other stakeholders, yet educators and teachers are the ones implementing the adoption of technology and
integrating computer reading programs by using instructional practices in the classroom and determining and controlling the use and implementation of these practices.

Despite the fact that Portuguese and Chinese are the two official languages in Macau, English maintains a “de facto additional working language” status in the territory, especially in the field of education. In fact, the influence of English in education can be seen mostly through secondary and higher education, with 13.4% of Macau students enrolled in schools that use English as a medium of instruction (Moody, 2008). This happens because the growing use of English has increased since the handover in 1999 with the needs of the strategic economic development, particularly in the gaming and tourism industry. English is used as a bridge in business opportunities as well as a way to publicly present itself as an ‘international region’ (Feng, 2011).

The concept of literacy is not only confined to reading and writing, and is evolving continuously due to technological, cultural and social changes in contemporary societies. Literacy involves listening to, reading, speaking, writing and creating oral, print, visual and digital texts, by using and changing language in a variety of contexts and with different purposes (AARE - Australian Association for Research in Education, 2017). According to Stenner (1996), reading comprehension is one of the most tested concepts in formal education. He argues that it is an indicator of success in higher education and job performance. The ability to read well and comprehend texts has gained importance, especially as a survival skill in the “information era”. Solid reading became necessary for continuing education, rapid changing technology and economical demands. Unfortunately, nearly 17% of the world’s adult population is still illiterate, being two thirds of them women. The illiteracy numbers among youth are no less disappointing: 122 million youth are globally illiterate, and 67.4 million children who are out of school are likely to come across great challenges in the future, “as deficient or non-existent basic education is the root cause of illiteracy” (UNESCO, 2016).

With this in mind, this research design follows what Stenhouse (1983a) and Sturman (1999) defined as action research (AR). This concept refers to a classroom action research or school case studies undertaken by teachers who use their participant status as a basis on which they build skills of observation and analysis (Stenhouse, 1983b). As a result, the following three research questions were developed: 1) What is the role of teachers in implementing digital reading platforms at schools? 2) What are the effects of teachers’ guidance and instructional practices on students’ reading progress when using a digital reading platform? 3) What are the factors that impact students’ motivation for reading?

The study here reported was conducted to analyze Chinese students’ reading ability, their attitudes towards English reading and see whether teachers can help improve their reading literacy through a digital reading platform. Even though it would be important to follow up on these students’ progress after the end of the school year, this could not be investigated as the researcher was not able to monitor students’ reading activity once the school year was over. Certainly, this fact can be considered as one of the limitations of the study. Another drawback is the fact that the researcher is not Chinese-fluent. Having to communicate with Chinese native speakers in English during the focus group interviews only allowed for somehow limited dialogues between the children and moderator that could have been more descriptive if everyone was proficient in the same language.

The digital reading platform adopted by the school during the study was called Scholastic Literacy Pro Library, a browser-based eBook reader that allows students to select eBooks from its online library and read on it (Scholastic Inc., 2016). The platform had over 800 eBooks and students could access it with an individual username and password which let them see their own profile, their Lexile measure, books read and other reading information. The teacher could also monitor students’ progress and carefully select books for the students. However, just like any regular school library, it won’t be of any advantage if not visited frequently for reading purposes.

The key concept “Lexile” used within the digital reading platform refers to the Lexile® Framework for Reading, developed by MetaMetrics Inc. It is a scientific approach that measures reading ability and the complexity of texts by using a scale for measuring both readers’ skill level and the text difficulty of materials they encounter (MetaMetrics, 2017). This scale is translated into numbers and it is known as Lexile. A student receives a Lexile reader score after taking a reading test. Currently, millions of books and other texts have a Lexile measure that allows anyone to know about their complexity level and demand. When measures are used together, it helps matching the reader with a text that has an appropriate level of difficulty.

This introduction includes the study purpose, significance, some literature review, research questions and limitations. Section two addresses the methodology for data collection and analysis. The following section presents the results, while section four delivers a deeper discussion of the findings, that are stressed in terms of methodical and theoretical significance. Section five presents the answers to the research questions and suggestions for further studies.
2. METHODOLOGY

For this study, an action research was used. Stringer’s (2007) interacting spiral model (Figure 1) presents a collaborative approach to inquiry which allows teachers to take systematic action to resolve specific problems, after observing that students were not self-motivated to read. In fact, this model provides a basic action research routine that offers a simple powerful framework, Look-Think-Act, which enables people to initiate their inquiries in a straightforward manner and build detail into procedures as the complexity of issues increase.

![Figure 1. Stringer’s action research interacting spiral](image)

A mixed methods procedure was adopted to enrich the present action research, as shown in Figure 2, allowing a combination of qualitative and quantitative data collection. According to Creswell (2012), the mixed methods use of both quantitative and qualitative methods provides a better understanding of the research problem. The explanatory sequential design (Creswell & Clark, 2011) was found to be the most appropriate method (quantitative and qualitative data are sequentially collected in two phases, with one form of data collection following/informing the other). According to them, this is perhaps the most popular form of mixing methods in educational research and consists of first collecting quantitative data to get a general picture of the research problem and then qualitative data to elaborate and explain the general picture.

In the first stage, students’ numerical data was retrieved from the digital platform to track their Lexile growth, so a quantitative approach was found more suitable as the Lexile® Framework primarily uses a numerical system to measure progress. In addition, the data extracted from the platform allowed generating numerical statistics for several types of analysis.
In the second part, a qualitative approach was used; students’ opinions towards reading in general and the platform were heard to assist in understanding how the platform was being used and the reasons behind the usage given by learners. By hearing students’ descriptions and narrated words, data previously collected could be enriched and; therefore, attain higher credibility with the research results, by combining both methods.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

3.1 Quantitative Results

This study was conducted with 106 students who were subject to the same intervention (group A) in the school year of 2015-2016. Also from primary 5 level, 115 students were not subject to the intervention (group B). For students to be included in this study, they had to be enrolled in the school where the study was conducted in the school years of 2014-2015 for primary 4, 2015-2016 for primary 5 and 2016-2017 for primary 6.

Between their 1st and 2nd Lexile tests, no measures were taken. The purpose of this first cycle was to observe students’ attitudes and their willingness or unwillingness to read in the digital platform. At this time, it was still possible to observe students’ online reading activity which was taking place randomly. Having completed their 2nd Lexile test, students from group A were exposed to the following educational strategies: 1) Book selection: books were selected and assigned by the teacher to guarantee that the reading process would not be hindered by the uncertainty of what to read or the amount of books to choose from; 2) Monthly goals: students had to read at least five Lexile-appropriate books every month: three connected to their favourite reading topics, one connected to the current General English study unit and the remaining one was a general topic, students would have to complete an online comprehension quiz and pass to ensure that they were actually reading and comprehending the texts; 3) Bonus points: 2 to 5 p.p. bonus points on performance scores were granted to students who were reading on a regular basis. This acted as an extrinsic motivation reward for students; 4) Public praising: students who had the highest monthly reading activity were publicly praised, and reading achievements would be displayed on a notice board.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for group A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>-96</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>159.64</td>
<td>115.870</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relevant findings about the descriptive statistics for the Lexile growth of group A (see table 1) are: 1) By the end of the intervention, minimum negative growth (-96L) was less severe than in the previous school year (-240L); 2) By the end of the intervention, maximum positive growth (453L) was better than in the previous school year (395L); 3) By the end of the intervention, the mean Lexile growth (159.64L) was considerably higher than in the year before the intervention (105.98L).
Regarding group B, as seen in table 2, it is not possible to infer the same pattern as for group A, since findings do not reveal different outcomes in terms of minimum nor maximum growth. A result worth mentioning is that the mean Lexile growth in the school year 2015-2016 (159.42L) was not significantly high when compared to the previous year (133.77).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Year</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>-187</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>133.77</td>
<td>147.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015-2016</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>-174</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>159.42</td>
<td>138.201</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For both groups, we can statistically assert that the hypothesis of Normality distribution is accepted (Sig>0.05) for a level of confidence of 95%. Since these are respectively two random samples of 106 and 115 from the 3,000 students of this Chinese school, this means both datasets comply with the Gaussian requirements in order to apply all parametric statistics methods. For quantitative analysis purpose, a null hypothesis (H0) and an alternative hypothesis (H1) are considered, namely:

- H0: Students do not exhibit a higher rate of Lexile growth when more exposed to teachers’ guidance and instructional practices in the usage of a digital reading platform.
- H1: Students exhibit a higher rate of Lexile growth when more exposed to teachers’ guidance and instructional practices in the usage of a digital reading platform.

Regarding group A, it is possible to confirm in table 3 that, with a 95% level of confidence, the mean of the Lexile growth results between the academic year 2014-2015, with no intervention, and 2015-2016, with intervention, is significantly lower [Sig (2-tailed) = .004] than the standardized acceptance value of Sig. (2-tailed) > 0.05, hence H0 is rejected. This test shows that the Lexile growth does not follow the same pattern between years. One can assume that the intervention had an impact in the students’ Lexile growth.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Samples</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1: 2014-2015</td>
<td>-53.66</td>
<td>188.25</td>
<td>-89.92</td>
<td>-17.41</td>
<td>-2.935</td>
<td>.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2: 2015-2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Paired Samples Correlations for Group A, \( N = 106 \), Correlation= -.181, Sig = .063, demonstrated a negative correlation between both years. Although it is not a perfect negative correlation (close to -.20), it reveals that there is still a slight relationship between variables for a 95% interval of confidence, as theory would dictate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paired Samples</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2: 2015-2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for group B, it is possible to scrutinize from table 4 that, with a 95% level of confidence, the mean of the Lexile growth results between the academic year 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 (both with no intervention) is significantly higher [Sig. (2-tailed) = 0.206] than the acceptance value of Sig. (2-tailed) > 0.05, hence H0 is accepted. This test shows that the Lexile growth follows a similar pattern between years, with no significant differences between years in the group of students that were subject to intervention.
3.2 Qualitative Results

In this section, the analysis of data is made according to the focused interviews carried out in the school year of 2016-2017 with students subject to intervention and other students not subject to intervention in the previous year, using the constant comparative method which revealed several patterns useful for analysis.

It was possible to observe some similarities as well as differences in students’ reading habits and behaviors. Both groups hold in common the fact that all children suggest they enjoy reading in general, including English books, being quite aware of the benefits of reading for the gain of knowledge, language acquisition and further development. Both groups also mentioned reading as an activity that they use as entertainment to overcome boredom. However, the students subject to intervention conveyed the impression of having more reasons to believe that reading in English is especially important in terms of language, by mentioning about their future and career prospects, and by emphasizing the fact that English is considered an international language.

Both groups revealed that they are used to reading in the two common formats, i.e. eBooks and paper books, and that they are equally prepared to deal with both book formats with ease. Both groups also mentioned that they like selecting their own books on the platform, although they recognized that the teacher was a precious help in choosing the right texts (suitable level) for them and therefore avoid the hassle of having to browse among hundreds of books and wasting their time.

For both groups, the teacher is their biggest source of motivation. During the intervention, students from group A read more regularly and had a goal to achieve every month. They also said that the teacher frequently gave them advice about reading, explained how they could select books on the platform and, in general, gave a considerable amount of encouragement to read (even outside the platform). They mentioned that they started reading as it was given as homework. Nevertheless, the teacher facilitated the process for them. As for the children who didn’t go through any reading intervention, the teacher still was a big source of motivation, although this would only happen if and when their teacher decided to choose and assign something for the children to read on the platform, which was mentioned to happen with no specific regularity. These children would do it as it would be assigned as a homework (compulsory) activity.

In terms of their opinions towards the reading platform, students from group A appeared to know the platform very well and were able to point out several positive aspects, which surpassed the negative aspects that they mentioned. They were able to tell in what ways the platform would be helpful in their daily routine and showed that they really took advantage of the positive features. The majority of students pointed out that they intended to carry on reading after the end of school year, but that they would do it outside the platform. It seemed that children relate the digital reading platform as school work, so even though they plan to engage in reading activities, they affirmed that they would use other sources to do so.

On the other hand, students from group B gave very limited opinions about the platform, and only pointed one very general advantage, being its convenience, and their given disadvantages exceeded the positive aspect. They showed that they had very little connection to this reading tool and appeared not to be taking advantage of it to its full potential. Some group B students also confessed that they would never read on the platform unless a teacher assigned them reading tasks. Others admitted only reading occasionally. This shows the importance of the teacher monitoring and following up on children’s reading habits.

4. DISCUSSION

As for the quantitative analysis, several relevant findings were made. The most important one shows that there is a direct connection between the teacher’s guidance and monitoring, and students’ Lexile growth, which translates into reading skills improvement. Although some students subject to the intervention kept having a decrease in their Lexile level, such decrease was substantially lower than before the intervention. Also, students who historically grew their Lexile level had an even higher growth after the intervention. Statistically speaking, it is possible to assert that the intervention caused a higher than expected average Lexile growth of 51% in group A, when compared with the previous year, while the students not subject to the intervention, group B, had a significantly lower Lexile growth of 19%.

The statistical Paired Samples Test brought additional light into this analysis and the intervention effectiveness. In a nutshell, it was found that group A presented positive statistical discrepancies in the Lexile
growth between the pre-intervention and post-intervention periods that were relevant to the analysis. Although the Correlation Tests were not conclusive, the Paired Samples Tests, along with other metrics used, was sufficient to reject H0.

If analyzed in terms of gender (no statistics are presented here due to the 8 pages restriction), the findings are even more interesting, since it is shown that, in the group of students subject to intervention, females, who had a significantly lower Lexile than males in the year before the intervention, grew their Lexile level by 120% while males grew 15%. These results show that the female students from this group had a slower Lexile growth when not exposed to the instructional practices included in the intervention, and when exposed to said practices had a sharp increase in the Lexile growth and even surpassed the males’ results. Moreover, data showed that when the intervention stopped, females from the intervention group resumed a lower Lexile growth than males. This indicates that female students from the group subject to intervention were more sensitive to the teacher’s guidance or lack thereof.

Also, it appears that the effects of guidance and instructional practices were still visible in the year following the intervention, as the 2016-2017 growth results between the first and second Lexile tests, which took place in the first and second terms, show undoubtedly that, in average, group A has improved and keeps improving much more than group B. In perspective, group A came from an initial reality where their average growth was 21% lower compared to group B. Immediately after the intervention, their average growth happened at the same pace, with a 0% mean variance between groups, and lastly, in the year following the intervention, group A had an average growth 32% higher when they took the second Lexile test of the year. This systematic growth pattern backed up by all other statistical tests positive results was the proof that the researcher was looking for the idealized study.

Concurring with Watkins & Biggs (2001) that intrinsic motivation is not applicable in Confucian Heritage Culture (CHC) because it plays a minor role in CHC classrooms and Moneta & Siu (2002) that has shown through research that students who are intrinsically motivated end up presenting lower levels of achievement than extrinsically motivated ones, during the interviews, both groups clearly admitted that the reason why they were reading or ever read at all was because the teacher assigned books and asked them to read as homework. This also restates what Lee (1996) argued that CHC societies are known not only for showing respect for education, but also for highly respecting and valuing teachers’ instructions.

From the conversations with students, it was found that the teacher is their biggest source of reading motivation. Before the intervention, the lack of clear and regular educational practices from teachers, as well as lack of encouragement for reading and monitoring their reading activity, may have contributed for the low Lexile level of students. Thus, most of the students in primary 5 were Below Basic readers and had a weak reading ability before intervention.

Even though most of the children voiced out that they prefer to choose the books they read, those who were subject to intervention recognized that when the teacher chose books for them, it was indeed helpful and a trigger for them to read more online, again showing the importance of the teacher’s role in the reading process of these children.

Another positive outcome from the intervention is that students who were subject to the researcher’s practices and instructions were more comfortable using the platform and more aware of the advantages of such tool. Additionally, with the opportunity to read regularly in the platform, as their reading activity was being followed by the teacher researcher, improvement was achieved. The target of the intervention was to help students progress more than historically expected, rather than achieve a predetermined level or score.

On the other hand, during the interviews, students who were not subject to intervention showed they were less prone to reading in the platform. Students stated that they never read online or, if it happened, it would be occasionally or when their teacher assigned them eBooks.

Another important finding is that students who were subject to intervention expressed that they intended to continue reading even after the school year ended. Another objective of the intervention was for students to gain a reading routine. Even though most of the measures were to externally motivate students to read as they were found not internally motivated, this corroborates what Vygotsky (1978) suggested with the ZPD (Zone of Proximal Development) that, provided with scaffolding or support from a more able person, students would then be able to perform certain tasks alone after a period of time. Basically, extrinsic measures were used in a tentative way of creating reading habits in students, even after intervention.
5. CONCLUSIONS

1. What is the role of teachers in implementing digital reading platforms at schools? This research and its results are absolutely conclusive about how important the role of teachers is in implementing digital reading platforms at schools. Teachers play a key part in this process, as many would say and one would expect. Not only the school environment and resources act as a means to motivate children into being interested in literacy, but especially teachers who directly contact and establish rapport with them every day. According to Methe & Hintze (2003), teachers are the most influential agents in students’ social environment. The role of teachers in implementing a digital reading platform also encompasses the need to act as a role model, i.e., the teacher holds a vital role in modelling reading behavior. Confirmed by Bussey & Bandura (1984), children replicate the behavior of powerful models, such as teachers.

2. What are the effects of teachers’ guidance and instructional practices on students’ reading progress when using a digital reading platform? The effects of teachers’ guidance and instructional practices on students’ reading progress seem to be quite high and revealed themselves to be fairly easy to measure with the use of the Lexile-based online reading platform. Considering that the Lexile® Framework is a renowned metric system for reading, the accuracy of the results and findings of this study is undeniable. In the findings, it is clear that students react in a very positive way to guidance and instructional practices when it comes to reading progress.

3. What are the factors that impact students’ motivation for reading? It is possible to conclude that children are more inclined to respond to external reading stimuli rather than internal ones that still may exist, but in a much subtle form, since Macau students are strongly influenced by CHC. This culture is more motivated by external factors, as schools don’t seem to reward internally motivated students (Moneta & Siu, 2002). For this reason, children responded well to intervention strategies where teacher granted points in their performance score for books they would have completed each month. A marks-driven society consents children to think that they will be rewarded for their outcomes rather than for the learning process itself. Another extrinsic aspect is their social motivation (Biggs, 1995). Publicly awarding the top 3 students who had more reading activity, placing their names and reading achievement on a board on a monthly basis also helped boost their reading interest as they would be acknowledged in front of the whole class and showed contentment when their work was recognized in front of their peers. It is still possible to identify minor internal factors that may trigger children’s interest for reading (such as students’ interest topics) even though they were not found sufficiently strong to sustain reading habits for a long time without other mechanisms.

Considering that the intervention took place in a short period of time and with participants who belonged to one level only, it is suggested the same study to be carried out with different levels to find out the teacher’s role in implementing digital reading platforms with children of different ages, as well as to see if the motivating aspects that encourage children to read in those platforms are the same across levels. The intervention can also be planned to take place in a full school year, thus requiring 3 complete school years to
observe, intervene and evaluate results. Another suggestion would be to assess the impact of a study like this in their reading habits, for a full year after the intervention. A similar study can also be planned to include paper books alongside the digital platform which will require for the school library books to be properly Lexile-measured and labelled as well as to perform changes in the schools’ reading curricula to include more activities such as book sharing, book clubs, buddy reading activities and in-class reading time for leisure. This will allow to understand if, by extending the instructional practices and strategies to paper books, the effects of an intervention are even higher.
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ABSTRACT
The flipped classroom’s pervasiveness in different educational contexts derives from the growing need to focus on student-centered and active learning approaches. The fact that the flipped classroom allocates the lecture delivery to the outside of the classroom endows teachers with the possibility of using the in-class time to develop active learning tasks. At the same time, since students gain insight of the learning material prior to attending the class, they are more prepared to actively engage with the resources and their peers inside the classroom. This paper presents a project developed by the School of Psychology from the University of Queensland in Australia that consisted in flipping a course, PSYC1030, and creating a series of four MOOCs. The students’ evaluation of the experience was measured via a survey and showed that, in general, they found the outcomes to be positive, namely at the level of the assessment, collaboration, interaction and their understanding of the material.
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1. FLIPPING THE CLASSROOM

The growing focus on student-centred approaches to learning has motivated the adoption of more flexible teaching techniques, inspired by the notion of active learning (Danker, 2015). Flipped classrooms can facilitate teaching strategies that focus on the students, namely inquiry-based and problem-based methodologies, by optimising in-class time (Sergis et al., 2017). This teaching style basically involves inverting the events that customarily take place inside and outside of the classroom, by resorting to technology and it is based on a model of blended learning (Kim et al., 2014). In general, the use of the flipped classroom method, entails the preparation of online lectures in an audio or video format that the students are asked to review prior to attending the class. Thus encouraging students to complete the information acquisition part of learning before the class (Phillips and Trainor, 2014). This then enables the development of interactive learning tasks within the time that is allocated for the lecture delivery (Aidinopoulou and Sampson, 2017).

There is a wide variation between what different studies report having used as the pre-class content delivery assignments, although the majority seems to use a combination of asynchronous online video and quizzes or closed-ended problems. This variation exists equally in the type of activities that the teachers design for the in-class engagement with the material. Most studies seem to have a preference for using interactive learning tasks based on group work (Bishop and Verleger, 2013). Teachers do not have to limit the presentation of the lecture to the use of video, they can create podcasts and use web-based whiteboards (Moffett and Mill, 2014). In terms of the support for the pre-class content attainment, the teachers can provide the students with a brief reading, a narrated presentation in PowerPoint, a brief audio or video lecture recording or ask them to use a discussion forum or chat room. With respect to the in-class activities the teachers can resort to a revision of the pre-class questions, tasks involving real life examples or case studies, simulations, group work, student presentations or field work and peer feedback (Loveys et al., 2016). During
the classroom the teachers predominantly assume the role of a mentor, guiding both individual and group work and prior to the class they are required to deliver learning content by using their technology competences (Dennen and Spector, 2016).

The flipped classroom approach has the advantage of empowering students to be in control of their learning through the preparatory work that they complete and through the adoption of a more interactive stance during the class itself. Also it allows the students to learn at their own rhythm, as they can access the digital material when it's more convenient, and it assists them to develop valuable lifelong learning skills (O'Flaherty and Phillips, 2015). This approach to learning demands the students to make an investment of their time, outside of the classroom for independent self-learning (Kurtz et al., 2014). Self-regulated learning constitutes a core competence for the promotion of lifelong learning (Ifenthaler, 2012). Whereas passive learning entails receiving content by listening to a teacher and promotes only surface learning, active learning goes beyond knowledge retention, encourages a personal involvement with the content and it is connected with deep learning (Phillips and Trainor, 2014). Active learning has a positive effect on the students’ learning results and on their motivations and behaviours. At the same time, active learning is responsible for encouraging the learners’ engagement and promoting reflection (McLaughlin et al., 2014). Focusing on active learning is particularly important to assist students to develop communication and critical thinking competences (Ferreri and O’Connor, 2013) as well as high-order cognitive skills (Danker, 2015).

Flipped classrooms are also associated with the improvement of the learners’ results, the promotion of student engagement and the enhancement of classroom participation. Since the students have time to review the lectures before going to class they can acquire a deeper knowledge of the subjects and for that reason be more proficient when engaging in high-order actions, like discussions and problem solving. Additionally, given that this part of the learning is done in the classroom, the teacher is present and it is possible for the students to receive immediate feedback (Thai et al., 2017). During the class, the teacher becomes more capable of addressing the individual needs of the students and of designing learning practices that are more suitable for particular students (McLaughlin et al., 2014). This approach is also believed to enhance the interaction among learners and between the learner and the teacher (Phillips and Trainor, 2014). With this approach the students can make sense of the content and apply in class what they've learned, by engaging in collaborative problem solving (Danker, 2015). Furthermore, the use of a flipped classroom enables teachers to reinforce the material that was covered without having to sacrifice additional content and to deliver the content in a variety of formats, thus addressing different learning preferences (Mason et al., 2013).

2. EVALUATION OF FLIPPED CLASSROOMS

Existing research about the evaluation of the flipped classroom reports an assortment of student’s perceptions, nonetheless, they seem to be globally positive (Bishop and Verleger, 2013). There is a scarcity of quantitative research that supports the effectiveness of using the flipped classroom approach (Findlay-Thompson and Mombourquette, 2014) and solely a very reduced number of studies actually offers an objective assessment of the students' learning results (Bishop and Verleger, 2013). Moreover, despite the importance of evaluating the opinion of the teachers, the majority of the existing studies focuses on assessing the viewpoints of the students (O'Flaherty and Phillips, 2015). Current research on the assessment of the flipped classroom generally falls into two categories: comparison studies and case-studies (DeLozier and Rhodes, 2017).

Comparative studies establish an analogy between the conventional classroom and the flipped technique and can be more generalizable, but since sometimes they use so many different variables (teaching methods, technology, learning material) between the two types of approach it becomes difficult to conclude which of them have influence over the findings (Jensen et al., 2015). Strayer (2012) compared two classes, one had been flipped and the other had remained in the conventional format. The author used a questionnaire, field notes, interviews and focus groups to examine both classes. The students in the flipped classroom manifested a lower satisfaction level with the classroom's orientation to the learning activities, but were more welcoming of collaboration and innovation in teaching styles. Mason et al. (2013) also conducted a comparison study, where three dimensions were evaluated: content, students’ performance (in quizzes and exams) and students’ perceptions (via a survey). The authors concluded that the flipped classroom, allowed a wider coverage of content, the students’ performance was as good or better and despite the initial difficulties, the students were
satisfied and they perceived it as being effective. Findlay-Thompson and Mombourquette (2014) compared
the results of students within a traditional lecture-based class and a flipped classroom and concluded that
there were no differences between the two teaching styles in terms of grades. In post-term interviews, the
students from the flipped classroom had mixed feelings about the experience, but appreciated the extra time
to ask questions in class and they felt that they did better, even though their perceptions were not
corroborated by higher grades.

Case-studies, on the other hand, usually offer a depiction of implementation practices and present mainly
affective data. While they provide valuable information, they aren’t usually generalizable nor do they usually
offer a causal explanation (Jensen et al., 2015). Young et al. (2014) designed a quantitative questionnaire
based on a Likert scale to assess the opinions of the students about the flipped classroom sessions that they
had attended and used qualitative items in their inquiry of the faculty’s perceptions. The students highlighted
the positive side of material retention, of having a more interactive class and of actively participating. The
faculty stated that the main advantages pertained to the possibility of providing feedback and of assessing the
students’ knowledge. Butt (2014) measured the perceptions of students that participated in a flipped
classroom during a semester, using a survey at the start of the course and another survey at the end. The
authors findings show that in the initial survey there was a 50/50 division between the students who believed
that the flipped structure would be advantageous and those who didn’t. The survey that was administered at
the end of the course, after they had experienced this approach showed that 75% of the students considered
the flipped classroom to be advantageous to their learning process.

3. FLIPPING A COURSE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND

In line with the goals of the Student Strategy (The University of Queensland, 2016), The University of
Queensland in 2016-17 undertook a project to flip a large first year undergraduate course and evaluate its
impact on students and teaching staff so as to create an exemplar for other courses to follow. The course,
Introduction to Psychology: Developmental, Social & Clinical Psychology (PSYC1030) from The Faculty of
Health and Behavioural Sciences at The University of Queensland has one of the largest enrolments of all
courses across the institution.

The course coordinator had successfully used a UQx MOOC project in 2014 to flip a smaller second year
course. In mid-2016 a collaboration with the UQx online learning unit was initiated to transform PSYC1030
in time for the Semester 1 teaching period in 2017. As in the earlier course the content for flipping
PSYC1030 would be developed both for a MOOC and a SPOC (Small Private Online Course) for PSYC1030
students. Unlike many other flipped class projects, the SPOC for PSYC1030 would totally replace the
content delivery, formerly the task of lectures. The MOOC course style utilised by UQx relies heavily on
embedding activities for students throughout the predominantly video presentation of core concepts. These
activities reinforce learning and allow students to judge how well their understanding is so that they can
better direct their engagement with the content.

PSYC1030, in previous years, comprised a traditional 2-hour lecture, 1-hour tutorial format for 12 weeks
of the teaching period. When flipped, it consisted of a SPOC presenting the content and a single weekly
contact hour which took the form of a 120 student workshop (4 times) and a 25 student tutorial (9 times). The
MOOC style of active online learning contained in the SPOC allowed students to be prepared to participate
in the peer to peer and group activities orchestrated by the teaching staff during the weekly workshop or
tutorial.

One of the goals of the project was to create a MOOC, called PSYC1030x, that would represent as well
as could be done in a fully online and self-paced mode, the new transformed on-campus flipped PSYC1030.
Experience from earlier MOOCs indicates that learners prefer shorter MOOCs with focused learning goals
and narrow topics, and that this improves student engagement. This experience informed the choice to
modularise PSYC1030x as a series of four MOOCs covering the primary topics. The goal of replacing the
lectures entirely led to the MOOCs being very comprehensive and including content that was often skipped
from lecture delivery because of time constraints and only available to students via the prescribed text book.
The usual practice in MOOCs is for the content to stand alone without need for a textbook thus maintaining
the goal to have the course available to a massive global audience for free. The result was that neither
PSYC1030x or the transformed PSYC1030 require a textbook.
The whole process of flipping the course took eighteen months with the evaluation of the results continuing after the completion of the course delivery. The flipping process consisted of the UQx project team working with the lead course academic (course coordinator) of PSYC1030 to collaboratively create videos and activities. All previous lectures from 2015 PSYC1030 were transcribed and used as a starting point to create short video scripts of the lecture content. The lead academic created slides and some video material for insertion into the videos. The team also consisted of a UQx learning designer and faculty project officer with subject matter knowledge who worked with the course academics to refine video scripts and create interactive activities. The UQx media team filmed and edited the videos. The UQx technical team developed custom Learning Tool Interoperability (LTI) tools that the course utilised to deliver formative assessment activities. The UQx learning designer developed the created videos and formative assessment activities in the edX EDGE platform to create the SPOC. The faculty project officer built the summative quiz pools for assessment in Blackboard. A team of beta-testers from the faculty and members of the UQx team (who had not been involved in production) reviewed the four individual SPOC courses before they went live.

The tutorials were adapted from the existing tutorial sequence for PSYC1030, and focussed on supporting students to write a laboratory report on a study. This formed a major assessment item in the course and was supported by video resources created for the fourth MOOC in the PSYC1030x series. The workshop activities, one for each of the three major content areas corresponding to the first three MOOCs in the PSYC1030x series, were developed in junction with the content-area expert in that area and a lead tutor from the course.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

The evaluation methodology has been designed to include students, tutors and the course development team in the evaluation. In addition there were regular student surveys at the end of the semester to assess their satisfaction with the course and the teaching team (SECaTs). This paper focus specifically in the students’ results and analysis of learner clickstream data from Blackboard.

The student experience survey included questions on Engagement, Flexibility, Assessment and Instructional Methods. The student experience survey also included two free text questions asking what the students liked about the flipped classroom model and what improvements they would suggest.

5. PSYC1030 EVALUATION RESULTS

This paper focuses on presenting results from the student experience survey, as well as an analysis of the learner clickstream data from BlackBoard. This more thorough evaluation will include student surveys of the three main course blocks, interviews with course developers and surveys and interviews of tutors. It will also include an analysis of the Blackboard clickstream data, as well as engagement with previous offerings of the course via ECHO 360 data.

This section analyses the valid responses of the 237 students who completed the student experience survey in a population of 1250 students of this course (there were 288 total responses).

![Figure 1. Course Engagement results from Student Survey](image)
In Figure 1 we can see the results for the Course Engagement section questions of the student experience survey. This shows that compared to other courses, PSYC1030 has more interesting lecture material (29.2% strongly agree; 38.1% agree – these figures correspond to a majority of respondents). Only about 1/3 of the respondents consider that it provides more engaging in-time class and also more face to face collaborative group work, with around 18%-20% respondents in both questions being neutral about it. It must be noted that engagement goes beyond this question since it can also be assessed by how many students were watching the videos and doing the activities each week.

In Figure 2 we can see the results for the Flexibility section questions of the student experience survey. This shows that a significant majority of students (more than 2/3) considered that it gave them more flexibility to manage their time (46.4% strongly agree and 30.8% agree) and also gave them more flexibility in arranging their schedules (48.9% strongly agree and 30.4% agree). A majority of respondents, but to a lesser extent, considered that it gave them easier access to the course materials (40.1% strongly agree and 30.0% agree).

In Figure 3 we can see the results for the Assessment section questions of the student experience survey. This shows a very positive outcome for the first four questions. More than 2/3 of respondents strongly agree or agree that assessments were positive for them and that they also understood the material in the course. About 1/3 considered that assessments made them more anxious.

In Figure 4 we can see the results for the Instructional Methods section questions of the student experience survey. This shows that students generally found the instructional methods helpful for learning and understanding the course content.
In Figure 4 we can see the results for the Instructional Methods section questions of the student experience survey. This shows that more than 2/3 of respondents acknowledge that lecture content, activities, tutorials, and workshops increased their knowledge and understanding of the course content. Only about half of the respondents consider that it allowed them to apply their knowledge and enhanced their learning, as well as prepared them to interact with other students and teaching team.

Figure 5. Interaction and Collaboration results from Student Survey

In Figure 5 we can see the results for the Interaction and Collaboration section questions of the student experience survey. This shows that only 1/3 of respondents considered that it enabled more interaction with their peers as well as more communication with the lecturer/tutor. 47.4% considered that it made it possible to consult and interact with lecturers/tutors more easily in tutorials and workshops, whilst 42.2% signalled that enabled more interaction in online discussion forums.

Figure 6. Preference of the course in the new format results from Student Survey

In Figure 6 we can see the results for Preference of the course in the new format question of the student experience survey. This shows that 55.4% considered that overall they preferred the course to be taught in the new flipped format, with 1/3 considering the contrary.

Qualitative content analysis was performed on the two free text questions included in the student survey. Each student response was tagged with the course element that the student was referring to (i.e., a primary category) and the feature that the student found effective (i.e., a secondary tag). Categorising student responses by both the course elements and the related aspect that the student was referring to allowed for fine grained analysis and visualisation. The main course elements included as primary categories were: Online Lectures, Weekly Quizzes, Lecture Videos, Tutorials, Workshops, Video Interactivity (i.e., the ability to pause, seek and speed up a video) and Interactive Course Elements (i.e., the inclusion of online interactive social polls and discussion forums). Only course elements (i.e. nodes) and edges mentioned by more than one student have been included in the resulting network visualisations. Edge weights represent the number of students that mentioned the primary and secondary categories together.
Figure 7 is a network diagram visualization for the open-ended survey question: “What were the most effective parts of PSYC1030?” Results show that students thought that the online lectures provided them with a flexible schedule (n=42). Students also valued the weekly quizzes because smaller quizzes helped keep them on track (n=19), reduced stress (n=10) and were preferred over a final exam (n=10). Students felt that the duration of videos (i.e., 3 minutes on average) was also appropriate and found the Online Lectures to be engaging (n=12), interesting (n=13) and easy to access (n=5).

Figure 8 is a network diagram visualization for the open-ended survey question: “What were the least effective parts of PSYC1030?” Results show that students thought that watching the Online Lectures and taking their own notes required a lot of time (n=36). Some students mentioned the amount of time they took to work through the online content which was between 3 to 6 hours. The University expects that students will allow 10 hours per week for each 2 unit course (PSYC1030 is a 2 unit course), however it was clear from conversations with some students and their feedback on the survey that their expectations were that they
would spend two hours per week on the course content (this is the time for a traditional on campus lecture). The remainder of the time would presumably be caught up during the vacation period for courses with final exams. A small percentage of students requested Lecture Notes or Powerpoint Slides (n=5). It is not known whether the students requesting Lecture Notes were aware that a transcript was able to be downloaded. The ability to download a transcript was acknowledged as an effective course feature by students responding to the “What were the most effective parts of PSYC1030?” question. Students also referred to the lack of both peer and teaching staff interaction.

![Unique Student Visits to PSYC1030 (Sem 1, 2017) SPOCs](image)

Figure 9. Unique students visiting PSYC1030 SPOCs each day in Semester 1, 2017

Figure 9 shows the unique student visits to each of the PSYC1030 SPOCs, during Semester 1 2017. The 12 quizzes deadlines are also indicated. From the figure analysis, it can be stated that the students accessed the quizzes in the days before the respective deadline, and after that, there is a clear drop rate in access. There is an interesting tendency for student access to decrease throughout the semester. This can be explained because, according to the course profile, only the 10 best scores out of the 12 quizzes’ scores, are considered. Therefore, as soon as a student gets his best scores, he or she won’t proceed to continue doing the quizzes. In addition to this aspect, there is a normal drop-out rate of students during the semester and thus the decrease shown.

Engagement with SPOCs seems to be very much quiz driven. Compared to previous years’ face to face course attendance, these figures show higher engagement. There’s more students accessing the SPOCs and engaging with them, compared to students attending face to face lectures in previous years.

6. DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNT

Similarly to what previous research has concluded (Findlay-Thompson and Mombourquette, 2014, Ferreri and O’Connor, 2013, Mason et al., 2013), the project to flip PSYC1030 and create a MOOC with the same content and learning outcomes has shown that the effort involved is considerable. Hence, it should not be taken on without good resourcing and a clear vision of the end results.
The project gave an opportunity for more academics from the School of Psychology to participate in the creation of the course than would have been involved in the previous lecture style of delivery. This can be seen as both a professional development and a school collaboration outcome. Also, in agreement with Mason et al. (2013) findings on the capacity of the flipped classroom for a wider coverage of content, in this project the replacement of the entirety of the lectures caused the MOOCs to include content that was not possible to include in the lecture delivery format.

With concern to the students’ evaluation of the experience, in comparison to other courses, they stated that the flipped PSYC1030 has more interesting lecture material, it endowed them with more flexibility in terms of time and arranging their schedule and provided them with an easier access to course materials. They’ve equally highlighted the importance of the weekly assessments as a method to prevent them from falling behind and as an indicator of their level of understanding. Also, they stated that the lecture content, its activities, tutorials and workshops did increase their knowledge and understanding of the course content, which was also reported by previous research (Young et al., 2014).

Students in the flipped course like the scheduling flexibility of fewer contact hours and the on-demand access to the content presentation in the SPOC. There was an acknowledgement from the students that the active learning format and comprehensive coverage of the content in the online materials took longer to do than simply watching two hours of recorded lectures. Current student’s expectations of study hours don’t appear to align with the institution’s expectations, but the presentation of the content in the SPOC does seem to increase the time students spend on the course vs. the lecture format of their other courses.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Flipping courses with high quality online learning resources allows for many improvements in student experience, such as increased opportunity for staff, student and peer-to-peer interactions, greater flexibility, lower costs and more immediate feedback. Nonetheless, it is important to account for the substantial effort that this conversion means to the teaching team.

The benefits of the flipped classroom have been extensively researched, but more data of its real effectiveness is necessary. Hence, it is important to document the outcomes of the experiences with this type of teaching method. In the case of the project, the PSYC1030 course was converted into a series of four MOOCs covering the main topics and SPOCs derived from these MOOCs were used to flip the course. The results of the students’ evaluation are overall positive, in particular in terms of assessment, collaboration, interaction, time management and comprehension of the material. However, the students reported that watching the lectures online and taking notes demanded a substantial amount of time.

The project’s aim to be an exemplar for future course transformations has been achieved with improvements in student engagement and experience aligning with the broad goals of the The University of Queensland (UQ) Student Strategy.

Having the MOOCs and the flipped course sharing most content and learning goals will allow for a detailed assessment of the benefits to students’ learning and engagement of the on-campus workshops and tutorials. The University of Queensland does not offer fully online undergraduate programs and so the value of active small group interaction in the on-campus workshops and tutorials is important to both develop and to quantify.
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ABSTRACT
This work aims to evaluate the relationship between early numerical competence in kindergarteners and their numerical representations as measured by the number line task (NLT). Thirty-four 5-year-old children participated in the study. Children’s early performance on symbolic and non-symbolic numerical tasks was considered to determine which was a better predictor of NLT performance. Children completed an early number competence standardized test comprising symbolic semantic tasks (Arabic digit comparison and Arabic digit linear order), lexical tasks (numbers recognition and numbers reading), and non-symbolic semantic tasks (dots comparison and picture linear order), and the NLT 0–100. The relationship between early number competence (both symbolic and non-symbolic) and performance on the NLT was analyzed using a regression model in which the predictors were identified through a forward selection based on the use of the index BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion). Results show that symbolic number knowledge tasks (Arabic linear digits order and Arabic digits comparison) are the best predictors of performance on the NLT. This suggests that knowledge of the semantics of Arabic digits is more important than non-symbolic quantity knowledge in predicting number line task accuracy among young children. This finding brings additional evidence to the debate on the relationship between non-symbolic numeral knowledge and symbolic number processing.

KEYWORDS
Early numerical competence, number line task, kindergarteners, symbolic number knowledge

1. INTRODUCTION
In numerical cognition research, it is widely believed that numeracy is founded upon an early non-symbolic system of numerical representation in which children implicitly discriminate between smaller and larger collections of objects, and represent and manipulate numerical information without using symbols (see Carey, 2001; Feigenson et al., 2004). Dehaene (1997) calls the cognitive foundation of mathematics number sense, and argues that it is represented by a mental number line, an analog magnitude representation system that serves as a core representation of quantities.

Non-symbolic numerical magnitude knowledge provides potentially useful referents for learning the magnitudes of numbers expressed symbolically. Following this approach, children acquire a symbolic system to represent numbers by repeatedly linking a quantity with its associated numeral, which is then mapped onto a pre-existing, approximate non-symbolic number system, or ANS (Barth et al., 2005; Mundy & Gilmore, 2009; see Carey, 2004 for an alternative view). This mapping idea is mainly supported by studies investigating children with number processing difficulties or developmental dyscalculia who show problems with discriminating both non-symbolic and symbolic numerosities (e.g., Landerl et al., 2009; Mazzocco et al., 2011; Mussolin et al., 2010). Additional empirical evidence supporting the mapping idea comes from studies investigating the distance effect, a phenomenon by which more distant magnitudes (e.g., 2 and 7) are easier to differentiate than neighboring numbers (e.g., 8 and 9) (for a review see Gallistel & Gelman, 2005). This effect has been observed both in symbolic and non-symbolic comparison tasks (Holloway & Ansari, 2009; Rousselle & Noël, 2007).
While the idea that early non-symbolic numerical magnitude knowledge can be the foundation for successive symbolic numerical knowledge is well established, the nature of this relationship is still unclear (see, for instance, Carey, 2001; Siegler, 2016). A number of developmental studies suggest that the link between non-symbolic and symbolic numeral knowledge is weak; some have found that non-symbolic magnitude discrimination is weakly correlated with overall math achievement (see Chen & Li, 2014 and Fazio, et al., 2014 for meta-analysis), while others have found no evidence that training children in non-symbolic numerical magnitude discrimination helps develop knowledge of symbolic magnitudes (Dewind & Brannon, 2012; Park & Brannon, 2014; Wilson, et al., 2006).

The number line task (NLT) proposed by Siegler and Opfer (2003) is commonly used to investigate children’s numerical representation ability. The NLT reflects how children represent numerical magnitudes on a mental number line, asking them to translate between numerical and spatial representations without assuming knowledge of specific measurement units; in its classic version, a written or spoken number is presented to a child and he/she is asked to locate its position on a physical number line representing a certain numerical range.

The number line task has been used to measure how children represent numbers and how this representation changes over time. In Geary’s words, target number placements on the external number line “that conform to the natural logarithm of the numbers, may reflect dependence on the core system that represents approximate magnitudes (Feigenson et al., 2004; Gallistel & Gelman, 1992), whereas linear placements indicate the child is learning the mathematical number line” (Geary, 2011, p. 4). Berteletti et al. (2010) observed that a transition from approximately logarithmic to approximately linear distributions in children’s representations of whole number magnitudes in the NLT takes place between ages 3 and 6.

Following this line of reasoning, NLT performance at a young age should be strongly influenced by non-symbolic knowledge. It is not clear, however, how representations on the number line task relate to general non-symbolic representations.

There are few studies directly investigating the relationship between NLT and early symbolic and non-symbolic numeral knowledge, and the studies that do exist have obtained mixed results. Sasanguie et al. (2013) tested NLT and both symbolic and non-symbolic tasks in the same sample of 6- to 8-year-old children. They found a significant correlation between NLT performance and a symbolic comparison task, but no correlation with non-symbolic tasks. Berteletti et al. (2010) investigated the NLT response pattern (logarithmic vs. linear) in 3- to 6-year-old children and found that a better knowledge of both symbolic and non-symbolic magnitudes was correlated with a more linear response pattern on the NLT.

In the present study, we examined the relationship between kindergarteners’ NLT performance and their symbolic and non-symbolic numeral knowledge. Children were tested on several tasks: symbolic semantic tasks (an Arabic digit comparison task and an Arabic digits linear order task), lexical tasks (numbers recognition task and Arabic numbers reading task), and non-symbolic semantic tasks (dot comparison and a task in which different objects had to be ordered from smaller to bigger) to study which of them is predictive of NLT performance.

This work aims to clarify the nature of numerical representation systems involved in solving the number line task in young children, and to acquire additional evidence on the relationship between non-symbolic and symbolic number processing at an early stage of numerical acquisition. To our knowledge, this is the first work investigating predictors of children’s NLT performance exploring both symbolic and non-symbolic abilities. If young children, to carry out the NLT task, draw on their pre-existing non-symbolic representations in addition to their symbolic number knowledge, we would find that both symbolic and non-symbolic abilities predict NLT performance. If the two kinds of knowledge are not strictly linked, as the findings of Sasanguie et al. (2013) suggest for older children, we would expect only one of them to predict good performance on the NLT.

To rule out possible interference and to explore other possible factors influencing NLT performance, we controlled for lexical symbolic numerical knowledge. We expected that semantic number processing would be more predictive of NLT performance than lexical knowledge.
2. METHOD

2.1 Participants

Thirty-four typically developing children were recruited from a public kindergarten in the town of Cagliari, Italy. The participants’ average age was 69.24 months (SD = 3.32), range: 63-74 months (16 males and 18 females).

Children with clinically developmental delays (as identified by local health services) were excluded. Both the school and the children’s parents agreed to let the students take part in the research study, and signed informed consent forms.

2.2 Procedure

The tests were administered in the month of March, from Monday to Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. in one of the school’s classrooms. The children were tested individually by an experienced psychologist. Each session lasted about 20 minutes.

Children’s early number skills were evaluated through some of the tasks on the Battery for Numerical Intelligence from 4 to 6 years of age (BIN 4–6) (Molin et al., 2007), a standardized early math test providing norms for Italian children from 4 to 6 years of age. Two tasks assessing lexical competence with numbers (knowledge of numerical symbols) were proposed: a number recognition (NR) task (children were asked to select among three written Arabic numbers in the 1–9 range after hearing one spoken by the researcher) and an Arabic number reading (ANR) task (children were asked to read the Arabic digits in the 1–9 range). In addition, their semantic knowledge of numbers was evaluated though an Arabic digit comparison (ADC) task (children were asked to determine which of two Arabic digits was bigger, range 1–9). Children’s ability to order Arabic digits was evaluated using the Arabic digits linear order (ADO) task (children were asked to order by magnitude the numbers written on five cards, range 1–5). To assess non-symbolic numerical knowledge, children were given a dots comparison (DC) task (children were shown two sets of dots with different magnitude and were asked, “Which is more?”) and a task in which different objects cards (balloons of various size) had to be ordered from the smaller to the bigger (PO).

After this, the number line task NLT 0–100 was administered (Siegler & Opfer, 2003) using the software PyNLT (Massidda et al., 2015). Participants were shown on a laptop PC screen (14 inches) a 25-cm. horizontal line, marked 0 on the left end and 100 on the right end. In each trial, children were shown an Arabic digit (stimuli: 2 – 3 – 4 – 6 – 18 – 25 – 48 – 67 – 71 – 86, corresponding to Sets A and B for the interval 0–100 in Siegler & Opfer, 2003), and were asked to click with the mouse on the number line where they thought the target number should be placed. Each stimulus appeared twice.

Finally, we assessed children’s IQ using the Colored Progressive Matrices test in the Italian standardization (Belacchi et al., 2008) to control for the influence of general intelligence on NLT performance. For all symbolic and non-symbolic numerical competence tasks, the number of correct answers was used as an index. The accuracy of a child’s NLT estimates was assessed by calculating for each child her/his percentage of absolute error (PAE, Siegler & Booth, 2004) as follows: \[ \text{PAE} = \left| \frac{(\text{Estimate} - \text{Estimated Quantity})}{\text{Scale of Estimate}} \right| \times 100. \] For example, if a child was asked to locate “18” on the 0–100 number line, and placed the mark at the location that corresponded to “10,” the percentage of absolute error would be 8% \[ \left| \frac{(18-10)}{100} \right| \times 100. \]

We conducted a preliminary analysis of children’s NLT estimation patterns by fitting linear and logarithmic functions to the group means and to each individual child (Siegler & Opfer, 2003). Thirty of the 34 participants were identified as having a logarithmic estimation pattern; the other four showed a linear pattern.

Descriptive statistics of the different experimental measure were calculated: means, standard deviations, and minimum and maximum scores (see Table 1).
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of children’s performance in symbolic and non-symbolic tasks (n = 34)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task type</th>
<th>Task name</th>
<th>Index</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Symbolic task</strong></td>
<td>Number line task</td>
<td>Percentage of Absolute Error (PAE)</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>9.67</td>
<td>21.75</td>
<td>9.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(NLT)</td>
<td>number recognition (NR)</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>number reading (ANR)</td>
<td>8.88</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Lexical task</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic task</td>
<td>comparison of Arabic digits (ADC)</td>
<td>10.68</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>11.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear order task</td>
<td>Arabic digits linear order (ADO)</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-symbolic</strong></td>
<td>Semantic task</td>
<td>Dots comparison (DC)</td>
<td>9.79</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linear order task</td>
<td>Objects linear order (PO)</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We examined the relations between symbolic and non-symbolic tasks and NLT performance using the correlation index Pearson’s r (see Table 2). Our analysis shows a significant negative correlation between NLT performance and the comparison of Arabic digits (ADC), r (34) = -.443, p < .01, and a significant negative correlation between NLT performance and the Arabic digits linear order task (ADO), r (34) = -.601, p < .001; in other words, the better the child is at deciding which Arabic digit is larger or smaller and at ordering digits by magnitude, the more accurate were her/his estimations on the NLT. Finally, a strong correlation between the two lexical symbolic tasks (number reading and number recognition) was found, r (34) = .681, p < .001. No other significant correlations were found.

Table 2. Spearman’s rho (top-right half) and Pearson’s r (low-left half) correlation between symbolic and non-symbolic early numerical competence tasks. PAE: percentage of absolute error; NR: numbers recognition; ANR: numbers reading; ADC: comparison of Arabic digits; ADO: Arabic digits linear order; DC: dots comparison; PO: objects linear order

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PAE</th>
<th>NR</th>
<th>ANR</th>
<th>ADC</th>
<th>ADO</th>
<th>DC</th>
<th>PO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>-0.131</td>
<td>-0.251</td>
<td>-0.331</td>
<td>-0.451</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>-0.019</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANR</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC</td>
<td>-0.443</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.119</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADO</td>
<td>-0.601</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>-0.150</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.149</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.139</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.154</td>
<td>-0.152</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < .001; ** p < .01; * p < .05.

Moreover, we examined the relationship between gender, age, and IQ and performance to exclude the possibility that correlations were due to differences in gender, age, or general ability. To do this, we performed a multiple regression analysis with the NLT percentage of absolute error (PAE) as dependent variable and gender, age, and IQ as predictors. These three predictors together explain only 2% of variance; thus we conclude that these variables did not influence NLT performance.

Finally, the relationship between NLT performance (with the PAE as dependent variable) and both early symbolic number competence (semantic, linear order, and lexical tasks) and early non-symbolic number competence (dot comparison and objects linear order) as predictors was examined adapting a regression model in which the predictors were identified through a forward selection based on the use of the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) index (Schwarz, 1978), which selected the best model from a Bayesian perspective.

Our results showed that in the best final selected model, NLT accuracy was predicted by the Arabic digits linear order (ADO) task with $\beta = -.53$, p < .001, and by the comparison of Arabic digits (ADC) task with $\beta = -.33$, p = .019 (see Figure 1), which together explained 46% of the variance in performance on the NLT, while the other investigated skills were not predictive of NLT performance.
3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The NLT is extensively used in research on numerical cognition because children’s performance on this task has been identified as a predictor of future mathematics skills (e.g. Booth & Siegler, 2006; Booth & Siegler, 2008; Geary et al., 2008; Geary, 2011; Siegler, 2016). Moreover, several authors (Siegler & Opfer, 2003; Boot & Siegler, 2006; Siegler & Booth, 2004; Siegler, 2016) have considered the change over time in pattern performance on the NLT (linear vs. logarithmic) as an indicator of the shape of the mental number line, the analogical core representation of quantities hypothesized by Dehaene (1997).

In our work, we explored the ability to represent numbers on a physical number line in 5-year-old children, with the aim of determining how NLT estimation accuracy is related to both general non-symbolic representation of quantities and to symbolic number knowledge. We decided to explore the issue in kindergarteners since in children of this age, the symbolic system is starting to form but is still closely related to the early non-symbolic system.

To study the issue, the 0–100 NLT was proposed to kindergarteners. Moreover, symbolic semantic tasks (comparison of Arabic digits and linear ordering of Arabic digits) and non-symbolic tasks (dot comparison and linear object ordering) were administered to the participants. To control for the influence of numerical symbol knowledge, two lexical tasks were also administered (a number recognition task and number reading).

The results of our analysis show that kindergarten children’s performance on the NLT depends exclusively on symbolic knowledge; together, performance on the comparison of Arabic digits task and the Arabic digits linear order task explained 46% of the variance in NLT performance, while non-symbolic numeral knowledge tasks did not predict NLT performance.

Although our study is the first, to our knowledge, to investigate NLT predictors among children in this age range, other studies on younger children have reported correlations between symbolic and non-symbolic tasks and NLT. For example, Berteletti et al. (2010) found that in 3- to 6-year-old children, both symbolic and non-symbolic magnitude knowledge were correlated with a linear NLT response pattern. Our results are not in line with this finding. In the Berteletti et al. study, however, the type of number line representation (logarithmic vs. linear) was considered in the correlation analysis, whereas we used PAE scores. This may explain the difference between our findings and those of Berteletti et al.

Our results are instead in line with the findings of Sasanguie et al. (2013) that in older children there is a correlation between NLT accuracy (PAE) and performance on a symbolic comparison task but not between NLT accuracy and performance on non-symbolic tasks such as magnitude comparison.
Our data, gathered from young children who have not yet begun formal schooling, show that the NLT is solved mainly based on symbolic abilities and suggest that, at least at this age, NLT performance is loosely dependent on the core system that represents approximate magnitudes, despite the fact that children were tested on an unfamiliar number range and that the vast majority of them (30 out of 34) showed a logarithmic pattern of response.

Moreover, we found that number lexical knowledge did not predict NLT performance. Thus, it seems that the ability to identify the numerical symbol corresponding to a spoken numeral or to correctly read an Arabic digit are not crucial to the NLT, whereas semantic knowledge about the meaning of a numeral is necessary.

A further interesting finding emerging from our analysis is that the two non-symbolic quantity knowledge tasks are not correlated with any of the tests exploring symbolic number knowledge. This result seems in line with studies that have considered the influence of symbolic and non-symbolic quantitative tasks on math skills in kindergarteners. For instance, in a study on 5-year-old children, Sasanguie et al. (2013) found no correlation between symbolic and non-symbolic comparison tasks. Sasanguie et al. (2012) investigated the effects of a dot comparison task and a symbolic numbers comparison task on math performance in kindergarteners, first graders, second graders, and sixth graders. Only the comparison of symbolic numbers predicted math performance in 5-year-olds. Another study by Sasanguie et al. (2014) found no association between the accuracy of the performance on a dots comparison task in 5-year-old children and the performance in a symbolic comparison task presented to the same children six months later.

The present study covered a little investigated area of numerical development yielding to new and interesting results. Its exploratory nature and relatively small sample size do not permit us to draw firm conclusions on the relationship between non-symbolic and symbolic number processing, or on the early math knowledge underlying NLT performance, but our findings suggest that symbolic knowledge about quantities and numerals may play a stronger than expected role in the stage of development in which children are not yet very familiar with culturally determined numeric symbols. Further investigation on these topics should be undertaken. In particular, a better knowledge of early magnitude estimation ability and its underlying mechanism will be critical for better understanding important stages in numerical development, such as learning to connect symbolic numbers to their non-symbolic referents or accurately representing the magnitude of rational numbers, both of which are considered crucial in recent theories on numerical development (e.g., Siegler, 2016).
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EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF THE INFORMATIONAL VALUE OF FEEDBACK CHOICES ON PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES IN AN ONLINE ASSESSMENT GAME
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the impact of the informational value of feedback choices on students' performance, their choice to revise, and the time they spend designing posters and reading feedback in an assessment game. Choices to seek confirmatory or critical feedback and to revise posters in a poster design task were collected from a hundred and six Grade 8 students from a middle school in California via Posterlet, a computer-based assessment. Results show that critical uninformative feedback is associated with performance, critical informative feedback is associated with students' learning strategies (i.e., willingness to revise and feedback dwell time), while confirmatory informative feedback is negatively associated with performance and learning strategies. This research has implications for designing the informational content of feedback messages to support student performance on an open-ended design task.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Feedback is an important aspect of learning performance, as it provides information about a learner’s task performance (Hattie, 1999; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). However, despite a large body of feedback research, the mechanisms of feedback are still not well understood. For example, different feedback types (e.g., critical and confirmatory, immediate and delayed, etc.) have yielded mixed results for learning (Kulik & Kulik, 1988) and a meta-analysis found that feedback was even detrimental for performance in a third of the studies analyzed (Kluger & DeNisi, 1998). Feedback effectiveness is further influenced by individual differences, such as fixed versus growth mindset (Dweck & Leggett, 1988). Particularly, researchers differentiated between non-generic and generic feedback based on the informational value of feedback and they indicated that “non-generic feedback refers to a specific event and implies that performance is malleable, while generic feedback implies that task performance reflects an inherent ability” (Chiviacowsky & Drews, 2014).

The information-processing learning theory focuses on the individuals’ cognitive ability to use the feedback information they encounter during a learning task not only to reinforce correct answers but also to correct errors (Hattie & Gan, 2011). In the response certitude model, instructional feedback messages include two components: verification and elaboration (Kulhavy & Stock, 1989). Verification feedback indicates whether the answer is right or wrong, while elaboration feedback aids the learner in error correction by including indications on how to correct errors or why an answer is correct (Hattie & Gan, 2011). There is a paucity of studies investigating the impact of non-generic elaboration feedback versus generic feedback on learning. Studies show that students perceive generic feedback as impersonal (Bray, 2016). Moreover, both praise and generic negative feedback were found to be detrimental to performance. In a study where 10-year old children (n = 40) kicked a soccer-ball at a target, the type of feedback (i.e., generic, such as “You are a great soccer player” versus non-generic, such as “The last kicks were great”) was used to predict motor performance and learning. In their first experiment, researchers found that providing participants with generic feedback resulted in worse performance than providing non-generic feedback, after both groups received negative feedback (Chiviacowsky & Drews, 2014). In their second experiment that focused on the results of a retention task performed one day after practicing a throwing task, researchers showed that participants who
received non-generic feedback during the performance significantly outperformed participants in the generic feedback group, after receiving negative feedback.

The current study focuses on the role of the informational value of feedback when students choose between confirmatory and critical feedback. Thus, the study examines the relation between the informational value and valence of feedback choices and students’ task performance, choice to revise, and time spent reading feedback and designing posters. Here, we consider two types of feedback: informative elaboration feedback (i.e., non-generic, task-specific feedback) and uninformative feedback (i.e., generic, non-task specific feedback). Particularly, the study poses the following research questions:

1) Is informative feedback associated with in-game performance?
2) Is informative feedback associated with the choice to revise posters?
3) Is informative feedback associated with feedback dwell time or with time on task?

The remainder of this paper reviews the relevant literature, it describes the Posterlet assessment game that collects students’ feedback and revision choices during a poster design task, and it presents empirical evidence that the informational feedback value impacts students’ performance, choice to revise, and time spent reading feedback and designing posters.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

Choice-Based Assessments. Posterlet is a choice-based assessment game (Schwartz & Arena, 2013) that draws on constructivist assessments (Bransford & Schwartz, 1999) and that focuses on the learning processes in which students engage when designing a poster. It collects students’ choices to seek critical (i.e., negative) or confirmatory (i.e., positive) feedback and it enables the exploration of the impact of students’ choices on performance. Here, the informational value of students’ feedback choices is explored for the first time, with a focus on its impact on performance, choice to revise, and the time students spend reading their feedback.

Performance and Feedback Value. Informative feedback is a crucial factor in developing mastery (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Römer, 1993). Moreover, feedback research reveals that praise can be harmful for performance when it is directed to the student, rather than to the task (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Previous research showed that choosing critical feedback was associated with better learning performance in and outside of the assessment environment (Cutumisu, Blair, Chin, & Schwartz, 2015; Cutumisu, Blair, Chin, & Schwartz, 2016). This research takes a step further and hypothesizes that students perform better when they encounter critical informative feedback.

Revision and Feedback Value. Although feedback from an expert is one of the most important factors in deliberate practice, feedback is most effective when learners apply it to revise and improve their performance (Ericsson et al., 1993; Kulik & Kulik, 1988). Despite research showing that feedback information is rarely used in revision of work (Carless, 2006), revision was strongly associated with willingness to choose critical feedback across many studies (Cutumisu et al., 2015; Cutumisu et al., 2016). In this paper, the relation between the informational value of feedback and students’ choice to revise is explored for the first time.

Feedback Dwell Time, Value, and Time on Task. Previous research shows that the more the students choose to seek critical feedback, the more they dwell on feedback (Cutumisu et al., 2015). The current study aims to discern between the impact of informative and uninformative critical feedback on the time students take to read their feedback and design their posters.

The Posterlet Assessment Game. The Posterlet game tracks two learning choices students make while creating posters: the choice to seek confirmatory (positive) and critical (negative) feedback about their posters and the choice to revise their posters. On every game round, students choose either confirmatory or critical feedback from three virtual characters and choose whether to revise their poster. The feedback messages generated by the game were designed to alternate between informative (confirmatory: “Your poster helps people know where to go.” or critical: “Where is the Fall Fair going to be?”) and uninformative (confirmatory: “I like fairs” or critical “I don’t like fairs.”). This study investigates which type of feedback is associated with learning outcomes, depending on the learner’s choices between confirmatory and critical feedback. For instance, if the student makes two same-valence choices on a poster, the first choice is always informative and the second is always uninformative. The game also produces a poster score as the number of tickets sold by each poster booth. An overall poster performance score is computed by adding the poster scores on each game round. More details about Posterlet are provided in prior work (Cutumisu et al., 2016).
3. METHODS

3.1 Participants and Procedures

Participants were n=106 Grade 8 students (60 female, 46 male), ranging in age from 13 to 14 years, from a public middle school in California. All students had the same science teacher and they played the Posterlet game in May 2015 designing three posters (M=14.76 minutes, SD=4.07) individually, as one of the assessments administered that day. Students who did not provide consent (n=9) or did not complete all posters (n=8) were excluded from analyses. Thus, the analyses included n=89 students (50 females).

3.2 Measures

Choices. Critical Feedback measures students’ willingness to make “I don’t like…” choices, ranging from 0 (no critical feedback chosen) to 9 (only critical feedback chosen). Feedback is divided into two orthogonal categories: valence (Confirmatory or Critical) by informational value (Informative or Uninformative). Revision measures students’ willingness to revise their posters, ranging from 0 (no poster revised) to 3 (all posters revised). Critical Informative Feedback measures the number of informative critical feedback messages read by each participant (e.g., “You need to tell them what day the fair is.”), while Critical Uninformative Feedback measures the number of uninformative critical feedback messages read by each participant (e.g., “I don’t really like fairs”). Students chose the feedback valence (confirmatory or critical), not the feedback value (informative or uninformative). Critical Feedback is the sum of the Critical Informative and Critical Uninformative Feedback. Confirmatory Feedback is a complementary measure to Critical Feedback (i.e., 9 - Critical Feedback). Thus, Confirmatory Informative Feedback measures the number of informative confirmatory feedback messages encountered (e.g., “I like fairs”). Confirmatory Feedback is the sum of Confirmatory Informative and Confirmatory Uninformative Feedback. Choices were measured by round and across the game.

In-game Poster Performance. Posterlet generates a Poster Quality score based on 21 design principles reflecting a student’s poster performance across all rounds of the game. The quality of each poster is the sum of the scores for each of the 21 features: 1 if a feature is always used correctly on a poster, 0 if a feature is not included on the poster, and -1 if a feature is used incorrectly on a poster. Poster Quality measures the sum of the quality of students’ posters by game round: Poster Quality 1, Poster Quality 2, and Poster Quality 3.

Feedback Dwell Time. Feedback Dwell Time measures the amount of time students spent reading feedback across the game. The amount of time students spent reading feedback on each game round was also computed as Feedback Dwell Time 1, Feedback Dwell Time 2, and Feedback Dwell Time 3, respectively.

Time on Task. Design Duration measures the time students take to design posters. It sums the time spent designing posters on each game round: Design Duration 1, Design Duration 2, and Design Duration 3.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Is Informative Feedback Associated with In-Game Performance?

Spearman correlation analyses were conducted to explore the association of the informative and uninformative feedback with poster performance by feedback valence (confirmatory or critical), as these variables were not normally distributed. Results showed that Poster Quality was positively associated with Critical Uninformative Feedback but not with Critical Informative Feedback, and negatively associated with both informative and uninformative confirmatory feedback, as shown in Table 1. Thus, the more the students engage with critical uninformative feedback, the better their posters are. More importantly, the more they engage with confirmatory feedback (informative or uninformative), the worse they perform on their posters.
Table 1. Correlations between performance and feedback information overall and by round (***p < .001, **p < .01)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure (n=89)</th>
<th>Critical Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Critical Uninformative Feedback</th>
<th>Confirmatory Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Confirmatory Uninformative Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poster Quality</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.52***</td>
<td>-.36***</td>
<td>-.32***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster Quality Round 1</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>-.20</td>
<td>-.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster Quality Round 2</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.38***</td>
<td>-.29**</td>
<td>-.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster Quality Round 3</td>
<td>-.09</td>
<td>.50***</td>
<td>-.27**</td>
<td>-.34**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyses by game round revealed that, on each of the second and third game rounds, poster performance (Poster Quality 2 and Poster Quality 3) correlated with Critical Uninformative Feedback and inversely with Confirmatory Informative Feedback, as shown in Table 1, consistent with the findings across the game. No correlations were found on the first round, perhaps because students were engaging in exploration and had not yet discovered a strategy. These results indicate that better poster performance is associated positively with both types of critical feedback (significantly only with critical uninformative feedback) and negatively with both types of confirmatory feedback (significantly only with confirmatory informative feedback).

A standard linear regression analysis was conducted to determine if informative and uninformative feedback messages were individual predictors of Poster Quality for each feedback valence. A model composed of critical informative and critical uninformative feedback predicted Poster Quality [F(2,86) = 15.92, p < .001, R² = .27, Adj. R² = .25], but only critical uninformative feedback (β = .54, B = 4.82, p < .001, r = .52, partial = .50, part = .50) was an individual predictor on Poster Quality, while critical informative feedback (β = -.06, B = -.62, p = .52, r = .15, partial = -.07, part = -.06) was not. In contrast, a model composed of confirmatory informative and uninformative feedback significantly predicted Poster Quality [F(2,86) = 8.6, p < .001, R² = .17, Adj. R² = .15], but confirmatory informative feedback (β = -.24, B = -.21, p = .07, r = -.38, partial = -.19, part = -.18) and confirmatory uninformative feedback (β = -.20, B = -.25, p = .13, r = -.37, partial = -.16, part = -.15) were not individual predictors. Thus, out of all types of feedback examined, critical uninformative feedback is the best predictor of Poster Quality.

4.2 Is Informative Feedback Associated with the Choice to Revise Posters?

Next, the study aimed to discern between the impact of the informative and uninformative value of critical and confirmatory feedback on students’ choice to revise. Table 2 shows the average critical feedback, critical informative feedback, and critical uninformative feedback for the students who did not revise any of the three posters and for the students who revised at least one of the three posters, respectively.

Table 2. Average and standard deviation of critical feedback by informational value and revision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice (n=89)</th>
<th>Critical Feedback</th>
<th>Critical Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Critical Uninformative Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Revision (n=11)</td>
<td>4.27 (2.76)</td>
<td>2.55 (1.75)</td>
<td>1.73 (1.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revision (n=78)</td>
<td>6.01 (1.86)</td>
<td>3.45 (1.04)</td>
<td>2.56 (1.21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results show that students who choose more critical feedback also revise their posters more. Students who encounter more critical informative feedback tend to revise more, as do students who encounter more critical uninformative feedback. Table 3 shows the equivalent information for confirmatory feedback. Conversely, students who encounter more confirmatory feedback tend to revise less. This low revising trend persisted for students who encountered more confirmatory informative and uninformative feedback. Table 4 shows the average critical and confirmatory feedback broken down by informational value. Results show that, on average, students chose more critical than confirmatory feedback across the game.
4.3 Is Informative Feedback Associated with Dwell Time or Time on Task?

A standard linear regression analysis was conducted to determine whether informative and uninformative feedback messages were individual predictors of revision, for each of the two feedback valences, critical and confirmatory. A model composed of critical informative and critical uninformative feedback significantly predicted Revision \( F(2,86) = 8.84, p < .001, R^2 = .17, \text{Adjusted } R^2 = .15 \) and both critical informative \( \beta = .24, B = .21, p = .02, r = .34, \text{ partial } = .24, \text{ part } = .23 \) and uninformative feedback \( \beta = .25, B = .20, p = .02, r = .35, \text{ partial } = .24, \text{ part } = .23 \) were significant and negatively predicted Revision, while confirmatory informative feedback was not a significant negative predictor \( \beta = -.11, B = -.08, p = .42, r = -.35, \text{ partial } = -.09, \text{ part } = -.08 \).

**4.3 Is Informative Feedback Associated with Dwell Time or Time on Task?**

Finally, Spearman correlation analyses were conducted to investigate whether informative and uninformative feedback messages were differentially associated with the time students spent reading feedback, as well as with the time students spent designing their posters (i.e., time on task). We examined closely the last round of the game, when students presumably had found a stable learning strategy, judging by the significant differences from the first to the second round of the game in poster performance but a non-significant difference between the last two rounds of the game.

On round 3, the amount of time students took to read feedback was associated positively with Critical Informative Feedback and negatively with Confirmatory Uninformative Feedback, as shown in Table 6. This indicates that the more the students encounter critical informative feedback, the more time they spend reading feedback on the last round of the game. Conversely, the more time the students encounter confirmatory uninformative feedback, the less time they spend reading feedback on the last game round.
The association between students’ time on task (i.e., the amount of time students took to design each poster) and the informational value of critical and confirmatory feedback was also examined. Results shown in Table 7 revealed that, although significant only for the second round of the game, students’ time on task was positively associated with critical feedback (both informative and uninformative) and negatively with confirmatory feedback (both informative and uninformative).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice (n=89)</th>
<th>Critical Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Critical Uninformative Feedback</th>
<th>Confirmatory Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Confirmatory Uninformative Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Dwell Time</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>-.18</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Dwell Time 1</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.24*</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.24*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Dwell Time 2</td>
<td>-.14</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Dwell Time 3</td>
<td>.22*</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>-.13</td>
<td>-.22*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Correlations between poster design duration and feedback value overall and by round (*p<.05*)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Choice (n=89)</th>
<th>Critical Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Critical Uninformative Feedback</th>
<th>Confirmatory Informative Feedback</th>
<th>Confirmatory Uninformative Feedback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design Duration</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.10</td>
<td>.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Duration 1</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>-.002</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Duration 2</td>
<td>.23*</td>
<td>.21*</td>
<td>-.27*</td>
<td>-.22*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Duration 3</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>-.11</td>
<td>-.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK

Performance and Feedback Value. The game did not provide a tutorial, thus, the first round of the game was an opportunity for students to explore the digital environment. Results revealed that the more the students encountered critical uninformative feedback, the better they performed on the poster design tasks. Although the association between poster performance and critical informative feedback was positive, it did not reach significance. When the individual contributions of the informative and uninformative feedback for each feedback valence in predicting poster performance were examined, critical uninformative feedback emerged as the only significant predictor. It is surprising that uninformative critical feedback proved to be more helpful for performance than informative critical feedback. One possible explanation is that students strive to identify the shortcomings of their poster when they encounter critical uninformative feedback, thus they work harder on subsequent posters. Results also showed that the less confirmatory informative feedback students encountered, the better they performed on the poster design tasks. This result supports previous findings that confirmatory feedback, and especially praise or confirmatory uninformative feedback, may be harmful for performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). This result also suggests that students already know the information provided by the confirmatory informative feedback, thus they may only improve their poster designs when they read critical informative feedback that fills a gap in their poster design knowledge. This hypothesis is supported by the findings related to revision and the informative value of feedback showing that the more the students encounter critical (informative and uninformative) feedback and the less they encounter confirmatory (informative and uninformative) feedback, the more they revise their posters. However, it could be that students who usually revise their work are more drawn to seeking critical rather than confirmatory feedback. Taken together, these results warrant further investigation, because when examining the associations over each of the last two rounds of the game between the different types of feedback and feedback dwell time, as well as time on task, we found that when students encountered more critical informative rather than uninformative feedback, they tended to spend more time reading the feedback and designing posters. This suggests that critical informative feedback may be more important than both critical uninformative feedback and confirmatory feedback, which was our initial hypothesis. A follow-up study will collect more data and will include a learning post-test, which was not possible for this study due to
the limited time allotted for this assessment among a battery of assessments administered that day, to further clarify the relation between critical informative feedback and performance.

**Revision and Feedback Value.** Findings showed that the more the students encountered critical feedback (both informative and uninformative) and the less they encountered confirmatory feedback (both informative and uninformative), the more they chose to revise. Overall, students chose more than the average amount of critical feedback and less than the average amount of confirmatory feedback across the game. Due to the design of the informational value of feedback, students encountered a higher amount of informative than uninformative feedback for each feedback valence. The results broken down by students who revised at least once and students who never revised showed that students who more frequently chose critical than confirmatory feedback also revised more, supporting prior research (Cutumisu et al., 2015; Cutumisu et al., 2016). Conversely, students who more frequently chose confirmatory feedback also revised less. This result indicates that, for revision, the valence of feedback may be more important than the informational value of feedback, especially as critical and confirmatory informative feedback messages were designed to be equivalent in informational value and length in Posterlet. Moreover, this result was consistent on each game round as well. Thus, within the same feedback valence, the informative and uninformative feedback messages seem to be equally important. When examining the individual contributions of the informative and uninformative feedback for each feedback valence in predicting revision, informative and uninformative feedback messages were equivalent, significant, and unique predictors of revision for both critical and confirmatory feedback, respectively. These results show that the choice to revise is impacted by the valence of the feedback choice more than by its informational value. Critical feedback seems to determine students to try harder and revise their work (e.g., fix mistakes pointed out by the feedback), regardless of its specificity.

**Feedback Dwell Time, Time on Task, and Feedback Value.** On the last game round, findings indicate that the more the students encountered critical informative feedback and the less they encountered confirmatory uninformative feedback, the more time they spent reading feedback. Overall, this result is consistent with previous research showing that the more the students choose to seek critical feedback, the more they dwell on feedback (Cutumisu et al., 2015). This result suggests that, yet again, it is the critical informative feedback that is associated with better outcomes. The finding also suggests that the more the students encounter confirmatory uninformative feedback, the less attention they pay to this type of feedback. Results also showed that students’ time on task was positively associated with critical feedback (both informative and uninformative) and negatively with confirmatory feedback (both informative and uninformative), although significantly only on the second round of the game. Taken together, these results support the findings regarding performance and revision and highlight the importance of critical over confirmatory feedback.

**Limitations and Future Work.** In Posterlet, students are given a choice regarding the valence of their feedback, but not regarding the informational value of feedback. The feedback system embedded in the Posterlet game is designed to alternate between informative and uninformative feedback of the same valence. For example, when choosing three pieces of critical feedback on a poster, the student may encounter two critical informative feedback messages and one critical uninformative. Moreover, if the student makes no design mistakes and chooses critical feedback, uninformative critical feedback is presented instead of critical informative feedback. Thus, a future experimental study will control both the valence and the informative value of the feedback students choose. In that case, would students choose more informative or more uninformative feedback and would their prefer critical over confirmatory feedback? Consequently, what would the students’ performance be in each of these cases? Lastly, a follow-up study will explore the relation between feedback value and other factors, such as academic achievement and mindset.

### 6. CONCLUSIONS

The paper examined the impact of the informational value of feedback on students’ performance, willingness to revise, and time spent reading feedback and designing posters. Findings showed that students’ performance was positively associated with the critical uninformative feedback that they encountered and negatively associated with the confirmatory informative feedback that they encountered. Moreover, students’ choice to revise was positively associated with the critical informative and uninformative feedback that they encountered and negatively associated with the confirmatory uninformative that they encountered. On the
last round of the game, findings indicate that the more time the students spent reading feedback, the more critical informative feedback and the less confirmatory uninformative feedback they encountered on that round. The data provide evidence that critical uninformative feedback is helpful for performance, critical informative feedback is helpful for revision and time on task, and confirmatory informative feedback may be detrimental for performance, for students’ willingness to revise their work, and for the time they spend reading feedback in a poster design task. These findings constitute a first step in gaining an insight into the value of feedback and its impact on performance and learning choices. This research has implications for the design of assessments and instructional materials that may help students engage more closely with feedback and revision, and, consequently, apply good learning choices to improve their performance.
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ABSTRACT
Presentation is one of the important activities in research to publish research results. When we create presentation documents (P-documents for short), it is important to compose presentation structure (P-structure for short) that represents what to present and how to sequence the contents. To create proper P-documents, we need to learn how to create P-documents in the lab. In our previous work, we have helped unskilled researchers with presentation schema (P-schema for short), which is represented as an all-inclusive P-structure of P-documents accumulated in the lab. It allowed unskilled researchers to create proper P-documents. But, some learners could not properly segment research contents into slides. To solve this problem, this paper describes refinement of P-schema. This paper also reports a case study whose purpose was to assess whether the refined P-schema could promote segmentation by comparing P-documents and P-structure composed with the refined P-schema and composed with the original P-schema.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Among research activities, presentation is very important for publishing research results. In general, presentation is conducted under several restrictions such as time, place, audience, etc. It is necessary to consider such restrictions to create presentation documents (P-documents for short). There are accordingly many books about the ideas of presentation (Duarte 2008, Reynolds 2011). In order to create P-documents suitable for research contents, in addition, it is important to compose presentation structure (P-structure for short) that represents what to present and how to sequence the contents (Hasegawa and Kashihara 2013). The P-structure composition needs two tasks, which are segmentation and sequencing. Segmentation is to divide research contents into slides. Sequencing is to make a sequence of the slides. In order to properly carry out these tasks, it is necessary for researchers to have a lot of experience in creating P-documents.

On the other hand, unskilled researchers have fewer experiences in composing P-structure to create P-documents (Tanida 2008). They accordingly need to learn as learners how to create P-documents in lab, where they should have an apprentice role together with expert, and more skilled researchers (Collins 1988). From this apprenticeship point of view, we have addressed the issue how to improve their skills in composing P-structure by means of presentation schema (P-schema for short) as a scaffold that we have designed as an all-inclusive P-structure to be commonly used in lab. P-schema represents heuristics for creating P-documents in lab, which allows unskilled learners to properly compose P-structure and create P-documents. In addition, skills in composing P-structure could be improved due to P-schema (Shibata 2012, Shibata 2013).

We have conducted a number of case studies with P-schema in our lab to confirm so far that P-schema allows unskilled learners to create more proper P-documents. In addition, we also found some learners who could not properly segment research contents into slides with P-schema. Their P-documents included some slides with more than one topic, and missed some slides to be presented. There seem two reasons for this. First, P-schema could not represent P-structure as a suitable scaffold for segmenting research contents into slides. Second, unskilled researchers could not properly use P-schema as scaffold to segment.
Towards resolving these problems, this paper describes refinement of P-schema designed for our lab. The refined P-schema expects unskilled learners to improve segmenting their research contents into slides to create more proper P-documents. It is also expected to make clearer the heuristics for creating P-documents in lab.

This paper also reports a case study whose purpose was to assess whether the refined P-schema could promote proper P-structure composition and P-document creation. The results suggest that it allows unskilled learners to create more proper P-documents.

2. PRESENTATION DOCUMENTS

Research presentation requires the following three skills at least (Shibata 2013):

- Skill in composing P-structure for P-documents
- Skill in designing the contents of slides, and
- Skill in oral and gesture for presentation.

In this work, we focus on skill in composing P-structure. Let us here explain P-structure and P-schema in detail.

2.1 Presentation Structure

In creating P-documents suitable for research contents, it is very important to consider what to present and how to sequence the presented contents, which corresponds to P-structure. We represent P-structure with the following four metadata of P-documents (Tanida 2008):

- Slide metadata: Slide metadata shows the contents or role of each slide,
- Segment metadata: Segment metadata represents the role in which a sequence of several slides plays such as Cover, Introduction, Research Goal and Approach, Theory and Model, System, Case Study, and Conclusion,
- Relation metadata: Relation metadata represents the relationships between specific slides, such as cause-problem, problem-solution, solution-implementation, implementation-functions, and solution-evaluation, and
- File metadata: File metadata represents a context of presentation such as presenter, conference type, place of presentation, and time limit.

Figure 1 shows an example of P-structure embedded in a P-document created in our lab. As shown in Figure 1, P-structure is composed of four metadata, which forms a hierarchy. Slide metadata has its own hierarchy, and the leaf metadata corresponds to each slide. For example, the slide metadata from Background to Domain connects with each other by means of is-a relation. Segment metadata represents the role of a sequence of several slide metadata. Relation metadata connects between specific slide metadata. File metadata is located at the root of P-structure, which shows a context of presentation.

2.2 Presentation Schema

P-documents accumulated in the same lab tend to have a similar P-structure. This means that heuristics for creating P-documents are shared in the lab. In our previous work, we systematically extracted P-schema from a set of P-documents accumulated in our lab by means of machine learning technique, which represents a common P-structure among the documents like a result of logical multiplication (Hasegawa and Kashihara 2013). However, this schema could not represent contents unique to each P-document. In this work, we have accordingly defined an all-inclusive P-structure to be commonly used in our lab as P-schema, which expert researchers extracted. Such P-schema represents heuristics for creating P-documents in our lab. We think each lab has its own P-schema.
3. SCAFFOLDING SYSTEM WITH PRESENTATION SCHEMA

We have developed a scaffolding system with P-schema as an add-in of Microsoft PowerPoint 2013. Figure 2 shows the user interface of this system. This system has two functions mainly, which are operable at the add-in tab in the upper part of the user interface shown in Figure 2.

The system first provides the function of displaying P-schema. P-schema is saved as an XML file, and it is inputted from the file and displayed at the left pane of the user interface when it is activated. P-schema is displayed as a hierarchy of metadata. When a mouse pointer is placed over slide metadata displayed in P-schema, a caption of the metadata will appear on the mouse pointer. The system second provides the function of composing P-structure, which allows learners to compose P-structure by referring to P-schema at the middle pane of the user interface. In generating and designing slides with PPT functionality, they could use P-schema as a scaffold for composing P-structure. In particular, they are expected to select and double-click metadata corresponding to the slides in the left pane (P-schema) to drop in the middle pane for composing P-structure.
4. REFINEMENT OF PRESENTATION SCHEMA

4.1 Purpose

In our previous work, unskilled researchers were able to create proper P-documents using P-schema as a scaffold. On the other hand, P-documents created by unskilled researchers were not always improved. There are two reasons why these P-documents were insufficient. First, P-schema could not represent P-structure as a suitable scaffold. P-schema in the previous work was designed as an all-inclusive P-structure, but it was still inadequate. Second, unskilled researchers could not use P-schema properly as scaffold to segment. This shows that we should modify P-schema particularly words used for metadata. Towards these problems, we addressed refinement of P-schema.

4.2 Procedure

We first gathered P-documents that were accumulated in our lab, and selected 24 P-documents used in the final presentation for Master’s thesis held in our university. The reason why we selected these P-documents for refining P-schema was that these were checked several times via presentation rehearsals and were sophisticated sufficiently. After the selection, we analyzed the P-structure embedded in these documents with the current P-schema and the scaffolding system, and then refined P-schema.

In analyzing the P-structure in the P-documents, we second followed the current P-schema to classify the slides for each segment metadata. Table 1 shows the results of the classification, which presents (a) the number and percentage of slide metadata per segment used in the P-structure, and (b) the number and percentage of slide metadata per segment in the P-schema. In (b), the percentages of slide metadata in “Introduction”, “Theory / Model”, and “Evaluation” segments are relatively high. It means that our lab emphasizes these contents as the presentation heuristics. Compared with (b), in addition, the usage percentage of slide metadata in “Research Goal / Approach” segment in (a) was high, and the usage percentages of slide metadata in “Theory / Model” segment was reversely low. These results suggest the possibility that the slide metadata in these segments are not used as expected. Particularly focusing on the segments “Research Goal / Approach” and “Theory / Model”, we have reconsidered and subdivided slide metadata in P-schema in more detail to refine.

Table 1. Results of classifying slides and slide metadata in P-documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment metadata</th>
<th>(a) Slide metadata in P-structure</th>
<th>(b) Slide metadata in P-schema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>23.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Goal / Approach</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory / Model</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>23.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Refined Presentation Schema

Let us here compare P-schema and refined P-schema (called reP-Schema). There are two main differences between the P-schemata, which are slide metadata and hierarchy of slide metadata. Table 2 shows the number of slide metadata in the P-schema and reP-schema, and the rate of change and increase in slide metadata. In this table, let the total number of slide metadata in the P-schema be \(N_{old}\), and the total number of slide metadata in the reP-schema be \(N_{new}\). \(N_{new}\) includes newly added metadata \(n_{new}\), metadata partially-changed \(n_{pc}\), and metadata with no change \(n_{nc}\). The rate of change is calculated as \((n_{new} + n_{pc}) / N_{new}\). The rate of increase is also calculated as \((N_{new}-N_{old}) / N_{old}\).
As shown in Table 2, more than half of the metadata in the reP-schema have been changed in total. In particular, the rates of change in “Introduction”, “Research Goal / Approach”, and “Theory / Model” segments are high. The total rate of increase has been more than 30%. The rates in “Introduction” and “Research Goal / Approach” segments have been significantly increased.

As for the second difference between the P-schemata about hierarchy of slide metadata, Table 3 shows the number of slide metadata used in each depth of the hierarchy. In “Introduction” segment, the slide metadata are subdivided into deeper level in the refined P-schema. In “Research Goal / Approach” and “Evaluation” segments, the slide metadata increase at the deepest level in the reP-schema.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment metadata</th>
<th>N_{old}</th>
<th>N_{new}</th>
<th>Partially-changed (n_{pc})</th>
<th>No change (n_{nc})</th>
<th>The rate of change ( \frac{N_{new} - N_{old}}{N_{old}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Goal / Approach</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory / Model</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segment metadata</th>
<th>P-schema</th>
<th>The depth of the hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2  3  4  5  6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>P-schema 4 9 8 0 0</td>
<td>reP-schema 4 5 12 12 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Goal / Approach</td>
<td>P-schema 3 2 0 0 0</td>
<td>reP-schema 3 6 0 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theory / Model</td>
<td>P-schema 4 8 7 0 0</td>
<td>reP-schema 4 10 7 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>P-schema 3 4 5 0 0</td>
<td>reP-schema 2 5 5 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>P-schema 5 6 9 0 0</td>
<td>reP-schema 5 8 14 0 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Expected Effects

We think there are two expected effects to be obtained from the P-schema refinement. In creating a P-document, unskilled researchers first tend to make a slide with a lot of information including different contents. Such slide causes the audience some difficulties in understanding the presentation. This is due to insufficient segmentation of contents. The reP-schema is expected to promote segmentation to improve making slides. Second, it is quite important for research lab to build up and share heuristics for continuing and developing research activities. It requires a lot of experience in carrying out the research activities, which also needs a lot of time. The reP-schema makes the heuristics for creating P-documents clearer. As a result, it could promote sharing the heuristics among the lab members, and improving P-documents creation.

5. CASE STUDY

We have conducted a case study whose purpose was to ascertain what kind of changes were seen in P-documents and P-structure composed with the reP-schema compared to the ones with the P-schema.
5.1 Preparation and Procedure

The participants were 9 graduate and undergraduate students (our lab students) in science and engineering. They were first asked to create P-documents and compose P-structure for their research contents with the P-schema. We then asked them to use the reP-schema, and to re-compose P-structure and modify their P-documents if necessary. We expected that the reP-schema allowed the participants to complement the contents missed and to subdivide the contents included in one slide into more slides and also to refine P-structure embedded in their P-documents. After the use of the reP-schema, we asked them to refer to their refined P-documents to answer a questionnaire including the question as follows:

Did you think whether your P-document was refined? (Yes or No)

5.2 Results

We evaluated P-structure and P-documents composed/modified by the participants. As for P-structure, we counted the number of changes in slide metadata before and after using the reP-schema, and analyzed how many new/partially-changed metadata defined in the reP-schema were used. As for P-documents, we counted the number of slides before and after using the reP-schema. Moreover, we evaluated the appropriateness of the slide metadata attached to each slide by the participants with three grades which were appropriate, partially appropriate, and inappropriate. “Appropriate” means the metadata represents the slide content. “Partially appropriate” means the metadata partially represents the slide contents. “Inappropriate” means the metadata does not represent the slide contents.

Table 4 shows the number of changes in metadata before and after using the reP-schema, the usage rate of the new/partially-changed metadata and its appropriateness, and the rate of “appropriate” and “partially appropriate”. According to Table 4, the average rate of using new metadata exceeded 80%. Moreover, the total rate of “appropriate” and “partially appropriate” exceeds 80%, although the rates of participants E and G were lower. Table 5 shows the number of slides before and after using the reP-schema, its increase/decrease, and types/appropriateness of metadata attached to the increased slides. According to this table, 7 participants increased the number of slides, one did not change, and one decreased. 4 of the 7 participants also used new/partially-changed metadata, and most of them added the slides with appropriate metadata. As for the result of the questionnaire, all participants answered “Yes” to the question.

From the case study, the participants used new/partially-changed metadata positively and its usage was appropriate. This suggests that the reP-schema is appropriate for our lab, and properly represents our lab heuristics. In addition, most participants increased the number of slides and the slides were added with appropriate metadata. This suggests that segmentation is promoted by the reP-schema. In addition, we think it could contribute to refinement of the contents of P-documents.

Table 4. Number of changes in metadata before and after using the reP-schema, the usage rate of new/partially-changed metadata, its appropriateness and rate of appropriate and partially appropriate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Number of changes</th>
<th>Types of metadata</th>
<th>Usage rate of new/partially-changed metadata</th>
<th>Appropriateness of new metadata used</th>
<th>Rate of appropriate and partially appropriate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5 8 13</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>9 2 2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>9 6 15</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>13 2 0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>18 8 26</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>26 0 0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 3 7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 1 0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8 6 14</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>6 3 5</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>18 1 19</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>13 3 3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11 4 15</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6 3 6</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8 8 16</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>7 7 2</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14 2 16</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>12 3 1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>10.6 5.1 15.7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>10.9 2.7 2.1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Number of slides before and after using the reP-schema, its increase/decrease, and types/appropriateness of metadata attached to the increased slide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Number of slides before using the reP-schema</th>
<th>Number of slides after using the reP-schema</th>
<th>Increase or decrease of slides</th>
<th>Types of metadata attached to the increased slides</th>
<th>Appropriateness of metadata attached to the increased slides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New</td>
<td>Partially changed</td>
<td>No change</td>
<td></td>
<td>Appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Additional Study

We had an additional study after the case study. 6 out of 9 participants (from D to I) participated. After the case study in 5.2, all of them had rehearsal with the expert researcher and then conducted their thesis presentation in our university. In order to investigate to what extent these 6 participants could create proper P-documents using the scaffolding system, we compared their P-documents refined with the reP-schema in the case study described in 5.2, and the P-documents used in their thesis presentation.

We counted the number of slides that did not change in the two documents. Table 6 shows the results. According to this table, participants D and F greatly changed the slides between the two P-documents, but the other participants changed almost half of the slides. This suggests that the reP-schema contributes to creating appropriate P-documents that are usable for actual thesis presentation. In addition, we analyzed the number of slides that did not change in each segment whose results are shown in Table 7. According to this table, almost half of the slides did not change in “Introduction”, “Research Goal / Approach” and “Theory / Model” segments. In “System” and “Evaluation” segment, on the other hand, most of the slides changed. This suggests a positive effect on the refinement of P-schema, since we particularly refined and subdivided metadata in “Introduction”, “Research Goal / Approach”, and “Theory / Model” segments in this work.

Table 6. Number of slides that did not change in two documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Number of slides</th>
<th>Number of slides without changes from a to b (c)</th>
<th>Rate of the number of slides without changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case study (a)</td>
<td>Thesis presentation (b)</td>
<td>$R_1 (c/a)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Number of slides that did not change in each segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Number of slides created in the case study (a)</th>
<th>Number of slides without changes (c)</th>
<th>Cover</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Research Goal / Approach</th>
<th>Theory / Model</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total | 173 | 71 | 6  | 60 | 25 | 14 | 7  | 26 | 12 | 26 | 8  | 38 | 6  | 13 | 7  |
6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have refined the P-schema developed in our previous work and verified whether the participants in our lab could create P-document properly by using the refined P-schema. As a result of the case study, the participants used metadata in refined P-schema appropriately and segmented research contents.—Moreover, according to the additional study, the participants could create proper P-documents, which could be used for thesis presentation with the refined P-schema. In summary, the refined P-schema represents our heuristics more properly, promotes segmentation of research contents, and is effective to make P-documents that can be used for actual presentations.

In future, we need to explore whether the refined P-schema is valid not only in P-documents creation but also in other scene of presentation such as rehearsal. If the refined P-schema is properly displayed during the rehearsal of the presentation, the presenter could become aware of the inappropriate metadata that they would not notice when creating their P-documents.
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THE KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT MODEL: RESPONDING TO THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF LEARNING IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
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ABSTRACT
Society’s relationship to knowledge and what is considered to be factual is changing. Effective teaching models focused on leveraging strategic control of the knowledge from teachers to learners in virtual learning environments are critical to insuring a positive path is charted. The Knowledge Development Model serves as the guide for determining how to move learners through stages of knowledge acquisition to knowledge application and ultimately to knowledge generation in virtual settings. Instructional strategies for fostering student engagement in a virtual learning environment are identified as critical, and a number of relevant theories focusing on student learning, affect, needs and adult concerns are presented to provide a basis for transfer of knowledge from teacher to learner. The validated (2009, Adams, DeVaney & Sawyer) Knowledge Development Model combines the dimensions of knowledge approach, knowledge authority and teaching approach to demonstrate the recursive and scaffolded design for creation of virtual learning environments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The landscape of learning and knowledge is changing – rapidly, and in fits and starts. Knowledge and facts are being challenged in incredible ways. Adult learning is increasingly taking place virtually. Responsive design of virtual learning environments to address these changes offer challenges and opportunities for innovative teaching and enhancement of learning. In a previous discussion, Adams, DeVaney and Longstreet (2010) provided evidence for a change in the way people identify themselves in relation to groups, coining the term ‘Digital Ethnicity’. Ethnicity has morphed in the age of digital technologies. Aspects of ethnicity that include Social Value Patterns, Orientation Mode, Intellectual Mode and Communication Mode (verbal, nonverbal and digital) have been identified that indicate a unique and Digital Ethnicity has emerged (Adams, DeVaney and Longstreet, 2013, 2010). This ongoing line of reasoning that seeks to describe changes in intelligence and intellectual style and the resultant needs for educational practices was started by Adams (2004) with her discussion of Digital Intelligence. The Knowledge Development Model for virtual learning environments presented here was designed to address these new ethnic, intellectual and communication styles. Validity for this model was established in 2009 (Adams, DeVaney, Sawyer). The theoretical design and practical use for this model is presented to demonstrate additional evidence and need for responsive virtual learning environments that utilize a valid framework for educational design and practice in virtual environments.
2. BODY OF PAPER

2.1 Learning Theory must drive Virtual Learning Environments

Strategies to foster transfer of knowledge generation dispositions from teacher to learner should be central to the design of virtual learning environments. Implicit in this process is the facility for transitioning newly acquired knowledge to become internalized knowledge for learners so they may address specific problems they encounter, which is often the ultimate goal of organized educational programs. In this facilitated-learning paradigm, gradual release of responsibility for the learning shifts, over time, from the teacher or facilitator to the learner. During this process, the learner ultimately develops strategic control of the knowledge as should be evidenced through social interaction within the virtual environment.

In traditional classrooms and educational activities, the teacher is central to the learning process. The teacher serves variously as guide, facilitator, motivator, and often as the authority for knowledge structure and student behavior when engaged in the learning process. This role changes in the virtual environment – where students often engage without observation or direct guidance from the teacher. The creator of a virtual learning environment must make certain assumptions. These assumptions are not small, but deal with the very nature of knowledge and knowing. These assumptions must be acknowledged and employed to guide the construction of virtual learning environments.

The theoretical conflict in construction of virtual learning environments often lies in the basic belief about what is considered knowledge, the structure of that knowledge, and what knowledge should be valued or championed. This may be illustrated by a brief discussion of the modern and postmodern views about reality and knowledge. Modernists believe that reality exists objectively and generally believe that knowledge has a definable structure. They believe it is the charge of the teacher to either lead or facilitate inquiry for students to discover this pre-existing structure and incorporate it into their own knowledge base to solve problems in a way that demonstrates their systematic understanding of a body of knowledge. Postmodernists believe that reality is a human creation that is socially constructed. The postmodern view that reality changes – and is constructed differently by each individual necessitates less structured, more individually-oriented learning environments that provide student choice and serve to rely on the strategy of gradually allowing the learner to explore existing knowledge structures as they create their own knowledge structures. The focus is on the learner ultimately generating his or her personal knowledge from existing knowledge and information they encounter. Context often provides the social element for construction.

Virtual environments exemplify postmodern belief. This highly changeable and infinitely responsive environment is wholly constructed by the mind of the author and then reconstructed by the mind of the visitor/learner. The notion that rigid structure should be applied in this environment is unrealistic. It is of great concern to the author that these virtual learning environments seek to develop whole, rather than partial constructions of reality, knowledge and knowing.

Modernist approaches to teaching and learning often utilize behavioral learning and instructional practices. Post-modern approaches to teaching and learning utilize constructivist teaching practices. These two major and somewhat opposing cognitive approaches to teaching currently guide educational practice, both in classrooms and in virtual learning environments. The proliferation of standardized testing has added to this problem – promoting the more behavioral approach to teaching and learning by requiring assessment in a totally objective ‘only one answer’ format. Arguably, we live in a post-modern world.

Programmed Instruction, the behavioral approach to teaching assumes teachable knowledge has a given structure and it is the task of the teacher to develop within the learner an understanding of this structure and an ability to utilize this knowledge to solve problems. The constructivist teaching approach assumes that knowledge is constructed and therefore the student must develop their own knowledge structure based on personal experience and through discovery and experimentation with the information that exists that surrounds this area of knowledge. Said plainly, behaviorism assumes a linear learning process that may be described as the learn/test cycle demonstrated by the prevalence of standardized tests with only one ‘correct’ answer and assumes ‘mastery’ when this one correct answer is given by the student.

Constructivism assumes a recursive learning process that allows the learner to develop and understanding of knowledge structures with the goal of gaining and strategic control of the knowledge to address contextual problems by applying acquired knowledge. Constructivism views knowledge as a product of reality. Constructivists consider learning to be an active process where knowledge is contextualized rather than
acquired. Personal experiences guide the construction of knowledge. Learners continuously test their knowledge construction through social negotiation. The learner is not a blank slate (tabula rasa) but brings past experiences and cultural factors to a situation. The Knowledge Development Model for virtual learning environments melds the two approaches and suggests that the learning process requires BOTH to be comprised effective teaching design.

2.2 Foundational Theories for the Knowledge Development Model for Virtual Environments

Vygotsky (1978) proposed that social interaction profoundly influences cognitive development. His theory centers on the belief that biological and cultural development do not occur in isolation. He believed that the development process that begins at birth and continues until death is too complex to be defined by stages. His work describes a phenomena he termed the Zone of Proximal Development which is defined as the distance between the actual knowledge level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined through problem solving in collaboration with more capable peers. A central concept in Vygotsky's theory is the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which may be explained as zone of potential for cognitive development that limited to a certain time span. He defines the ZPD as having four learning stages. These stages range between the lower limit of what the student knows and the upper limits of what the student has the potential of accomplishing. The 4 stages may be further divided as (p.35) Stage 1 – assistance provided by more capable others (experts or teachers); Stage 2 – assistance by self; Stage 3 – internalization; Stage 4 – recursiveness through prior stages. Vygotsky’s theory promotes contexts in which students play an active role in learning. Roles of the teacher and student are therefore shifted, as a teacher should collaborate with students in order to help facilitate meaning construction. Learning becomes a reciprocal experience for the student and teacher. The transfer of knowledge from facilitator to learner in knowledge development occurs through the gradual release of responsibility from the inter-psychological plane of teacher and student to ultimately the intra-psychological plane of self. Students ultimately become ‘owners’ of their knowledge because they are highly participant in its construction.

Bruner (1996) proposed Discovery Learning Theory as a constructivist learning theory based in personal inquiry. Bruner describes learning as an active process in which learners construct new ideas or concepts based upon their current/past knowledge. Knowledge structures are used to provide meaning and organization to experiences and are intended to allow the learner to go beyond the information given. Bruner suggests the instructor should encourage students to construct hypotheses, make decisions, and discover principles by themselves, in effect they should present information in such a way that students may build new knowledge on existing knowledge to facilitate a recursive learning process. It is assumed that students may be more likely to remember concepts and knowledge discovered on their own. This approach assumes that if learning activities foster student ownership of the knowledge, this knowledge will be meaningful to the learner. Bruner’s constructivist theory may be applied to instructional practice, as Kearsley (1994) surmises, by applying the following principles: 1 - Instruction must be concerned with the experiences and contexts that make the student willing and able to learn (readiness), 2- Instruction must be structured such that it may be easily grasped by the student (spiral organization), 3 - Construction should be designed to facilitate extrapolation and or fill in the gaps (going beyond the information given).

Bloom’s taxonomy is widely accepted and universally employed when developing instructional materials. Because this inquiry seeks to describe strategies for internalizing knowledge through ownership, Bloom’s Affective Domain is considered for use within this model rather than the more commonly used Cognitive Domain Taxonomy. The Affective Domain Taxonomy is concerned with perception of value issues and ranges from mere awareness (receiving), through to being able to distinguish implicit values through analysis (1973). The model includes the following levels of affect, from least engaged to most engaged and include 1 - Receiving Phenomena: Learners are aware, willing to hear and receiving information; 2 - Responding to Phenomena: Learners are active participants with engaged responses that reflect personal motivation; 3 - Valuing: Learners begin to attach value or worth to a particular object, phenomenon, or behavior. This worth ranges from simple acceptance to the more complex state of commitment; 4 - Organization: The learner contrasts different values, resolving conflicts between them, and creating a unique and organized value system; 5 - Internalizing values: The learner possesses a value system that controls their behavior. The behavior is pervasive, consistent, predictable and characteristic of the learner.
Maslow (1954) sought to address the complexity of human behavior and presented the idea that human actions are directed toward goal attainment. He proposed that any given behavior could satisfy several functions at the same time; for instance, going to a bar could satisfy one’s needs for self-esteem and for social interaction. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs has often been represented in a hierarchical pyramid with five levels. The four levels (lower-order needs) are considered physiological needs, while the top level is considered growth needs. The lower level needs need to be satisfied before higher-order needs can influence behavior. The levels include Self-actualization - morality, creativity, problem solving, etc; Esteem - includes confidence, self-esteem, achievement, respect, etc.; Belongingness - includes love, friendship, intimacy, family, etc.; Safety - includes security of environment, employment, resources, health, property, etc.; Physiological - includes air, food, water, sex, sleep, other factors towards homeostasis, etc. A virtual environment focused on learning takes on the same characteristics as the physical environments we currently inhabit, one might consider that the complexities of human behavior continue to exist in virtual classrooms and should be addressed.

Kolb (1984) provides a descriptive model of the adult learning process. His model considers learning to be a recursive process that includes 4 progressive stages: Concrete Experience is followed by Reflection on that experience on a personal basis. This may then be followed by the derivation of general rules describing the experience, or the application of known theories to it (Abstract Conceptualization), and hence to the construction of ways of modifying the next occurrence of the experience (Active Experimentation), leading in turn to the next Concrete Experience. All this may happen instantaneously or over varied periods of time, depending on the topic. There may also be smaller recursion cycles of this process simultaneously.

Adopting change may be considered a learning process. Suggesting that a group should adopt or ‘buy in’ to a new way of thinking is surely an educational process. The Concerns Based Adoption Model (Hall, George & Rutherford, 1979) is included in this discussion because it focuses directly on the concerns of the individual who is in the process of adopting a new way of thinking or doing things. These concerns may pose barriers to accepting new information and therefore should be addressed when developing virtual learning environments for adults. This model includes identification of 4 general types of concerns that stretch across 7 stages of development that represent a cycle of student concerns about adopting new ideas or knowledge to include Unrelated Concerns are characterized by a lack of Awareness and need for Information. Self Concerns are characterized by need for personal context. Task Concerns are focused on learning to manage the new knowledge and Impact Concerns include consideration of the consequences of using this new knowledge, collaboration with others using this new knowledge and a refocusing to allow new uses for the newly incorporated knowledge.

The figure below (Figure 1.) has been developed to visually represent the contributing theories of learning. As the recursive nature of each theory demonstrates - learning theories, affective and need theories and adult learning theories are effectively attempting to accomplish the same task of fostering ownership for knowledge among learners. The graphical demonstration of shared purpose has been included to support those dimensions proposed in the Knowledge Development Model for virtual environments which include the learner’s developing knowledge approach, the teacher-student relationship with regards to knowledge authority, and suggested teaching approaches for virtual learning environments.
2.3 The Knowledge Development Model – a Recursive Model for Both Virtual and Physical Learning Environments

Most electronic learning environments seek to replicate existing traditional classroom teaching and learning practice. In this environment you will find word intensive pages that are intended for students to read and be expected to ‘know’ for a later demonstration. While these learning sites may be easy to construct, they are hardly virtual environments that create a variety of learning opportunities to foster knowledge development. Their focus is Knowledge Acquisition and they imply that knowledge authority is possessed by the teacher or site creator and are not particularly open to student manipulation.

As a virtual learning environment is developed the teacher or developer of the environment must consider the overall goals for student learning and within each of these goals determine the knowledge acquisition concerns, the knowledge application activities and determine how to foster knowledge generation through the discovery process. Using the Knowledge Development Model for Virtual Learning Environments, the following strategies are suggested for each of the proposed knowledge approaches.

After review of selected learning theories and their resultant models, the Knowledge Development Model was developed. The KDM is a derivative meta-model that seeks to address the domains of affect and need while employing discovery learning and scaffolding for recursive learning while recognizing the concerns of adult learners. This model deals with a description of three interrelated dimensions: the learner’s developing knowledge approach, the teacher-student relationship with regards to knowledge authority, and suggested teaching approaches. It is assumed that each of these dimensions are cyclical and recursive and that this process may have several different instances occurring simultaneously.
2.3.1 Knowledge Authority – Leveraging the Teacher-Student Relationship

Vygotsky (1978) discusses the gradual release of knowledge from teacher or knowledgeable other to student or learner. Uniquely in the online environment, students are initially invested with the authority to move freely throughout the virtual environment. This may be controlled by timed offering of certain material and certain activities much as it is controlled by class meetings in the physical environment. It is suggested that much as students are provided the entire textbook in a face to face environment, virtual environments should be presented in their entirety (as a whole learning experience rather than disjointed parts) with the gradual release of knowledge authority from teacher to student demonstrated by the course organization. This provides a whole rather than partial view of the virtual reality construction of the knowledge to be explored. This also allows students to continually view the entire construction of the knowledge as they set about exploring the dimensions that make up this full construction.

2.3.2 Teaching Approach – Strategies for Learning

Teaching approaches range from the most behavioral strategy of drill and practice, through programmed instruction to constructivist stages that include discovery learning and scaffolded learning activities. This model suggests that all of these techniques are useful in the virtual learning environment. A natural use of these strategies might begin with more behavioral strategies to convey basic terminology and other supporting skills and progress to constructivist teaching approaches to foster the Knowledge Application and Knowledge Generation goals of this model. Scaffolding of learning activities to continually expand the student Zone of Proximal Development (Vygotsky, 1978) should be a central focus for continued knowledge transfer and generation. For when new knowledge is being generated, student ownership of knowledge is central to this new construction of knowledge to solve new problems.

2.3.3 Knowledge Approach – Outcomes for Learning

Knowledge Acquisition. If the goal for a certain learning activity is to foster knowledge acquisition, drill and practice and programmed instruction segments that provide supporting terminology and initial concepts to be used as building blocks for more sophisticated learning activities should be considered. Discovery learning may also be employed as the context and various PI modules may be supplied to inform this discovery process. Tutorials, informational web pages and databases to support student knowledge acquisition are useful tools for this phase of student learning.

Knowledge Application. Discovery learning may also serve as the context for knowledge application. Traditionally, knowledge application tasks include laboratory work, writing, preparing presentations and other activities that require the student to construct acquired knowledge to solve existing problems that have somewhat predictable outcomes. Collaboration among students often reinforces this process. The design of presentations or web pages that demonstrate a construction and application of the knowledge under investigation are appropriate virtual learning tools. These student products may be included for review as part of the virtual environment and serve to develop student ownership of course content, which is critical to fostering knowledge generation among students. The posted presentations demonstrate their knowledge and investment in the learning activities and ultimately their ownership of the knowledge. These constructions also allow the teacher to uncover common misconceptions about the knowledge base and facilitate discussion about these misconceptions to increase knowledge. Collaborative environments such as chat, threaded discussion boards, instant messaging and other collaborative tools are useful.

Knowledge Generation. A different level of discovery learning may be employed for fostering knowledge generation. Student ownership of this process is critical. Student brainstorming of problems to be solved creates the context for this ownership. Collaboration is critical among students and between students and faculty. Private discussion forums that foster risk taking may aid this process. As with knowledge application, collaborative environments such as chat, threaded discussion boards, instant messaging and other collaborative tools are useful. The design of presentations or web pages that demonstrate new construction and application of the knowledge under investigation are appropriate virtual learning tools. These student products should be provided space for private development either by singular students in collaboration with faculty or within student groups with faculty collaboration. The final projects should be included as part of the virtual environment and may be the capstone discussion activity of the learning cycle. These projects may easily reveal new areas of knowledge for exploration and may serve as the catalyst for another recursive learning cycle.
The model above (Figure 2.) combines the dimensions of Knowledge Approach, the teacher-student relationship with regards to Knowledge Authority and Teaching Approach to demonstrate the recursive and scaffolded design for creation of virtual learning environments. At this time, the author would like to offer a practical observation. In the context of course progression found in most learning institutions, these progressive knowledge approaches may occur repeatedly during one course or learning unit, or may stretch across two or more learning units or courses. The focus is to insure that all levels of knowledge engagement should be considered when creating complete knowledge transfer and foster ownership.

3. CONCLUSION

The social aspects of technological change greatly influence intellectual style and learning. Regardless of the modern or postmodern view held by the teacher and the learner and the assumptions about knowledge structure each reflects, student engagement is central to the learning process. The instructional strategies for fostering internalization and utilization of knowledge in a virtual environment are critical to the learner’s strategic use of the knowledge. The instructional design to facilitate the transfer of knowledge so that it is strategically and gradually released to become internalized knowledge often occurs in the interactions between the facilitator of learning and the learner. The notion of scaffolded instructional strategies to support the transfer of knowledge is paramount to the goal of knowledge development and ultimately knowledge generation. Educational theory that has been accepted for traditional learning environments provides direct guidance as we seek to construct rich virtual learning environments that create whole learning experiences. Thus, instructional strategies and fertile learning environments that address the entire range of student learning likes, needs and concerns must be designed. The Knowledge Development Model for design of virtual learning environments was developed utilizing recursive learning theories that suggest targeted teaching strategies to yield learners with strategic control of knowledge.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to test the usability of MyLA (My Learning Analytics), an application for students at two German universities: The Cooperative State University Mannheim and University of Mannheim. The participating universities focus on the support of personalized and self-regulated learning. MyLA collects data such as learning behavior and strategies as well as personality traits. This paper presents the findings of a usability test of the web app prototype. A total of 105 students from both universities participated in the study. In addition to a quantitative usability survey, the app navigation and design was evaluated through an eye tracking investigation with seven participants. The findings indicate that the MyLA prototype is easy to use but requires slight modifications concerning the app design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The utilization of technologies in everyday life is constantly growing. For students, technologies are mostly indispensable. For example, 95% of 14 to 29 years old Germans used a smartphone in 2016 (Statista / Bitkom, 2017). However, the potential of mobile devices has not been fully developed in many universities. There are numerous possibilities how digital technologies can improve learning at higher education institutions. In the NMC Horizon Report 2017, six key trends were identified to adopt technologies in the higher education sector: (a) advancing cultures of learning (higher involvement in innovation development processes), (b) deeper learning approaches (connection of learning with the real world), (c) growing focus on measuring learning (analytics of data out of learning environments), (d) redesigning learning spaces (improvement of the technical infrastructure), (e) blended learning designs (combination of online and face-to-face learning), and (f) collaborative learning (social interaction and intercultural experiences) (Adams Becker et al., 2017). The presented study covers two emerging fields of research in higher education: (1) learning analytics and (2) mobile learning.

Learning analytics (LA) use static and dynamic information to support students’ learning process and optimize learning environments. Besides its flexibility, the main advantages of LA are personalization and the real-time availability of data (Ifenthaler et al., 2014). Lecturers can use rich data for pedagogical decision-making, understand individual performance development of students, identify potential lack of students’ capabilities, or the need for curricular improvements (Mattingly et al., 2012). With LA, both students and lecturers can reflect on and improve their communication skills. By capturing, analyzing, and visualizing the available information about learning and teaching, lecturers are able to make more reliable predictions about their students’ academic success (Macfadyen and Dawson, 2012). Furthermore, students at risk can be identified and given support through personalized pedagogical interventions (Lockyer et al., 2013). Successful applications of LA at universities are for example, Course Signals at Purdue University, which identifies students at risk using an approach similar to a traffic light system (green – no risk, yellow – potential risk, red – risky). Students and lecturers can identify needs for action to improve their learning situation. Furthermore, lecturers are able to intervene and help early (Ifenthaler and Schumacher, 2016).
the University of Wollongong, SNAPP (Social Networks Adapting Pedagogical Practice) is used. The main purpose of this system is to increase collaborative learning. For example, conversations in forums are analyzed for investigating the relationship between students and excluded students can be determined. The system is also used for reflection at the end of a lecture (Sclater et al., 2016).

Mobile Learning – m-learning – enables learning through personal portable electronic devices across multiple context. Through the usage of mobile devices students have access to learning materials more easily. The precondition is the availability of web-connected devices. In addition, students are independent from locations, time and they can communicate asynchronously (Lin et al., 2016). Mobile learning supports self-regulated learning on the one hand and it’s an essential element of blended learning environments on the other hand (Al Saleh and Bhat, 2015). An example for a German mobile application is ARSnova of the THM University of Applied Sciences Gießen. ARS stands for Audience Response System. Via this app, students and lecturers can communicate interactively. For example, students can ask questions anonymously during a lecture and the lecturer is able to answer the questions in near real-time. Moreover, the communication can take place before or after a lecture. Another function is the evaluation of a lecture directly in the app (ARSnova, 2015).

The app MyLA (My Learning Analytics) of the Cooperative State University Mannheim and the University of Mannheim targets to improve learning processes at universities. MyLA provides ubiquitous communication in form of short messages from students to their lecturer and vice versa. This is especially useful for dual system courses where students are often away from the campus. Using this data, lecturers can adapt their lectures at university and implement personalized interventions, for example, adaption of learning materials or a detailed view at topics the students have problems with. Furthermore, the app supports a more personalized and individual way of learning. The students can document their learning motivation through their learning process. The app provides statistics, which enable students to observe their personal progress over time. In summary, MyLA combines learning analytics and mobile learning with the extension of personal learning.

This paper focuses on the components of the MyLA app prototype and the usability testing of the app.

2. MYLA APP

The web app prototype of MyLA (My Learning Analytics) consists of three different main units (see Figure 1): (I) My Profile, (II) My Learning, and (III) My Progress. The general page structure consists of the following:

- Header: with an icon for the side menu, the MyLA logo and an icon for the home button (except on the index page)
- Main: with contents (e.g. select lists in the profile data or pinboard elements like button and post)
- Footer: with the linked Cooperative State University Mannheim logo, imprint and privacy, icons linked to: contact, frequently asked questions (FAQ), settings and search function
I. My Profile contains two subcategories: (1) profile data with input options like username or university and (2) the trophy center where app users have access to their rewards for i.e. when entering the profile data or participating on a certain questionnaire. This section includes administrative information of every app user.

II. My Learning contains two subcategories: (1) the pinboard where students can create posts for their lecturers and (2) the survey center where students can response to regular conducted questionnaires. Within this section of the app, the students can communicate with their lecturers and vice versa. Via pinboard, students can post messages by using tags (e.g. ask questions or point to a problem). This will be only visible for the responsible lecturer on their dashboard interface.

III. My Progress contains two subcategories: (1) MyLA data where students can enter personal data like learning motivation or learning effort and (2) MyLA stats where the MyLA data will be visualized in charts. This part displays the individual progress in additional (learning) factors.

The design of the app was realized to accommodate the corporate design of the Cooperative State University Mannheim and the University of Mannheim. Therefore, one significant color of each education institute had been extracted. As a next step, the colors were combined and supplemented by neutral colors.

According to the approach of learning analytics, the first prototype of MyLA app was designed to capture user data. Further steps will be collecting the data reports and deriving individual actions for students. Thereby, the main objective of developing personalized and adapted learning environments will be striven.

3. USABILITY TESTING

3.1 Research Questions

The usability testing focused on three major research questions:

1. How intuitive is the MyLA prototype (design, navigation) for students?
2. Is there room for improvement for the development of the MyLA prototype?
3. How can the empirical results (quantitative and qualitative) help to optimize the MyLA prototype for its initial implementation?
The questionnaire was conducted in order to evaluate design, navigation, text elements and used icons of MyLA. Beforehand, the students were shortly introduced to the topic of Learning Analytics. Afterwards, they were able to view the MyLA app either on web browser (Cooperative State University Mannheim) or on mobile browser (University of Mannheim) and afterwards responded to an online-questionnaire. For the purpose of comparability, none of the participants has used the MyLA web app before.

3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Participants

The usability test was conducted with 105 students (56 Cooperative State University Mannheim, 49 University of Mannheim; 51 female, 54 male) in April 2017. The average age of the participants was 23.65 years ($SD = 3.72$, $Min = 19$, $Max = 35$). The majority of the respondents ($N = 99$) were studying in the field of business administration. More than half of the students were enrolled in a bachelor program (53.33 %) and 46.67 % were studying in a master program. In addition, seven students (4 female, 3 male) took part in an additional eye tracking study. In average, participants reported that they are spending 29 days ($M = 28.90$, $SD = 4.56$) per month with apps generally, but only four days ($M = 3.65$, $SD = 6.06$) days per month with apps for learning.

3.2.2 Design and Procedure

The usability test was divided into two parts using a standardized instrument (see 3.2.3): First, the participants made themselves familiar with MyLA app prototype via web browser or mobile browser. This included the navigation through the app and reviewing the design and the app’s structure. Second, they responded to an online-questionnaire which was structured as follows: (1) Socio-demographic information, general usage of mobile devices and technologies, (2) MyLA-specific questions (open and closed questions). The MyLA-specific questions focused on navigation and navigation elements, design, and app structure. The main group ($N = 98$) followed this procedure. A smaller group ($N = 7$) participated in an eye tracking study (see 3.2.4). A significant difference between the participants was the device on which MyLA was tested: One group (Cooperative State University Mannheim) tested on a web browser via personal computer and another group (University of Mannheim) on a mobile browser via tablet. In order to ensure the anonymity various identification numbers had been given to the students.

3.2.3 Usability Instrument

The feedback of the students was committed via an online-questionnaire. The question pool within the MyLA-specific part was chosen following the usability testing instrument developed for HIMATT (or Highly integrated model assessment technology and tools). The instrument has been successfully tested for reliability and validity (see Pirnay-Dummer et al., 2010). For the MyLA Usability Testing, 13 items had been chosen. An example: “I found it easy to navigate through the software”. All items were answered on a five-point Likert scale ranging from highly agree (5) to highly disagree (1). Figure 2 shows the thirteen items used in the usability testing.

3.2.4 Eye Tracking

According to Rayner (2009), eye movements are connected to a participant’s attention and can therefore contribute to the usability testing of screen-based applications. Eye tracking is a standard methodology to record the eye movement of participants. The data evaluation is conducted with special eye tracking software. A very useful feature is the report function that visualizes the eye movements through heat maps or gaze plots (Kurzhals et al., 2017). Common observations in eye tracking studies include (Ehmke and Wilson, 2007):

- Fixation points: where participants have a long look,
- First look: where participants look first, or
- Non-looking: elements participants do not pay attention to.
After a short introduction, the students were instructed to solve three tasks by using the app prototype. The difficulty of each task was ascending. Therefore, seven AOI (Areas Of Interests) were defined for the analysis with Tobii Pro Studio software. All participants were recorded with regard to their “first look” and on which MyLA-contents they looked more often (“fixation points”). Furthermore, the student’s solution approach was analyzed. The topics of the three tasks can be summarized as:
1. Calling the Cooperative State University Mannheim website as soon as possible.
2. Selecting and saving their respective university in the subcategory profile data.
3. Creating a post for a lecturer.

Students from the eye tracking study also participated in the survey-based usability test.

3.3 Results

The investigation of the results is divided into the survey-based and eye tracking usability test. Data analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS 23.0 and Tobii Pro Studio.

3.3.1 Survey-based Usability Test

The main part of the questionnaire was to investigate the app’s navigation and design. Figure 2 shows the findings of the thirteen items from the survey-based usability test.

![Figure 2. Bar Charts with the results of the MyLA-specific questions. Own Figure](image)

The bar charts in Figure 2 are divided into two sections. The chart on left side shows the results concerning the navigation and structure of the MyLA prototype. The second chart on right side highlights the outcomes regarding the design and colors of MyLA. According to navigation and structure it is conspicuous that all six average values are constantly high. The highest value was reported for the simplicity of MyLA app prototype with an average of 4.45 (SD = .83). Followed by “I found it easy to navigate through the app” (M = 4.36, SD = .82) and “The navigation of the app is user-friendly” (M = 4.28, SD = .85). Based on the second chart it is obvious that there were some divergent opinions concerning the design and colors of MyLA. The lowest rated value was the use of color with an average of 3.28 (SD = 1.15). In addition, the participants ranked the design of MyLA as “optically appealing” with 3.36 (SD = 1.19).
3.3.2 Eye Tracking Usability Test

For the purpose of statistical analysis either the time of first fixation or the time to first mouse click were calculated. Table 1 shows the average times the pilot tester (conducted by a research team member) and the participants needed to complete the three tasks. The eye tracking study was implemented using the web browser version of MyLA (on a personal computer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Pilot-Test (N = 1)</th>
<th>Participants (N = 7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 – Website challenge</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>M = 4.86, SD = 2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(click on a logo)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(solved by 5 of 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 – University selection</td>
<td>10.09</td>
<td>M = 14.55, SD = 9.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(in the profile)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(solved by 5 of 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 – Pinboard post</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>M = 10.12, SD = 9.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(create a new one)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(solved by 7 of 7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows that the majority of the participants (at least 5) were able to solve the simulated tasks. For task three, the students needed more time to find the solution in comparison to the first two tasks when compared to the benchmark of the pilot test. A possible explanation may be an unclear description of the task. Some students were not able to find the pinboard on a direct way (via chapter icon “My Learning”). However, all participants completed task three through an alternative solution (via side navigation menu).

As a next step, a heat map analysis was conducted which is a reflection of the screen where the participants viewed longer than other parts (Ehmke and Wilson, 2007) identifying gaze behavior precisely (Duchowski et al., 2012). Through the accumulation of all single viewpoints of a participant, the fixation points can be highlighted. Figure 3 shows the accumulation of the fixation points recorded by all participants. The viewpoints were predominantly recorded on the left side of MyLA prototype. For solving task one (pictured in the heat map of Figure 3), the participants had to look at the left side in order to find the Cooperative State University Mannheim logo. Additionally, it has to be considered that the participants saw the app via a desktop browser, hence, the screen width was obviously wider than on a mobile device.

![Figure 3. Heat map showing the cumulated fixation points of all Eye Tracking participants. Heat map exported using Tobii software](image-url)
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Usability testing is a very useful and advantageous method for formative evaluation of the development process. The project MyLA can benefit from the valuable input of the potential app user.

With regard to research question 1 ("How intuitive is the MyLA prototype (design, navigation) for students?"), it can be suggested that the prototype is intuitive for the target group. Overall, the results were predominantly positive (all average values were higher than 3), however, some issues were identified for improvement, especially with regard to colors.

In addition, students provided feedback within the scope of open questions. The students evaluated the app’s clarity, simplicity, navigation/structure and features as very positive. Regarding the assessment of the color scheme the responses were heterogeneous. Critical issues were partly used dark colors as well as color combinations. Moreover, some students mentioned that the app contained a broad color spectrum. Furthermore, they suggested additional features for future app versions, for example, a calendar function.

With regard to research question 2 ("Is there room for improvement for the development of MyLA prototype?"), it can be summarized that the colors need to be adjusted.

To answer the research question 3 ("How can the empirical results (quantitative and qualitative) help to optimize the MyLA prototype for the main survey?"), the following aspects can be summarized: The involvement of the target group (students) was very important at this early project stage. The reason for that is very simple, because the students are prospective users of MyLA. Therefore, it is inevitable to get them highly involved. The success of a project depends on its acceptance. If the acceptance is high, the potential usage can be high, too. For reaching a large consumption of MyLA it is necessary to implement the students’ feedback and recommendations. With help of these new insights future adaptions can be managed. Hence, the findings of the MyLA usability testing provided detailed insights to optimize the app prototype. Some lessons learned of the MyLA usability testing were the following proven statements:

- The handling of the MyLA web app prototype is intuitive.
- The app’s structure is easy to learn.
- The navigation within the app is clear and user-friendly.
- The students mostly like the idea of MyLA.
- The design and colors can be improved, because the opinions deviate fairly high.

The next steps in the project will be the further development and implementation of the app prototype regarding the panel study in autumn 2017. Therefore, the technical infrastructure has to be developed. Furthermore, the feedback of the students concerning navigation and design has to be verified and adapted in the app. Additionally, the dashboard for lecturers, as associated software will be finalized. For generating a high acceptance within the project, the researchers want to involve the target group (students). By regularly viewing new features and other technical changes they make sure that the application will meet the students’ needs.

Currently, the field implementation of the MyLA app is being prepared. Within this next project stage, more data will be available about the target group and the use of the application. According to the literature, the research area of learning analytics is still in its infancy in German-speaking countries (Ifenthaler and Schumacher, 2016). Moreover, with the advance of digital technologies, new skills and competencies are required from students at higher education institutions as well as their future workplace. In addition, the situation of non-traditional academics will be considered within the project. The combination of learning analytics and mobile learning seems to be beneficial in order to contribute to the individual demands of a diverse group of learners. For example, the project team wants to identify patterns of learning behavior and the management of learning tasks given a high demand of workload at the university and the workplace. In summary, the project can be seen as an important contribution to the topic of learning analytics for higher education in Germany.
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ABSTRACT
This article presents the development of a digital competency model of Distance Learning (DL) students in Brazil called CompDigAl_EAD. The following topics were addressed in this study: Educational Competences, Digital Competences, and Distance Learning students. The model was developed between 2015 and 2016 and is being validated in 2017. It was created based on theoretical references and the mapping of competences in two classes, one a strictly distance learning undergraduate course and another a hybrid graduate course, to list the digital competences of students in this modality. As a result, a set of competences was obtained. It was analyzed by the DL students and specialists. Based on the results, the model was composed of seven general competences: 1. Computer use, 2. Internet and online communication, 3. Communication, 4. Information Management, 5. Creation and development of digital content, 6. Virtual profile management, and 7. Online Attendance. Currently, this model is in the final validation phase. The aim is that research results will support both the students and professors in the construction of digital competences in the DL modality.
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Digital Competences, Distance Learning students, Distance Learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Distance Learning in Brazil has increased considerably in recent years, incorporating Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) through new instruments and criteria. However, the high levels of ICT use in distance learning requires students to continuously learn about different resources. In order to deal with these transformations, the concept of digital competences has been used as an alternative so that subjects have the chance to study more holistically through technology. However, studies specifically focused on digital competences for this profile are still incipient. Thus, this article aims to present the construction of a digital competence model for DL students. A model is seen as a way of establishing an analogous relationship with a simplified form of reality, a figurative system, according to Behar (2009). Thus, this proposal focuses on the construction of a digital competence model for DL students called CompDigAl_EAD.

Existing models of digital competences were analyzed through a bibliographical survey to inform this model, understand the profile of the distance learning student, and to map the competences that appear in the theoretical references. It became clear that many efforts have been made to define and create standards for digital competences. Being that the majority are from abroad, they translate a subject profile and educational level that does not align with this project. However, research in Brazil has been limited and there are no definitions or models focused on the DL student, which makes international studies the main theoretical basis for the present study. Thus, it was necessary to map the distance learning students, in order to have the resources to build a model focused on this subject profile.

Thus, this article presents the steps taken between from 2015 to 2017. It begins by mapping these competences, first based on the theoretical references and then with DL students. Subsequently, it examines the construction of the CompDigAl_EAD model and its validation, which is occurring presently. The work is therefore divided into sections that address digital competences, the profile of the student in the distance learning context, the construction of the digital competence model, CompDigAL_EAD, and lastly, the final considerations.
2. DIGITAL COMPETENCES

According to UNESCO reports (2006), digital competence is one of the eight core competences for lifelong development. However, there are few national and international studies available for understanding and developing this competence in education. Moreover, there is little research focused on DL. Most studies have come from international institutions, such as the European Commission (2003), Unesco (2006), and OECD (2005), and they generally define a list of digital competences for user profiles of these technologies that do not fit the needs of the DL student.

The definition of digital competences is interpreted in different ways in official and academic documents, which produces multiple meanings and a range of nomenclatures. A vast bibliography conceptualizing the term can be found, generating different definitions, some similar, some different, and many of them redundant. In fact, all descriptions seek to refer to how people should deal with ICT in different areas of life. Hence, the concept of digital competences has transformed as technologies have provoked transformations in society.

This study understands Digital Competences according to Ferrari (2012), as a "set of knowledge, skills, and attitudes, strategies and awareness that is needed when using ICT and digital media." Therefore, it is the mobilization of knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSA) in a given context with the support of digital resources and technological tools. Yet, a DL student must also know about technology and its possibilities. Paloff and Pratt (2015) argue that there is not a single online learner profile, but a composition of subjects ranging from youth to adults. Thus it is necessary to go beyond the characteristics of the new generations and to focus on what it means to be a DL student. Rather than drawing generalizations based on generational differences, this entails taking into account that there are young people with less ICT skills than others, as well as different cultural, social, and economic contexts.

3. THE DISTANCE LEARNING STUDENT

Distance Learning using ICT resources redefines itself through virtual learning environments and new tools, creating an impact on the student profile of this new generation. In Brazil, Law 9.394 / 96 - Law of National Educational Guidelines and Foundations was introduced in 1996. It proposed Distance Learning as a new national educational modality. Years later guidelines for DL were created, which encouraged public institutions of higher education to create and develop courses. Moreover, the Open University System (UAB) and the Quality References for Distance Higher Education were also instituted in 2007, making the student the center of the educational process. In the DL quality references (BRASIL, 2007) the concept of DL proposes that all the subjects involved are responsible for their own development, considering their capacity for independent and autonomous learning, through interaction, organized and guided mediation, and with clearly defined evaluation criteria. Thus, the use of technologies in education must be supported by a philosophy of learning that provides students with opportunities for interaction and primarily the construction of knowledge (BRASIL, 2007).

According to the latest 2015 Brazilian DL Census (EAD.Br 2015), there were a total of 5,048,912 students enrolled in distance learning classes and the student profile was defined as subjects who primarily worked and studied and were between 21 and 30 years of age. In other words, they tend to be older than students in the traditional classroom. From this perspective, it is possible to note the development of DL in Brazil and its potential to democratize and elevate the quality standard of education. At the same time, student dropout rates have been shown to be one of the main obstacles faced by institutions with an average of 26% to 50% in 2015. According to the survey, the main factors that led students to dropout were lack of time to study and complete course activities, financial concerns, and the methodology applied by the institutions. Paloff and Pratt (2004, p. 112-113) argue that it is "the very elements that lead students to online education - the reality of restrictive working hours, the possibility of continuing to meet familial demands - interfere when it comes to staying in the course.” Here the discussion of digital competences and their contribution to DL becomes quite apparent. Yet, according to Paloff and Pratt (2015), online learners range from younger students who have grown up with technology to older adults who are returning to college and looking for the convenience of online learning. Behar and Silva (2013) argue that students who seek distance learning need to develop a virtual student identity, which occurs through daily interactions with technology,
where students will progressively appropriate the tools. Yet, there are three fundamental points that are necessary to do so: 1. Student's strategic performance: time management, forms of communication, disposition, motivation related to the subject, etc.; 2. Understanding the characteristics of the group, the tasks, the objectives of the course, and the overall context; and, finally, 3. Technological abilities, which refer to the student’s Internet connection, use of tools, and familiarity with technology. Students understanding regarding these points favors the development of their unique way of behaving in the DL context.

According to Gómez (2015), the everyday life of the new generations is mediated by virtual social networks, which form new lifestyles, information processing, exchanges, expressions, and actions. Therefore, the characteristics of current students are very different from those of previous decades. According to Esteve, F.M., Duch, J. & Gisbert, M. (2014), the main terms used to define subjects and their relationship with technology are, Digital Natives (Prensky 2001), Generation Net (Tapscott, 1998), and Millennials (Howe and Strauss, 2000). However, according to Kennedy et. al. (2007), although these profiles possess certain ICT skills, they are technological skills that are often linked to social or leisure activities they cannot use to learn. Therefore, it is necessary that their technological confidence and experience is related to the development of digital competences aimed at their learning.

The methodological process carried out to construct the digital competence model of this research is presented in the next section.

4. DIGITAL COMPETENCES MODEL FOR DISTANCE LEARNING STUDENTS: COMPDIGAL_EAD

In order to construct the CompDigAl_EAD model, competences were mapped using the theoretical framework and with DL students. This article presents the four steps that have been taken so far. The model is being validated in 2017.

Step 1. Mapping of Digital Competencies from the bibliographic study - MAP 1;
Step 2. Mapping with DL students - MAP 2;
Step 3. Cross-referencing the results of MAP 1 with MAP 2, resulting in MAP 3;
Step 4. Validation of MAP 3 and construction of the CompDigAl_EAD model.

Each of these steps are explained in detail below.

4.1 Step 1

The first stage of the project was a bibliographic review related to the areas of knowledge involved. Thus, the themes of Competences in Education, Digital Competences, Distance Learning, and the Profile of the DL Student were further developed. A review of the existing models of digital competences at both the national and international level was also carried out. Fourteen models were selected and studied, as shown below in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Model Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>ECDL/ICDL</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ecdl.org">www.ecdl.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>DigItal.it</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>Martin (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>E-Competences</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ecompetences.eu/">http://www.ecompetences.eu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Key Competences for Lifelong Learning</td>
<td>Europe</td>
<td><a href="http://eur-lex.europa.eu/">http://eur-lex.europa.eu/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>NETs-S</td>
<td>United States</td>
<td>ISTE (2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These revealed a great diversity and lack of uniformity among the standards, which made the organization of an initial mapping quite difficult. Most only address knowledge related to digital literacy, limiting the results by not including skills and attitudes. In addition, the models tried to group the competences, but they have done so in many different ways with different names, such as domains, dimensions, categories, and areas. Another relevant point analyzed was proficiency, also called degrees or stages of development of digital competences. Therefore, all of the selected elements were arranged in a map and then in a single table, including their domains or categories, which resulted in 85 components. Subsequently, this was refined, combining those that were similar and distributing them in the identified competences, which were: Digital Literacy, Digital Fluency, Communication, and Teamwork. The following domains were found: Digital Security, Informational Literacy, Content Creation and Development. This first mapping is MAP 1. It clearly demonstrated the importance of mapping these elements focusing on DL students.

### 4.2 Step 2

In the second step, mapping of the digital competences with DL students was carried out, based on Leme (2012) and Torrezzan’s (2014) methodologies. Two groups were used in 2015. One was a graduate course with 24 students between 25 and 50 years of age with different backgrounds, from experts to postdocs. The other was an undergraduate teaching course with a total of 10 students between 18 and 25 years old. A Learning Object (LO) developed about Digital Competences for DL students was used. In both classes the concept of digital competences and the DL student profile were initially discussed, referring to the first module of the LO as well as the challenges proposed in the LO. Then, in the second module, there was an orientation regarding the mapping of digital competences, where the students did the required readings and activities in groups. Both were given 20 hours to do the mapping, after having already discussed the concepts of DL, competences, and the profiles of DL subjects. The graduate group identified a list with 74 elements based on the activities, divided into knowledge, skills, and digital attitudes. These included basic issues such as turning the computer on and off, saving data, creating folders, knowing how to use e-mail, accessing the Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) on a regular basis, interacting with colleagues, meeting deadlines, responding to requests from the professor, as well as time management, as can be seen in Figure 1. The undergraduates identified 83 elements, highlighting the use of cellular phones and social networks to interact with groups, exchange ideas, and solve problems. They also emphasized creating websites, blogs, and games to broaden the ways of reading, thinking, and acting using technology, according to Figure 2.
The elements listed in both groups were related to the competences: Digital Literacy, Digital Fluency, Organization, Communication, and Teamwork.

4.3 Step 3

The objective of the third step was to compare the competences identified in MAP 1 (theoretical references) with those of MAP 2 (mapping with the DL students). This was carried out through the four steps described below:

1. First, the results of the Digital Competence mapping activities from each class were organized in a table.
2. Then, the elements of the graduate and undergraduate mappings were combined separately by skills and attitudes in a new table. This was then refined by combining common points.
3. After combining the mappings in a single table with skills and attitudes, titled MAP 2, an analysis of similarities in MAP1 was performed, inserting knowledge and possible skills.
4. Finally, the elements were arranged by competencies and KSA, removing duplicate components and improving the writing. This final table was named MAP 3.

Although almost the same competences have been listed, the difference lies in the elements. While the theoretical framework presents an overview of these competences, the mapping with the DL students focuses on the student profile in the distance learning modality. Hence, when the elements were combined, the names of those that presented contributions to the subject profile were used, because it is the main objective of this research.

Step 4 corresponds to the validation of the mapping of digital competences with distance learning students.

4.4 Step 4

This step involves the validation of MAP 3, in order to transform it into a model containing the competences, KSA, and an evaluation of both focused on the DL student, or CompDigAL_EAD. This step took place in 2016/1 in the graduate class and 2016/2 with specialists. In the course, three classes were used for validation, this the group had already studied the concept of DL, Profiles, and Competences. The students were asked to reflect on MAP 3 through activities where the objective was to provoke ideas about what is needed in a digital competence model focused on distance learning and for the student profile. This was also done with experts, however in this case through an online questionnaire. From the results of this stage, the model could be organized as a list of competences that are directly linked to the student profile and their learning process in the distance learning modality. Therefore, the model had competences and KSA related to the technological domain which were: Functional Digital Literacy, Critical Digital Literacy, Digital Fluency, Communication, Information Management, Online Attendance, Creation and development of Digital content, and Virtual profile management.
According to Behar (2009), the technological domain consists of competences related to the use of technological resources in DL, such as virtual learning environments, learning objects, and tools in general. Thus, an analysis of the mappings carried out with the students was performed in conjunction with the bibliographic survey to adapt the elements to each competence. It became clear that for DL students to be digitally proficient, they need to develop a degree of Digital Fluency. Digital Fluency, therefore, becomes a central concept in this model. According to Machado et. al. (2016) there is a correlation between functional and critical digital literacy and digital fluency. That is, in order for a student to reach the level of digital fluency, they must first have a level of literacy.

Therefore when analyzing the concepts of Functional and Critical Digital Literacy, and Digital Fluency, the complexity at each of these levels becomes clear, see Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Conceptual Frameworks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional Digital Literacy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical Digital Literacy</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Fluency</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors (2017)

There is therefore a degree of complexity at each level which is composed of specific competences. Thus, during the organization of the mapped digital competences aimed at the technological domain, the organization that can be seen in Figure 4 emerged.

Therefore, there is a non-hierarchical structure for the development of the digital competences, an organization of elements to be constructed by the DL students. Many times Critical Digital Literacy is not developed in all its elements, however the subject already has a degree of proficiency with respect to competences that belong to Digital Fluency.
The model, which is now in its final validation phase, consists of general and specific competences through the description of the elements: Knowledge, skills, and attitudes (KSA) and proficiency, basic, intermediate, and advanced levels with examples to illustrate each competence. Table 3 below shows the division of general and specific competences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tecnological Domain</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>General Competences</th>
<th>Specific Competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Functional Digital Literacy</td>
<td>Use of a computer</td>
<td>Basic notions of computers and devices;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tools for word processing, making charts, and presentations;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet and online communication</td>
<td>Basic notions about Internet use;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Basic use of E-mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical Digital Literacy</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Use of interaction and communication tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sharing of information and content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Internet etiquette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Information Management</td>
<td>Surfing, searching, and filtering information;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluating information;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saving and finding information;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fluência Digital</td>
<td>Creation and development of digital content</td>
<td>Developing content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Integrating and expanding content;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Copyright and licenses;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Programming;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Virtual Profile Management</td>
<td>Protective devices;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Protection of personal data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Protection of physical and mental health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Online Attendance</td>
<td>Virtual identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>online attendance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Created by the authors (2017)

It should be emphasized that digital competences must be constructed gradually over time, taking into account that technology is constantly evolving and provoking changes. Hence, this model is dynamic and must be constantly updated according to the needs of the target audience, in this case DL students.

5. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The main objective of this article was to present the steps taken to develop the digital competences model for DL students. Thus, a discussion of digital competences and the profile of the DL student was presented, in order to address the methodology used for the construction of the CompDigAL_EAD model, which is in its final validation phase.

A model of digital competences should be focused on the profile of the DL student, requiring specific knowledge of technology and its possibilities. One of the main questions therefore was focused on this subject. Research regarding these topics constitute a relatively unexplored territory and, therefore, it becomes a challenge for educational and technological to research.
Finally, the hope is that these results will enable the improvement of DL students’ digital competences and can be an important resource for professors and students seeking knowledge about distance learning and digital competences.
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ABSTRACT
This empirical study aims to demonstrate how Dispositional Learning Analytics can contribute in the investigation of the effectiveness of didactical scenarios in authentic settings, where previous research has mostly been laboratory based. Using a showcase based on learning processes of 1080 students in a blended introductory quantitative course, we analyse the use of worked examples by students. Our method is to combine demographic and trace data from technology enhanced systems with self-reports of several contemporary social-cognitive theories. We find that the same maladaptive learning orientations that play a role in worked examples learning theories as to explain the effectiveness of worked examples do predict the use of worked examples: this time in the role of individual learning dispositions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although there exists little misunderstanding on what learning Analytics (LA) is supposed to study, LA practices seem to be at a large distance. ‘Learning analytics uses dynamic information about learners and learning environments, assessing, eliciting and analysing it, for real-time modelling, prediction and optimisation of learning processes, learning environments and educational decision-making’ (Ifenthaler, 2015) is a broadly accepted description of all facets that are included in LA. In the same source, this definition is elaborated by enumerating all ten essential components of a holistic LA framework: information about the learners’ individual characteristics, information from the social web, physical data, information from learners’ activities in the online learning environment, curriculum information, the learning analytics engine, the reporting engine, and the personalisation and adaption engine (Ifenthaler, 2015). Yet, current LA practices typically incorporate only a few of these ten components, with a strong focus on building predictive models based on demographics, grades, and trace data.

To emphasize the importance of other data than trace or system data, Buckingham Shum and Crick (2012) proposed a Dispositional Learning Analytics (DLA) infrastructure that combines learning data (generated in learning activities through technology enhanced systems) with learner data (student dispositions, values, and attitudes measured through self-report surveys). Learning dispositions represent individual difference characteristics that impact all learning processes and include affective, behavioural and cognitive facets (Rienties, Cross, S., Zdrahal, 2017). Student’s preferred learning approaches are examples of such dispositions of both cognitive and behavioural type; in research on their role in learning, they are often simply labelled as ‘self-report data’, and in the above description of the holistic LA framework, indicated as the learners’ individual characteristics component (Ifenthaler, 2015). Different from LA research, stakeholders of DLA applications are typically restricted to students and teacher/tutors, as these applications can be positioned at both the meso- and micro-level (Ifenthaler, 2015), rather than the mega- or macro-level.

Our current study aims to provide a show case of the educational benefits of following this more holistic approach in the application of LA. We do so in the context of an instructional design issue: the worked examples principle (Renkl, 2014). The merits of using worked examples in the initial acquisition of cognitive skills are well documented. The evidence is without exception based on laboratory-based experimental studies, in which the effectiveness of different instructional designs is compared (Renkl, 2014). In this issue,
the potential contribution of LA-based investigations in authentic contexts is that we can observe students’ revealed preferences for learning with worked examples, rather than assigning them to a worked examples condition, and link the preferences to other observations: information about the learners’ individual characteristics, information from the social web, and information from learners’ activities in the online learning environment (the information components of Ifenthaler’s holistic framework). By doing so, we aim to derive a characterization of students who actively apply worked examples, and those not doing so and link these characterizations to the outcomes of existing laboratory-based research. This study is a follow-up of previous DLA research by the authors on the use of worked examples (Tempelaar, Rienties, & Nguyen, 2017a). The focus of that previous research was on the timing of the use of worked examples: in the initial skills acquisition, or at a later stage in the learning process. The focus of the current research is on individual differences in the intensity of using worked examples.

2. WORKED EXAMPLES

The micro level pedagogical benefits that come with LA applications refer to the provision of ‘personalized and adaptive scaffolds’ supporting the learner in reaching the learning outcomes (Ifenthaler, 2015). Worked examples represent one of the scaffold formats in computer-enhanced environments (Duffy & Azevedo, 2015), formats that amongst others differ in the amount of guidance or assistance provided to students. Pedagogics has identified four main instructional approaches for assisting learners in problem-solving (McLaren, Van Gog, Ganoe, Karabinos, & Yaron, 2016), with varying degrees of learner support. First, the problem-solving approach is positioned in the low guidance end of the continuum, offering little or no feedback to learners. Second, tutored problem-solving provides learners with feedback and hints to solve the problem or construct the schema when a learner is stuck. This approach intervenes in the learning process only when help is needed; hence, it ensures learners will actively attempt to solve the problems. Third, erroneous examples present learners with flawed examples and instruct them to find, explain, and fix errors. Finally, at the high end of learner support McLaren et al. (2016) position the use of worked examples. The use of worked solutions in multi-media based learning environments stimulates gaining deep understanding (Renkl, 2014). When compared to the use of erroneous examples, tutored problem-solving, and problem-solving in computer-based environments, the use of worked examples may be more efficient as it reaches similar learning outcomes in less time and with less learning efforts (McLaren et al., 2016). The mechanism responsible for this outcome is disclosed in Renkl (2014, p. 400): ‘examples relieve learners of problem solving that – in initial cognitive skill acquisition, when learners still lack understanding – is typically slow, error-prone, and driven by superficial strategies. When beginning learners solve problems, the corresponding demands may burden working memory capacities or even overload them, which strengthens learners’ surface orientation. ... When learning from examples, learners have enough working memory capacity for self-explaining and comparing examples by which abstract principles can be considered, and those principles are then related to concrete exemplars. In this way, learners gain an understanding of how to apply principles in problem solving and how to relate problem cases to underlying principles’.

Studies into the efficiency of worked examples are typically nested in laboratory settings, with students assigned to one of the several experimental conditions, each representing one unique pedagogical feedback scenario. In authentic settings, students mix and match diverse pedagogical feedback scenarios, and do so in different orders. For example, some students will avoid using worked examples; other students use just a single worked example at the very start of skills acquisition, whereas others apply worked examples exactly in the way the theory of example-based learning would indicate: self-explaining and comparing multiple examples as to ‘represent principles in the form of abstract schema that are interrelated to multiple example cases so that learners know (1) how the abstract principles can be applied and (2) how concrete problem cases can be interpreted in terms of underlying principles.’ (Renkl, 2014, p. 400). Beyond detecting individual differences in preferences for pedagogical scenarios, a next step is to explain these based on differences in learning dispositions. For example, studies in gender differences in learning mathematics suggest that female students would profit more from having worked examples available at the very start of learning new mathematical concepts (Boltjens, 2004). Do such outcomes of experimental studies transfer to differences in revealed preferences in an authentic learning setting? And what other learning dispositions do make a difference in the use of worked examples beyond the potential role of gender?
3. METHODS

3.1 Context of the Empirical Study

This study takes place in a large-scale introductory mathematics and statistics course for first-year undergraduate students in a business and economics programme in the Netherlands. The educational system is best described as ‘blended’ or ‘hybrid’. The main component is face-to-face: Problem-Based Learning (PBL), in small groups (14 students), coached by a content expert tutor (see Williams et al., 2016 for further information on PBL and the course design). Participation in tutorial groups is required. Optional is the online component of the blend: the use of the two e-tutorials SOWISO (https://sowiso.nl/) and MyStatLab (MSL) (Tempelaar, Rienties, & Nguyen, 2015, 2017b). This design is based on the philosophy of student-centred education, placing the responsibility for making educational choices primarily on the student. Since most of the learning takes place during self-study outside class through the e-tutorials or other learning materials, class time is used to discuss solving advanced problems. Thus, the instructional format is best characterized as a flipped-classroom design (Williams et al., 2016). Using and achieving good scores in the e-tutorial practice modes is incentivized by providing bonus points for good performance in quizzes that are taken every two weeks and consist of items that are drawn from the same item pools applied in the practicing mode. This approach was chosen in order to encourage students with limited prior knowledge to make intensive use of the e-tutorials.

The subject of this study is the full 2016/2017 cohort of students (1093 students). A large diversity in the student population was present: only 19% were educated in the Dutch high school system. In terms of nationality, the largest group, 44% of the students, was from Germany, followed by 23% Dutch and 19% Belgian students. In total, 50 nationalities were present. A large share of students was of European nationality, with only 3.9% of students from outside Europe. High school systems in Europe differ strongly, most particularly in the teaching of mathematics and statistics. For example, the Dutch high school system has a strong focus on the topic of statistics, but is mostly missing in high school programs of other countries. Therefore, it is crucial that this present introductory module is flexible and allows for individual learning paths (Williams et al., 2016). In this course, students spend on average 24 hours in SOWISO and 32 hours in MSL, which is 30% to 40% of the available time of 80 hours for learning on both topics.

3.2 Instruments and Procedure

The empirical analyses described in this contribution focus on the use of the MSL e-tutorial for learning statistics. Although Pearson MyLabs can be used as a learning environment in the broad sense of the word (it contains, among others, a digital version of the textbook), they represent primarily an environment for test-directed learning and practicing. Each step in the learning process is initiated by a question, and students are encouraged to (try to) answer each question. If a student does not master a question, she/he can either ask for help to solve the problem step-by-step (Help Me Solve This), or ask for a worked example (View an Example), as demonstrated in Figure 1 (left panel), in any lesson.

Figure 1. MSL exercise window, left panel, and worked example window, right panel
Students can call for multiple examples that differ in the context of the application of the same statistical principle, as indicated by the theory of example-based learning (Figure 1, right panel). When after studying these examples the student feels ready to make an own attempt, a new version of the problem loads (parameter based) to allow the student to demonstrate his/her newly acquired mastery.

Our study combines trace data of the MSL e-tutorial with self-report survey data measuring learning dispositions. Trace data is both of product and process type (Azevedo, Harley, Trevors, Duffy, Feyzi-Behnagh, & Bouchet, 2013). MSL reporting options of trace data are very broad, requiring making selections from the data. First, all dynamic trace data were aggregated over time, to arrive at static, full course period accounts of trace data. Second, from the large array of trace variables, a selection was made by focusing on process variables most strongly connected to alternative pedagogical behaviours of students. These include the alternative feedback modes preferred by students. In total, six trace variables were selected:

- #Attempts: total number of attempts of individual exercises;
- #Examples: total number of worked examples called;
- #AttemptsCorrect: total number of attempts with correct answers;
- #AttemptsIncorrect: total number of attempts with incorrect answers; and
- Mastery: the proportion of the in total 160 exercises successfully answered.

In order to disentangle the effects of learning intensity from different learning approaches, we restricted the sample to those students who have been very active in the e-tutorial and achieved at least a 70% mastery level (that is, successfully solved at least 112 of the 160 exercises): 593 of the 1080 students. From this subset about 20% never used any worked example during the course. The other students were split into three equal-sized groups according to intensity of using worked examples. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of these four sub-samples. #Exerc indicates the average number of exercises for which students called at least one example, and #Example/Exerc provides the average number of examples called in these exercises.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mastery</th>
<th>#Attempts</th>
<th>#Examples</th>
<th>#Exerc</th>
<th>#Example/Exerc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoExamples</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SomeExamples</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AverageExampl</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>1335</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IntensiveExampl</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>1719</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mastery level is indeed invariant over groups. #Attempts, #Examples, #Exercises where examples are called, and #Example/Exerc do strongly increase over the four sub-samples. Since all observations are of count-type, they are all strongly right skewed. To diminish skewness and achieve better normality, we re-express all count data into square root transforms when applying correlation or regression analyses. As quantitative measures of how much students have used worked examples, we defined #ExercExamplSqrt as the square root of the number of exercises in which students called at least one example and #ExercMultExamplSqrt as the number of exercises in which the student called multiple examples, negatively exponentially weighted with the number of examples called.

In this study, we will make a selection with regard to the self-report surveys measuring student learning dispositions. More than a dozen were administered, ranging from affective learning emotions to cognitive learning processing strategies. We will focus here on a selection of six instruments measuring aspects of self-regulated learning (SRL), expectancy-value based learning attitudes, national culture dimensions and learning emotions, since these dispositions have been investigated in recent LA studies (see Azevedo et al., 2013; Duffy & Azevedo, 2015, Mittelmeier, Tempelaar, Rienties, & Nguyen, 2016 and references therein). All disposition surveys are measured using seven-point Likert scales; no transformations of variables were required except a logarithmic transform for the Effort variable.

In the characterisation of national cultural differences, research by Hofstede (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010) takes a prominent position. Based on an analysis of attitude surveys obtained from employees in more than 50 countries, Hofstede identified six major dimensions on which cultures differ. Power distance (PDI) refers to the extent to which less powerful members of organisations and institutions accept and expect unequal distribution of power. Uncertainty avoidance (UAJ) refers to society’s tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity. Individualism versus collectivism (IND) signals the degree to which individuals are integrated into groups: from loose ties between individuals and self-agency to integrated and strong, cohesive societies.
In masculine societies (MAS), emotional gender roles are rather distinct, whereas, in feminine societies, these roles overlap. Long-term orientation (TOWVS) distinguishes societies in being directed towards future rewards, or the fulfilment of present needs and desires. The final and most recently added cultural dimension is that of indulgence versus restraint (IVR) and signals the degree to which a culture allows or suppresses gratification of needs. In research applying national culture differences, students are assigned culture dimension scores based on their nationality (Mittelmeier, Tempelaar, Rienties, & Nguyen, 2016).

Preferred processing strategies of students, part of a broader array of self-regulated learning dispositions (Vermunt, 1996), allow for an ordinal classification from two deep learning orientations, Critical processing, and Relating and structuring, through Concrete processing, to two surface or step-wise learning orientations: Analysing and Memorising.

Expectancy-value based attitudes towards learning of statistics were assessed with the SATS instrument (Tempelaar, Gijselaers, Schim van der Loeff, & Nijhuis, 2007). The instrument contains six attitudes: Affect: students’ feelings concerning mathematics; CognComp: students’ self-perceptions of their intellectual knowledge and skills when applied to mathematics; Value: students attitudes about the usefulness, relevance, and worth of mathematics in personal and professional life; NoDifficulty: students’ perceptions that mathematics as a subject is not difficult to learn; Interest: students’ level of individual interest in mathematics; and Effort: the amount of work the student is willing to undertake to learn mathematics.

The Control-Value Theory of Achievement Emotions (CVTAE, Pekrun, 2006) postulates that emotions that arise in learning activities differ in valence, focus, and activation. Emotional valence can be positive (enjoyment) or negative (anxiety, hopelessness, boredom). CVTAE describes the emotions experienced in relation to an achievement activity (e.g. boredom experienced whilst preparing homework) or outcome (e.g. anxiety towards performing at an exam). The activation component describes emotions as activating (i.e. anxiety leading to action) versus deactivating (i.e. hopelessness leading to disengagement). From the Achievement Emotions Questionnaire (AEQ, Pekrun, Götz, Frenzel, Barchfeld, & Perry, 2011) measuring learning emotions we selected four scales: positive activating emotion Enjoyment, negative activating emotion Anxiety, neutral deactivating Boredom and negative deactivating Hopelessness. Next, Academic Control is included as the antecedent of all learning emotions. Learning emotions of epistemic type are related to cognitive aspects of the task itself (Pekrun, 2012). Prototypical epistemic emotions are curiosity and confusion. In this study, epistemic emotions were measured with the Epistemic Emotion Scales (EES, Pekrun & Meier, 2011), including Surprise, Curiosity, Confusion, Anxiety, Frustration, Enjoyment, and Boredom.

Course performance data is based on the final written exam, as well as the three intermediate quizzes. Quiz scores are averaged, and both exam and quiz are decomposed into two topic scores, resulting in MathExam, StatsExam, MathQuiz and StatsQuiz.

4. RESULTS

Grouping based on intensity of example use induces statistically significant but small group differences for gender (sign=.03, eta squared=1.5%), math prior education (sign=.009, eta squared=2.0%), and international students (sign<.001, eta squared=3.4%); see the left panel of Figure 2.

Figure 2. Group differences for demographics (left) and culture dimensions (right)
The same conclusion is reached for national culture dimensions: statistically significant but small group differences exist for Power distance (sign=.007, eta squared=2.0%), Masculinity (sign=.001, eta squared=4.0%), Uncertainty avoidance (sign=.001, eta squared=4.6%), Long-term orientation (sign=.014, eta squared=1.8%), and Indulgence versus restraint (sign=.001, eta squared=2.7%). Similar size differences are visible in the deep learning facets of the cognitive processing strategies: Critical processing (sign=.002, eta squared=2.6%), Relating and structuring (sign=.002, eta squared=2.6%), resulting in the aggregated group difference of the Deep learning scale being significant (sign<.001, eta squared=3.1%). Also, the Concrete processing scale demonstrates group differences (sign=.013, eta squared=1.8%), but not the two scales representing Surface learning approaches, Analysing, and Memorizing (Figure 3, left panel).

Learning attitudes exhibit group differences for Affect (sign<.001, eta squared=6.5%), Cognitive competence (sign<.001, eta squared=5.1%), Value (sign<.001, eta squared=3.8%), Interest (sign=.032, eta squared=1.5%) and Effort (sign=.024, eta squared=1.6%), but not for NoDifficulty (Figure 3, right panel). The effect of positive affect in the attitude scale is repeated in the two learning emotion scales. Epistemic emotions demonstrate group differences for the negative emotions Confusion (sign<.001, eta squared=3.3%), Anxiety (sign<.001, eta squared=4.8%), and Frustration (sign<.001, eta squared=3.6%), and the positive emotion Enjoyment (sign=.015, eta squared=1.8%): Figure 4, left panel. Emotions in the actual doing of learning activities, visible in the right panel of Figure 4, demonstrate even larger differences for Academic control (sign<.001, eta squared=5.0%), learning Anxiety (sign<.001, eta squared=5.9%), and learning Hopelessness (sign<.001, eta squared=5.2%), but not for learning Boredom and Enjoyment.

Last group differences refer to intensity of using the e-tutorial, and course performance: Figure 5. Significant differences exist in the square root transforms of #Attempts (sign<.001, eta squared=17.8%), #AttemptsCorrect (sign<.001, eta squared=3.0%), #AttemptsInCorr (sign<.001, eta squared=32.4%), as well as course performance measures MathQuiz (sign<.001, eta squared=7.3%), StatsQuiz (sign<.001, eta squared=14.0%), MathExam (sign<.001, eta squared=10.5%), and StatsExam (sign<.001, eta squared=13.0%). Outcomes of correlational analyses point in the same direction. The index for multiple use of examples, exponentially weighting for the number of repeated examples, correlates -.10 with Critical
processing, -.07 with Concrete processing, .08 with Relating, .10 with Memorizing, .11 and .13 with epistemic Anxiety and Frustration, .13 with Gender, and -.15 for StatsExam, but not with MathExam (all significance levels below .01). In a multivariate context, the best prediction equation for multiple usage of examples, by step-wise regression, in standardized coefficients, is: #ExercMultExamplSqrt = .18Masculinity + .07UncertaintyAv + .09Female - .06CriticalPr -.10Analysing + .12Memorizing +.12Effort - .09Value with R² = .32.

Figure 5. Group differences for e-tutorial activity (left) and course performance (right)

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The same mechanisms that explain why worked examples constitute an effective way of learning appear to explain individual differences in the preference for learning with worked examples when students can freely choose between alternative didactical scenarios. The danger of cognitive overload in the problem-solving scenario to strengthen a surface orientation of learning and to weaken the deep learning orientation of students (Renkl, 2014) is seen as a major merit of example-based learning. Exactly these same factors, the deep versus surface learning orientations, pop up as factors that explain individual differences in learning preferences. The Critical processing scale, most indicative for deep learning, is negatively related to the use of worked examples, whereas Memorizing, most indicative for surface learning, is positively related to the use of worked examples. But profiting from the availability of a large set of learning dispositions, we find that several other factors play a role, mostly of affective type. Adaptive antecedents as Affect and Value are negatively related to the use of examples, whereas maladaptive antecedents as epistemic Confusion, Anxiety and Frustration, and learning emotions LAnxiety and Hopelessness, are positively related to the use of worked examples. And in our international context, national culture impacts students learning preferences too, mainly through Masculinity and UncertaintyAvoidance being positively related to the use of examples. In total this suggests that where the use of (multiple) worked examples may help prevent students turning into maladaptive learning approaches because of cognitive overload, this help does not address all students in the same way. It is especially the group of students who score high on maladaptive dispositions, who are best helped by worked examples, whilst for a large category of students who opt out, using the examples only very infrequently or even not at all, worked examples seem to be of no added value. What suggests that a high level of adaptive learning dispositions protects these students from cognitive overload.

The story is richer than learning dispositions only. We do find gender and national culture effects: female students, and students from masculine and uncertainty avoiding cultures, do use worked examples more frequently than other students. The cultural facet in this may signal issues of adaptation of international students (Mittelheimer et al., 2016). The Dutch society, its educational systems, and PBL in specific, are strongly characterised by femininity and low levels of uncertainty avoidance and power distance. International students from cultures with opposite characteristics may choose to intensively use worked examples in their adaptation to the student-centred, PBL type of instruction they are so unfamiliar with.

The last conclusion relates the remarkable fact that intensity of usage of worked examples is as predictive for mathematics-related performance, as it is for statistics related performance. All worked examples in MSL focus on statistics topics; no one addresses any math topic. So from a cognitive perspective, there cannot be any effect from studying these worked examples on math performance. The only explanation that remains is that the frequent use of worked examples indeed signals higher levels of maladaptive dispositions.
This study is first and for all a showcase on the role of DLA in the provision of personalized, detailed learning feedback. No other program will apply the DLA with the same set of dispositions as described here. It is the general ability to identify students most in need of extra learning scaffolds that is the main lesson.
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ABSTRACT
Current research on telepresence tends to engage a celebratory, taken-for-granted view of technology as a vehicle for improved communication and a mere backdrop against which communication unfolds. However, a growing body of literature interrogates the neutrality of technological environments in education. This paper considers the practice of lectures within distributed (multi-campus) medical education. Applying a sociomaterial theoretical lens, we analyze ethnographic data from a three-year study focused on the use of telepresence technology in the undergraduate medical program at Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia, Canada. Our research question was: How are material telepresence tools, processes and spaces enmeshed with student learning in the distributed lecture? We identified three sociomaterial complexities related to the practice of asking questions in this context: 1. Material presence and process of the button and screen in asking questions; 2. The ways in-class questions disrupt the flow of the distributed lecture; and 3. Tensions between ways in which questions are managed across sites. Attending to the seam between the social and material in the distributed lecture illuminates the challenges, barriers, and opportunities for student participation while unearthing innovative learning strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This article considers the practice of lectures within distributed (multi-campus) undergraduate education. Applying a sociomaterial theoretical lens, we analyze ethnographic data from a three-year study focused on the use of telepresence in an undergraduate distributed medical education program at Dalhousie University in Nova Scotia, Canada. Our research question was: How are material telepresence tools, processes and spaces enmeshed with teaching and learning in the distributed medical education lecture?

Educational spaces have changed dramatically over the past century, from the static desks and slates of the late 1800s to the highly computerized learning spaces of present (Cleveland-Innes & Campbell, 2012). Undergraduate medical programs are no different in this regard, as medical schools increasingly engage in distributed medical education (DME) to increase access to education and address critical shortages of physicians in rural areas—the theory being that those who are educated in rural settings are more likely to stay and work in those settings (Strasser et al., 2009). In Canada, DME increasingly occurs using ‘telepresence’, where lectures are delivered to satellite campuses using state of the art digital telepresence technology (MacLeod et al., 2016; Snadden & Bates, 2009). Given the geographic vastness, pervasive issues with respect to attracting professionals to rural areas, and the ongoing developments in Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs), it is anticipated that Canadian distributed higher education will continue to grow (Kuehn, 2012).

Current research on telepresence tends to engage a celebratory, taken-for-granted view of technology as a vehicle for improved communication and a mere backdrop against which this communication unfolds (Logdlund, 2010). However, a growing body of literature interrogates the neutrality of technological environments in educational encounters, rather approaching telepresence and similar technologies as central to how and what teaching and learning happens. This research concludes that we cannot ignore the constitutive role of material and space within learning encounters, and must examine the ways in which technology enables, constrains, and essentially constitutes teaching and learning (Logdlund, 2010; Mannion, 2003; Roehl, 2012).
Existing literature in the broad area of distributed learning has focused largely on social, pedagogical and cognitive factors. While these factors are relevant, they do not exist independently from materiality, including telepresence technologies. Rather, social, pedagogical and cognitive factors are produced through and reinscribed by material factors. Given the growing numbers of DME programs, their reliance upon both ICTs and people, and the fact that they are delivered in geographically and materially diverse locations, it is imperative that our analyses of distributed medical education take both social and material considerations into account. Our study contributes to existing literature by critically examining sociomaterial effects of telepresence on lectures.

2. METHODS

2.1 Study Design

Our study builds on a rich 50-year tradition of ethnography in medical education research. Ethnography encompasses multiple methods of data collection and analysis, but consistently “involves lengthy participation or immersion in the everyday life of a chosen setting” by joining that everyday life and observing interactions and behavior (Pope, 2005, p.1180). In this case, the setting was the distributed medical program at a Canadian university, explored through observation, critical document analysis and open-ended interviews.

This ethnography was conceptually and theoretically framed in sociomaterialism, a heterogenous body of work. Our analysis is shaped by the following theoretical assumptions about sociomateriality: (1) that material entities are just as important as discourse and language; (2) the nature of reality is that the social and material are inextricable; (3) social and material entities do not have preexisting or inherent properties outside their interaction; (4) that the line drawn between social and material entities is abstract and artificial; and (5) that research must therefore focus on practices (Jones, 2014), where the social and the material hang together. We humans are constituted via materiality: our bodies, the tools we use, food, devices, which are also produced through human practices. This makes the distinction between humans and artifacts abstract (Orlikowski, 2007).

2.2 Setting

Data collection took place at two distributed campuses 400km apart. Campus A (in Halifax, Nova Scotia) is located in an established university in a small city and the second campus, Campus B (in St. John, New Brunswick) was established more recently in an area that has been challenged by physician recruitment and retention.

The Campus A classroom, where the bulk of the in-person teaching takes place, is a large 134-seat lecture theatre on the main floor of the medical building. This room features three large-scale screens at the front of the room, displaying the lecturer (left), PowerPoint slides (middle), and Campus B classroom (right screen). Three much smaller screens immediately below these giant screens project the same three views. Eight wall-mounted cameras are placed throughout the room, as are several white fabric wrapped acoustic panels. Seven rows of audience desks cascade down to the front of the room. A button activated microphone is shared between every two seats. The lecturer's podium features a computer monitor displaying PowerPoint slides and a small monitor that shows a map of the distant (Campus B) classroom, and features a silver button like the students’, which flashes if a student button has been pushed at either campus. In front of the podium and under the first row of seating, three screens at lecturer eye level depict the PowerPoint slides (left screen), Campus B classroom (middle screen), and the lecturer herself (right screen, with a small screen in the right hand corner that depicts Campus A’s view of the B classroom). An oblong light fixture contains a red light (indicating a local question) and green light (indicating a distant question). The audiovisual control room is located across the hall. More than 400 kilometres away, medical students at Campus B attend lectures in a small 30-seat room. Their classroom is built to mirror the Campus A site, though at a smaller scale, with three rows of seating that exactly allow for the smaller class. The Campus B audiovisual control room is located adjacent to the classroom, where audiovisual staff can directly observe the classroom through a tinted window.
2.3 Study Protocol

Our analysis focused on distributed learning activities on the two distributed campuses. Data methods included observations of distributed learning activities on two distributed campuses (n= 108 h) (Angrosino, 2007; Angrosino and de Perez, 2000), in-depth interviews with faculty, students, and audiovisual professionals (n= 33) (Kvale, 2007), and a critical textual analysis of a set of institutional documents and policies (n= 65) (Hodder, 2000; Rapley, 2007).

We gathered data over three years (2012-2015), learning about the Dalhousie medical program, and collecting formal and informal data. This longitudinal approach allowed us to gather a variety of data in order to build a progressive, in-depth analysis. Rather than focusing on specific curricular elements, the focus of our data collection was the educational technology itself (the telepresence videoconferencing system) and how people interacted with it, worked with or around it, and responded to it. We therefore focused on distributed events including large group lectures, but also experiential learning sessions, and meetings. For the purposes of this article, we will draw on observations of these lectures and 15 student interviews from participants at Campus A (n=7) and Campus B (n=8).

2.4 Data Analysis

Data analysis involved categorizing data to detect and interpret themes, attending to inconsistencies and contradictions. Data were analyzed according to Wolcott’s (1994) three-step approach to ethnographic analysis: description; analysis; and interpretation. We examined data to develop a coding framework. This framework was then applied as the data were independently coded and analyzed. We organized this first by method (text, observation, interview) as an individual, site-specific data set, and then for the project as a whole. A core team took responsibility for analysis, while the wider group was involved in interpretation. We used qualitative analysis software (ATLAS.ti version 7.0) to assist with data sharing and management.

3. RESULTS

We identified three sociomaterial complexities related to the practice of asking questions in telepresence lectures: 1. Material presence and process of the button and screen in asking questions; 2. The ways in-class questions disrupted the flow of the distributed lecture; and 3. Tensions between ways in which questions are managed across the two sites.

3.1 The Button and Screen

Analysis of field note and interview data illustrates that rather than simply transferring in-person interactions to a virtual space, technological tools and processes in the distributed classroom radically mediate and shape the social interactions that are possible. Sociomaterial practices related to asking questions illustrate this point. Students we interviewed described the material processes involved in asking questions in a distributed lecture:

You push a button and the light flashes. And then when it’s your turn to go, the light stays on and the camera zooms in on you, and then you see your face up on the screen. And you ask your question [into the microphone], and [the opposite campus] can see you as well. That’s sort of how it goes. So while the class is going on, there’s the lecturer’s slides on one screen and then there’s also a picture of [other campus] on another.

There is a pause every time the camera pans to another student asking a question. Students who are seated within view of a question-asker are also frequently projected on the screen. Occasionally technical glitches occur, such as students losing their place in the queue or the camera zooms to the wrong student or into blank space.
3.2 Buttons Disrupt the Flow

Our analysis tended to frame question-asking as a disruptive force in the distributed lecture. The convergence of social processes and material technologies in the lecture appear to discourage students (and lecturers) from asking spontaneous questions, which in more traditional lectures are typically taken as a sign of engagement and investment in the topic at hand. Instead, through both normal processes and glitches, distance technologies can draw attention to the artifice of the “digitally extended classroom” and its deviation from a “seamless” extension of an in-person experience for human actors.

Our analysis of observation and interview data suggest that the materiality of the button and screen structures student engagement and questioning practices. Field notes indicate that it was unusual to see more than two questions per lecture. Early on in data collection, we noted, “No one is asking questions... Do people feel like they can ask a question as it comes up or are they worried [because] it is disruptive?” (Field notes). As the study progressed, it appeared that the large screens visually “expose” learners in their respective classroom. Students often appeared “very self-conscious and pained when they see themselves on the screen.” This exposure extended to students sitting around the question asker, who were: “even more surprised and pained [to be caught on camera]. In some ways, they are ‘collateral video damage’ of the student... asking the question. ... Some look like they are ‘caught’ on the jumbotron at large sport events” (Field notes).

We asked students to describe their experiences with using the telepresence system to ask questions. We learned that the materiality of buttons, cameras, and screens involved in ‘broadcasting’ a question influences students’ decisions to speak up. One interviewee, a first-year student at Campus B, attributed her hesitation to ask questions to “the uncomfortable nature of having your face zoomed in on when you’re asking a question.” In a traditional, in-person lecture, she noted, “students may turn around to look at you as you’re speaking to the professor and to the class at large but you would never have such an in-your-face kind of sensation.” Having your own image projected onto large screens “in-your-face” therefore can lead to a self-consciousness and sense of exposure that is heightened in the distributed classroom.

This student described technology as a distraction from learning, “particularly when you’re trying to address the professor specifically and then you’ve got an image of yourself just adjacent, you know, watching yourself talk. It’s just like an odd thing to experience.” The self-consciousness sparked by being zoomed in on and projected onto large screens was one way that the material processes of telepresence are enmeshed with human actors in distributed lectures. The experience of being exposed whether one asked a question or not, underscores the inextricable nature of the social and technological processes in the distributed lecture. While students with questions can at least anticipate their projection on the screen, however uncomfortable, their neighbours may not be aware (or willing) that will be projected alongside them on the giant screen—“collateral video damage.”

The distributed lecture is occasionally punctuated by glitches—visible and/or audible failures in material and virtual distributed learning spaces. During a lecture at Campus B, for example, one observer noted, “Student presses button - to turn off the mike[sic] or the camera? She presses it twice and looks unsure if it has worked but then her image shifts” (Field note). Full-on technical glitches can destabilize and disorient the human participants in distributed learning spaces. At one lecture, for example, a question is lost in the ether as the camera “pans out. [Campus A] student thinks it's her. Then the camera zooms out. It zooms around the room. Then it goes black.” In the end, due to this material malfunction, “The student has no space to ask her question. It's lost. A [Campus B] student (next in the queue) asks his question” (Field note). On another day, the camera at the Campus A site fails to zoom in on the student asking a question, instead lurching around the room; “it is very disorienting as the camera zooms in it is like being on a rocky boat...then the screen focuses and then the screen turns black” (Field note). Technical glitches can also provide some levity. For example, after the “rocky boat” experience above, the class laughs and moves on to the next question.

Like students, lecturers also appeared to frame in-class questions as diversions. The material complexities of the button/screen system mean that often lecturers gloss over questions for either lip service invitations or avoidance altogether. As a researcher noted early on in the observation process: “No lecturer asks if there are any questions...which is a fairly common approach in most lectures. Is this related to the button? DISRUPTIVE?” (Field note). In one lecture at Campus A, we noted that “There has been no opportunity for interaction yet... it is unclear if the students understood the concepts – and unfortunately they did not have opportunity as they were going through to ask questions (nor encouraged to do so)” (Field note).
glossing over interaction was echoed by another lecturer administering “an online quiz [who] seems to be answering the questions himself...not a peep from [Campus B] (Field note), while yet another lecturer “asks if there are any questions very quickly to class but doesn't look to see if there are any questions from [Campus B]... she moves on very quickly (Field note).

3.3 Questions Across Sites

Data indicate that questions shape and are shaped by material forces in the distributed classroom, an effect experienced unevenly across campuses. Most lectures are delivered in person on the main (Campus A) campus, with the distributed (Campus B) class joining in via telepresence. Our field notes indicate that it was unusual for a question to originate from a distant site, which we linked to a sense of disconnection from the lecturer. Student interview data echoed this association. As one Campus B student noted:

There really wasn't a lot of people asking a lot of questions on our end. And we would get teased for that. But it was like, “Well, come on, do you talk to your TV at home?” So there's sort of this feeling that we're kind of passive recipients.

We observed the frequent practice of students with questions waiting to approach the lecturer following the session, rather than using the telepresence technology. Another Campus B student was critical of Campus A students’ tendency to approach the lecturer after class rather than asking questions during the lecture. This was substantiated by the lecturers we interviewed, with one saying: “always there would be 5 or 6 [students waiting to ask questions after the lecture] there was never anybody from [the distant site].” While asking questions after a lecture is not an occurrence unique to distributed medical education, we were surprised that the number of questions asked following the lecture outweighed the number asked during the lecture. Certainly, there are educational inequities associated with this practice, related to the physical location in which a learner is situated and the access to the physical presence of the lecturer as students navigate questions across sites.

When someone at a distant site did ask a question, there were sometimes elaborate workarounds put in place to make the question possible. As one second-year Campus A student noted: “They usually have a spokesperson that asks all the questions that’s more confident talking in front of the class...they talk about which questions they want to ask and then he [confident person] would present them.” Other strategies to avoid having to ‘broadcast questions’ were apparent and described by participants. One of the most interesting strategies involved self-directed or peer-supported teaching. One interviewee, a first-year Campus B student, noted: “We often just kind of try and figure out the answers to questions on our own or maybe we’ll try and like email the professor afterwards rather than actually go ahead and ask the questions during class.”

Students also noted that their smaller size and virtual participation in a lecture provided space for satellite students to override the technology (i.e. to keep microphones turned off) to create a student-centred space where they can collectively work through their questions. One first-year Campus A student described the class at Campus B as

just very tight-knit and everyone knows each other a little better than here. ... there most of the time, the mic isn’t on and they can kind of chat without the lecturer here knowing that they’re chatting. So I find there’s a lot more collaboration that goes on there.

The flip side to invisibility, in this case the satellite students’ literal silence in the distributed classroom, is their ability to form a cohesive group and reclaim student centeredness for themselves. Learners thereby use their distance from the lecturer as an opportunity to engage with key concepts, problem-solve and work collaboratively, engaging in more self-directed learning.

Rather than technology extending the classroom space to the satellite site, and thereby enhancing communication and inclusion, telepresence appears to constructs two parallel but unequal worlds. These students also, however, in turn “push back” on the technology by enacting various material strategies to have their questions answered, including appointing informal “spokespeople” on either campus and creating alternative spaces (both virtual, via Facebook and texting, and in person, with the classroom microphones turned off) in which they collectively work through their own questions rather than disrupt the lecture with questions directed to the lecturer. In these cases, the classroom technologies both enable and make necessary creative workarounds for students to get their voices heard and learning needs met.
4. DISCUSSION

In distributed lectures, social practices regarding student questions are enmeshed with the materiality of distance technologies. These technologies constitute questions as disruptive within a distributed lecture. Asking a question leads to exposure for the asker and their neighbours, or “collateral video damage”—the price a student has to pay to formally ask a question during a lecture. Material telepresence tools and the students and lecturers come together in a way that constitutes spontaneous questions by students and lecturers as disruptive elements in the classroom. Unintended technical slips, however small, shape the quality and flow of learning in the distributed classroom, thereby complicating asking questions and drawing attention to the unfulfilled promise of the seamless extension of material into virtual space. Even with highly skilled audiovisual technicians helming the control room, there are moments of hesitation and uncertainty where learners and lecturers are unsure whether the button/microphone/screen process will work. This affirms sociomaterialists’ challenge to the material as “neutral, passive and conformed by practice”, reframing the ways in which telepresence technologies constrain, enable, and actually constitute, student learning in the distributed classroom—thus acting as “forcible mediators of communication” (Logdlund, 2010, p.183).

Our findings affirm a materialist emphasis on space within teaching and learning, conceptualized in two overlapping and equally important ways: first, a more traditional understanding of space as concrete (facilities, technical artifacts, and bodies), and second, space as social, that is, a set of relations between people within cognitive and virtual realms (Logdlund, 2010; Soja, 1985). Our findings underscore the ways in which concrete material space constrains and enables student learning through their manipulation (and/or avoidance) of the button and screen, and they ways in which telepresence technologies can resist and evade human manipulation through technical glitches. Tools and technologies implemented to facilitate communication in the distributed classroom can in fact encourage student passivity in distributed lectures by constructing student questions as disruptions. This finding echoes Logdlund’s observation that student passivity in distributed learning largely takes root in students’ hesitation to be visually exposed by the cameras and on the screen. Learners may not know exactly who is watching at any given time, and like lecturers, can seldom gauge the response of the audience at the other campus. Here material tools and technologies can be viewed as actors in the distributed lecture rather than passive and neutral backdrops to the educational encounters (Waltz, 2004).

This construction of questions as disruptions is experienced by students at both sites due to the presence of material technologies. Equally important as these concrete physical processes, however, are the social spaces in which learners inhabit and construct meaning. When we consider the findings in light of relations between individuals and groups within virtual and cognitive learning spaces, students at both campuses have equal access to these spaces. On the other hand, Campus B’s physical participation, presence, and access to the lecturer in the physical learning space is usually mediated and at times silenced; their bodies are muted to the lecturer in a way that their colleagues on Campus A are not. In the physical space, their informal strategies to overcome or mitigate this unequal access includes participating in informal peer support and teaching, as well as relying on their colleagues on the Campus A to communicate their questions and concerns to lecturers. Peer-teaching by students at Campus B is therefore both facilitated and made necessary by the material realities of the distributed classroom. This affirms Logdlund’s (2010) finding that activity in the distributed classroom appears to be divided between the main and distributed learning sites, the latter an alternative space where events can be seen (but not heard) as “a hidden ‘secondary plot’” (p.189). This de-centering of both student and teacher by videoconferencing technology echoes Logdlund’s finding that in distributed lectures, students participate as audience, while “the teacher is replaced by a television screen and authority that comes with the teacher’s position in the classroom seems to be transferred to material design and technical artifacts” (p.190).

Our findings challenge the assumption that distance learning technologies simply extend the classroom into virtual space, thereby including a new group of learners as equal partners in the learning encounter. Instead, our findings resonate with Fenwick’s (2014) assertion that “materials act together with other elements and forces (discourses, symbols, desires, etc.) to exclude, invite, and regulate particular forms of participation” (p.269). While distributed lectures can spark student engagement, it appears that due to significant tensions that emerge between students and technologies, this engagement often occurs in spite of, rather than because of, telepresence technologies and even most lecturers’ attempts at student engagement. Due to these material technological constraints, however, student engagement, at least for distance students,
spills outside the confines of traditional classroom participation with its reliance on asking questions in live time. Instead students improvise by engaging in peer supported learning. While distributed technologies clearly exclude certain kinds of participation, particularly for distance students, they also enable and invite others.

In Callon’s (1986) words, the cameras, microphones and screens of the distributed medical lecture become an “obligatory point of passage,” through which all players in the lecture: objects, bodies, and texts, must flow (Fenwick, 2014). Material practices in the distributed medical education classroom therefore shape and control the telepresence lecture in profound ways, from question-asking practices constrained and enabled by the button, microphone, and screen, to the social relations between local and distant site, including differently experienced classroom encounters for distance students inhabiting virtual space.

5. CONCLUSION

Everyday practices within distributed medical education are inextricably entangled with materiality of distance learning technologies. By resisting the tendency to render these educational technologies as neutral and passive background to the educational encounter, this research sheds light on the ways learners engage with and are engaged by these concrete tools and spaces. Theorizing materiality enables a more critical consideration of the ways educational technologies transform pedagogy by foreclosing certain teaching and learning practices and requiring, enabling, and shaping others. Before we can theorize about these practices we need to understand teaching and learning as an assemblage of human and non-human actors. Further qualitative research is required that takes a sociomaterial approach to teaching and learning in digital contexts in higher education, troubling the supposed inevitability, invisibility or neutrality of technological tools and spaces and critically considering what is gained, lost, and transformed in these contexts.

Sociomaterial perspectives and concerns can richly inform our efforts to move beyond taken-for-granted assumptions about “seamless” learning and teaching, to instead consider the often messy, contradictory, dynamic and multiple assemblages of tools, spaces, bodies and practices within distributed learning. Attending to the seam between the social and material in the distributed lecture illuminates the challenges, barriers, and opportunities for student participation while unearthing innovative strategies—as their learning shapes, and is shaped by, material technologies in the distributed classroom.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to report on teachers’ experiences of, and approaches to, multimodality in teaching and learning. A small-scale online survey with closed and semi-structured questions has been deployed to school and university teachers (n=68) for eliciting their experiences in multimodal teaching and learning. Thematic analysis has been adopted as the overarching methodology for reporting patterns in the data from the survey. The results from the analysis showed that experiences of multimodality are discerned as: (1) imparting information, (2) enacting collaborative learning and (3) preparing students for exploring concepts. The process of meaning making is exemplified through a developmental progression from more teacher-directed modes through oral, written and visual representations to more student-centered through gestural representations as means of connecting and combining different modes triggered via visual communication, collaboration and exploration.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increasing body of evidence, which suggests that multimodality in learning is an active, student-centred approach in which students select the resources mostly relevant to them (Mayer, 2001). This means that students are responsible for organising learning content such as words and images into coherent verbal and visual models comprising their mental schemata and conceptual structures (ibid.). The essence of multimodality therefore is to provide different types of resources to the student for stimulating learning in meaningful ways within and across disciplines. To this end, multimodality is described as an interdisciplinary approach drawn with an emphasis on communication and representation (Jewitt, 2013). This is directly relevant to teachers in terms of using current theories of learning to engage students with student-centred pedagogies and resources of learning (Hassett & Curwood, 2009). Multimodality in today’s classrooms refers to ‘multiple’ modes of representation, with combined elements of print, visual images and design (Jewitt, 2008). Multiple modes of representation include capabilities of combinations of oral and written language, visual, gestural, tactile and spatial representations (Cope & Kalantzis, 2009). This transitional shift from print-based education to multimodal education indicates the need to rethink how teaching and learning is conceived, approached and practiced.

A substantial body of research has reported on interventions, case studies, conceptual frameworks and design of teaching and learning activities using multimodal technologies and not on the actual multimodal teaching practices mediated by technologies currently used by teachers (Bell et al., 2010; Cope & Kalantzis, 2009). In this paper, it is argued that multimodality is based on the process of creating meaning through connecting and combining teaching strategies, approaches to teaching and learning with technologies that afford exploration, investigation and participatory learning. Against this background, meanings, practices and discourses were investigated in conceptualising and practicing multimodality in teaching and learning with the use of associated teaching approaches, technologies and resources. The research questions addressed in this study were the following:
1. What multimodality means for teaching and learning with the use of technology?
2. How multimodality is approached and practiced with the use of technology for enhancing teaching and learning?

The paper starts by contemplating on ways of understanding multimodality and elucidates on multimodality and digital technologies for teaching and learning. It then describes pedagogical approaches such as collaborative learning in tandem with more activity-led teaching advocating context-specific and personal construction of meaning. It continues with the methodology and research design adopted for the data collection and analysis. The results of the survey analysis are presented in the next section along with a discussion on connecting findings with research questions and implications for teaching practice and research. Finally, conclusions and future research are discussed based on the evidence from the survey.

2. WAYS OF UNDERSTANDING MULTIMODALITY

The way multimodality is perceived and enacted is in tandem with how technologies are deployed and used for designing and delivering learning content (Miller & McVee, 2013). Thus, it is less the technology itself and more about the individual and collaborative practices applied with technology including the mechanisms that teachers incorporate to create meaning to students. In essence, multimodality emphasises situated action, considering the social context as the key factor for meaning making, with special focus on how people use the resources available based on their cultural practices, personal beliefs and institutional contexts; rather than emphasising the attributes, behaviours and the system of the available resources (Kress, 2001). This introduces new possibilities for investigating, analysing and understanding the different ways which people use multimodality for creating, sustaining and transferring meaning to inter-related ecosystems and social contexts.

3. MULTIMODALITY, PEDAGOGICAL APPROACHES AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

The advent of digital technologies for supporting teaching and learning has supplemented or amplified conventional non-digital activities (Beetham & Sharpe, 2013). Digitisation of administrative and routine tasks such as storing, transferring and retrieving information supplements traditional teaching and learning in the sense that the digital modalities used do not resemble or offer something novel to the way current teaching and learning processes and strategies are practiced. Indeed, learning technologies should help students to increase their capacities for innovation, leadership, multi- and inter-disciplinary collaboration, emotional intelligence, critical skills and collective problem solving in a participatory digital learning environment (Greenhow, et al., 2009). Multimedia resources and tools in these environments may include for example, interactive videos and images, recorded lecture presentations, online quizzes, discussion forums (synchronous and asynchronous), visual representations of student data to depict progress and on what the student is doing to learn (Sharples, et al., 2016). Currently many teachers tend to use digital technologies to support teacher-directed approaches with the aim of improving the quality of lecture presentations by using Interactive Whiteboards; PowerPoint for lecture notes and asynchronous discussion forums for the recreation of face-to-face tutorial discussions (Beetham & Sharpe, 2013). The affordances of the aforementioned technologies in these cases are mainly exploited to explain and visualise content knowledge or for engaging students in activities that require to visually absorb and manipulate information more actively than before. Mayer (2001) argues that student’s learning becomes more meaningful when an array of interactive tools and resources are deployed rather using text alone. Moreover, the visual representation of content is vital for communicating subject matter and improving students’ understanding (ibid.).

There is increasing research on collaborative multimedia learning in different subject domains (Bell, et al., 2010). Studies have shown that collaboration can enhance the quality of the learning process, hence the importance of achieving specific learning outcomes combining multimedia content with collaborative learning may lead to engaging, interactive and powerful multimedia learning environments (Dillenbourg, 1999). Students working collaboratively in groups have the opportunity to share their thoughts and prior
knowledge. Collaborative dialogue supports learning by clarifying thinking and consolidating ideas (Hmelo-Silver, 2002). The “classroom learning communities” approach seeks to operationalize the benefits of learning through participation in communities of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Multimodal collaborative learning promotes the idea of creating a learning community with a shared purpose of making sense of scientific ideas and practices (Harris & Rooks, 2010). Teachers, although still reluctant in using technology in pedagogically driven ways, have slowly started to integrate new educational teaching and learning practices (Miller & McVee, 2013) including but not limited to serious games, blogging, collaborative editing and online media manipulation. In this study, multimodality for teaching and learning is examined in terms of experiences on using different modalities (oral and written language, visual, gestural and tactile representations), technologies and teaching strategies (e.g. transmitting information, collaborative learning, informal learning) capturing more holistically the way multimodality is perceived and enacted by teachers.

4. METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH DESIGN

A thematic analysis approach was adopted as the overarching methodology for this study. Thematic analysis is a method for identifying, analysing and reporting themes or patterns within data. Thematic analysis was selected because it offers a dynamic and flexible method to analysing qualitative data and it is ideal for thematic synthesis of primary research (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Boyatzis, 1998). Deciding to use thematic analysis was interlinked with our attempt in coding the different primary data on meanings, practices and discourses for multimodal teaching and learning. The data collection process started by designing an online survey for eliciting teachers’ beliefs, intentions and actions in using multimodality for teaching and learning. The VARK\(^1\) for ‘Teachers and Trainers’ questionnaire on multimodality has been adapted to encompass questions aligned towards identifying variation in ways of deploying teaching strategies, digital technology and modes of multimodal meaning as comprehended by teachers in three European countries. In particular, 30 teachers from Germany, 20 from Finland and 18 from Denmark (n=68) participated in this small-scale study. Purposive sampling aimed at selecting teachers from different disciplines for the facilitation of generalisability and validity.

The online survey has been translated in German, Finnish and Danish for ease of use for the participants of each country. The survey included 28 closed and semi-structured questions as to enable participants to instantly select the option mostly relevant to them (i.e. closed question) as well as to prompt for a more recursive process where participants had to go back and forth their descriptive answer for fine-tuning, refining and reflecting (i.e. semi-structured question). An informed consent form and information sheet were included in the survey for completion prior to main body of questions for seeking participants’ agreement to take part in the study; and be ensured that all information provided would be treated in confidence.

The processes of analysis were adopted from a thematic analysis perspective for discovering the themes embodied in the evolving meanings of the data. In line to this, the following processes were carried out: (1) familiarization with the data, (2) generation of initial codes, (3) searching for themes, (4) review of themes, (5) definition of themes and (6) synthesis of themes. Repeating this process for all data-sets the data were categorised while considering connections and interconnections between codes and themes. Then, eight codings were generated (e.g. experiencing multimodality as imparting information) which were mainly emerged and resembled within the different sections of the survey.

5. RESULTS

This section reports on the results of the online survey for eliciting teachers’ beliefs, intentions and actions in using multimodality for teaching and learning. The themes emerged from data analysis are presented below.

\(^{1}\) http://vark-learn.com/the-vark-questionnaire/teaching-questionnaire/
5.1 Experiencing Multimodality as Imparting Information

The majority of the participants from Germany (53.3%) and Finland (50%) define multimodality as “a complex of modes including talk, visual communication, action, gesture, posture and movement”, which shows a clear understanding of what is multimodality and in line with contemporary definitions revised in the literature (see Figure 1.). A considerable proportion of the teachers perceived that multimodality describes communication practices using modes to develop and deliver content, hence transferring information and content was the focus for multimodal teaching. Most of the teachers used technology for transferring information in static and linear way using voice and gestures via lectures and imparting knowledge via assignments and tests although there was a tendency to explain multimodality as a more interactive, constructive and interactive mode of teaching.

5.2 Experiencing Multimodality as Enacting Collaborative Learning

Teachers from Finland and Denmark (95% and 100% respectively) indicated that they use technology for collaborative learning practices. This may shows that the use of collaborative practices mediated by multimodal technologies is prevalent, as teachers increasingly seem to be confident in integrating collaborative activities that necessitate participatory tools and multiple modes. Participants were also asked to specify the modalities they use to enhance collaborative practices. Collectively the data show that the use of collaborative projects mediated by multimodal technologies was the most prominent choice between the others for the teachers from the three surveyed countries. Formative assessment seemed to be an important part of collaborative teaching strategies since the focus is to help the student understand comprehensively not only how to improve individually but also how the overall performance of the team could be enhanced to communally produce meaningful ideas. Interestingly, mostly the teachers from Finland and several teachers from Denmark appeared to use a variety of digital modalities (e.g. synchronous/asynchronous tools, social networking) to enhance collaboration and create a more dialogic and supportive learning culture. This result illustrates the importance of feedback and the ways that feedback is visualised to students for enhancing engagement (see Figure 2.).
5.3 Experiencing Multimodality as Preparing Students for Exploring Concepts

Participants were asked to make explicit their understanding concerning the strategies they would prefer to use in different teaching and learning situations. The teachers were enquired “How would you ideally prepare the first session of your course for your students?” Participants from Germany (46.7%) tend to introduce their session by an oral statement that stresses what students need to learn, absorb and memorise alluding to a behaviouristic approach to teaching. This result illustrates teachers’ preference in more traditional-based practices via the use of the predominant oral communication modes. It also shows that less emphasis is given to the students’ ideas and interests but mainly on teacher’s organisation of content-based sessions and activities. Creating activities for students to collaboratively brainstorm on what they want to learn in this course via Google docs was the most popular option of the educators from Finland and Denmark (See Figure 3.). This approach highlights the teachers’ learning design decisions informed by the students’ personal interests, prior knowledge and interaction with peers; exemplifying a visual communication multimodality approach. Participants from Germany (30%), Finland (15%) and Denmark (38.9%) would ideally use a PowerPoint presentation showing examples and applications of how aspects of the course are beneficial for the society. Teachers attempted to use visual communication tools for explaining and clarifying concepts guided and directed by them and in line with the subject matter. This possibly reveals that teachers had difficulties in creating novel and complex multimodal artefacts for introducing concepts and ideas beyond the curriculum for initiating discussions that would help students to connect prior knowledge with novel concepts.
Responding to the question: “You have organised a field trip for your students to explore a topic in question. How would you prepare students?” Participants (see Figure 4) perceived the usefulness of supporting students to design their own field trip preparation guidelines. Teacher’s role is to provide the context for students to prepare and suggest resources and tools (mobile devices with gestural interfaces) to be used by students to plan their scientific investigations. The provision of different web links/web-quests for the preparation of the trip was also an option chosen by many teachers from Finland and Denmark, illustrating the vital role of multimodal technologies to empower students to enquire and conduct experiments in informal learning situations. However, oral means of communication still remain one of the central modes of content delivery as many teachers stated that they would orally suggest ways of preparing (as opposed to instructing students to follow a specific direction imparted by the teacher) that needs to be made by students in the classroom – because technology seemed to be obsolete when face-to-face teaching is the primary teaching mode. It was clear that the use of technology for multimodal teaching is experienced as a supplementary tool for face-to-face teaching for cementing a blended learning setting.

Figure 4. Strategies used by teachers for the exploration of a specific topic during a field trip

6. IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE AND RESEARCH

Connecting the 3 emerging categories of experiencing multimodality as: imparting information, enacting collaborative learning and preparing students for exploring concepts to the two overarching research questions led to interesting experiences and practices for understanding how multimodality is approached with the use of technology. This section aims to provide a reflection on implications for multimodal practice and research in tandem to the research questions.

6.1 What Multimodality Means for Teaching and Learning with the use of Technology?

It is evident from the findings that multimodality is conceived as a cluster of modes increasingly being used as a communication mechanism for delivering information and content. This is in conjunction to using oral, written and visual representations for meaning making. The choice of modes, being used by participants include oral language (lecture), written language and visual communications (diagrams, PowerPoint). This creates an inventory of the meanings when technology is used in relation to storing content in a repository for rote learning. Essentially, building on the notion of using oral, written and visual descriptions, teachers’ primary awareness is on constructing a system for imparting their knowledge and experiences through linear ways of representation. A demand of learning the foundations of the module based on subject matter or
offering to students’ information pre-selected, reviewed and evaluated by the teacher is the distinct aspect of meaning through the combination of oral/written and visual modes of meaning. There were instances where multimodality via using technology was experienced as engaging students in activities for individual and collaborative construction of meaning and for preparing students to explore via field trips. An array of more ‘developed’ modes were evidenced such gestural for constructing meaning making processes that required students to take control of their learning by preparing to carry out investigations in field trips through smart devices. This demonstrated a more ‘complete’ understanding of multimodality in a more developmental sense, starting from a fragmented perception, that of using oral/written and visual descriptions for accessing and transferring information to a more cohesive- that of using gestural (via mobile devices for carrying out explorations during field trips) coupled with written/oral, audio and visual.

6.2 How Multimodality is Approached and Practiced with the use of Technology for Enhancing Teaching and Learning?

The findings revealed that there is a connection between ‘espoused theories’ and ‘theories in use’. For example, participants that perceived multimodality as a linear contingent process emanated via oral/written language, the use of technologies that supported this view was more prevalent. Information transfer through lectures, presentations, learning repositories and written hand-outs were widely used. This was in tandem to influences derived from personal beliefs about teaching and learning, the role of the teacher in the classroom as well from institutional policies that might have pushed teaching to a certain pedagogical direction. It is however inconclusive to suggest that teachers’ perceptions on ‘fragmented’ ways of using multimodal tools for teaching and learning are influenced only from their conceptions of teaching and learning.

More systematic research is needed for understanding, the connections between multimodal conceptions of learning and teaching with the way technology is used. Participants who felt that multimodality is enacted via more gestural, processes for meaning making, the use of technology was experienced as a process of engaging students in activities that could not be realised with conventional technology (PowerPoints). For example, teachers who experienced multimodality as an active process, the technologies deployed were more participatory, interactive and adaptive to student’s interests and meaning making processes. Activities that involved collaborative projects and preparing for carrying out investigations through field trips encompassed a blending learning approach for synchronous and asynchronous communications, and the use of mobile devices for investigations, explorations and inquiry.

7. CONCLUSION

This paper investigated experiences of multimodality and their association to teaching and learning with the use of technology. Thematic analysis has been used to analyse the findings based on a survey with 68 teachers for eliciting experiences of multimodal teaching. The results showed a relation between multimodal meaning making descriptions, teaching approaches and technologies used for teaching and learning.

Limitations of this research were on the basis of discerning more detailed accounts of connections and influences that determined a specific way of conceiving the phenomenon in question. Sample restrictions were also a factor that prevented from getting more nuanced descriptions, particularly for identifying relations between ways of understanding multimodality, teaching strategies and technologies being used. More-over, due to the small-scale nature of this study, the findings are not generalizable to other contexts but rather may be used to provide insights on how teachers experience multimodal teaching and learning in specific contexts grounded to this study. Finally, it is acknowledged that multimodality is not a new concept for teaching and learning, however, this study might help to better understand how multimodality could work by using pedagogically driven approaches to teaching and learning mediated by technology that would help practitioners to design and support teaching and learning activities for enhancing students’ learning experiences. Future research should closely investigate relations between multimodal meaning making and associated use of technology for discerning theories, practices and discourses. This will help the technology-enhanced learning research community to investigate and interpret multimodality in specific digital environments hence gauging larger-scale qualitative studies as means to surmount its impressionistic endeavour.
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ABSTRACT

In a study involving 1414 elementary, middle school, and high school teachers from a large school district in the southwestern USA, the authors examine the similarities and differences among teachers at the three levels of K-12 education common in US school systems: elementary, middle school and high school. Major findings are that elementary school teachers are typically more open to mobile learning based on analysis of scores for three of the four factors (Possibilities, Benefits, and Preferences) assessed by the Mobile Learning Readiness Survey. For the fourth factor on the MLRS (External Influences), elementary teachers less strongly agree than either their middle school or high school counterparts that external influences determine whether it is practical to use mobile learning for teaching and learning in a classroom-centered context.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile learning in the classroom is becoming increasingly common in schools. The unique affordances of mobile learning are creating interest in different learning and teaching approaches. These devices offer the ability to collaborate (Corbeil & Valdes-Corbeil, 2007), to personalize instruction (Steel, 2012) and allow self-regulated learning (Sha, Looi et al, 2012). Other features useful for learning include audio and video recording, instant access to the Internet, texting, uploading and sharing files in addition to a growing number of learning apps. The portability of these mobile devices allows students to connect to content within and beyond the classroom walls.

A recent research report indicates that mobile devices are virtually ubiquitous for U.S. middle and high school students while one third of them are using mobile devices provided by their schools (Nagel, 2014). In order to address students who may not have a device, many districts are providing devices to students for learning initiatives. Parents also see the value of mobile learning in the classroom. In a 2010 survey conducted by Project Tomorrow, 62% of the responding parents would purchase a mobile device for their child if the school allowed the device to be used for educational purposes (Project Tomorrow, 2010). Yet teachers often remain reluctant to accept mobile devices as learning tools because they feel the need for additional support and training before they are comfortable using the devices with students (Messinger, 2011). Determining the best strategies for successful implementation of mobile devices to improve the learning environment is an important topic for research.

1.1 Impact of Mobile Learning

A meta-analysis of mobile learning in K-12 education reported overall positive gains in learning for students (Liu et al, 2014). A more recent meta-analysis of 110 studies related to mobile learning and student achievement (Sung, Chang, & Liu, 2016) reported an overall mean effect size of 0.523 (Cohen’s $d$), indicating that learning with mobile devices can be more effective than traditional teaching methods that use...
pen and paper or desktop computers, to a moderate degree of magnitude (Cohen, 1988) that substantially exceeds the effect size = .3 standard beyond which an intervention is typically considered educationally meaningful (Bialo & Sivin-Kachala, 1996). Of the 110 articles in the meta-analysis, 38 were conducted at the elementary level, 10 at the middle school level and 10 at the high school level. The effect size differences for the elementary level were 0.654 while the effect sizes for the middle school level were 0.512 and high school 0.390. Additional reported findings indicated that implementation of handheld devices showed higher learning outcomes than the implementation of laptop computers. The authors conjectured that teaching with handheld devices uses more innovative teaching methods, including inquiry-based instruction (Sung, et al., 2016), while frequently laptops were replacements for desktop computers and used as such for note-taking and searching for information.

In a study of 224 teachers from 16 schools in Pennsylvania, Roche (2013) found that school level (elementary, middle or high school) and self-reported technology skill level are related to teachers’ mobile learning attitudes. Teachers’ perceptions regarding a change in their practices as well as their personal attitudes toward the change can significantly influence the successful implementation of mobile learning (Chao, 2005; Monttrieux et al., 2014; Uzunboylu & Ozdamli, 2011). Roche (2013) also found significant differences by school level in how technology is used, specific technologies used and whether teachers created their own curriculum or used district curriculum.

1.2 Teacher Willingness to Accept Mobile Learning

Several factors are known to influence a teachers’ willingness to use mobile technology in the classroom. These factors include student access, cost, class disruption, lack of teachers’ technical and pedagogical skills, compelling evidence of effectiveness, and a lack of guidelines (Kim, 2013). In a study involving 1430 elementary, middle school, and high school teachers from a large school district in the southwestern USA, Christensen and Knezek (2017a) demonstrated that when aggregated across all school levels, teachers at different stages of technology integration proficiency also exhibit step-wise increments in their willingness to adopt mobile learning in their daily teaching and learning practices. In the current study, the authors examine the similarities and differences among teachers at the three levels of K-12 education common in US school systems: elementary (kindergarten – grade 5), middle school (grades 6-8) and high school (grades 9-12).

Little information was found in the literature regarding whether there are differences by school level in teachers’ willingness to adopt mobile learning or regarding the underlying constructs that adequately describe teachers who are willing to accept and implement mobile learning. In addition, systematic study of the relationship of willingness to adopt mobile learning to classroom level of technology integration within a level of schooling is not fully developed. This led to the following research questions in the current study.

RQ1: To what extent do elementary school, middle school, and high school teachers differ in their willingness to adopt mobile learning in the classroom?

RQ2: To what extent are levels of technology integration proficiency related to willingness to adopt mobile learning among elementary, middle, and high school teachers?

2. THE STUDY

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

Educators from grades K-12 in a large school district in the southwestern US were invited to submit data related to mobile learning readiness in the fall of 2015. Of the 1,430 respondents, slightly fewer than half (n = 640, 44.8%) reported teaching at the elementary level with the remainder representing middle school (n = 370, 25.9%), high school (n = 404, 28.3%), or undesignated (n = 16, 1.1%). The undesignated participants were left out of the analysis for grade level taught due to the small number and undefined level.
2.1.2 Instrumentation

Participants were administered a battery of instruments including the Mobile Learning Readiness Survey (MLRS) and Stages of Adoption of Technology. The MLRS was designed to assess areas of needs for preparing teachers to teach with mobile devices in their classrooms (Christensen & Knezek, 2017b). The MLRS contains four constructs that measure different dimensions of teacher willingness to integrate mobile learning that can impact the preparation of classroom teachers. Twenty-eight (28) Likert-type items representing four factors were responded to by participants on a scale of 1 = Strongly Disagree to 5 = Strongly Agree. The reliabilities for four scales produced from this instrument, for this set of data are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>No. of Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1 (Possibilities)</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 2 (Benefits)</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 3 (Preferences)</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 4 (External Influences)</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stages of Adoption of Technology (Christensen, 1997) is an instrument also administered to the teachers. Stages is a self-assessment of a teacher's level of adoption of technology. There are six possible stages in which educators rate themselves: Stage 1 - Awareness, Stage 2 - Learning the process, Stage 3 - Understanding and application of the process, Stage 4 - Familiarity and confidence, Stage 5 - Adaptation to other contexts, and Stage 6 - Creative application to new contexts. Demographic items such as years of teaching and grade level taught (elementary, middle and high school) were also completed by the teachers.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Association of Mobile Learning Readiness and Grade Level Taught

As shown in Table 2, there were significant ($p < .05$) differences on all four of the MLRS factors by grade level taught. For Factor 1 Possibilities, Factor 2 Benefits and Factor 3 Preferences, elementary teachers were significantly higher ($p < .05$) than both middle school teachers and high school teachers in their dispositions. However, for Factor 4 (External Influences) the elementary teachers were significantly lower in their dispositions from both middle and high school teachers. As shown in Figure 1, the middle school and high school teachers were very similar in their dispositions for each of the four factors and overlay each other on the graph. In response to research Q1, a Tukey post hoc analysis revealed the significant differences for all four factors were elementary versus middle and high school teachers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor 1 Possibilities</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 2 Benefits</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 3 Preferences</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor 4 External Influences</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary School</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.0005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.2 Association of Technology Integration Measures and Grade Level Taught

An analysis of variance of Stages of Adoption of Technology by grade level taught showed significant ($p < .05$) differences among the three groups of teachers (Table 3). As revealed by a Tukey post hoc analysis, high school teachers were significantly ($p < .05$) higher in stages of technology integration than both elementary and middle school teachers.

Table 3. Analysis of Variance for Stages of Adoption of Technology by Grade Level Taught.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elementary School Teachers</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle School Teachers</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High School Teachers</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>1.134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>1.103</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Mobile Learning Measures by Stages of Adoption of Technology at Elementary, Middle and High School Levels

Analysis of variance for the four factors of the Mobile Learning Readiness Scale by Stages of Adoption of Technology were completed for each of the subpopulation samples of elementary, middle, and high school teachers listed in Table 3. The procedures followed were identical to those described in detail, for the combined group of 1400+ teachers in Christensen and Knezek (2017a). Results are illustrated in Figures 2-4. As shown in Figure 2, elementary teachers generally exhibit a smooth progression on all four factors of Possibilities, Benefits, Preferences and External Influences as proficiency in technology integration as indicated by Stages of Adoption of Technology increases. For middle school teachers (Figure 3), the progression has a lesser slope (less rapid increase) but is still generally smoothly increasing as Stages of Adoption of Technology increase. For high school teachers (Figure 4), the transition changes appear to be more erratic possibly due to small numbers of teachers in Stage 1.
Figure 2. Elementary school teachers’ MLRS factors by stage of adoption of technology

Figure 3. Middle school teachers’ MLRS factors by stage of adoption of technology
With respect to research Q2, trends in the relationship of levels of technology integration to willingness to adopt mobile learning are similar for elementary, middle school and high school teachers. The positive linear association appears to be strongest for elementary school teachers.

### 2.2.4 Item Level Analysis

The 28 items were analyzed to compare teachers by grade level. Twenty-three (23) of the 28 items were significantly \( p < .05 \) different by grade level taught. For 20 of the items with significant differences, elementary teachers reported higher means. Examples of these items are:

- Item 2. Mobile learning will bring new opportunities for learning.
- Item 17. The use of mobile technology in the classroom increases student engagement.
- Item 20. The use of mobile technology in the classroom allows students to develop creativity.

For 3 of the items elementary teachers reported lower means. These items were:

- Item 24. Students are more knowledgeable than I am when it comes to using mobile technologies.
- Item 27. My curriculum is conducive to students having their own technology.
- Item 28. My administration is supportive of students having their own device.

Teachers at all grade levels seem to agree on five items related to mobile learning in the classroom in which there were no significant differences. Areas where teachers regardless of level of teaching tend to agree are:

- Item 13. Teachers at all levels slightly prefer to use a traditional textbook rather than an electronic textbook.
- Item 21. Teachers at all levels generally agree that mobile learning will improve communication between students and teachers.
- Item 22. Teachers at all levels generally agree that mobile learning will improve communications among students.
- Item 23. Teachers at all levels slightly agree that having a mobile device would improve student organization.
- Item 25. Teachers at all levels generally agree that their school is doing a good job of using technology to enhance learning.
It appears that elementary teachers in this study are more open to embracing mobile learning in their classrooms but are not certain how it might fit into their current curriculum or whether the required support will be available. Teachers at all grade levels prefer the traditional teacher textbook to an electronic one, agree that mobile learning can support communication of different types and feel their schools are supportive of technology to enhance student learning.

3. DISCUSSION

The most surprising finding of this study is that elementary school teachers express the highest willingness to adopt mobile learning. This, combined with the conjectured and reconfirmed finding that the profiles of elementary, middle school, and high school teachers across the four scales of the Mobile Learning Readiness Survey differ greatly, implies that professional development activities for teachers, as well as learning activities for students, may differ greatly across these three levels. Perhaps the findings are related to the type of learning environment differences between primary (elementary) and secondary (middle and high) schools. Perhaps the differences are due to the ubiquitous access of mobile devices by middle and high school students (Nagel, 2014). These middle and high school teachers have experienced the difficulties involved in student devices brought to school, yet did not have the preparation to deal with the management and are reticent to embrace these devices for learning. Most elementary teachers may not have yet had to deal with these negative issues and are preparing to embrace mobile learning in a more systematic way as indicated in the more controlled studies found in the meta-analysis (Sung et al, 2016) that mobile learning device implementation had a more effective impact for elementary than middle and high school students.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study involving 1414 teachers from a large public school district in the southwestern USA, major findings are that elementary school teachers are more open to using smartphones, tablets and other hand-held information technology devices for mobile learning in their classrooms, when compared to middle school or high school teachers. For three of the four factors assessed by the Mobile Learning Readiness Survey (Possibilities, Benefits, and Preferences), elementary teachers as a group were found to be significantly ($p < .05$) more positive. For the fourth factor on the MLRS (External Influences), elementary teachers less strongly agree than either their middle school or high school counterparts that external influences determine whether it is practical to use mobile learning for teaching and learning in a classroom-centered context. These findings imply that there are likely different approaches and different types of professional development appropriate for elementary teachers versus middle and high school teachers. It appears that the elementary school level may be the most conducive for beginning a large-scale project such as a district-wide initiative if there is a need for a systematic implementation with the ability to measure impact. Middle school and high school teachers may need more focus on specific issues such as classroom management and implementation of an intervention that is based on having multiple classrooms of students for a limited period of time each day. Middle school and high school teachers may also need to be more versed in the integration of multiple types of personal devices brought to school by students. As shown in this study, teachers at different grade level bands have differing perceptions and needs when it comes to professional development for integrating mobile learning in the classroom. Additional research is needed to confirm whether the trends found in this study are applicable on a broad scale, across the US and in other portions of the world.
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ABSTRACT

The usage of data mining has dramatically increased over the past few years and the education sector is leveraging this field in order to analyze and gain intuitive knowledge in terms of the vast accumulated data within its confines. The primary objective of this study is to compare the results of different classification techniques such as Naïve Bayes, Logistic Regression, Conjunctive Rule and J48 Decision Tree in detection and identification of student’s learning styles in a Virtual Learning Environment to provide adaptation strategy according to identified learning styles of the students. The data sets were collected from 507 students of Computer Programming 1 course with a total of 52,815 rows of data extracted from their interaction logs and navigational patterns in a virtual learning environment. A mapping of student’s learning style according to the selected learning style model had been accomplished. The performance of each classification techniques and its classification quality were measured in terms of correctly classified instances, kappa statistics, receiver operating characteristics, and area under the curve plots. Based from the analysis of the comparative results, the classification technique that has produced the highest collective average accuracy is the J48 Decision Tree with correctly predicted instances of 87.42%. The classification technique could be used to identify student’s learning styles in a virtual learning environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The field of educational data mining (EDM) is an “emerging and evolving discipline that is particularly concern in creating and developing methods for exploring the different and unique types of data that comes from the educational settings”. Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) have been investing thoroughly in providing educational infrastructure such as Virtual Learning Environment (VLE). This type of technology enables educators to represent knowledge by delivering different types of content and, monitor student participation that can enhance the learning process. VLE provides the creation of knowledge representation and contains set of tools for communications, assessments, and various features. Most universities employs traditional face-to-face interaction as the main approach in teaching in the sector of education but HEIs are investing on the infrastructure to supplement traditional methods of teaching with learning technologies in order to enhanced and improve the quality of learning (Dumcience et al., 2010). But despite the astronomical increase in practice of using VLEs in HEIs, the application of these technologies are still failing miserably in terms of inciting student motivation to learn, and “it fails to serve the ultimate goal of having on-line learning” (Ballera et al., 2013).

VLEs are rich sources of learner’s data that the education sectors are completely overlooking and sometimes completely neglecting. It stores valuable source of information that should be considered in order to understand how student learns. The amount of data that can be extracted that are residing inside these VLEs can be exploited to better understand learner’s behavior, improve the pedagogical process that leads to an efficient and streamlined teaching and learning progress. It can be used in the detection and identification of student’s learning styles (LS) to provide adaptation strategies to the course design and contents of VLEs in order to match the student’s preference in terms of their learning styles. There are substantial research studies that considered learning style as a vital factor that directly affects the student’s learning process. It is one of
the responsibilities of the teacher to understand how different learner learns in accordance to their learning styles. It cannot be denied that learners can encounter difficulties in an environment where their learning styles are not supported. This study focuses in the detection and identification of student’s learning style in the context of a virtual learning environment using data mining techniques based from their extracted interaction logs and navigational patterns.

2. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

2.1 Learning Styles

Keefe (1979) defines learning styles as the “collective characteristics of affective, cognitive, and physiological factors serving as stable indicators of how a particular learner interacts with, perceives, and responds to a learning environment” while Stewart et al. (1992) defines learning styles as the “educational conditions under which a student is most likely to learn”.

Learning style’s primary concern is how an individual prefers to learn and not what the learner learns. When an individual tries to learn something new they vary regarding their preferences. Some learn by communicating to someone, some by reflecting about what they have learned, or prefers textual and graphical representation of the learning material. It can also be describe as a set of behaviors, and attitudes that enhance and streamline learning in any situation. Each individual has their own way of preferences when it comes to learning; it is an innate characteristic that are influenced by the environment, experiences, and developments. There are many learning style models that have existed in the literature but notable educational theorist are in agreement that each individual has their own preferred ways of learning that must be met by the learning environment. These learning styles are clear indicators of how learners perceive, react, interact with, and respond to the learning environments. There are “overwhelming evidences that learning styles are very diverse and educators should consider these differences in students to be taught in a method that are well-suited to their learning styles” (Pashler et al., 2008).

2.2 Dimensions of the Felder-Silverman Learning Style Model

The Felder-Silverman learning style model (FSLSM) is a learning style model based on the notion that students have preferences in terms of the way they receive and process information. The model presents different dimensions that are indicative of learning preferences. Four dimensions are described in the learning style model of FSLSM namely processing, perception, input, and understanding. Learner’s learning styles are specifically defined for each of these dimensions. All dimensions are independent from one another and are based from major dimensions of learning styles. They describe learner’s preferences to process information (active/reflective), perceive information (sensing/intuitive), receive information (visual/verbal), and organize (sequential/global) information.

Active learners are characterized as learners who prefer to process information by doing something with the learned material. The most obvious pattern of behavior of an active learner is that they have a strong tendency to discuss and interact with other learners. On the other hand, reflective learners prefer to think about the learning material and they work alone. In a VLE, active learners are expected to post more often in a forum while reflective learner’s tendencies are to participate passively by visiting forum but rarely posting. Active learners also tends to attempt more self-assessment tests, a type of test where the result is not graded but it is important in order for the learner to assess their knowledge on a particular topic. The characteristic of reflective learner to think about the material leads to more visits in learning objects that are textual-based in context.

Sensing learners tends to repeatedly visit concrete learning materials that contains facts, data, and when a learning object is being linked to real life context whereas intuitive learners prefer to visit abstract learning materials that contains theories and their underlying meanings, histories, glossaries, syntax, and concepts. The number of visits on these kinds of learning objects serves as a pattern. On the other hand, intuitive learners supposed tendencies are to visit learning objects such as an example as a supplementary material. The number of visits on these kinds of learning objects tends to be higher for intuitive learners. Intuitive learners are also characterized as a careful worker. With regards to this, intuitive learners tend to be careful
and tend to review their answers more when performing a test especially when it is being graded. The pattern can be conceived by the number of attempted answer reviews they made in an exercise before attempting to submit their answers.

Accordingly, verbal learner’s preference on a learning object is composed chiefly of words or texts, they tend to like communication with others and discussions. Therefore, verbal learner’s tendencies are to use the forum, thus a high number of forum postings can indicate a verbal learning style. On the opposite end, visual learners learn best from what they actually see. Therefore, they tend to view more learning objects that usually contains graphics such as diagrams, charts, and pictures. Video presentations also are highly preferred by visual learners while verbal learners are expected to visit a learning object of textual-based types.

Sequential learners are more comfortable with details, whereas global learners tend to be good in seeing the overall picture and connections to other fields. Because of this kind of behavior, global learners are interested in getting the “big picture” and an overview. Course outlines are especially important to them whereas sequential learners tend to skip these kinds of learning objects. A high number of visits spent on chapter outlines, course overview or chapter overview page indicate a global learning style. The navigational patterns of learners when using a VLE can be used also to differentiate sequential or global learning style as well. While sequential learners tend to go through the course step by step in a linear way, global learners tend to learn in large gaps by skipping learning objects and jumping to more complex and advanced learning objects. Therefore, the navigational patterns can be seen as an indicator to differentiate the two styles.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Data Source and Methods of Collection

The data sets are based from the log files of Introduction to C++ Moodle Course (Computer Programming 1) in Southern Luzon State University (SLSU) in the Philippines. A blended learning environment has been implemented with this specific course by supplementing traditional face-to-face setup by a Moodle (Moodle Learning Management System) course that includes several and carefully designed learning objects such as chapter overviews, visual material, video presentation, textual material, audio material, examples, glossary, concrete, and abstract materials. Different types of assessment such as self-assessment and exercises are provided to allow students to practice their programming skills. Forum usage is also encouraged to increase interaction among students and to solve group related problems during the duration of the course. Although there are several courses in the virtual learning environment, this specific course was selected for it is found to have a large number of students enrolled thus it contains large amount of interaction and log data.

Five hundred seven (507) students have participated and answered the Index of Learning Style (ILS) questionnaires based from FSLSM. Students have been given ample amount of time and each question in the questionnaires is carefully explained to them to avoid contaminating the data. Table 1 shows the learning styles’ distribution for all dimensions of the FSLSM without considering the degree of learning style preference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Processing</th>
<th>No. of Students</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processing</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>48.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>51.87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>348</td>
<td>68.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intuitive</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>31.36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>76.53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>23.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>49.31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>50.69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the analysis of ILS questionnaires collected from 507 students, it reveals that at the processing dimension there are 263 (51.87%) students that have a reflective learning style while 244 (48.13%) students have an active learning style. This manifest that students learning styles in the processing dimension is fairly balanced. The perception dimension reveals that 348 (68.64%) students have a sensing learning style. This means that most students prefer learning objects that are based from real facts and data, and a learning object that is linked to real life situations. At the input dimension, the data collected reveals that 388 (76.53%) of students prefers learning objects that mostly contains graphics such as pictures, charts, diagrams, and video presentation materials. Finally, the data reveals that student’s learning style in the understanding dimension is fairly balanced with 257 (50.69%) students with global learning styles and 250 (49.31%) students with sequential learning styles.

### 3.2 Mapping of Students Learning Styles in Virtual Learning Environment

Table 2 provides the lists of the learning style mapping of relevant student’s behavior in a VLE. These sets of relevant behaviors were extracted from the VLE database to construct the data sets for data mining.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning Style</th>
<th>Relevant Behavior</th>
<th>Attribute Name</th>
<th>Attribute Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Post more often in discussion forum</td>
<td>forum_posts</td>
<td>no. of posting in forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perform more self-assessment tests</td>
<td>self_assessment</td>
<td>no. of viewed post in forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflective</td>
<td>Reading post but rarely posting by themselves</td>
<td>forum_view</td>
<td>no. of viewed post in forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefers learning material in textual form</td>
<td>text_materials</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensing</td>
<td>Prefers concrete learning materials (facts, data)</td>
<td>concrete_materials</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefers examples</td>
<td>examples</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intuitive</td>
<td>Prefers abstract learning material (definition, theories, syntax, flowcharts)</td>
<td>abstract_materials</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefers to review answers in graded exercise tests</td>
<td>exercises_rev</td>
<td>no. of attempted answer reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual</td>
<td>Prefers learning materials supplemented with pictures, diagrams, graphs</td>
<td>visual_materials</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefers learning materials presented in a video format</td>
<td>video_materials</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal</td>
<td>Prefers learning material presented in text or audio</td>
<td>text_materials</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post more often in discussion forum</td>
<td>forum_post</td>
<td>no. of posting in discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential</td>
<td>Prefers to go through the course step by step (linear way)</td>
<td>nav_pattern_dist</td>
<td>sequence of navigational pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Prefers overviews, outlines</td>
<td>course_overviews</td>
<td>no. of visits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prefers to learn in large leaps by skipping learning material &amp; jumping to more complex materials (non-linear way)</td>
<td>nav_pattern_dist</td>
<td>sequence of navigational pattern</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3 Navigational Pattern Sequence Data Collection

Navigational patterns refers to how learners navigate through the course and in which order they visit certain types of learning objects. In a study by Imra et al. (2016) on personalized learning recommendation system, they have proposed identification of navigational sequence pattern using the formula for Euclidean distance to compute the similarity and difference between learners on their navigational characteristics. With this formula, navigational patterns of students in a Virtual Learning Environment can be inferred by analyzing and computing their navigational sequence distance values. In a similar research by Benlarmi (2003) on dynamic learning modeler, they have used approximately thirty (30) navigational sequences to cluster similarities between students navigational behavior in a hypermedia courseware. In accordance to previous studies, the navigational distance values in order to distinguish a user that are navigating sequentially or navigating globally can be tracked when accessing the online course.
3.4 Data Preprocessing, Transformation and Attribute Value Extraction

Every logs and activities of all students are recorded in the VLE database. Primarily, VLEs such as Moodle provides a module for extraction of user logs and activities for a specific course by exporting to varieties of file formats such as Microsoft Excel (*.xlsx) file. The table is comprised of data labels such as ‘Time’, ‘User Full Name’, ‘Affected User’, ‘Event Context’, ‘Event Name’, ‘Description’, ‘Origin’ and ‘IP Address’. The initial data sets were subjected to data preprocessing by removing all unnecessary data. Interaction logs of each target students were extracted to produce a reduced log file that contains the data labels of ‘User Full Name’, ‘Event Context’, ‘Event Name’ and ‘Type’.

The reduced log file extracted contains 52,815 rows of student logs and activities for the course that were used in classification of individual learning styles. With reference to Figure 1, a ‘Learning Object Type’ field has been created in order to identify as to what type of learning object each particular students interacts with. Identification of learning object type in the course was also mapped in order to identify as to what kind of learning object each truly represents based on the learning object literature types whether textual learning materials, visual learning materials, abstract learning materials, concrete learning materials and examples. These learning object type identification are evaluated by educational experts. It is necessary to distinguish these learning object types in order to effectively create data sets in inferring student’s learning styles.

![Figure 1. Excerpt of reduced log file of student’s interaction and activities in a VLE](image)

The next phase in the construction of the data sets is data transformation. The reduced log data in Microsoft Excel format is transformed and converted to a Microsoft Access file (*.accdb) format in order to easily aggregate the total number of interaction a particular learner to each learning objects. An aggregate SQL statement commands was used to extract the needed values for data mining and analysis. Derived variables was extracted by aggregating variables such as number of visits to a specific learning object, the number of submitted self-assessment tests, number of forum postings and views, and more.

The final phase in the construction of data sets is to arrange the derived values of number of interactions of the students to a specific learning object. It was arranged and categorized based from the learning behavior pattern mapping in Table 2. An excerpt of final data set construction is depicted in Figure 2. An additional data field was created to accommodate the reported learning styles of each student based from their answers from the ILS questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire served as the class labels of each student in terms of their learning styles for each learning style dimensions. The final data sets were used in data mining.

![Figure 2. Excerpt of final data set construction (processing dimension)](image)

3.5 Feature Selection

To determine the best features or attributes for determining the learning styles of the students in each dimension, attribute selection was used. Filtering method using Information Gain attribute evaluation was selected. The objective of feature selection technique testing is to empirically confirm and improve the classification performance of the predictors, providing faster and more cost-effective predictors, and providing a better understanding of the underlying process that generated the data. By applying attribute selection, significant predictors were extracted from each mapped attributes for each learning style dimensions. Summary of feature selection results can be seen in Table 3 and based from the results, eleven (11) attributes have been found to be significant in inferring learning styles in VLEs.
Table 3. Results of feature selection for each FLSM Attributes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Information Gain Attribute Evaluation</th>
<th>Rank Value</th>
<th>Significant? (yes/no)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processing Dimension Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forum_view</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self_assessment</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forum_posts</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>textual_materials</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perception Dimension Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concrete_materials</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exercises_rev</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examples</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abstract_materials</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Dimension Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_materials</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visual_materials</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forum_posts</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>textual_materials</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding Dimension Attributes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>course_overview</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nav_pattern_dist</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6 Pattern Discovery

In this phase, different classification data mining techniques was applied to the derived data sets. For the reason of its open-source implementation, Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) was used in order to analyze the performances of the selected classification methods to discover the most appropriate and best model that can be used for the future development of an adaptive VLE for different learning styles.

3.7 Evaluation

The model evaluation is an integral part of the model development process. The quality of classification was evaluated using the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) and Area under the Curve (AUC) plots to measure the accuracy of the model. A random classifier has an area under the curve of 0.5, while AUC for a perfect classifier is equal to 1. In practice, most of the accurate classification models have an AUC between 0.5 and 1. A rough guide for classifying the quality of classification of the area under the curve is based on the traditional academic point system as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Traditional Academic Point System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.90 – 1.00</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.80 - .90</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70 – 0.80</td>
<td>Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.60 - .70</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.50 - .60</td>
<td>Fail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another evaluation measure of classification quality in data mining is the Cohen’s Kappa Equivalent. It is a coefficient which measures the inter-rater agreement for qualitative categorical items. The measurement was applied also to measure the classification accuracy when performing classification in data mining. Kappa statistics (Cohen, 1960) was used to assess the accuracy of any particular measuring cases. Cohen’s kappa equivalent values are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Cohen’s Kappa equivalent values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kappa Score</th>
<th>Equivalent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.81 – 1.00</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.61 – 0.80</td>
<td>Substantial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.41 – 0.60</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.21 – 0.40</td>
<td>Slight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;= 0</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A total of eight (8) classification techniques have been utilized to test the performance of the classifiers based on the final data sets but the top four performing algorithms such as Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes, Conjunctive Rule and J48 Decision Tree were selected. Classification performances are tested on all four dimensions of the FSLSM. Comparative tests results can be seen in Table 6 and it is summarized based on classification accuracy and the kappa statistics values.

Table 6. Comparative performance results of classification using different techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing Dimension (Active/Reflective)</th>
<th>Simple Logistic</th>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>Conjunctive Rule</th>
<th>J48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly Classified Instances</td>
<td>85.99%</td>
<td>89.34%</td>
<td>75.14%</td>
<td>92.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified Instances</td>
<td>14.01%</td>
<td>10.65%</td>
<td>24.85%</td>
<td>7.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Statistics</td>
<td>0.719</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.849</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perception Dimension (Sensing/Intuitive)</th>
<th>Simple Logistic</th>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>Conjunctive Rule</th>
<th>J48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly Classified Instances</td>
<td>81.65%</td>
<td>82.24%</td>
<td>68.63%</td>
<td>88.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified Instances</td>
<td>18.34%</td>
<td>17.75%</td>
<td>31.36%</td>
<td>11.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Statistics</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Dimension (Visual/Verbal)</th>
<th>Simple Logistic</th>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>Conjunctive Rule</th>
<th>J48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly Classified Instances</td>
<td>85.79%</td>
<td>85.99%</td>
<td>76.52%</td>
<td>86.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified Instances</td>
<td>14.20%</td>
<td>14.00%</td>
<td>23.47%</td>
<td>13.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Statistics</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding Dimension (Sequential/Global)</th>
<th>Simple Logistic</th>
<th>Naïve Bayes</th>
<th>Conjunctive Rule</th>
<th>J48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correctly Classified Instances</td>
<td>80.27%</td>
<td>74.95%</td>
<td>81.26%</td>
<td>82.44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorrectly Classified Instances</td>
<td>19.72%</td>
<td>25.04%</td>
<td>18.73%</td>
<td>17.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kappa Statistics</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td>0.647</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the comparative classification performance of different classification techniques, J48 decision tree classifier obtained the highest accuracy with an average of 87.42% collectively for all dimension. The Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes and Conjunctive Rule yield a collective average accuracy across all learning dimension of 83.42%, 83.13% and 75.38% respectively. Kappa scores from the J48 method of 0.849, 0.699, 0.677, and 0.647 for the respective dimensions reflected that there is a ‘Substantial’ accuracy in classification.

To further test the classification quality of the J48 classification model, a total of four (4) ROC curve plots have been generated for each learning style dimension using KnowledgeFlow in WEKA.

The ROC curves for all learning style dimensions did not fall below the random guessing line threshold of 0.5 which suggests that the quality of qualification is well beyond random guessing and the classification did not happen by chance only. Furthermore, the values obtained from the AUC plots are 0.9176 (Excellent) for processing dimension, 0.8318 (Good) for perception dimension, 0.9016 (Excellent) for input dimension, and 0.8124 (Good) for the understanding dimension. Average AUC scores across all four dimensions are 0.86585 that signifies that the model provides a good classification quality. Having determined that the J48 classifier was the best fit for the classification purposes of learning styles, the rules generated from the J48 classification technique can be used in the development of a prototype of an adaptive VLE for different learning styles.
5. CONCLUSION

The interaction logs and navigational patterns of the participating students were extracted from the VLE’s database. A total of 52,815 rows of data were extracted from the five hundred seven (507) participating students in the study. This study was limited only on the obtained Moodle log data for the specified course and did not consider the analysis of student’s respective homework, recitation and discussion performances. The classification model was implemented on the data sets for the Introduction to C++ Moodle Course of SLSU in the Philippines. Based from the empirical results and comparative performance results of different classification algorithms, the technique by means of 348 decision tree classifier attained the highest accuracy with 87.52%.

Implementation of VLEs has been successful in most HEIs but in most cases this piece of technology fails to meet the unique needs of each students particularly their learning styles. Furthermore, there is no mechanism or a feature in most VLEs that automatically classifies student’s based from their learning styles. The knowledge divulged from the empirical results can be a basis for HEIs, educators, and course developers that each student is unique in characteristics in terms of their learning styles thus they have different needs.

The next phase of the study is to develop a prototype software of an adaptive Virtual Learning Environment system in order to dynamically adjust its course design and contents to respond immediately to each student’s needs based from the derived classification model from this study.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides insights in the development of a skill matching test which addresses soft skills integrated videos as
media to provide information about situations to be rated. The design of the skill testing and matching tool is situated in
the educational ERASMUS+ project SMART which is presented as well. With a specific view on team work and the
necessary skills, traits and interests this article provides insights into the representation of these aspects in the test and
offers impression of the video and media design. These topics are combined with a presentation of the results of a
qualitative study concerning this testing tool, which was conducted by expert interviews and analysed by using content
analysis. These results highlight the advantages and challenges in the use of the testing tool.
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1. MEDIA TO FOSTER SKILL MATCHING ON THE LABOUR MARKET

Youth unemployment is an economic and social concern for almost every country affected by the economic
crisis of the last decade. In Europe the unemployment rate rose from 14.7% in 2008 to 22.2% in 2014. While
some countries, such as Germany, were able to maintain their unemployment rate (6.7% in March 2017),
countries like Greece and Spain are suffering from youth unemployment of about 48% and 40.5% (ct. Statista
2017). In addition to that, nowadays many employers report difficulties in finding suitably skilled workers
which often ends in a qualification mismatch (ct. GAC on Employment 2014). Qualification mismatch occurs
when a candidate’s qualification level is higher or lower than that required by the job position (ct. GAC on
Employment 2014). Moreover, some job positions remain vacant whilst other jobs vanish. Due to
digitisation, certain jobs are replaced by machines or parts of job tasks are taken over by machines, still those
machines have to be operated (ct. Frey/ Osborne 2017: 257). Therefore, many job descriptions have changed
over the years. New job types entered the labour market and new skills have to be developed to serve those
needs (concerning labour market institutions, requirements and innovation see Bassanini / Ernst 2002).
Another factor is the societies view on certain job positions which influence the decision of youth when
applying for a job. Certain jobs have the tendency to be seen as ‘unattractive’ and are not included when
deciding on a career. Concerning the development of job positions, companies often tend to set requirements
which are too high and not necessarily needed to fulfil the tasks. These circumstances indicate the need of a
regulated matching process for the applicants as well as for the companies by providing a framework for
displaying the skills which are possessed by the applicant as well as which are really needed for a job
position. Nowadays, many companies offer job positions via internet either through platforms or their own
This allows companies to search for applicants worldwide. Applicants benefit from using the online
application, because they are able to choose from a wider range of companies and job positions as well as
cities or even countries. Hence, using digital media to find a job has become a daily routine. Regarding the
youth unemployment rate, especially young people with low human capital and who are in the transitional
system are at risk becoming unemployed (ct. Maxwell 2006: 9). Moreover, if living in rural areas it is even
harder to find a suitable job position due to the fact that less job positions might be available. And some young people are unable to identify the skillset which they need to apply for a job. Skill tests are not uncommon (see e.g. Mind tools 2017 or Assessment Center HQ 2017) and are also available online, but a matching process is still missing. Providing a skill testing tool which also manages to match those skills to a vacant job position could be very helpful regarding youth, especially in rural areas. The importance of providing such a matching process via an online platform is undeniable, since a system can provide such algorithms more easily than people. Also a higher number of young learners can be reached via digital media and provided with the matching process. Addressing challenges is one of the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy, the growth and employment strategy which is implemented by the European Commission during the last decade (ct. Erasmus+ Programme Guide: 14). The aim of the Europe 2020 strategy is to overcome the economic and social crisis and challenges of past years with intelligent, sustainable and inclusive growth. Erasmus+ is the European program to achieve these goals, especially in the context of education, training, youth and sport since the year 2014 up to 2020. Within the framework of this program special attention is paid to recognizing skills and qualifications as well as promoting justice and integration (ct. Erasmus+ Programme Guide: 5). These aspects incline that it is inevitable to help young people develop their human capital and become aware of their skills and qualification in order to find employment. The project SMART (see Beutner 2016) focuses on youth with school difficulties, economic obstacles or specific needs.

2. THE SMART PROJECT

SMART stands for ‘Skill Matching Assistance and Reporting Tool’ and is a ERASMUS+ funded project in the key action ‘Cooperation for innovation and the exchange of good practices’ which is embedded in the action ‘Strategic Partnerships for youth’ (see Beutner 2016). Therefore, the project is built with an educational background and focusses on the analysis of competences and skills. It is founded by the EU, started in April 2016 and will run until the end of March 2018. The project idea and structure of SMART was developed at the Department of Economic Education II of the University of Paderborn. Project coordinator is Asociatia Institutio Pro Educationem Transilvaniensis in Romania, who is characterised by its direct access to the target group of SMART, which is youth. Besides these two, three additional partners are assigned to the SMART project: University of Dundee in Scotland, Youth for Exchange and Understanding in Cyprus as well as Ingenious Knowledge who is responsible for the technical development of the tool. In the following the aims, structure and challenges of SMART as well as the SMART Matching Concept will be presented.

2.1 Aims, Challenges and Structure of Smart

The main aim of SMART is the development of a matching system which is able to keep pace with the changes in society and the labour market to support youth in comparing their competences with the requirements of the market (see Beutner 2017). The elements of the tool offer the possibility to create a very specific profile of the individuals. The idea is to recognize non-formally acquired skills and competences and therefore will be particularly useful for young, disadvantaged youth in the transnational systems who have to face different obstacles and who are looking for employment. Thus, SMART enables disadvantaged youth, who often lack formal qualifications, to show their real strengths and to present themselves in the most beneficial way. In addition to the identification of competences, traits, skills, interests as well as qualifications, the tool offers the possibility to match the individual profiles with open vacancies from companies, which can be contacted immediately by the user or vice versa (see Beutner 2016). The young people using the SMART tool can decide what information to share with potential employers. Due to the fact that SMART is developed on a European level the offer of job vacancies will be throughout Europe which provides a certain mobility for the youth. Furthermore, youth educators and youth workers can use the SMART tool to give young people the opportunity to gain a better understanding of themselves, their competences, traits, skills, interest and qualifications (see Beutner 2016 and Beutner 2017). Supporting high quality youth work is a necessity to offer occupational orientation. Developing such a tool with the aim to deliver a high quality product also entails certain challenges which need to be taken into consideration (Beutner 2016). One challenge is a reliable testing (see Golafshani 2003). Without that the tool would lack authenticity. The tool should provide fitting information not only to the young learners, but also to the
companies. If the tool matches a non-fitting candidate to a job position or the other way around both parts will be disappointed and this needs to be avoided. Therefore, the available job position profiles have to be specific and reliable, too. Hence, the project partners conducted a sorrow research regarding the demanded skills of companies for low skilled job positions as well as identifying the most suitable method to conduct the skill testing. Further, regarding the development of the tool the challenge is to design a working matching concept. The tool demands a system which is able to produce a result by using the algorithms provided. Therefore, it is important how the skills are tested and what the results are and how the job positions are measured, because the system needs to connect these results to match the skills to a job profile and vice versa (concerning other ways of measuring person-job fit with profiles see Caldwell / O’Reilly 1990). Which means the system needs to be programmed in the demanded way as well as the design and output regarding the users has to be considered. In fact, the usability of this tool has to be taken into account. Therefore, whilst developing the tool, trial runs will give insight in possible improvements. Solving these challenges is crucial for providing a high quality tool for all target groups. The structure of the SMART tool entails two parts: (a) company related and (b) youth related. First, the system provides the companies with a framework for entering their company details. The next step is to provide information about open job positions which they want to occupy. Again, the system provides a framework for developing such a profile for open job positions in their companies. To ensure that the demands regarding those positions are set in proportion to the tasks the employee has to fulfil, the framework asks which skillsets are needed for the position and further asks for the priorities regarding those skills which is the first step towards the matching concept. The young applicants have to enter personal details guided by a framework at first. This is followed by the testing of their skills. Therefore, the young people have to rate certain reactions regarding a work situation presented to them per short videos. One video scenario tests different kinds of skills. Behind each rating will be a score. All scores regarding one skill will be added and represent the performance of the youth. This will be done for each and every skill. After this process the system has a profile regarding the skills of the young person. Those skills will be set in relation to each other and provided to the user in a positive way. This happens by not showing them their rates in numbers but the relation to each other. So, learners can recognise his or her strengths and weaknesses. Just numbers cannot provide any idea of improvements which are maybe needed, expected or which the user may wish to undertake. Due to this fact the young people get an overview of their skills, but without the judgement of numbers. So, a low skilled person won’t be discouraged by only low numbers, because naturally one skill is more developed than another. Now, the youth will be matched with all available job positions and will be presented with the results. If the youth want to apply for one of those positions the information will be transferred to the companies. Each company will be presented with those candidates that match most with the offered position and can decide who they want to interview for the position.

2.2 The Smart Matching Concept

Besides providing an easy to understand user interface, the matching process is important. Matching the skills of the youth with the job profiles of the companies is, next to the testing, a main part of the SMART tool. The testing of the user skills is offered within different working situations through videos. After watching a video, the user gets different statements. The task is to rate on a scale how much he or she agrees with the single statements. Behind those statements lie skills. Each statement is designed to test a specific skill. By setting the scale the system gets the information how to measure this decision. This way it is harder to trick the system in answering in a way the user thinks he or she is supposed to. The user sees a rating scale next to the statement and has to rank the own opinions. Therefore, the scale is divided in different parts, which represent specific skills. Behind these skill parts lie numbers which the system adds up to a final score after all statements are rated. The same procedure is being applied for the job profile, only that the companies do not have to answer specific statements. The companies need to choose from a range of skills which are needed for this specific job position and as a final step have to rate those skills. Now, the system has a score for each skill of the user as well as for the job profile. At this moment a matching process is possible. At first, the system compares the score of the user skill with the company job profile score. For example, a user scored 86 in skill, and the company job profile scored 80 in skill, the system knows that this is a match, because as soon as a skill of a user reaches the same score or higher the system marks it as a match. If a skill, score of a user, in this example 63, is not reaching the companies job profile score, in this example 65, it is not a match. Depending on the number of matches a user generates when compared to a specific job profile it
is a match. For each user the system compares the skill scores with each and every job profile that is available. After matching the skills with the job profiles available the system presents the user with all matches found. Now, the user can view the company’s profiles and the specific job descriptions and apply for the most attractive job positions. The companies will be provided with a set of matching candidates available in the SMART tool. The most fitting candidate will be on top of the list followed by lesser fitting candidates, but still fitting ones. This way the company can check when receiving an application how fitting the candidate is and it can invite the most fitting candidates to an interview.

3. IDEO DESIGN FOR TESTING SOFT SKILLS

In SMART tests are crucial to provide enterprises and future employees with a basis for the matching of the qualifications of the applicant for a job and the requirements of the business. One important aspect is the analysis of soft skills, because they usually cannot be focused as easily as task related or subject oriented skills. But test designs which only refer to self-reflection and own estimates often lack a realistic background and objectivity. Therefore, the SMART research team decided to provide the job applicants with realistic situations and force them to make decisions which show their behavior and offer the chance to get ratings about their individual skills. Such rating can be used in two directions. First, they can be used to do the matching with a requirement profile provided by the enterprise and for the second, they can be used to provide feedback to the applicant about his or her own skill profile as a basis for future development strategies. The main challenge is to provide the applicant always with the same situations and to make the situations fit to different areas of soft skills. To handle the challenge of providing always the same situation to applicants, videos were created to assure comparability and a realistic setting. The use of videos offers the advantage to avoid long text descriptions which are not easy to interpret and often boring to the user.

3.1 Soft Skill Identification and Indication

One mayor aspect of soft skill which is often addressed by enterprises and in job descriptions is teamwork (see as well Robles 2012). But, usually this is not specified in job offers. This fact is challenging for both sides for the employer and the applicant. An employer has the problem that it is not easy to select persons which fit best, when it is not clear what criteria are really needed. And for the applicant the requirements are not transparent. Therefore, it was important in SMART to create a model to measure team competence. The team agreed on subskills, traits and interests which should specify this general competence (for a critical view on traits see Pervin 1994). Concerning skills, the project partners decided to focus on flexibility and communication skills. Herbst/ Guse 2017 defined three sub criteria to explain flexibility:

1. Willingness to work on short notice
2. Ability to change from one exercise to another
3. Willingness to try something new

And with regard to communication skills they decided to focus on

1. Ability to understand and express own and other intentions
2. Being able of suitable and adjusted expression
3. Willingness to give response/ feedback and to ask questions

Needed traits are emotional stability and conscientiousness. For emotional stability Herbst/ Guse offered:

1. Self confidence
2. Ability to control the own feelings
3. Ability to cope with stressful situations

Conscientiousness was addressed by

1. Sense of Responsibility
2. Neatness/ Thoroughness
3. Willingness to achieve effective performance

Concerning interests, the team differentiated between interest in traditional structured work and realistic interest. Traditional interest can be described by the following three criteria:
1. Favour material and financial possession
2. Favour clear instructions
3. Favour traditional roles

In contrast, realistic interests are:
1. Interest in physical work
2. Down-to-earth-mentality
3. Prefer concrete over abstract conditions

### 3.2 Example of a Video Scenario

An example how this video and scoring design can look like is the most appropriate way to provide an insight into the structure and testing approach at this point. Each video testing scenario is created on the basis of a short description which offers five core essentials about it and provides a short overview about the structure. They offer an insight in both, the video and the testing elements.

![Figure 1. Essential elements of a video scenario description in SMART](image)

To provide adequate feedback it is important to know which item presented in the possible reactions focusses on which main skill. Moreover, a main skill is becoming more concrete by being divided into sub skills. But, due to the fact that in a specific behaviour a sub skill cannot be seen directly, each item description, which represents a possible reaction, has to be connected to one sub skill. Like in reality it is possible to address several sub skills in a video. Therefore, the user has not to select between different reactions but has to score how much he or she agrees with this possible reaction. Here a slider will make scoring easier. The scale provided has always a high part, a middle part and a low part and it belongs to the way in which a possible reaction / the item is described where on the scale high skills are represented. This is important to know because in the aggregation process of the different answers to items related to a specific sub skill and a skill the rating of the users has to be transferred to single scale with one direction.

### 4. QUALITATIVE EXPERT STUDY CONCERNING THE VIDEO STRUCTURE

#### 4.1 Methodology

After creating the description tables, it was important to provide the results to randomly selected experts to get an expert rating about the fit before the making of the video. To gather adequate feedback, the SMART
project selected European educational experts. There were always two from UK, Germany, and Romania. The first set of six interviews were conducted in March 2017 within three weeks. The second set of interviews with another nine interviews was conducted at the end of May 2017 within one week. We did two sets because of some changes in the political situation due to elections and the focus on Education in Germany and to avoid that this will influence the results. But comparing the results of the first and the second set there was no structural or content related difference in the answers of the experts. So, it was possible to put both sets of interviews together. Therefore, we are able to derive our result from 15 expert interviews.

The average duration of each skype or telephone interview (see to the discussion on telephone interviews Novick 2008) was about 12 minutes. The interviewer conducted the research after first informative telephone contacts. These first information calls ensured that the experts are informed and available. The experts had a closer look at the description and the skill model and offered feedback in qualitative interviews. The interviews were conducted as telephone and skype interviews in a half-structured way (see Schnell / Hill / Esser 1999). Each interview opened with a narrative part, were the expert was able to express the most important aspects of the feedback. On the basis of an interview guideline it was assured that specific topics were always addressed in each interview: (a) adequacy of the video approach and the video length, (b) Connection between possible reactions, sub skills and skills, (c) scoring approach, (d) general feedback on the matching process and (e) adequacy of provided settings and dialogues.

The respondents had always the opportunity to provide additional information. Moreover, there were always several parts during the interviews where they could talk in a free not guided way about the topic (see Flick 1998; Strauss / Corbin 1998). All experts had the same material and the same introduction. They had at least one week before the interview to check the materials provided. In addition to that they got a short explanation why the SMART project is focusing on matching of qualifications and skills with the requirements of the labour market. They also got an overview about the SMART project. The skype and telephone interviews were immediately documented. This documentation process was done via text-recordings and structured via argumentation tables. It is important to compare and interpret the feedback and to categorise the answers to get deeper insight in a structured way. We used the method of content analysis (see Bos / Tarnai 1999) to achieve this aim and to analyse the data. In order to assure trustworthiness, the interviews were conducted by one interviewer, who could make sure that every expert had the same information and a similar interview structure. The interviews were designed to ensure credibility and validity. Validity is a core part of our study and could be realised by gathering all feedback and take everything into account. Therefore, all categories presented in the following results emerged from the data of the interviews. But, more important is that the categories and feedback components are also consistent with the understandings of the experts. For each expert a documentation file was created and named EX1 to EX15, which compiles direct quotes and the argumentation tables. These files are used in the content analysis.

4.2 Testing Results and Feedback

In total the experts stated that the video scenarios are an excellent way to gather the relevant information. Also, they agreed that the length of the video has to be very short to ensure that the whole test can be filled in with an appropriate time and does not get boring or too long. Concerning (a) adequacy of the video approach all 15 experts emphasised that a test on the basis of videos is a really adequate way to solve the task and to test the soft skills. One expert was really happy about the approach but added that not only soft skills should be addressed and mentioned that “expertise in the field is also needed” (EX3-P2-12). This could be addressed in different ways via video, via text based testing and tasks (see EX3-P2-16). The expert recognized that this is not the focus of SMART but stressed that this is important for employment as well.

The connection between possible reactions, sub skills and skills (b) was pretty clear for 13 of the experts. Three experts mentioned that it is not compulsory team work which is addressed with the skill set of SMART. One expert points out that for example communication is more general and not only related to team work (see EX2-P1-21). Nevertheless, it was clear to him that communication skills influence team work. Therefore, he was able to accept the skill model behind SMART. A second expert focused on the difference between interest in traditional structured work and realistic interest. This expert mentioned that also other interest could be taken into account like “interest in innovative modern and creative work” (EX3-P2-26).
With regard to the scoring approach (c) all experts agreed that the scoring system is an adequate way to collect and gather the data (see e.g. EX5-P1-16).

Concerning (d) the general feedback on the matching process the 12 of the experts agreed that the matching process is necessary and that rural areas need specific support in this field (see e.g. EX1-P1-13 or EX6-P2-2). Moreover, they stated that it is necessary to provide both, a feedback to the applicant as well as a feedback to the enterprise. One expert suggested: “It is not important that an enterprise gets all data of all applicants. Maybe you should take into account that only the information of the best fitting results should be provided. This could be the best fitting three applicants.” (EX2-P3-5, translation from mother tongue into English by the authors of this article). The last expert added that the matching process is not only necessary for rural areas but also for the whole labour market with its sub markets (EX3-P2-19). Two experts didn’t comment on that.

The adequacy of provided settings and dialogues (e) was discussed under different aspects. Some experts mentioned that the dialogues should me more realistic concerning wording (see e.g. EC2-P3-10). Other experts brought up that the description in the setting could be more concrete (see e.g. EX5-P2-12). All experts agreed that the settings and dialogues are a good basis for the filming and provide and excellent insight in the situations to decide on. All in all, the results can be shown in this category structure:

![Insights in the categories found as results of the expert interviews](image)

5. CONCLUSION

In SMART the results were taken into account and the wording is currently checked by the UK SMART team. Moreover, additional research perspectives especially in the field of usability (see Sardonick / Brau 2015) are set up. A usability study using the TAM model (see e.g. Beutner 2016b) will be conducted soon. In addition to that a quantitative field research with users will be a further step in SMART. Overall, the results are very positive. They encourage the project team to go further on this way of mapping and testing soft skills. The research results show that the use of media, especially videos, enriches and simplifies the diagnosis of soft skills and offers a possibility to enhance the process of matching on the labour market.
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ABSTRACT
Participants in this study (N=1,986) were college students from four different regions of the United States: northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern. Using survey methodology, participants indicated technology preferences and frequency of use as well as demographic information. Findings reveal a strong preference for print text; however frequency in digital use for contextualized purposes. Educational implications include professional development for educators to further understand these nuances and utilize tools and technology which most fit course and students’ differentiated needs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In an attempt to keep current with students, many professors are offering digital formats for their required readings. Society is increasingly moving toward digital reading formats. Mobile devices, such as tablets and e-readers have expanded reading in any location, at any time. Daily newspapers and news magazines such as Newsweek and U. S. News Report added a digital format to their print option and now send daily electronic communications. Some publications have stopped offering a print version altogether. Many book companies have moved to digital imprints and have become digital-only publishers (Thompson, 2013). Current trends in education have taken a similar course. Many grade schools have encouraged teachers to move toward digital books. School Library Journal reports 66% of schools across the United States offer e-books as of 2014 (Maughan, 2015). College students are now often required to read and submit work digitally. Entire collegiate courses and degrees are delivered digitally (Nelson, 2008). The acceleration toward digitalization in all areas of literacy is spiraling more rapidly than research about the implications of using digital devices including their impact upon learning (Niccoli, 2015).

The push for digital text affects courses delivery and the way students receive information. Renes (2015) suggests that because of e-learning options, higher education is becoming more accessible to students with disabilities, rural students, students with parental responsibilities and students serving in the military. The digital text can play a large role in such accessibility.

Many of these changes from print to digital are happening quickly, with limited and contradicting study on student preferences. Current research predominantly evaluates the technology used in educational situations and not actual student preference or what might be influencing these preferences. Many factors influence students’ preferences and the question remains whether it is age alone, as those supporting digital native theories would suggest (Prensky, 2001), or potentially other demographic factors.

Educators, librarians, and researchers are questioning when and where texts should shift from print to digital (deNoyelles et al., 2015). The use of digital texts and more self-directed learning methodology is often fostered in online learning settings. The assumption of these learners being facile with such a setting is sometimes false since these constituents are often older, working adults who may have less experience with technology (Blondy, 2007). Sharpe et al. (2005) notes the need for more in-depth study on student perceptions of technology for learning purposes and how students are actually using that technology in their
formal studies. After an initial study with undergraduates at one college, Patton (2014) also recommends analyzing perceptions of text and academic success using a larger population base. This paper provides a brief review concerning digital and print texts, and then examines survey results concerning technological preferences and practices of collegiate students of varied ages, diverse schools and geographic locations.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

For the purpose of this paper, electronic reading (e-reading) will be called digital reading and print will be referred to as reading on actual paper. Each format may contain the same content but readers use different strategies to access that content, as well as interact and interface differently with those formats. The manner in which a digital text and print text can be utilized in courses also differs; both can be the main resource, supplementary reading, research resources, or just reference material. In situations where digital texts options are offered and students must choose, often students express uncertainty in which way to choose and for what reason (Patton, 2014). Instructors also wrestle with how and when to use digital texts understanding obvious pros and cons for each exist.

Niccoli, (2015), found 63 percent of colleges are using e-textbooks and others reporting they soon would be as well. The University of California and Springer Publishers surveyed college students about academic texts finding 49 percent of respondents’ preferred print texts (Li, et al., 2011), and digital preferences increased with each academic degree level, with post-doctoral students most preferring digital. This finding differed from a University of Maryland survey where format preferences were more based on factors such as the text purpose (i.e. course text, conference proceedings, reference works) (Corlett-Rivera & Hackman, 2014). Similarly, Foasbergs (2014) tracked reading formats and practices using student journaling and found preferences for print related to academic purposes and digital for brief, non-academic pursuits. The shorter the passages, the more students tended to favor digital reading. With the continued technology experiences at younger ages, is it possible that the past preferences for print over digital for academics will reverse?

2.1 Text Choices

Digital books are changing how textbooks are used (McFall, 2005) so there are many considerations when instructors choose academic texts, such as whether the text meets the needs of the course and whether it is best accomplished through print or digital (Durwin & Sherman, 2008). Additionally, if an instructor’s chosen text is not read by students, the objects and goals for using that text cannot be obtained, thus choosing text that will best engage students becomes paramount.

Textbooks and accompanying lectures are often the main delivery modes of information in courses, especially online courses. Landrum and colleagues (2012) remark that textbook remains a dominant part of collegiate courses. They assessed how these texts were used and subsequently impact academic performance. Whether students place value on using any digital or print text, according to Ainsa (2015), depends largely on how it is incorporated into the course (i.e. necessary for exams, papers, or assignments).

2.1.1 Print Benefits

Many describe comfort in printed text familiarity, noting a sensory experience of holding a printed book, with its marked pages and weighted essence. Print text, even for a range of media types, is regarded as personal and aesthetically pleasing (Krishen, et al., 2016; Mizrachi, 2015). Readers embrace the content structure familiarity of turning pages (Rose, 2011). Academic printed texts have been the standard in college courses until the recent proliferation of electronic media venues. Mizrachi (2015) acknowledges that contrary to popular stereotypes, college students continue to prefer academic text in print, but acknowledges the accessibility and affordability of digital influencing their practices.

2.1.2 Digital Benefits

Eden and Eshet-Alkalai (2013) purport students are gaining in proficiency of use with digital means simply because of societal increase in digital experience. They contend that it is no longer the case of just digital natives (Prensky, 2001) being comfortable with digital text, all ages now engage digitally.
Digital text offers an option that saves trees and the cost of making and shipping paper for printing. It is said to be convenient, cheaper and more portable (deNoyelles et al., 2005; Krishen, et al., 2016; Mizrahi, 2015). As compared to print, digital collections are less expensive, require less space and are easily accessed.

Digital texts also allows for rapid searching within the text (Mizrahi, 2015). These texts can be easily updated and sometimes provides additional multimedia features to enhance learning. Another benefit of digital course materials is that students in remote locations can receive their books much faster and do not have to order their print copies months in advance.

2.1.3 Digitization Issues

The rapid reproduction of texts in digital formats has resulted in some problems. When actual books designed for a printed page are scanned for digital reading, they often are more difficult to read; when text is digitized, the font and format changes, losing the original “feel” and look of the document (Rose, 2011). Differing page layouts (i.e. number of columns) or lack of page endings, make the digital reading experience different from the print experience (Niccoli, 2015). Rather than flipping page by page through a book, digital readers scroll, skip sections, brows for keywords, and other such habits that often cause “short-circuit comprehension” (Liu, 2005; Niccoli, 2015).

The physical experience of digital reading varies from print reading. Hillesund, (2010) observed reading patterns tend to differ between digital and print and noted digital readers tend to move from place to place in the text as they read rather than systematically across the page, thus impacting reading performance. While reading from a screen, many tend to become easily distracted and less emotionally engaged (Carusi, 2006). Additionally, when individuals focus on print on a screen, eye strain often occurs from the screen type or distance from the screen, resulting in quicker fatigue, and slower reading (Altonen et al. 2011; Eden & Eshet-Alkalai, 2013). Despite these noted digital text issues, Eden and Eshet-Alkalai (2013) found no significant difference in performance between digital and print college students’ active reading abilities.

2.1.4 Digitization Preferences

As technological consumers become increasingly younger, there is more familiarity with digital media and modes of transforming information. Falc (2013) documented favorable attitudes towards academic digital text. There is seemingly a range of use and willingness to adapt to digital reading. Walton (2007) found more negative digital text use perceptions by faculty while there was more willingness toward digital utilization by students. Walton concluded this was in part faculty being unfamiliar and less comfortable with technology. Yet, even when the faculty member is familiar and comfortable with technology, digital text is often compartmentalized for specific use such as quick searches and news updates. Liu's (2006) found graduate students initially accessed academic readings digitally, then often printed them to read and study.

There continues to be mixed reports on how the type of text actually affects learning. Eshet-Alkalai and Geri (2007) found peoples’ format preferences affects their performance with the information. Yet, Ainsa (2015) found the type of text students preferred did not affect their academic performance. Patton (2014) concluded that students’ perceptions about print and digital text play a large role in the academic success while using that particular text. Since preferences seem to matter, Patton stresses the importance of letting the student choose the text format with which they most feel comfortable.

2.2 Learning Theory and Preferences

Preference theory (Hakim, 2003), recognizes there are lifestyle factors which become predictors of behavior. In essence, people have experiences, social expectations, and economic pressures that combine to influence preference decisions. Both faculty and students have preferences for text format. Both play a role in the success of the medium used as their preferences and opinions affect student learning. Preferences for different reading formats (digital or print) may be representative of how students learn differently. Many theorists such as Gardner (2003) and McCoog, (2007) understand that students have multiple ways of learning; however, when an educator can tap into preferred learning experiences, students will be more engaged, thus potentially maximizing potential learning. McCoog (2007) purports that multiple intelligence and technology should be utilized through differentiated instruction to effectively prepare students in today’s global society and marketplace. Integration of technology into instruction offers different ways of presenting information, allowing for different ways of processing that information, resulting in potentially increased comprehension and understanding (Novak, 2003).
Both digital and print texts currently are playing a role in learning situations. Educators are beginning to see that the influx of technological tools, applications, and resources are indeed changing the way we teach, learn and assess learning. Research supports technologies are impacting the ways in which students learn (Conolea, et al., 2008; Oblinger & Oblinger, 2005, Prensky, 2001). As noted, classrooms from Kindergarten through graduate school have begun to utilize technological resources including digital texts. However, the use of such texts does not always come naturally to all learners. Wilson, et al., (2013) stress that it is necessary to prepare students for digital reading and the use of mobile devices in learning situations. In order to prepare, educators need deeper understanding of student preferences as means to further engage learning.

2.3 Research Questions

Since the interjection of technology and digital texts into the academic arena, there have been a few studies that examine print and digital preferences and their use in a comparative manner (Chen, et al., 2014; Eshet-Alkalai, & Geri, 2007; Falc, 2013; Foasberg, 2014; Liu, 2006; Maxwell, 2005; Rowlands, et al., 2007; Walton, 2007). Some of these studies emphasize specific areas such as cognitive load, reading patterns and library-related use. More information is needed in understanding the nuances of technology use in learning situations (Conole, et al., 2007). This paper takes the unique perspective of going one step further and delineating if any of these text versus print preferences are also affected by demographics such as age, gender, ethnicity, type of institution attended, major area of study and the purpose for reading.

1) Do college students prefer digital or print text?
2) What demographics or purposes for reading impact digital or print preferences?
3) What are the educational implications based upon digital and print preferences?

3. METHOD

This study was descriptive comparative and utilized survey methodology. This paper is part of a larger study that expanded upon previous work comparing college students’ academic and non-academic technology use (author). Previous studies reviewing print versus digital use have stressed the need for increased demographic data (Sharpe et al., 2005). The study follows survey methodology suggestions of Busha and Harter (1980) seeking representative samples of collegiate experiences but also had the goal of increased demographic data enhancing comparative analysis.

3.1 Participants

Participants in this study (N=1,986) were college students from four different regions of the United States: northeastern, southeastern, southwestern, and northwestern. The institutions represented were coeducational, three public, one private, and had undergraduate through doctoral programs. Students, 31% male and 65% female, were enrolled in traditional, blended, or online programs (Table 1). Since there was a diversity in program types at these institutions, the age range of students covered a more wide span that just traditional undergraduates: students under 18 years (1%), 18-26 years (53%), over 27 years (44%), and 2% preferred not to answer. The largest area of academic study represented was social and behavioral sciences (47%) followed by applied science (22%) and natural sciences (10%).

Demographic self-reporting revealed cultural ethnicity representation including the following: African American (8%), Asian (5 %), European American (68%), Hispanic (11%), American/Alaskan Indian (8%), other (4%), and 6% preferred not to answer. Although 40 countries were represented, students’ citizenship was reported as 89% from the United States, 3% international, 2% holding dual citizenship, and again 5% preferring not to answer. A total of 33 languages were identified as student’s first language, in addition to English.
3.2 Survey

Data collection was completed using a self-report, anonymous Internet survey administered through Survey Monkey. Internal Review Board Approval was obtained at all four institutions. Students were invited by email to complete the survey and were offered the opportunity then to be entered into a random drawing for $25 gift certificates. The email invitation was sent to a potential of 23,319 students and gleaned a response of 1,986, resulting in a response rate of 9%.

The survey consisted of 21 questions including check-off boxes and ranking for Likert-type scaled responses, which indicated students’ technology preferences and frequency of use as well as demographic information. Open-ended response boxes were also provided for comments.

Table 1. Comparison of survey respondents’ enrollment by percent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Blended</th>
<th>Online</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Pub)</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (Pub)</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (Pub)</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>2*</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (Pub)</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *estimate as some preferred not to answer this, **citizenship was not asked for this institution, Pri represents private institutions and Pub represents public.

4. RESULTS

The results of the study are reported in response to the following research questions: 1) Do college students prefer digital or print text? 2) What demographics or purposes for reading impact digital or print preferences? 3) What are the educational implications based upon digital and print preferences?

4.1 Digital and Print Preferences

The preferences for digital versus print text varied by purpose (Figure 1). Most students preferred print text for academic reading (72%) and non-academic reading (64%). Preference for academic text type had a positive correlation for preference in leisure text r(1964) = .283, p < .01, R² = .080. Virtual students were more likely to prefer digital reading for leisure, r(1913) = .123, p < .01, R² = .015. However, there is a smaller relationship between classroom format and academic print preference, r(1913) = .068, p < .01, R² = .005.

Figure 1. Digital versus Print Preferences

4.2 Demographics Impacting Preferences

4.2.1 Type of Institution

When preferences were examined in light of the type of institution, the pattern of preferring print for academics remained consistent. Each institutions mean response to preference for print over digital was low (print=1, digital=2). The private mostly undergrad institution had the strongest preference for print with a mean of 1.15 (SD = .362) for print and a mean of 1.26 (SD = .439) for leisure reading preference.
4.2.2 Gender and Age
Analysis of preferences for reading differed slightly by gender. Males reported preferring academic text in print (65%) over digital (35%) $R^2 = .016$, and non-academic text also in print (56%) closely followed by digital (44%) $R^2 = .010$. Females were slightly higher indicating preference for academic print (76%) to academic digital (24%) reading. Non-academic preferences for females were 68% print and 32% digital.

Although most students reported preferences for print for academic text, age had some bearing on college student choices for reading preferences. With 1 indicating print preferences and 2 representing digital preferences, most respondents indicated a preference for print text particularly for academic use (academic $M=1.28$ $SD=.449$; digital $M=1.36$ $SD=.481$). Younger respondents were 2.1% more likely to prefer print over digital text in their leisure reading, $r(1937) = .145$, $p<.01$, $R^2=.021$, and 1.6% more likely to prefer print over digital text in their leisure reading, $r(1933) = .129$, $p<.01$, $R^2=.016$. Emerging Adults, ages 18-26 years who responded stated that they preferred print text for academic (77%) over print for leisure (66%). However, non-emerging adults over 27 years who responded stated they preferred print over digital for academic reading (71%) to print for non-academic text (47%). Non-emerging adults are increasingly utilizing digital for reading.

4.3 Educational Implications
Tools that students use to access academic material may play a large role in their frequency patterns for choosing their preferred reading mode for academic texts. Students in this survey reported daily use of their personal computer (87%) for academic purposes and non-academic purposes (82%). Computers are integral in today’s educational process, whether to access text since they are already using that medium, or to complete assignments, etc.

Cell phones were also ranked high for both academic (65%) and non-academic (94%) uses. These mobile devices have become the most used technological tool by all students regardless of their age, institution, or type of program. This has significant implications for expanding pedagogical practices that utilize mobile technology.

Approximately half of the students surveyed stated they never use an iPad or tablet for academic (57%) or non-academic purposes (51%). Emerging adult students were 4.6% less likely than non-emerging adults to use an iPad or tablet for academic purposes $r(1899) = .214$, $p<.01$, $R^2=.046$ and were 6.1% more likely to use email for academic purposes $r(1899) = -.247$, $p<.01$, $R^2=.061$. Looking more deeply, the use of these devices becomes divided by age, leading to questions about what technology use represents developmentally and the impact of the context in which interactions with technology occurs.

Additionally, when examining time and tools, 50% of non-emerging adults reported spending 6-15 hours a week engaged in academic work outside of class and another 30% reported they spent 16 or more hours. Over half state 75 to 100% of that time was utilizing a technological tool. While 59% of emerging adults reported spending 6-15 hours a week on academics, a little less (27%) report spending more than 16 hours. Even though non-emerging adults report spending more devoted to academic, over half of both groups say 75-100% of that time involves technology. These findings confirm the importance of recognizing technology plays a significant role in collegiate education today.

5. CONCLUSION
Although the findings supports Conolea and colleagues (2008) earlier finding that students often by-pass institutional platforms in favor of their own personalized approach or preferred tools, there is evidence that institutional computers are accessed daily, evidence of a continued need for technological tools provided by institutions. Additionally, findings in this study reveal that individuals, who rely on institutional computers, did not prefer digital text. This population can take printed material with them without the need for a technological tool, which may not be suited for long readings (i.e. mobile phone). As a social justice issue, understanding resources among students vary, thus the authors highly recommended institutions provide access to computers. In the same manner, offering online course work also increases access to education for those who cannot be in a traditional class room for a multitude of reasons (Renes, 2015). The availability of digital texts are an asset in online education.
Demographics showed slight influence over preferences but still reflected the same dominant academic print preference. Males had a slightly higher preference for digital, especially in the area of non-academic print. Age followed a similar pattern with print having dominance, however, age had a positive correlation with digital academic text preference. One possible explanation for older college students using more digital would be that many of today’s emerging adults have been introduced to technology as entertainment while non-emerging adults may likely have used technology for employment purposes. The purposes for which technology has been accessed may differ, thus, educational instructors need to clearly explain and demonstrate the use of digital texts in authentic and purposeful ways. “Choices are not made in a vacuum” (Hakim, 2003, p. 56) thus, instructors can help with guide choices.

The results in this study support other recent research that college students generally prefer print over digital reading for learning purposes (Mizrachi, 2014). College students from varied regions of the United States as well as students with international backgrounds continue to report print preference. However, most report that the time they spend on academics involves a technological tool. Regardless of this preference, they are immersed in the use of technology daily, often hourly. These findings support that college students are tightly connected to technological devices and utilize them for most academic purposes, truly “Technology is at the heart of all aspects of their lives” (Conolea et al., 2008, p. 519). It seems the point of access and communication has become through technology regardless of preferences. Students then adapt the technology to fit their needs and appreciate the accessibility and flexibility provided with technology.

Printed text and digital text both have value. The key is finding ways to help students benefit the most from technology within learning situations. Demographics slightly influence preferences for digital or print. Educators need to find the balance, as there is a time and place for technology use. Helping students adapt their technological skills for educational purposes will benefit college students. Providing further professional development related to technology use, and specifically in the use of digital texts, will assist instructors as they learn to model and facilitate appropriate ways to engage students with digital texts (deNoyelles et al., 2015). Educators need avoid technology related assumptions, and rather seek to recognize use patterns and preferences, and then adjust instruction to meet student needs, resulting in greater achievement, regardless of their preferences.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a system for visualizing learning logs of a course in progress together with predictions of learning activities of the following week and the final grades of students by state transition graphs. Data are collected from 236 students attending the course in progress and from 209 students attending the past course for prediction. From these data, the system constructs a state transition graph, where the prediction is based on the Markov property. We verify the performance of predictions by experiments in which the accuracy of prediction using the data of the course in progress and the one by 5-fold cross validation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the use of the ICT based educational system, such as learning management systems and e-book systems, has been widely spread, especially in higher education. One of advantages to use such a system is that we can automatically collect several kinds of log data of students’ learning activities on a system. Analyzing the collected learning logs by data mining technologies, teachers can observe students’ typical learning behaviors (Baradwaj et al. (2011)).

At Kyushu University, a learning support system called the M2B system was introduced in October 2014. The M2B system consists of three subsystems, that is, the e-learning system Moodle, the e-portfolio system Mahara, and the e-book system BookLooper provided by Kyocera Maruzen, Inc. The feature of BookLooper is that detailed operation logs can be collected, such as moving back and forth between pages, the contents of memos, the kind of access device (PC or smartphone), etc., together with the user id and timestamp. This feature enabled us to analyze the learning behavior of students both inside and outside the university classroom. Our research group has conducted various investigations on learning analytics with the collected data. The details of the M2B system and our investigations are summarized in Ogata et al. (2015) and Ogata et al. (2017).

In the field of learning analytics, finding “at-risk” students who are likely to fail or drop out of class is important issue. A lot of methods for the early detection of at-risk students from data were intensively investigated, for example, in Baker et al. (2015), Romero & Ventura (2010) and Marbouti et al. (2016), where Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Decision Tree, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Naïve Bayes Classifier, and K-Nearest Neighbor are guided. Moreover, Okubo et al. (2017) introduced the method by using Recurrent Neural Network that is known as a one of variants of Deep Neural Network. You (2016) showed meaningful learning logs based on the theory of self-regulation to predict students’ final achievement by the statistical analysis method. Generally, the prediction of students’ final achievement is based on data of previous courses, while in Hlosta et al. (2017) presented a method for finding “at-risk” students, which is depending only on the current course.
Not only analyzing data, giving appropriate feedback on the result of analysis to teachers and students is also important to improve their teaching activities and learning activities, respectively. For this purpose, in Okubo et al. (2015), a method for visualizing the four types of learning logs stored in the e-learning system and the e-book system namely, attendance, time spent for browsing slide, submission of a report, and quiz score, was presented. This method was realized by state transition graphs, where a state and an edge represent learning activities of a week and the number of students of such a transition, respectively, referring to the method proposed in Hlosta et al. (2014). Moreover, in Okubo et al. (2016), a method for identifying learning activities from the above four types of learning logs that are important for students to achieve a good final grade.

In this work, extending the method presented in Okubo et al. (2015), we propose a system for visualizing learning logs of an ongoing course together with predictions of student’s learning activities of the following week and the final grade by state transition graphs. For predictions, learning logs of a course that has already finished are utilized. These methods are introduced in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we verify the performance of prediction by experiments. Then, we compare the performance by using data of the past course for predicting with one by 5-fold cross validation. Moreover, we show results of questionnaire for students about this system. Finally, we give the conclusion and future research plans in Section 4.

2. METHOD

2.1 Data Collection

In order to employ the method of visualization, we need to collect learning logs from two courses, that is, one course that is in progress and another course that has already been finished. We expect that the two courses have a similar construction, for example, the past course is the same course as the course in progress by the same teacher opened one year ago.

In the two courses, the teacher and students use the LMS and the e-book system during lectures and preparation at all weeks of the courses. The lectures are presented by using several slides in the e-book system, each slide being associated with only one lecture. The slides are used by the students to complete their preparation sessions before each lecture. Furthermore, on some weeks, the students are required to submit a report and answer a quiz related to that week’s lecture through the LMS.

Hence, in this study, we refer to the following four kinds of data stored in the LMS and the e-book system in this paper:

(i) attendance or absence,
(ii) the total time spent browsing the slides for preparation which reaches 600 seconds or above, or failure to do so,
(iii) the submission of a report or failure to do so,
(iv) the quiz score that reaches 70% or above, or failure to do so,

of each student participating in each week of the course. For each of the four items, we consider whether or not it is achieved. The achievement of an item is coded by “1” and the failure by “0”. The courses are graded as A, B, C, D or F in the usual manner, with A being the best grade and F indicating failure of a course.

For an experiment, we collected learning logs from the following courses by the same teacher:

(1) The “Information Science” course, which is attended by 236 students and opened in the first term (8 weeks) in 2016, is treated as the course in progress,
(2) The “Information Science” course, which is attended by 209 students and opened in the first term (8 weeks) in 2015, is treated as the past course.

These courses are mainly for the first-year students of various departments. We note that in the second week of course (2), the submission of a report is required; however, in course (1), the submission of a report is not needed. This difference causes a difficulty in visualization in our method. Due to this reason, in order to adjust the logs of the two courses, we treat the data for item (iii) (the submission of a report) of the second week of course (1) as “0” for each student. Similarly, the data for item (iii) of the fifth week of course (2) is treated as “0” for all students.
2.2 Construction of a State Transition Graph

Using the logs of learning activities shown in Section 2.1, we construct a state transition graph to visualize the learning activities of the students in the course in progress and the prediction of learning activities. For this purpose, we assume that the target courses are opened through \( n \) weeks and the course in progress is finished until the \( m \)-th week.

A state in a state transition graph represents the learning activities of each week using four digits which refer to the achievements or failures in the four items (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). For example, the state 1011 means that a student (i) attended the lecture, (ii) browsed the slides for preparation for less than 600 seconds, (iii) submitted a report, and (iv) obtained 70% or above in a quiz. The number of states is \( 2^4 = 16 \) per week. Hence, the state transition graph consists of 16\( n \) states. The states are aligned such that the horizontal axis represents weeks from left to right, and the vertical axis represents states from bottom to top. In addition, the states representing the final grades are added to the right to the states of the \( n \)-th week.

An edge represents a transition of learning activities from the \( i \)-th week to the \( i+1 \)-th week. An edge between state \( x \) of the \( i \)-th week and state \( y \) of the \( i+1 \)-th lesson is constructed if there exists a student whose learning activities correspond to such a transition. The number of students having the same transition is expressed by the thickness of an edge. The edge is thin if the corresponding number is small. When the number of students who meet the condition increases, the edge thickness increases correspondingly. Similarly, edges from the states in the \( n \)-th week to the final grades are constructed. Figure 1 illustrates the example case where the number of transition from “1011” in the \( i \)-th week to “1011” in the \( i+1 \)-th week is larger than the one from “1011” in the \( i \)-th week to “1010” in the \( i+1 \)-th week. It is noted that if the \( i \)-th week is before the \( m \)-th week, we use the logs of the courses in progress; otherwise, we use the logs of the past courses.

![Figure 1. An example of a part of a state transition graph](image)

2.3 Predication of Learning Activities and Final Grades

The logs of learning activities and the state transition graphs constructed by the above method can be utilized for predicting the learning activities and the final grades of students. Similar to Section 2.2, We assume that the target courses are opened through \( n \) weeks and the course in progress is finished until the \( m \)-th week.

From the state \( x \) in the \( m \)-th week of the course in progress, we can predict the next state \( y \) in the \( m+1 \)-th week of this course by selecting the state \( y \) in the \( m+1 \)-th week of the past course, where the number of students corresponding to this transition is the largest among all the transitions from the state \( x \) in the \( m \)-th week of the past course. This is represented by the thickest edge from the \( m \)-th week to the \( m+1 \)-th week in the state transition graph.

The final grade is predicated by using the state \( x \) in the \( m \)-th week of the course in progress and the logs of the past course which indicates the final grade that is most likely to be obtained by a student who is in state \( x \) in the \( m \)-th week. This is represented by the thickest edge only from the last week to the final grades in the state transition graph.
3. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Implementation

The system for constructing the state transition graphs that visualizing the learning activities of students was implemented as a plugin of Moodle (the e-Learning System in Kyushu University).

Teachers can add this system to their courses. After selecting the course that has already been finished in the setting screen of the system (Figure 2), the state transition graph at that time is displayed.

![Figure 2. The setting screen of the system](image)

We note that the states not reached by any student are omitted, for visibility. The system has two modes depending on the user: the teacher mode and the student mode. In the teacher mode, users can see all the user names displayed on the left end, while in the student mode, users can see only their own name.

Figure 3 displays the state transition graphs using the logs of course (1) as the course in progress, which finishes in the fourth week and course (2) as the past course (users’ names are hidden by a black box).

![Figure 3. The state transition graph after finishing the fourth week](image)
By clicking on a user’s name, the following three changes occur (see Figure 4):

- the state transitions of the of the selected student until the fourth week are highlighted in red,
- the graph from the fourth week to the last week is reconstructed by using only the logs of the students who were at the same states of the fourth week in the past course as the selected student,
- the percentage that the selected student is likely to obtain each final grade is calculated and displayed on the right of each grade.

![Figure 4. The state transition graph with the selected student](image)

Students also can use this system, while users’ names except oneself are anonymized.

### 3.2 Experiments

We conducted experiments to calculate the accuracy of the predictions of the learning activities of the following week and the final grade.

We applied our method to course (1) as the course in progress and course (2) as the past course. For each state in the \(i\)-th week with \(1 < i < 7\), we predicted the state in the \(i+1\)-th week and calculated the accuracy of this prediction. Similarly, for each state in the \(j\)-th week with \(1 < j < 8\), we predicted the final grade and calculated its accuracy.

Moreover, we also applied our method by means of 5-fold cross validation. Therefore, the data are separated into five parts, of which four parts are used as training data and the remaining part as test data. It is noted that in our method, training data are treated as the data of the past course and test data are treated as the data of the course in progress. In this case, there are five ways to choose the parts for training data and test data. Hence, the final result of this 5-fold cross validation is the average of the results of these five ways of choosing the training data and the test data.

The results regarding the accuracy of the prediction of the learning activities of the following week are summarized in Table 1. In the column titled by “\(i+1\)”, the accuracy of the prediction for the state in the \(i+1\)-th week from the state in the \(i\)-th week is shown. The averages of the accuracies of the seven predictions are 37% in the case using the logs of the past course and 50% in the case of 5-fold cross validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>Ave.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The past course</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-fold cross validation</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The accuracy of prediction for the following states
The results regarding the accuracy of the prediction for the final grades are summarized in Table 2. In the column titled by “$i$”, the accuracy of the prediction for the final grades from the state in the $i$-th week is shown. The averages of the accuracies of the eight predictions are 73% in the case using the logs of the past course and 84% in the case of 5-fold cross validation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>Ave.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The past course</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-fold cross validation</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Questionnaire for Students

We asked the students attending the “Information Science” course to use the system and then carried out the following questionnaire:
(a) How easy did you use this system?
(b) How useful was this system for reviewing your past learning?
(c) How much did you would like to change your learning in order to obtain better grades by looking at the results of prediction by this system?
(d) How much do you would like to use this system even in another class in the future?

201 students answered these questions. In Figure 5, the responses are summarized.

We can see that approximately 60% of the students felt that this system was useful for reviewing past learning, changing your learning in order to obtain better grades and they would like to use this system continuously. These results can be said to indicate that the system can solve the students’ anxiety about learning strategies and final grades. On the other hand, the students who said this system is easy to use are less than 50%. Improvement of the user interface such as how to display the states of graph is an important future task.

4. DISCUSSION

From the results of the experiments described in Section 3.2, we can observe that in general, the accuracy of the prediction for the state in the following week is low. We consider that the main reason for the low prediction accuracy is that the prediction of the proposed method is based on the Markov property, that is, the
possibility of reaching the state in the \( i+1 \)-th week of the course in progress only depends on the state in the \( i \)-th week of the past course, or the test data in 5-fold cross validation (for more details of Markov property, refer to Norris (1998)). For improving the accuracy of prediction, we suggest that using the all the data from the first week to the \( i \)-th week for predicting the state in the \( i+1 \)-th week may be effective. However, this plan has a limitation in that the predictions are difficult to visualize for teachers or students at least by using the state transition graphs proposed in this study.

In addition, we can observe that the accuracy of 5-fold cross validation is likely to be far higher than that of using the data of the past course in the predictions of both the following states and for the final grades. This observation implies that for the case using the data of the past course, the difference in construction (or instructions) of the course in progress and the past course sensitively affects the accuracy of the prediction, even when the two courses are the same and taught by the same teacher, although they are in different terms.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a system by which the learning activities of students in a course and the predictions of the learning activities of the following week and the final grades are visualized using state transition graphs. The learning activities of a week are represented by the four digits that means the achievements or non-achievements of attendance, the total time spent browsing the slides for preparation, the submission of a report, and the quiz score. A state transition graph is constructed from the logs of the two courses: the course in progress and the past course. If the course in progress is finished until the \( m \)-th week, the graph from the first week to the \( m \)-th week is constructed from the logs of the course in progress, and the rest part is from the one of the past course. A state in the graph represents the learning activities of each week using these four digits. An edge thickness between state \( x \) of the \( i \)-th week and state \( y \) of the \( i+1 \)-th week is according to the number of students whose learning activities correspond to such a transition. This system enables teachers to overview the learning activities of students until the finished week and the learning activities that students are likely to do. Moreover, in the system, by clicking on a student’s name, the state transitions of him/her until the finished week are highlighted in red, and the percentage that he/she is likely to obtain each final grade is calculated and displayed. This function may help the detection of student who likely to obtain the particular final grade.

We verified the performance of predictions of the following state and the final grades by experiments applying method using the data of the two same courses opened in the different term, namely, the first term in 2015 and the first term in 2016. The experiments by 5-fold cross validation was also conducted, where only the data of the course in 2016 were used, to comparing the results using the data of the past course. The accuracy of prediction for the final grades was fairly high, exceeding 70\%, in both the cases of using the past data and 5-fold cross validation; however, the accuracy of prediction for the following states is low, because we use only the information of the previous one state for prediction. In addition, we can observe that the result of 5-fold cross validation is better than the one using the logs of the past course for prediction. This situation may be caused by the difference in construction or instructions of the course in progress and the past course. For enhancing the performance of prediction using the logs of the past course, we need to consider the model that is robust against such a difference.

The questionnaire for students about this system was also conducted. The results indicates that this system is useful for changing learning activities in order to obtain better grades, while improvement of the user interface is necessary.

There remain many subjects to be investigated along the research direction regarding visualization and prediction presented in this paper. Points of particular importance includes the followings:

- As stated in Section 3.3, for improving the accuracy of prediction, it may be effective to use the all the data from the first week to the \( i \)-th week for predicting the state in the \( i+1 \)-th week or the final grade. The problem of this method is that the visualization of prediction is difficult by the similar way. For example, after finishing until the second week, for students “A” who is in state \( x_A \) in the first week and \( y \) in the second week and “B” who is in state \( x_B \) in the first week and \( y \) in the second week with \( x_A \neq x_B \), the predictions for the third week of students A, B are different in general. But, this difference cannot be reflected in the state transition graph proposed in this paper.
The thresholds which distinguish the achievement or the failure for the total time spent browsing the slides for preparation and the quiz score are manually decided in this paper. Finding the thresholds by which the accuracy of prediction is maximum is very important. It is also important to use another types of learning logs, such as the indicators based on the theory of self-regulated learning introduced in You (2016).
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ABSTRACT
This research studies the effects of an interactive multimedia mobile learning application on students’ understanding of chemistry concepts. The Organic Chemistry Reaction Application (OCRA), a mobile learning prototype with touch screen commands, was applied in this research. Through interactive multimedia techniques, students can create and visualize the mechanistic steps of an organic chemistry reaction. Ninety-two students who were either assigned to a control or an experimental group participated in the research. Data collection included achievement in the pre- and posttest, and students’ responses in a questionnaire that examined their perception towards the OCRA. The findings demonstrated that students’ attitudes towards the OCRA were positive while their test scores have improved. It is concluded that the teaching and learning approach applied in the OCRA has engaged students in learning organic chemistry and develop their conceptual thinking, leading to deeper understanding of chemistry concepts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, there has been intense research in studying the impact and advancement of multimedia and mobile technology on learning environments that involved students in diverse learning activities. These technologies have influenced the design of curriculum in many universities for they offer flexibility and mobility in everyday learning. Mobile learning (M-learning) for example, provides four universal qualities that add value for learners: any time, any place, widen participation and personalized learning (Park, 2011). Additionally, multimedia has revolutionized traditional educational methods. Integrating multimedia elements increase student retention, and create interesting and interactive learning environments (Mayer and Moreno, 2010).

When combined with multimedia, learning then becomes a more dynamic process. Mayer (2009) championed multimedia as the means to “engage learners in the cognitive processes required for meaningful learning within the visual and verbal information processing systems” (p. 4). Meaningful learning in a multimedia environment occurs when students are given the choice of selecting words and images from a learning material, and independently organize and integrate these verbal and visual representations into a coherent mental representation (Mayer and Moreno, 2010). This study demonstrates that the use of an interactive multimedia content with a mobile device provide students with opportunities to reflect and build their understanding of chemistry concepts through a meaningful, and cognitively engaging task.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
One of the current aims of chemistry education in Malaysia is to provide students with the knowledge and skills that would enable them to solve problems that range from specific types of calculations to open-ended situations. However, the latest findings of the Secondary School Performance Report 2015 (Ministry of Education, 2016) by the Ministry’s Examination Division regarding the chemistry performance of students are incongruent with this aim. It was found that the “majority of candidates did not understand and have not
mastered the concepts of chemistry” (MOE, 2016, p.14). In particular, the report found weaknesses in the responses towards organic chemistry questions and concluded that the majority of candidates have failed to acquire basic conceptual understandings (MOE, 2016). Students were able to provide answers for questions that required simple recall of scientific facts, but had problems with analyzing abstract processes and failed to classify, synthesize and evaluate information. Farhan and Zainun (2013) revealed that the traditional direct transmission approach is a practice widely used by chemistry teachers in Malaysia to explain and draw chemical reactions, while students passively listen and take notes. They stated that chemistry teachers preferred to use only the whiteboard or static images to illustrate the organic synthesis process although constructivist teaching strategies are encouraged by the MOE. Consequently, students who function largely as passive recipients of knowledge have a negative attitude towards chemistry; they often perceive the subject as being boring and difficult to comprehend. These views are consistent with those of Hutchinson (2000, p.3), when he claimed that in general, chemistry in the United States of America is taught to students mostly based on “expository and explanatory statements of concepts and applications … clearly verifies the pervasiveness of traditional approach.” The guided-inquiry approach promoted by the MOE is mainly implemented in science laboratory activities. However, most teachers are only interested to conduct selected guided-inquiry experiments for the purpose of answering examination questions rather than developing students’ process skills or conceptualizing scientific phenomena (MOE, 2016). It can be argued then that the direct transmission approach and the minimal implementation of the guided-inquiry approach has not led to positive changes in students’ conceptual understanding of science that go beyond rote memorization.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

Learning is an active process of knowledge construction that humans perform naturally, but not everyone is an effective and efficient independent learner. Indeed, most learners benefit from some level of support. First, successful teaching and learning involve a variety of strategies for engaging, and motivating learners over and above merely presenting them with well-designed learning materials (Lukerson, 2014). There are a number of pedagogical techniques that focus on providing activities for learners to perform either in groups or as individuals that help to create deeper, swifter and more effective learning like discussion, simulations, or problem based learning. Secondly, successful teaching and learning is not just the creation of thoughtful and engaging activities for students to undertake, but also giving thought to the sequential order and timing of the various activities and the presentation of the resources needed to support them (Lukerson, 2014). Over the last two decades the mode of learning has gradually shifted away from education that is teacher-centered to student-centered, from rote learning to learning as reflection and from face to face learning to mobile learning (Jarvis, Holford and Griffin, 2003). According to Conole and Oliver (2007), the emergence of new approaches to learning has led to new perspectives on learning presented through different theoretical lenses.

The teaching and learning of science is always perceived as the teaching and learning of concepts that are often organized from the simple to the most complex. In the context of teaching and learning organic chemistry, the “arrow pushing” technique is widely used to present the mechanic aspects of the organic reaction mechanism under investigation. However, this talk and chalk technique is incapable of visualizing the actual processes during the organic reaction mechanism; consequently, students have failed to grasp the organic reaction mechanism in the same way as their teachers (Berg and Ghosh, 2013). Interactive multimedia offers great potential for bridging the gap between what students already know and the targeted concept that needs to be understood. For example, through a multimedia content, students can visualize the abstract and dynamic chemical processes that occur in an organic reaction mechanism. As stressed by the MOE (2016, p. 14), “multimedia are effective tools for the teaching and learning of abstract or difficult science concepts.” A teacher can also convey a meaning or concept clearly which might be often difficult to explain verbally to students. According to Lafarge, Morge, and Meheut (2014), conceptual questions in chemistry often involve the solution of a problem through a step by step approach. Since chemistry concepts have diverse characteristics with different types of abstractions, it is necessary to consider how these concepts can be visualised to students. This is in line with Montes, Prieto and Garcia (2002) view that a multimedia content could enhance students’ understanding of the chemistry reaction processes that are dynamic and abstract in order to solve a problem.
One of the rapidly advancing areas of education in the world today is the development of mobile learning content, which adopts multimedia and mobile technology for education purposes. Multimedia has been shown to elicit the highest rate of information retention and results in shorter learning time (Alessi & Trollip, 2001), whereas Kulkuska-Hulme (2005) has asserted that mobile learning facilitates learner engagement without the constraints of a fixed, pre-determined physical environment. However, Ng and Nicholas (2013) have cautioned that mobile learning is not just learning using mobile devices, but learning through context. Mobile devices have the capability of catering to various learning theories and methods, either behaviourist, cognitivist, or constructivist theories, or whether through games, social networking, video or multimedia applications (Keskin and Metcalf, 2011) to enhance and extend the incentives and mechanisms of teaching and learning to support and motivate students individually or collaboratively. The emergence of mobile technology fosters teachers to experiment with digital materials in and outside the classroom. When preparing mobile learning experiences, it is advisable to avoid replicating the direct instruction model applied in classrooms; instead teachers should strive to apply more effective models to convey instruction (Ng and Nicholas, 2013). Understanding the use of M-learning tools for mediation will be crucial to discourage educators and designers from simply swapping printed worksheets for mobile devices with the expectation that students or learners will perform better (Liaw, Hatala, and Huang, 2010).

4. AN INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA MOBILE PROTOTYPE

This paper presents an interactive multimedia mobile learning prototype, namely the Organic Chemistry Reaction Application (OCRA) which is used for learning fundamental concepts of organic reaction mechanism. This application, as shown in Figure 1 below, can be used effectively with mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets. OCRA is not intended to be used as a prime teaching tool in a classroom but only as a supplementary tool to learn and understand organic reaction mechanism.

![Figure 1. An Interactive multimedia M-learning prototype](image)

For the Net-generation students, those who have grown up with Internet access and are accustomed to using mobile devices in their daily lives, OCRA is considered a M-learning solution that facilitates understanding through multimedia, including digital imagery, sound, and animation, as well as through coordination of students’ interactivity with the animation to generate immersive learning experiences. According to Anderson (2008), “this new generation of learners is smart and creative, but impatient, expecting results immediately, and like to customize the objects they choose (p. 203).

OCRA offers convenience and flexibility, and uses a touch screen feature to demonstrate and conceptually visualize the mechanistic steps in an organic reaction mechanism. By transferring the control of learning to students with its touch-screen feature, students are able to form and break apart a chemical bond by sliding their fingers on the screen to move electrons or atoms, and predict logically the mechanistic steps of the three fundamental organic reactions - addition, substitution, and elimination. This technique enables the users to understand the particulate nature of organic reaction mechanism. Mediated through interactive practice activities, the interactive multimedia content enhances students’ confidence in learning organic reaction mechanism. Developed based on the revised Bloom’s taxonomy model – Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyses, Evaluate, and Create (Krathwohl 2002), the basic premise of OCRA is to immerse students in hands-on experiences that apply the principles of nucleophile, electrophile, and free radicals in the organic reaction mechanism. An example is illustrated in Figure 2 below.
These immersive experiences enable students to analyse every movement of the electrons, including the breaking apart and the formation of covalent bonds. Moreover, critical thinking is encouraged since they are expected to observe, evaluate and come to a decision regarding the arrangement of the molecules to create a possible final product. Finally, the students can check if they have completed the process accurately. Thus, OCRA has the capability to activate users’ learning by aiding students to create their own molecules and organic reaction mechanism.

4.1 Interface

The interface of OCRA consists of the five basic atoms in organic chemistry that are shown in different colours with their valence electrons, in terms of the Lewis dot structure, at the top of the screen as shown in Figure 3 below.

Most organic molecules are made up from these atoms. Students need to click or tap on the atoms to build a molecule with single, double or triple bonds. Then, students can refer to the simple instruction at the bottom of the screen to construct the different molecules listed before they proceed to interactively try out any basic organic reaction mechanism, leading to the creation of a molecule. The users can try the next exercise by tapping on the “CLEAR ALL” button, and then, the ‘NEXT’ button. After an activity has been completed, the students can tap on the “CHECK” button to check their answers.
5. METHOD AND PROCEDURE

For this research, the researcher had used the quasi-experimental method. To test the effectiveness of an interactive multimedia approach through the use of a mobile device, two sample groups participated in the research which were a control group and an experimental group. The two groups consisted of 92 students from the Science Foundation Program of a university in Malaysia who were taking the Introduction to Chemistry course with 46 individuals in each group. The control group had learned the organic chemistry concepts fully using traditional teaching and learning methods while the experimental group had learned the organic chemistry concepts with the assistance of the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype, Organic Chemistry Reaction Application (OCRA).

To recognise the perception of students towards the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype, questionnaires were distributed among 100 students, fifty four (54) students from an earlier cohort who had taken the Introduction to Chemistry course during the previous semester as well as the forty six (46) students who were taking the Introduction to Chemistry course at the time of the study. The questionnaire was divided into 4 sections and used the Likert scale that has a ratio of 1 to 4. The key question of this study was, “If students are using interactive multimedia content for learning organic chemistry concepts with a m-learning prototype, what are the outcomes in relation to learning, motivation and engagement? A complementary question is “What are the benefits of using an interactive multimedia m-learning prototype as perceived by students?” These two questions seek to measure the effectiveness of using the interactive multimedia content, provided in the m-learning prototype and accessed through a mobile device, by examining students’ perception about their learning preferences as well as their experiences in understanding organic chemistry reaction concepts.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF DATA

A comparison was made between two groups, the control group and the experimental group, with an assumption that these two groups had similar levels of academic achievement. The analysis was carried out using the t-test approach. Through the t-test analysis, a comparison between the minimum achievement value of the tests conducted on the control group and experimental group was performed.

Analysis of the t-test between the Pre-Test and Post-Test achievement for the Control Group is presented in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Number of Sample, N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>-9.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40.86</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 demonstrates there is a significant difference (p<.05) between the scores of the pre-test and post-test for the control group which is a total increase of 18.24 marks. This means that the traditional approach of teaching and learning was able to improve students’ understanding of organic chemistry concepts. However, the achievement of students is not outstanding.

Analysis of the t-test between the Pre-Test and Post-Test achievement for the Experimental Group is presented in Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Number of Sample, N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27.86</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>15.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>62.24</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 demonstrates there is a significant difference (p< .05) between the scores of the pre-test and post-test for the experimental group which is a total increase of 34.38 marks. This shows that the teaching and learning approach of using the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype among the experimental group is more effective to improve students’ performance in the organic chemistry reaction topic compared to the traditional approach.

Analysis of t-test for the Pre-test Achievement between the two groups of students is presented in Table 3:

Table 3. t-test for pre-test achievement between the control group and experimental group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of sample, N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>-3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27.86</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows that the two groups have the same level of achievement (p> .05) even though the minimum score for the experimental group is higher than the minimum score for the control group although there is only a difference of five marks. This imply both groups have the same level of pre-knowledge understanding of the organic chemistry concepts.

Analysis of t-test for the Post-test Achievement between the two groups of students is presented in Table 4:

Table 4. t-test for post-test achievement between the control group and experimental group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of sample, N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40.86</td>
<td>10.90</td>
<td>-8.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>62.24</td>
<td>12.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the minimum score for the experimental group is significantly higher (p < .05) compared to the control group. This suggest that students were able to improve their understanding of organic chemistry concepts, especially for the fundamental organic reaction mechanism concept, with the assistance of the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype.

Generally, the t-tests conducted on every minimum score achievement showed that both the traditional teaching and learning approach and the interactive multimedia m-learning approach increased students’ understanding. However, it is discovered that the use of the interactive multimedia content, delivered through the m-learning prototype, has more effectively improved the performance scores of students; in fact students in the experimental group obtained a higher percentage of improvement in performance their scores compared to the control group. Table 5 clearly shows that the post test for the experimental group has a higher percentage which is 62.24% compared to the control group which is 40.86%.

Table 5. Pre- and Post-Test Achievement for the Control and Experimental Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Number of sample</th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Post-test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22.62</td>
<td>40.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27.86</td>
<td>62.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, a survey was conducted among the students to investigate the perception of students about the OCRA, the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype. Two main factors were studied in this survey namely the suitability of the OCRA for teaching and learning and the quality of the Interface. Data for the average score of students’ perception towards the suitability of OCRA for teaching and learning is given in Table 6 below:
Perception and acceptance of the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype. Therefore, field trials with the mere movement of words or objects, and changes to the colours or size of objects may not be able to fully explain a science concept that is often abstract and dynamic, and needs detailed explanation at the macroscopic and microscopic level (Lowe, 2004). Conversely when multimedia based content is used in presentation in science education may not necessarily be effective in assisting students to understand a concept. The mere movement of words or objects, and changes to the colours or size of objects may not be able to fully explain a science concept that is often abstract and dynamic, and needs detailed explanation at the macroscopic and microscopic level (Lowe, 2004). Conversely when multimedia based content is used in an interactive task that expected students to be actively involved in applying the Bloom’s ‘Remember, Understand, Apply, Analyses, Evaluate, and Create’ Model, it is found that eventually the students were able to produce a solution to a difficult organic chemistry problem.

### 7. CONCLUSION

The findings of the study has demonstrated that the interactive multimedia content in the m-learning prototype has served as a learning aid for students and has significantly improved students understanding of organic chemistry concepts, particularly for the organic reaction mechanism topic. In testing the effectiveness of the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype, it is found that the experimental group experienced an increase in percentage in their test score compared to the control group. Moreover, the survey conducted has identified that students have a positive perception of the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype with an overall mean average of 4.44 from the Likert scale that ranges between the degree of 1 to 5. Even though this research has shown promising results, to date the research has not yet included other instruments to obtain data such as interviews. A more detailed statistical analysis is needed to identify and confirm students’ perception and acceptance of the interactive multimedia m-learning prototype. Therefore, field trials with different groups of students and the shifting of focus from only organic chemistry reactions to other difficult concepts will be conducted and further explored.

Mobile applications that highlight student-centred content generation, like OCRA, provide ample opportunities for students to optimize their understanding of concepts through multimedia content; the content offers interactivity and information related to the fundamental concepts of organic reaction mechanism. As an alternative learning tool, students are able to experiment with examples of the substitution, elimination and addition reaction for any basic form of molecule in organic chemistry. As mentioned before, continual use of the traditional talk and chalk approach has limited students’ ability to visualize the electrons involved in making or breaking a bond nor are they able to conceptualize a synthesis reaction where two or
more substances combine to form a new compound. However, the comprehension of electrophile, nucleophile as well as the octet rule concepts can be assessed through OCRA. In Malaysia, the most common initiative in educational technology has been focused on developing and delivering digital content to students as online study notes or guidelines which students tend to download and study off line. From this study, we have observed that true education must go beyond mere access to information, but should involve students in constructing and applying knowledge (Miyazoe, 2010). It is highly recommended that mobile learning applications that take into consideration the current pedagogical approaches in education, especially for the Net Generation, should continue to be developed. OCRA, an interactive multimedia m-learning prototype, is a promising example of an alternative teaching and learning tool that improvises on the traditional teaching and learning approach. This educational approach is a step towards upgrading the effectiveness of teaching and learning in Malaysia, especially in this era of innovative technological advancement.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents teaching strategies and methods, applicable in modern blended environments for learning of programming. Given the fact that the manner of applying teaching strategies always depends on the specific requirements of a certain area of learning, the paper outlines the basic principles of teaching in programming courses, as well as the possibilities for applying modern teaching strategies in this area. Blended learning of programming is gaining dominance in higher education, through combining traditional and modern technologies and teaching methodologies in classroom and via the internet: in traditional courses – with lessons in the classroom and regular additional forms of teaching via the Internet and in distance courses - with regular lessons and additional forms of teaching in the classroom / via the internet. This paper describes teaching strategies which are implemented within the blended programming traditional and distance courses in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering of Applied Studies in Belgrade: Programming fundamentals, Programming languages and Object oriented design. The methods recommended for carrying out teaching strategies in this area have been described: modernized teaching strategies and the increasingly popular strategies of collaborative, situated and self-directed learning. Considering all the above, this paper can in fact motivate teachers in the given area to improve their teaching and adjust it to modern generations of students.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Development and use of internet have made significant changes in education. The very beginning of this century is considered as a breakthrough in higher education, as there have been significant transformations in teaching approach as well as teaching strategies and methods. Now there are final solutions of modern blended learning environments, which include teaching and learning via the internet in many different forms (without terminating traditional learning in classroom), as well as new teaching methodologies and technologies (without dismissing those previously developed and rather modernizing them). Because that, methodology of teaching does not represent a package of "ready-to-wear" recipes, as was the case with traditional learning environments, but has a rather flexible basis for the development of the existing and finding new methods of modern teaching strategies.

In the area of programming as well, teaching methodology is being constantly improved and combines different methods of applied strategies. The reasons for this can easily be found in the basics of learning in this area: learning of programming includes learning the theory in the form of basic elements and programme algorithms, as well as a practical part in the form of mastering the skill of using modern environment for the sake of program development and the logic programming through as many different problems as possible in the chosen programming method and language. In the very beginning of your programming learning, you can benefit greatly from standard surrounding libraries of program development and already solved problems in various textbooks and other similar teaching materials, as well as discussions with teachers considering the way of solving problems. As far as further development is concerned, individual and team program solving with the help of developing surroundings and tools is the best way to go.

In this paper, there is an overview of applied a modern teaching strategies and methods in learning of programming in blended courses: Programming fundamentals, Programming languages and Object oriented design, in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering of Applied Studies in Belgrade, which
constantly follows and applies advances in education. Mentioned courses are developing in this School, in classical and distance studies since 2012/13 academic year.

Simultaneously, this paper touches current questions in higher education, such as: How do you keep traditional methods and strategies that are proven to be efficient, but at the same time introduce new ones, supported by modern technologies and which are of great importance to new generations of students? How do you enable students to be active in certain segments of lessons and not just passive observers? How do you obtain and maintain the collaborative teacher-student relationship?

2. TEACHING STRATEGIES - FROM TRADITIONAL TO MODERN

If we consider teaching strategies in modern learning environments, we cannot generalize when it comes to advantages of ones over the others, nor when it comes to strategies and their methods which are unchangeable. For developing highly efficient learning environments in any area, depending on the specific requirements and available experience of the already developed environments, it is necessary to choose teaching strategies, and after this gradually implement all the acquired experience with the applied strategies into their further development.

Teaching strategies in modern blended learning environments [Petrina, 2007] are student-oriented: The structure of learning environment is totally adjusted to students; The process of teaching is fully directed to students; During the teaching, the students are encouraged not only to take in information, but do more research, critically contemplate on the teaching material, perform individual or team work on solving specific problems they encounter during teaching; Both teachers and students are simultaneously encouraged to continuously, during the process of teaching and learning, act as a team which cooperates in this process [Hart, 2014].

To make a suitable choice of strategies in a certain area, it is first of all necessary to study general characteristics of specific actual teaching strategies [Bullen, Janes, 2007]:

- **Direct Instruction Strategy** – implies learning from the previously defined content of the teaching material, prepared by the teacher. The traditional direct instruction strategy mostly involved a passive absorption of the content by the students, while with modern forms of the same strategy, a constant student activity in the process of teaching and learning is implied, due to the existence of internet platforms which stimulate active learning, and interactive content of the teaching material [Ruth, 2008].

- **Collaborative Learning Strategy** – means learning through communication on the teaching material between teacher and students and among students themselves, as well as an active student teamwork on problems and projects, or simply put - a cooperation between teachers and students in the process of learning, a live one, but also with the help of different modern web tools for communication and online teamwork. With modern forms of this strategy, the process of teaching is rather adjusted to individual students.

- **Situated Learning Strategy** – means learning through practical problem solving, practical exercises, experiments, seminar papers and projects, all accompanied by the instructions and help of the teachers, and supported by a wide spectrum of web and multimedia technologies, animations and simulations in virtual labs. Modern forms of this strategy enable a rather active participation of students in the process of teaching.

- **Self-directed Learning Strategy** – means learning from the teaching material, as little as possible recommended by the teacher, and as much as possible researched by the students themselves. Earlier forms of this strategy involved researching of the printed material, and its modern forms also require browsing the material on internet platforms for learning, web pages, wikis, blogs and social networks. This strategy is characterised by active student involvement, and the process of teaching adjusted to their individual needs.

Each modern teaching strategy requires a special approach to teaching, and specific forms of teaching organisation, as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching strategy</th>
<th>Approach to teaching</th>
<th>Forms of organising teaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Instruction</td>
<td>Learning Transmission</td>
<td>Working on presenting the content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Learning</td>
<td>Learning in Society</td>
<td>Working on preparing cooperation in learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situated Learning</td>
<td>Learning Environment</td>
<td>Working on preparing practical work in learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-directed Learning</td>
<td>Learning through Research</td>
<td>Working on preparing for research in learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is no universal recipe for choosing a teaching strategy and method in blended learning environment. Experience shows [Bonk, Graham, 2006.] that choosing the right blended model presents a very important step there. If a model is well chosen there are conditions for its implementation - with the use of appropriate strategies and methods - to give the expected results. Experiences also show that the choice of strategy and method, which is made according to the instructional design for every particular blended model, is just a guideline for the further development of teaching activities. Encouraging active student participation in teaching, continuous communications and cooperation between teacher and students, provide outlines and within them teachers’ and students’ activities are further formed.

This paper further presents experiences in the choice and use of teaching strategies and methods in developed and implemented blended learning environment for teaching of programming in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering of Applied Studies in Belgrade:

- in classical studies – with the initially applied basic blended learning environment model, along with the advanced blended learning model, from school year 2006/7;
- in distance studies – with the advanced blended learning environment model from school year 2012/13.

3. MODERN ENVIRONMENTS FOR PROGRAMMING COURSES

When selecting the teaching strategies which will be used in a specific area through their methods, it is, at very start, necessary to take into account the specificity of the area in question and basic principles of teaching in this area. The coming section of this paper gives a brief overview of the basic principles of teaching in programming courses.

3.1 Basic Principles of Teaching and Contents Specifics in Programming Courses

Modern learning environments for programming [Djenić, Krneta and Mitic, 2011], [Hadjerrouit, 2007], [Hadjerrouit, 2008] are constantly improved so they would be more efficient, but at the same time, they use basic principles of teaching programming, which are given below:

- Teaching theory is a guideline for praxis - although it goes without saying that every programming language can be learned best through praxis, the best "guide" for it, just like in all the other areas, is theory. Teaching theory here implies learning the syntax, definitions of certain groups of programme elements, the manner of connecting these elements, algorithms and methods of their application in programmes;
- Practical teaching is crucial – a programming is mainly learned through practical work on the programmes. Practical teaching in this area involves giving instructions and help in solving problems in a specific programming language, initially based on the examples of solved programmes in the same language, and later in finding original solutions for diverse problems of programme tasks, within exercises and projects;
- The principle of connection between theory and praxis – the theory of programming is a precondition for practical work in this area, since it is essential that students adopt it before beginning with the analysis of the completed programme solutions. On the other hand, practical work on programme tasks may serve to students to better grasp the theory and check the importance of theoretical knowledge;
- The principle of availability - to prevent certain concepts in the area of programming from being abstract, their descriptions should be clear and available - adjusted to students and based on the pre-knowledge expected from them. When teaching any programming language, it is necessary to explain them. In modern conditions, this is considerably supported by multimedia;
- The principle of active student role – in learning of programming, the priority has always been in the active role of students. Students are expected to show initiative, work individually or in teams on problem solving, ask questions in order to clarify certain situations they encounter in problem solving, and participate in discussions on the teaching material with teachers. In all this, web tools are used quite efficiently;
- Principle of interaction - student-teacher, student-student and student-content type of interactions are quite important in the theoretical and practical part of teaching in this area. In today's conditions interactivity is rather present, given the development of multimedia content, animations and simulations, which require constant student activity, together with different forms of online communication on the teaching material;
The forms in which certain segments of the content in this area are prepared are: theory in lessons, examples of solved programmes, programming tasks and questions:

- **Theory in lessons** can be prepared in the form of: text with programme elements definitions; illustrations with algorithms of basic programming structures. Electronic materials can have an addition: interactive lesson content, animations which complement or substitute the text, the purpose of which is to explain abstract concepts to students, through their visualization;
- **Examples of solved programmes** usually contain: text with the source code and additional explanation of the programme examples; illustrations with memory overview and programme execution output. Electronic editions of solved programme collections can also contain: interactive textual content for programme examples; animations for explaining the itinerary of programme execution and;
- **Programme tasks** should be systematized into those for research, team and individual homework, seminar paper or project, and prepare as a text of concrete tasks which should be solved in the required programming language, possibly with illustrations. In the electronic form the text of the task can be a content within the interactive applications, uploaded via the forum or other web tools;
- **Questions in this area**, with: connecting programme elements and their descriptions, alternative choice, multiple choice, filling in the programme elements or open-type. Just like tasks, the questions in the electronic form can be prepared within interactive applications of all kinds.

### 3.2 Development of Modern Blended Programming Courses

Modern blended learning environment [Bonk, Graham, 2006] is an environment the purpose of which is to adapt to new generation of students, which is achieved through combining of different: media and technologies in learning and teaching [Picciano, Dziuban, 2007]; teaching approaches, strategies and teaching methods; classroom and learning via internet. In the first blended learning environments, classroom learning and teaching were dominant. The constant development of interactive multimedia, web systems and technologies, created a possibility for the development of new learning environments, and that was a significant step in the development of these environments. In modern blended learning environments, the following principles are insisted upon: adaptable classroom, flexible learning time, individual learning dynamics, regular communication throughout teaching and learning. Unlike the traditional learning environments, in which it was possible to implement only the original forms of the mentioned strategies of teaching of programming, modern blended environments introduce the internet, and partly become virtual, as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching strategy</th>
<th>Forms of learning</th>
<th>Traditional environment</th>
<th>Modern environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Instruction</td>
<td>Listening, reading and analysing</td>
<td>Classroom, computer lab</td>
<td>Web platform for learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Learning</td>
<td>Team work; Exchange of ideas</td>
<td>Computer lab</td>
<td>Web tools for teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situated Learning</td>
<td>Practical work</td>
<td>Computer lab</td>
<td>Virtual lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-directed Learning</td>
<td>Researching, revealing solutions</td>
<td>Computer lab</td>
<td>Web resources; Virtual lab</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Blended courses implies using knowledge and experience of traditional environments, but it is necessary to work extra on broadening this knowledge and experience in modern conditions:

- **Basic blended model of teaching** (enhanced f2f learning) - realised within traditional studies, with 100% classroom lessons and extra forms of teaching via the internet;
- **Advanced blended model of teaching** (f2f & online, more online learning) - realised within distance studies: by substituting about 90% of all the lessons by online lessons, and realising via the internet all additional forms of teaching. Here too, the internet platform is using for online lessons and additional forms of teaching, but with much more complete teaching material: recordings of classroom lessons / audio-video presentations / multimedia textbooks with interactive simulations / applications for knowledge check.

Perennial research in the area of modern teaching methodology for programming by the authors of this paper, resulted in the development and realization of blended courses in this area, according to basic blended model of teaching in classical studies and according to advanced blended model of teaching in distance studies since, 2012/13 academic year. The teaching plans for these courses, Programming fundamentals, Programming languages and Object oriented design, are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Teaching plan for described programming courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;Programming fundamentals&quot; topics</th>
<th>&quot;Programming languages&quot; topics</th>
<th>&quot;Object oriented design&quot; topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Structural programming, Algorithms of the program structures, language C</td>
<td>Dynamic memory assignment, Data structures, Dynamic linked lists, languages C/C++</td>
<td>Classes features, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism, language Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data types, Operators and standard functions, Commands for flow control, language C</td>
<td>Data input from command line, Working with text- and binary files, languages C/C++</td>
<td>Data and expressions, Working with data bases, Exceptions, language Java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrays, Sorting of arrays, Use of pointers in arrays, Functions, language C</td>
<td>Modular programming, language C, I/O streams, Classes and objects, language C++</td>
<td>Class diagrams, Activity Diagrams, Basic concepts of program design, language Java</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. EXPERIENCES IN APPLYING MODERN TEACHING STRATEGY METHODS IN PROGRAMMING COURSES

Every teaching strategy defines its own methods for interaction in the process of teaching and learning: teacher-content, student-content, teacher-student and student-student. Different strategies use different methods with various levels of teaching control and student activity in the teaching process, for the fulfilment of all these types of interaction. The same goes for the area of programming.

4.1 Modern Teaching Strategy Methods Implemented in Programming Courses

Short descriptions of modern teaching strategy methods which are implemented in blended courses of programming in the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering of Applied Studies in Belgrade, are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Modern strategy methods implemented in the programming courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching strategy</th>
<th>The most common activities in the classroom / via the internet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Instruction</td>
<td>Teachers’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lecturing, presenting and reviewing programme elements and algorithms; Instructions on learning programme syntax; Demonstration on completed solved programmes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interactive lectures following; Asking questions regarding elements and algorithms and completed solved programmes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative Learning</td>
<td>Teachers’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creating working teams or suggestions on the same; Instructions for team problem solving; Leading the discussion on the material;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Team projects and problem solving; Active in the discussion on the material and problems; Indication of discussion on the lectures and problems;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situated Learning</td>
<td>Teachers’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instructions for using developed tools and surroundings; Instructions on programme solving and exercises; Instructions on writing programme seminars;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mastering using developed tools and surroundings; Programme solving; Writing programme seminars; Solving potential practical problems; Working on simulations of previously solved programmes; Researching previously solved programmes;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-directed Learning</td>
<td>Teachers’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Directions and recommendations for research on certain subject;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Students’ activities:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Researching all of the subjects; Partial or complete reviews; Professional practice;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In modern environments for learning of programming, relation between present types of teacher and student activity is significantly changed compared to traditional systems [Watkins, 2005]. There were many more forms of teachers’ activities in the lecturing strategy which dominated in the traditional learning environment whereas now it is insisted upon the change of this relation because certain forms of students’ are present in the same level or more in some learning strategies which can be seen in Figure 1.

Experiences in applying above mentioned teaching strategies and methods in implemented blended learning environment in programming courses are briefly described further in this paper.

Experiences in applying modern teaching strategy methods - new forms for presenting teaching material with interactive smart board and internet access are very important for lessons in programming. Teaching materials can be available on the web, audio/video recordings of lessons in classrooms can be followed online or downloaded and used locally, watching audio/video material can be delayed and possible an arbitrary number of times, lessons and consulting can be implemented through audio/video conferences and other communication tools - this requires more teachers’ than students’ teaching activities.

Experiences in applying the collaborative learning method - cooperation is very important in modern learning environments. Discussions have become a necessary method in the collaborative learning strategy but also, the commonly used method in other modern strategies in learning of programming. It is no longer a question whether discussions should be included in programming courses because the experiences in their implementation show that they can offer great help to all participants - this requires the around same amount of teachers’ and students’ teaching activities.

Experiences in applying the situated learning strategy - this strategy demands that students practice solving problems that appear in real situations by simulating real conditions in programming. Students that learn in a blended environment get the chance to learn in a more situated manner because their participation in teaching and learning outside of the traditional classroom requires exactly that. Practical work commonly provides better understanding of abstract terms and success in studying after reading and listening to theory of programming - this requires more students’ than teachers’ teaching activities.

Experiences in applying the self-directed learning method - in this strategy, students are given recommendations and are free to research and get familiar with the theory that way and solve practical problems in programming. This strategy is used in different ways: checking material, essays and reports on covered teaching content on wiki pages and on blogs, practice in an online lab, working on tasks with the help of web tools. Practicing the use of this strategy in programming shows that it is very useful if students have mutually different pre-knowledge - this requires much more students' than teachers' teaching activities.

4.2 Recommendations: Modern Teaching – Enterprise of Teachers and Students

Experience from blended environments on the large number of programming courses ensues recommendations for the preparation of such teaching:
use good experience with traditional teaching strategies and methods;
set out all the conditions for realisation of the new teaching activities, long before the planned course;
involve consultants in the specific area and pedagogy in the preparation of the new teaching activities;
prepare online platform for learning, as well as all other planned web tools for the new teaching activities;
make a detailed plan of teaching activities;
try, if possible, to realise the planned teaching activities with other teachers;
formulate the rules for the individual and team work for students;
present the plan for communication with students about the teaching material;

Technology changes strategies and methods of teaching and consequently the roles of teachers and students. Experience suggests that the basic condition for modernizing teaching is that teachers accept innovations in order for students to do the same.

Teachers get new, highly demanding roles and assignments, but also an opportunity to have insight into learning methods of their students and to familiarize themselves better with them.

Students assume a very active role, while teachers are always available to answer all their questions, comments and objections related to the teaching material.

4.3 Development Trends and Future Research of Teaching Methods

There are high expectations for the results of future research in teaching strategies and methods, considering the constant development of new technologies and new roles of teachers and students. It is the same expectations in the area of programming:

- development of the learning environment for mobile devices constitute "mobile classroom" - teaching methods for programming are expected to be improved with:
  - uploading and views of audio / video content of lessons and exercises, instructions for tasks and practical work in programming – in mobile devices;
  - regular knowledge self - checks and discussions on teaching material and tasks - via mobile device;
  - teachers' and students' use of mobile devices in programming courses, both outside the classroom and in it, which represents trend of "bring your own device" in working context.
- development of the learning environment with distance online tools, in the form of virtual classroom constitute so called "classroom in the cloud":
  - preparing, development and views of lessons, exercises, knowledge self - checks and discussions on teaching material - on the cloud, without installing any kind of tools in local teachers' and students' computer devices;
  - working on solutions in programming, design, implementation and testing of code - on the cloud;
  - teachers' and students' activities more reliable and adaptive, free of charge or very affordable due to the reduced need for the local maintenance of programming environment and tools.
- development of the learning environment, web platforms, teaching materials and activities in the blended classroom, so called "flipped classroom":
  - outside the classroom: preparing, downloading, uploading and views of lessons, work instructions, programme examples and tasks;
  - outside the classroom: working on programme solutions, design, implementation and testing of code;
  - in the classroom: views of teaching material, questions and answers, discussions on teaching material and knowledge checks.

Blended learning environments for programming have already entered the practice of highly renowned education institutions all around the globe [Djenic, Krneta and Mitic, 2011]. In this area, like in all others, current teaching methods are constantly being modernized and the new ones are being developed, and the concept of teaching has shifted towards flexible cooperation between teachers and students.
5. CONCLUSION

Continuous work on the modernization of traditional, and the development of new teaching strategies and methods, as well as their application to modern blended learning environments, is currently an important strategic move in the development of higher education.

Learning of programming is closely related to the development of modern information and communication technologies, and it is therefore vital to continuously apply the latest achievements of modern teaching methodology in this area.

Perennial research in the area of modern teaching methodology for programming by the authors of this paper, indicated that the methods of all current teaching strategies are preferred in this study area. Modern teaching strategy methods incorporate interactive multimedia and interaction in teaching, which are important for this study area; Collaborative learning methods develop greatly needed creativity in solving programme tasks and stimulate the vital exchange of programming experience; Situated learning methods increase motivation and students’ interest in solving programme problems, which are dominant in this study area; Self-directed learning methods capacitate student for lifelong development in this area, which is important for the further development of technologies.

In the application and further development of teaching methods in all the above mentioned strategies of this area, teachers have the task to explore / prepare / recommend students: web environment and tools for learning, as much interactive multimedia content as possible, animations and simulations, verified techniques for communication about teaching material and tasks, as well as mechanisms necessary for the evaluation of applied teaching methods.

The conducted research indicates that, with regard to combining various strategies and methods, blended learning environments require early and more thorough preparation than the traditional learning environments. Improvement of current strategies and methods, involves greater focus on the role of the teacher, as a tutor and mentor for students in the work on programming tasks and discussions on teaching material, as well as concentrating on the active role of students in employing these teaching methods.

Long-term experience in development of blended learning courses for programming indicates that in this area, establishing and encouraging cooperation between teachers and students in the process of learning, their joint work on solving practical problems that students have in mastering the teaching content and getting practice, as well as joint research in the learning area, can all lead to successful application and improvement of teaching strategies and methods in this area.
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A LECTURE SUPPORTING SYSTEM
BASED ON REAL-TIME LEARNING ANALYTICS
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ABSTRACT
A new lecture supporting system based on real-time learning analytics is proposed. Our target is on-site classrooms where teachers give their lectures, and a lot of students listen to teachers’ explanation, conduct exercises etc. We utilize not only an e-Learning system, but also an e-Book system to collect real-time learning activities during the lectures. The proposed system is useful for a teacher just before lecture starts and during the lecture. The system provides summary reports of the previews of given materials and quiz results. The teacher can check which pages were well previewed and which pages were not previewed by students using the preview achievement graph. Additionally, the teacher can check which quizzes were difficult for students, and the suggested pages that should be explained in the lecture to aid students. During the lecture, real-time analytics graphs are shown on the teacher’s PC. The teacher can easily grasp students status whether or not students are following the teacher’s explanation. Through a case study, we confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed system, in terms of high synchronization between a teacher and students, i.e., the teacher adjusted the speed of his lecture based on the real-time feedback, and many students followed the teacher's explanation.
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Learning analytics, real-time feedback, on-site classrooms, lecture supporting system

1. INTRODUCTION
Learning analytics (Khalil 2016) has attracted many researchers recent years. One of the important issues in learning analytics is not only to perform analysis of data about learners, but also to realize feedbacks for optimizing the learning environment and learners themselves. There are roughly three types of feedback loops in terms of their frequency: yearly, weekly and real-time feedbacks. A typical example of a yearly (or term-by-term) feedback loop is the assessment and improvement of education. Students’ grades, examination results, class questionnaires, and so on are typically analyzed and evaluated (Mouri 2016, Okubo 2016). The yearly feedback loop is designed so that the feedback results will be delivered in the next year (or term). In other words, students and teachers will not directly receive the feedback results acquired by analyzing their own learning logs. A weekly feedback loop can recommend related material based on student status determined using a prediction of academic performance through the analysis of learning logs such as attendance reports and quiz results (Shimada 2015, Shimada 2016). In contrast to a yearly feedback loop, the analysis results are directly fed back to the students and teachers who provide the learning logs. The main difference between weekly and real-time feedback loops is that the analysis results can be fed back to the on-site students and teachers even during a lecture. A teacher can check what students are doing, e.g., whether students are following the explanation, or whether they are doing something not related to the lecture. A teacher can flexibly control the speed of the lecture, and/or take more time for exercises rather than a nonstop talk, and so on.

There are several related work, which tackles real-time learning analytics. Minovic et al. proposed a visualization tool for teachers to track students learning progress in real-time, while in gameplay session (Minovic, 2013). Piech et al. collected tens of thousands of program codes, and applied a machine learning approach to identify “sink” states of students. A feedback is achieved for students just before they are about to enter such problematic “sink” states (Piech 2012). Fu et al. also proposed a real-time analysis of program codes (Fu 2017). They provides a learning dashboard to capture the behavior of students in the classroom and
identify different difficulties faced by students. Although these studies realize real-time feedbacks, the target of the analytics and its feedback are activities in virtual learning environments.

Our study has focused on feedback, specifically, how to feedback efficient information to on-site classrooms even during lectures. The aim of this research is to realize real-time feedback, which has not often been discussed with respect to on-site educational environments. Our target is on-site classrooms where teachers give their lectures, and a lot of students listen to teachers' explanation, conduct exercises etc. In such a large classroom, it is not easy for teachers to grasp students’ situations and activities. We utilize not only an e-Learning system, but also an e-Book system to collect real-time learning activities during the lectures. We have developed two main feedback systems. One is useful for a teacher just before lecture starts. The system provides summary reports of the previews of given materials and quiz results. The teacher can check which pages were well previewed and which pages were not previewed by students using the preview achievement graph. Additionally, the teacher can check which quizzes were difficult for students, and the suggested pages that should be explained in the lecture to aid students. The other is real-time analytics graphs which are helpful for the teacher to control his/her lecture speed during the lecture. The system collects e-Book logs operated by students sequentially, and performs analytics in real time how many students are following the teacher’s explanation. In the rest of this paper, we introduce the details of our real-time feedback system and report experimental results.

2. IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Learning Logs

The e-Book logs were collected via an e-Book system called “BookRoll”. Figure 1 shows samples of e-Book logs. There are many types of operations recorded in the logs, for example, OPEN means that the student opened the e-book file and NEXT means that the student clicked the next button to move to the subsequent page. The browsing duration for each page can be calculated by subtracting the subsequent timestamps. Learning logs on the e-Learning system such as attendances and quiz scores are collected from tables in the Moodle database. The system analyzes the quiz scores and class attendances by integrating related tables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>PageNo</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>00000000NLAT</td>
<td>OPEN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2014/10/15</td>
<td>9:01:09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>00000000NLAT</td>
<td>CLOSE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2014/10/15</td>
<td>9:01:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>00000000P82P</td>
<td>PREV</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2014/10/29</td>
<td>10:05:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>00000000P85S</td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2014/11/19</td>
<td>8:52:47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z</td>
<td>00000000P84Z</td>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2014/11/12</td>
<td>9:31:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Samples e-Book logs

2.2 On-site Lecture Supporting System

We present the example case study shown in Figure 2, which was actually applied to a lecture in our university. The time line is divided into two parts: before starting a class and during a class. During the previous lecture, a teacher gave students some preview materials, that were automatically generated by summarization technique (Shimada 2017). Students previewed the given materials before the class, and the operation logs recorded during the previews were collected by the system. Before the class started, students answered the quizzes and the results were collected on the server.
Just before the lecture started, our system analyzed the learning logs to make a summary report containing previews of the achievement and quiz results (details are given in the section 2.6). Additionally, the system provided information regarding important pages that should be explained well in the lecture. For example, the teacher should focus on pages that are related to the quizzes, especially those that have led to lower quiz scores. Our system analyzed the relationship between quiz statements and their related pages in the lecture material in advance. Section 2.3 explains how we automatically discover important pages.

During the lecture, a teacher explained the contents of the materials and students browsed the materials in their laptop PCs. In our university, students are asked to open and browse the same page as the teacher, and to put highlights or notes on the important points. During the lecture, learning logs were sequentially collected and stored. The analysis results were immediately visualized on the web interface, and updated each minute. Therefore, the teacher could check the latest student activities. The visualization included real-time information regarding how many students were following the lecture, how many students were browsing previous pages, etc. The web interface is described in section 2.6. The teacher adaptively controlled the speed of the lecture according to the students. For example, if many students were not following the lecture and were still on previous page, the teacher slowed down the lecture.

2.3 Important Page Mining

There are strong relationships between lecture materials and quizzes, because quizzes are often generated using the contents of the lecture materials. Related pages are important to understanding the contents of the materials. However, lecture materials and quizzes are stored separately, or are very weakly connected in the system using, for example, subject names. We can manually assess the relationship between a quiz item and its related pages, but this is not easy nor realistic when the number of quiz items and/or the number of pages increase. Furthermore, if the lecture material is updated, i.e., the page numbering changes, the teacher must...
update the correspondence. Therefore, we developed a method that automatically determines the correspondences.

Our strategy assumes that a related page contains the same keyword as the quiz statement. Each quiz statement, $Q_i$, is divided into morphemes. Then, we extract the nouns $n(1, \ldots, N)$. For each noun $n$, a normalized histogram $h_n$ is created. Each bin $h_{n,u}$ of the histogram $h_n$ represents how many times page $u$ contains noun $n$. Note that the bins are normalized after counting the number of times noun $n$ appears in all the pages. To acquire the final result, we sum the frequencies of all nouns. We define the normalized value $r_u$ as the related score of page $u$.

Although the mining method finds pages that are highly related to a given quiz statement, it does not consider the relationships among pages. Therefore, we also apply a ranking method that assigns a ranking score to each page. The idea was inspired by VisualRank (Jing 2008). A ranking vector $R$ is iteratively updated using

$$R = \alpha(S \times R) + (1 - \alpha)B$$

where $S$ is the column normalized similarity matrix, and $S_{u,v}$ measures the page similarity between pages $u$ and $v$. In this study, we simply evaluate the similarity using the L2 norm between two feature vectors represented by bag of words (Zhang 2010). $B$ is a bias vector. We use the relate score $r_u$ as an element of $B$. $R$ is repeatedly updated until it converges. $\alpha$, ($0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$) controls the balance between the similarity matrix and the bias vector. According to the literature (Jing 2008), $\alpha > 0.8$ is often used in practice. After the ranking vector $R$ converges, pages that are related to important pages have larger ranking scores. We select the top $N$ ranked pages as important.

2.4 Preview Achievement

By analyzing e-book operation logs, we can know how long students spend previewing each page of a given material. The previewing time period for each page can be easily acquired by subtracting two successive time stamps from the operation logs. Note that we ignored durations less than 3 seconds and more than 600 seconds to discard skipped and abandoned pages. Figure 4 shows an example of a visualized result of preview achievement. A teacher can check the preview status of given materials in advance before beginning his/her lecture.
2.5 Quiz Results

The quiz results and questions are collected from the e-Learning system, and the scores are aggregated in the class. We set a threshold for the ratio of correct answers (in our implementation, we set the threshold to 50), and if the accuracy is lower than the threshold, important pages, which are automatically mined in advance, are displayed below the summary graph. See Figure 3 for an example of the web page. A summary graph of the quiz results is followed by the quiz statements, and related page information if necessary.

2.6 Visualizer on Web Pages

The proposed visualizer of the analysis results was implemented as a web system. A teacher can easily access the web page from a PC. Before the lecture starts, a teacher can access the web pages that provide summary reports of the previews of given materials and quiz results, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 3. The teacher can check which pages were well previewed and which pages were not previewed by students using the preview achievement graph. Additionally, the teacher can check which quizzes were difficult for students, and the suggested pages that should be explained in the lecture to aid students.

During the lecture, the teacher can access to two kinds of real-time analytics graphs. One is the real-time heat map shown in Figure 5. The horizontal and vertical axes represent the time of day and the page number, respectively. In other words, a vertical line corresponds to the distribution of the number of students who are browsing each page. The vertical lines are updated each minute, i.e., a new line is added per minute. Each cell represents the number of students. The page being explained by the teacher is highlighted by red colored rectangles. If a brighter color (red, orange, yellow, or green) is used on the page being explained by the teacher, most of students are following the teacher's explanation. Students are asked to try to be on the same page as the teacher, and to add highlights or notes if necessary. Therefore, when the distribution of the students is skewed to the below direction, some students are still browsing previous pages. In such a case, the teacher should slow down the lecture so that students can catch up.

![Real-time heat map of browsed pages](image)

Figure 5. Real-time heat map of browsed pages. The horizontal axis is the time of day, and the vertical axis is the page number. A column corresponds to the distribution of the number of students browsing each page. The page explained by the teacher is highlighted by a red colored rectangle. The heat map is automatically updated minute-by-minute.

The other real-time analytics graph is the circular chart (left part of Figure 6), which is a summarized version of above heat map. A teacher could take some time to check and understand the situation from the heat map. To just visualize a summary of the heat map, the second visual focuses on the ratio of three types of students: browsing previous pages (blue), browsing the same page as the teacher (green); and browsing the next pages (red). This chart is also updated each minute to display the latest status of students. The visualizer also provides a breakdown of the three types based on whether students previewed the page in advance (light color) or not (dark color). For example, if many students are still browsing previous pages, most of them had previewed the pages in advance, and the pages are suggested as important ones that are related to a difficult quiz, the teacher should wait for students and explain the material slowly and carefully. Another example is
that a teacher should proceed with the lecture when many students are browsing the next pages, and most of them have previewed the materials in advance. In such a situation, students may have got bored during a teacher's long explanation, or some students may have finished a given exercise.

The right part of Figure 6 is a time-series of the circular chart. The teacher can see the recent trends of each status. As described above, the real-time analytics graphs provide an opportunity to flexibly adjust the lecture progress based on the statuses of students.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1 Settings

We investigated the effectiveness of the proposed system in two classes at Kyushu University, Japan. One was a control group (N = 58) without the system, and the other was an experimental group (N = 157) with the system. The contents of two lectures are completely the same. Students chose one of them according to their schedules accordingly. Therefore, the number of students are not balanced between two classes. The class was designed to provide an introduction to information and communication technology in a number of disciplines. First-year students, including both arts and science students, attended the class, which commenced in October 2016. All of the students brought their own laptops to the class.

The lecture was given by the same teacher using the same materials. The teacher used two materials: material 1 consists of 37 pages, and material 2 consists of 47 pages. The teacher firstly began with the material 1 followed by material 2, and asked students to follow the page of materials with putting bookmarks, highlights and notes. Operation logs were sequentially collected to the server, and real-time analysis was performed. The results were fed back to the teacher minute-by-minute in the class of experimental group only. More details are summarized in Table 1. We conducted a pre-test to check the basic knowledge about information science. There was not significant difference between two groups.
Table 1. Detailed information of each group. n.s.: not significant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>control</th>
<th>experimental</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of students</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pre-test average</td>
<td>6.85±2.28</td>
<td>6.99±2.38</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Book logs</td>
<td>16335</td>
<td>39722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>logs / students</td>
<td>281.6±123.3</td>
<td>253.0±129.1</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Synchronization

When the teacher gave his lecture to students in the experimental group, he monitored the display on which real-time analysis results were drawn. He controlled the speed of lecture to make students catch up the lecture as much as possible. We evaluated the synchronization of classroom; how many students opened the pages which were explained by the teacher. We counted up the number minute-by-minute with setting allowable delay, which is a short period to accept the delay of e-Book operations.

Table 2 shows the ratio of synchronization of each group. For example, if we set the allowable delay to be 3 minutes (i.e., if students opened the same page with the teacher within 3-minute delay), the synchronization ratio of the experimental group was 0.7661. The score was significantly different from the score of the control group. In other allowable delay settings, the synchronization ratios of the experimental groups were higher than those of the control group. We consider that such high synchronization was realized by the lecture speed control through the real-time feedback of classroom activities.

Table 2. Synchronization ratio of each group in three length of allowable delay. *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>control</th>
<th>experimental</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 min.</td>
<td>0.4275</td>
<td>0.5174</td>
<td>0.0403 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 min.</td>
<td>0.6598</td>
<td>0.7661</td>
<td>0.0033 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 min.</td>
<td>0.7508</td>
<td>0.8599</td>
<td>0.0014 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Effectiveness of Important Page Suggestion

The analyses of preview status and quiz scores were performed just before the lecture started. The system reported that most students wrongly answered two of eleven questions. The pages related to the quizzes (actually, the page #10 of material 1 and the page #27 of material 2) were shown on the display, and the teacher confirmed them. The teacher spent a little bit longer time for the explanation of these pages. In fact, the page #10 was opened by the teacher for 3 minutes in the experimental group, meanwhile one minute for the control group.

We analyzed the number of bookmarks, highlights and notes on the above two pages, where the teacher emphasized the explanation. About 61% of students used the functions in the experiment group. On the other hand, about 53% of the students in the control group used the functions.

In addition, we analyzed utilization ratios of three functions through the materials, and compared the ratios between two groups. Table 3 shows that more students in the experimental group used the functions compared with the students in the control group. We guess that students in the experimental group had enough time to put bookmark, highlight and/or note because the teacher emphasized the explanation about important pages with adjusting the speed of his lecture based on the real-time situation of the classroom.

Table 3. Utilization ratios of three functions during the lecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>function</th>
<th>control</th>
<th>experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bookmarks</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>highlight</td>
<td>0.759</td>
<td>0.834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>note</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. CONCLUSION

We proposed a lecture supporting system based on real-time learning analytics, which is available in on-site classrooms. Our system provided summary reports of previewing and quiz scores just before a lecture had started. The report was helpful for a teacher to check which pages were well previewed and which pages were not previewed by students using the preview achievement graph. Additionally, the teacher can check which quizzes were difficult for students. Our system automatically suggested related pages that should be explained in the lecture to aid students. Furthermore, real-time analytics graphs were helpful for the teacher to control his/her lecture speed during the lecture. We conducted a case study of real-time learning analytics in our university. Through the experiments, we found out the following things. The proposed real-time learning analytics system supported the on-site lecture in terms of following aspects.

- The teacher could adjust the speed of his lecture based on the real-time feedback system.
- The teacher emphasized the important points which were mistakenly understood by the students.

As the results, the following effects were confirmed.

- The students could catch up the lecture with following pages explained by the teacher.
- Many students put bookmarks, highlights and memos on important pages.

In our future work, we will continue to use the proposed real-time learning analytics system for further evaluation. Besides, we are going to develop other report graphs which support teachers’ decision in classrooms.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES FOR SELF-REGULATED LEARNING IN TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED ENVIRONMENTS: TOWARDS IMPROVING LEARNING OUTCOME
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to investigate the primary features of self-regulated learning (SRL) treatments and strategies employed in technology-enhanced learning environments (TELEs) that could enhance learning outcome. A total of twenty related academic articles were identified and examined for key independent SRL variable features, SRL support strategies and SRL outcomes. The findings of the study are important in terms of advising TELE educators of the existing leading SRL treatment frameworks for consideration. The results showed some of the characteristics of learning outcomes influenced by self-regulation. The results show that SRL are sometimes taught during online courses, while in other courses, the SRL are embedded inside the TELE, giving students important and timely feedback as they evaluate themselves, and learn.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In technology enhanced learning environments (TELEs), the absence of the instructor, and the increased responsibility demanded of learners to effectively engage in learning tasks, may present difficulties for learners, particularly those with low self-regulatory (SR) skills (Shen, et al 2007).

Interest in academic SR has increased considerably in recent years as investigators and practitioners attempt to understand how students become master of their own learning processes (Artino, et al 2013). Artino also concluded that effective self-regulated learning (SRL) may be critical in distance learning situations due to the high degree of student autonomy resulting from the instructor’s physical absence.

A SRL perspective on students’ learning and achievement is not only distinctive, but it has profound implications for the way teachers should interact with students while teaching, and the manner in which schools should be organized in relation to course deliveries (Zimmerman, 1990).

Demand for and the technological advancements in e-learning, more-so over the past decade, have seen more universities and colleges across the globe delivering more of their courses through these modes. It is even predicted that the global demand for higher education will expand from less than 100 million students in 2000 to over 250 million students in 2025 (Unesco, 2011). A growing momentum towards open educational approaches and resources, and advances in technology-enabled learning, have resulted in the emergence of a plethora of digital platforms and portals which offer easy access to educational resources and course materials from institutions across the globe, and have allowed individuals to undertake a vast range of courses online (European Commission, 2014). Both traditional higher education institutions and new types of providers have developed or are now developing a range of online offerings spanning full degree programs, continuing professional development and shorter type courses.

As universities and colleges move more and more towards flexible mode of course deliveries, as educators come to terms with the challenges of developing courses to be taught remotely and asynchronously, and as students battle with these new modes of delivery, a study was needed in the best practices by educators that foster effective SRL (McMahon, 2012). A body of literature investigating relationships between effective SRL and positive learning outcome has reported a mix of results. Zarei, et all (2012), Pintrich et all (1990)

In this proposed contribution, we’ll attempt to answer the following research questions:
2. IMPORTANCE OF PEDAGOGICAL STRATEGIES IN SRL PRACTICE

Influencing learning and academic success, the research on the concept of self-regulation emerged in the mid-1980s to answer the question, “How can students manage their own learning processes?” (Bozpolat, 2016).

Interest in academic SR has increased considerably in recent years as investigators and practitioners attempt to understand how students become masters of their learning process (Artino, et al 2013).

In Azevedo et al (2015), it was shown that understanding the acquisition, retention, use and transfer of SRL skills, is key to enhancing comprehension in science learning online. Nejabati (2015) established a significant positive relationship between EFL (English as foreign language) learners’ improved reading comprehension and a prior SRL treatment.

The findings in Artino et al (2013) suggest that faculty of online courses, should design their instruction and learning requirements in a manner that helps learners not only appreciate the value or importance of content or skills, but also supports and scaffolds their attempt to master them.

Cho (2004) explained that exposing students to practice or the use of SRL skills, is not enough to promote their self-regulated learning. They need continuous interactions with peers or with instructors about their progress. Interview results from the Cho study showed that many students were not able to fully understand the purpose of SRL, and why they were doing the activities. Cho showed that interactions with others will remind them to think continuously about their activities and progresses.

Marini (2014), studying the relationship among variables associated with SRL showed that intrinsic motivation had a statistically significant association with the use of cognitive and metacognitive learning strategies. These are some of the key variables that educators must appreciate in depth in order to better support student SRL practices.

3. WHAT IS SRL?

A wide body of literature supports the notion that high achievers reported more use of SRL strategies than lower achievers. Nejobji (2015) argues that SRL has deep implications for teacher-learner interaction during course delivery.

SRL was defined by Zimmerman (1990) as the degree to which learners are meta-cognitively, motivationally and behaviorally active participants in their own learning processes.

In terms of metacognitive processes, learners plan their steps, organize themselves to follow these steps, routinely monitor and compare actual steps to planned, and self-evaluating themselves at various points. Zimmerman described motivational process as learners reporting high self-efficacy, self-attributions and intrinsic task interest.

SR students have been described as confident, autonomous, inquisitive learners who employ meta-cognitive strategies to facilitate their learning (Alraggad, 2014). Since SR is not a personality trait, students can control their behavior in order to improve their academic learning and performance.

4. METHOD

Data collection
A total of 20 academic articles relating to SRL TELEs and SRL variables were identified and considered, from which 10 were selected.

Identification procedure
The primary procedure used was a search of appropriate electronic databases to identify relevant literature (Pickering et al, 2014)
Some of the key search terms included:
- “e-learning self-regulated learning”
- “design in self-regulated learning e-learning”
- “e-learning self-regulated learning treatment”
- “e-learning self-regulated learning strategies”

Some of the electronic database searched
ACM Digital Library
Google Scholar

The secondary identification procedure used was the reference list of some of the articles found (Pickering et al. 2014).

**Article Inclusion Selection Procedure**

The following selection criteria was applied, in keeping with the recommendation in Pickering et al. (2014):
- Peer reviewed
- Applied SRL strategy related with a quantitative analysis
- Reproducible post-SRL statistical analysis

Items selected from included articles

Five (5) items were selected as data from each article. These seem best to describe and report on their chosen SRL treatment:

1. The research questions
2. The independent SRL variables being studied
3. SRL support strategies/tools
4. Details of the experiment and study group
5. SRL outcome statistical results

Table 1 shows the papers studied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>ROQ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Chen, Wang, Chen (2014)</td>
<td>Whether the proposed Digital Reading Annotation e-Learning System (DRAIS) with SRL mechanisms, can promote reading comprehension annotation abilities in individual learners?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hu, Driscoll (2013)</td>
<td>Whether a web-based SRL strategy training will positively influence (1) achievement measured with individual assignment scores and final grade for the course (2) learner motivation in terms of task-value, self-efficacy, goal-orientation and self-satisfaction, and (3) learners’ self-reported use of strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Lawanto et al (2013)</td>
<td>To what degree students’ grade performance change after using EGN (enhanced guided notes)? To what degree students’ SRL profiles change after using the EGN?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Al Khatib (2010)</td>
<td>To what extent is the following variables (intrinsic goal orientation, extrinsic goal orientation, task value, control beliefs, self-efficacy, and test anxiety), account for college students’ course scores?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Lawanto et al (2014)</td>
<td>What was the students’ task value? and to what degree did they exercise SRL while engaged in a web-intensive engineering course?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Chen C. (2002)</td>
<td>What SRL strategies are related to achievement in a lecture learning environment in an information systems course? Does prior computer experience and software used affect achievement? What SRL strategies are related to achievement in a computer hands-on learning environment of an IS course? Does prior computer experience and software used affect achievement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Cipula, H (2015)</td>
<td>Is there any significant correlation between student’s success and learner self-regulation, perceived usefulness, perceived satisfaction, perceived self-efficacy, perceived anxiety, and interactivity in the online learning environment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Chyang et al (2010)</td>
<td>What levels of intrinsic motivation and self-efficacy do students have in an introductory engineering class? What role do students’ intrinsic goal orientation, self-efficacy and e-learning practice play in their learning?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. FINDINGS

Research Question 1: **What are the key features in some of the pedagogical strategies or tools that effectively support learner SRL practices in TELEDs?**

Table 2 summarizes the data collected. No significant pattern emerged in terms of approaches to SRL treatment strategies applied. Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) was the preferred questionnaire model in 5 of the 10 studies (#2, #5, #6, #7 and #10). MSLQ (Pintrich et al, 1991) is a self-report instrument designed to assess college students’ motivational orientations and their use of different learning strategies for a college course. The MSLQ has been widely adopted in studying the impacts of students’ motivational orientations and use of different learning strategies on their performances (Fang, 2014).

Five of these achieved the recommended Cronbach alpha reliability score range of 0.70 – 0.90 (Santos 1999). Two of the studies (2 & 6) were above the 0.90 mark which could suggest too many or redundant (Tavakol et al 2011) SRL items. The MSLQs used in studies #2 and #6 therefore appear to be both unreliable and ineffective pedagogical tools.

Only three of the studies (#5, #7 and #9), used a sample size of 100 or higher as suggested by Santos for the SRL questionnaires to be useful.

From table 3 which highlights the focus SRL variables of the studies, we can see that among the most included are self-efficacy (#5, #9 and #10), intrinsic goal orientation (#2, #5 and #10), learning time (#1, #6 and #7), and metacognitive SR (#5, #7 and #8), each appearing in three of the ten studies. This suggests any pedagogical strategy to support SRL practices by the learner, should include all four SRL components at the minimum.

**Learning time** was used in study #6 as part of the study’s performance control strategy. It measured how students’ allocate study time for online courses, how they schedule and observe study times, and how they distribute study times across days (MSLQ e.g. “I try to schedule the same time every day or week to study for my online courses, and I observe my schedule”).

In study #1, learning time was used a SRL competence measure index, and a factor in a SRL status indicator to help remind and motivate the learner during the course. Used as a part of resource management strategies in study #7, learning time measured use of study time, sticking to a study schedule, keeping up regularly, tardiness in attending class, and time to review course material (MSLQ e.g. “I find it hard to stick to a study schedule”, “I rarely find time to review my notes or readings before an exam”).

Self-efficacy (SE) is defined as people's beliefs about their capabilities to produce designated levels of performance that exercise influence over events that affect their lives (Bandura, A. 1997). SE beliefs determine how people feel, think, motivate themselves and behave.

Self-efficacy (SE) in study #5 measured the extent to which students believed that were competent in terms of task-related abilities and skills, and had a high likelihood of a successful academic performance (e.g. “I believe I will receive an excellent grade in this class”).

Study #9 concluded that learners who were more satisfied with the online mode of blended learning, and found it is more interactive and useful, reported a higher level of self-regulation in online mode of the blended Computer Programming course. SE in study #9 measured students’ confidence levels using a course portal, perceived satisfaction, perceived usefulness, and interactivity in the online learning environment.

In study #10, SE measured students’ confidence levels in learning and performance at the end of an introductory engineering class (e.g. “I’m certain I can understand the most difficult material presented in the readings for this course.”, “I’m confident I can understand the basic concepts taught in this course”).

Intrinsic goal orientation (IGO) refers to the drive inherent in an activity itself, as when the student engages in an activity for its own sake, the enjoyment it provides, the learning it permits, and the feelings of accomplishment it evokes (Khatib, 2010).

IGO in study #5 was used to assess the degree to which learners perceived themselves to be engaged in academic tasks in order to meet a personal challenge, satisfy personal curiosity, and/or attain personal mastery over the elements of the task (e.g. “In a class like this, I prefer course material that arouses my curiosity, even if it is difficult to learn”).

In study #10, IGO was used to measure how students perceive themselves to be participating in a task for reasons such as challenge, curiosity, and mastery (e.g. “In a class like this, I prefer course material that really challenges me so I can learn new things.”, “The most satisfying thing for me in this course is trying to understand the content as thoroughly as possible”, “When I have the opportunity in this class, I choose course assignments that I can learn from even if they don’t guarantee a good grade”).
The findings by Pintrich et al. (1990), that meta-cognitive self-regulation (mCSR) was the best predictor of academic performance on all the outcome measures, suggests that the use of self-regulating strategies, such as comprehension monitoring, goal setting, planning, and effort management and persistence, is essential for academic performance on different types of actual classroom tasks.

mCSR in study #5 was one of the predictors of college students’ academic performance, and was used to assess the degree to which the students monitor and regulate their use of cognitive state (e.g. “when I become confused about something I’m reading for this class, I go back and try to figure it out”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SRL embedded into the TELE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–39</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–79</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80–129</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130–149</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150–199</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥200</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRL q’naire</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSFLQ</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pintrich, 1991</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler, 2004</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnard, 2006</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purpura, 1999</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpha coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50–0.59</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60–0.69</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70–0.79</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80–0.89</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.91–0.99</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likert scale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item count</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–20</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21–39</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–59</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60–100</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BEFORE COURSE | | | | | | | | | | |
| Admin SRL q’nnaire | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |

| DURING COURSE | | | | | | | | | | |
| Admin SRL q’nnaire | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |
| Taught SRL | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |
| Allowed SRL practice | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |

| AT END OF COURSE | | | | | | | | | | |
| Admin SRL q’nnaire | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ | ✓ |
mCSR is study #7 was used to measure how students handle challenging new topics while being delivered in class and studied, how students handle distractions or being confused, and how they use goals in studying.

Research Question 2: Is there empirical evidence that those pedagogical strategies and tools do improve student learning outcome?

Table 4. Summarised Statistical Overall Learning Outcome Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>sig</th>
<th>r²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>32/32</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>45.31</td>
<td>60.63</td>
<td>-2.5840</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45.00</td>
<td>56.72</td>
<td>-2.4720</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47.34</td>
<td>62.19</td>
<td>-2.7020</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annotation</td>
<td>14.34</td>
<td>24.53</td>
<td>-4.0920</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.16</td>
<td>27.28</td>
<td>-3.0380</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46.31</td>
<td>27.94</td>
<td>-2.6400</td>
<td>0.1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>33/8</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>85.92</td>
<td>91.13</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td>0.5100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>58.38</td>
<td>87.63</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td>&lt; 0.4800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>52/54</td>
<td>MS:Word</td>
<td>58.21</td>
<td>65.11</td>
<td>-2.1080</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Exams 1/2</td>
<td>-7.9700</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exams 2/3</td>
<td>-4.1300</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exams 8/Final</td>
<td>5.9000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>= 0.003</td>
<td>0.4050</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.3710</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td>0.2290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
<td>0.3880</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.1280</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>Test</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows overall learning outcome performance statistically for each of the studies.

Study #1 shows significant better learner performance in the mean test scores by the experiment group over the control group (Reading Test #1 – 45.31/60.63, #2 – 45.00/56.72 and Test #3 – 47.34/62.19. Annotation scores at p = 0.0000 appears very significant. n is small at 32, but both groups were randomly assigned (Cohen et al 2005). These results suggest the results could be repeated using the same pedagogical strategies for another English-Language reading group. In this study, the SRL components were embedded in the TELE. The participants received regular SRL performance feedback during the course.

With n = 97 engineering students (selected by survey results, not at random), study #4 showed statistical very significant (p = 0.000) improved performances exam to exam (t = -7.79 and -4.13). The final exam (at t = 5.03) performance fell however.

In Study #5 40% of the test scores were predicted with a 95% confidence level and strong p below 0.001. n at 404 represented 100% coverage over five general education courses. Perhaps providing written procedural instructions and the purpose of the study to the participants contributed to the strong level of performances. In keeping with Cohen et al (2005) we could expect a repeat of these results over another large population using the same pedagogical strategies for the same courses.

Study #8 resulted with only 39% of the final exam scores explained by the cognitive strategies with low significance of 0.03, and 12% of the final exam scores explained by the meta-cognitive strategies with non-significance of 0.50. Study #8 used only the two SRL variables. Perhaps the inclusion of at least one more key variable would have strengthened the learner performance outcomes.

6. DISCUSSION

The findings of this study are important in terms of advising TELE educators on some of the existing leading SRL treatment frameworks for consideration. Previous studies on individual SRL treatment strategies to improve learning outcome, show how SRL treatments are applicable across many academic subject areas focusing on particular SRL variables and features.
Research also has shown that SRL skills need to be adopted in formal e-learning coursework as cognitive toolsets (Leacock et al 2006). This study provides educators with some of the key elements of established cognitive toolsets and stages in an e-learning course that could be applied.

Our analysis of ten studies showed some of the SRL treatment and strategy frameworks adapted by researchers in teaching cognitive skills in experiment. The features of the frameworks included the use and structure of SRL knowledge acquisition questionnaires, administering the questionnaires before, during and at the end of the courses, teaching SRL early in a course and allowing students to practice SRL during a course.

The data analysis in this study showed the sets of SRL variables considered crucial by researchers. From the statistical results provided, we later identified the four strongest variables.

Zumbrum et al (2011) found that learners who were taught SRL skills through monitoring and imitation, were more likely to elicit higher levels of academic self-efficacy (i.e. confidence). Code et al (2006) argued that intrinsic goal orientation provides students with a sense of control and resilience in the face of external challenges.

Based on the results of this study, and considering some of the strengths and weaknesses of the ten studies, we could recommend a pedagogical strategy to promote SRL practice among students in a TELe to include:

- Preparing a 21-39 item MSLQ questionnaire adapted from Pintrich (1991) to include subscales self-efficacy, intrinsic goal orientation, meta-cognitive self-regulation and time management at the minimum
- Administering the MSLQ at the beginning of course
- Preparing and delivering SRL workshops during the course based on the responses from the MSLQ
- Allowing the students to practice SRL during the course
- Administering the same questionnaire at the end of the course to assess the SRL behavioral changes

7. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of the present study was to investigate the primary features of the self-regulated learning treatments and strategies employed in TELEs that could enhance learning outcome. The results showed the characteristics in summary, of the SRL treatments and strategies that were investigated. The characteristics of and use of SRL knowledge questionnaires, how and when they are administered, where provided. The results showed that SRL are sometimes taught during a course, while another course embedded the SRL inside the TELE giving the students important feedback as they learn and evaluate themselves. The results also showed the focus SRL variables used in the studies, and how wide and indifferent there were. Some of the variables however where shown to be similar among the studies and formed the basis of consensus that the four variable identified are among the strongest that could best lead to improved learning outcome, if taught well to the students. The statistical results in provided in the studies confirmed the consensus, about which needs further analysis for future work.
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PSEUDO-HAPTIC FEEDBACK FOR PROMOTING NARRATIVE COMPREHENSION
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ABSTRACT
Skill in reading comprehension requires reading sentences to understand an intention embedded between the lines. In the case of narrative, it is particularly necessary to read a narrative and find essential concepts such as emotions of the characters embedded between the lines for comprehending an intention of the narrative. In this work, we focus on reading between the lines and to require learners to compose a narrative map including a concept (called interlinear concept) between the lines, which is related to the narrative intention. We also demonstrate a tablet tool, which allows learners to compose a narrative map including interlinear concept from narrative. This tool presents pseudo-haptic feedback when learners operate the nodes and links representing the interlinear concept and narrative intention on the map. The results of a case study suggest that the pseudo-haptic feedback could enhance awareness of the interlinear concept and narrative intention.

KEYWORDS
Narrative, Narrative map, Pseudo-haptic feedback, Tablet media

1. INTRODUCTION

OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development)’s PISA survey pointed out the decline of Japanese reading comprehension (Ministry of education 2005). In particular, it showed that Japanese children were weak in reading sentences to understand an intention embedded between the lines. In particular, they seem to have difficulties in finding essentials embedded in sentences, which allow them to understand it. In the case of explanatory text, such essentials are clearly described in the text. But, these are embedded in the case of narrative. It is accordingly necessary to read narrative and find essential concepts such as background and emotions of the characters embedded between the lines for comprehending an intention of the narrative.

The main issue addressed here is how to help learners find essential concepts embedded in narrative to understand an intention of the narrative. Our approach to this issue is to focus on reading between the lines and to require learners to compose a concept map including the essential concepts. In concept map composition, learners are expected to make links among nodes indicating the concepts represented in the narrative. It accordingly allows them to make clear the relationships between the concepts and to promote understanding the narrative.

We have developed a tablet tool that scaffolds composing a concept map from a narrative. In this tool, learners are expected to read the narrative sentences to link the nodes prepared in advance according to the contents of the narrative. If the composed map is not correct, they are also expected to re-read the sentences to re-compose the map until the correct map is obtained.

Although such concept map composition is useful for understanding the contents of narrative, an essential concept embedded between the lines is often missing on the map. Our approach to this is to propose a narrative map including a concept (called interlinear concept) between the lines, which is related to the narrative intention. In addition, the intention of narrative varies with viewpoints of the readers. In this work, the tablet tool provides learners with a viewpoint before composing a narrative map so that the intention of the narrative can be uniquely decided. The tablet tool also presents an interlinear concept for the narrative map composition, which serves as a clue for comprehending the intention of the narrative.
In composing such a narrative map, in addition, it is not so easy particularly for learners with lower reading comprehension skill to become aware of the interlinear concept and the intention of narrative. We accordingly propose a method for presenting pseudo-haptic feedback when learners operate nodes/links representing the interlinear concept and the narrative intention. In this paper, we demonstrate the tablet tool with pseudo-haptic feedback. We also report a case study whose results suggest it could enhance awareness of the interlinear concept and narrative intention.

2. NARRATIVE UNDERSTANDING

In understanding a narrative, it is important to draw out the narrative intention as learning of linguistic culture (Ministry of education 2009). It is also necessary to infer the emotions of the characters and the atmosphere embedded between the lines. However, it requires a deeper understanding of the narrative including the intention of the author and the interlinear concept. Even though learners could grasp the contents of the story, it is not easy to obtain such deeper understanding. In this work, we focus on how to help learners read between the lines in narrative, which is essential in narrative comprehension.

3. NARRATIVE MAP

In order to promote understanding narrative, we introduce a concept map representing concepts appearing in the narrative and their relationships. The concept map visually represents the structure of the sentences with nodes as concepts and links as the relationships between the concepts. Composing such a map makes it possible to clarify the relationships and to promote understanding of the sentences. In the narrative comprehension, however, it is important to comprehend the intention of narrative embedded in the sentences. In general, information such as emotion and background embedded between the lines is not represented in the map.

We accordingly propose a narrative map, which includes the interlinear concept in addition to the concepts clearly described in the narrative. The interlinear concept affords a clue to grasp the narrative intention. In composing such narrative map in concurrent with reading the narrative, learners are expected to become aware of the interlinear concept and the narrative intention. Since the intention of narrative could be interpreted differently depending on viewpoints of the readers, in addition, we give learners one viewpoint so that an intention can be given.

Let us demonstrate narrative map composition with Figure 1. Figure 1 (A) shows a part of narrative sentences, which corresponds to a paragraph on “Ozbel and the Elephant” (Kenji Miyazawa,1989). Figure1 (B) shows a narrative map to be composed from Figure 1 (A) with 9 nodes and 11 links. Links are expressed with labels such as "action", "casual", "object" and "state".

In this narrative, white elephants laughed with lonesome. However, the reason why white elephant laughed with lonesome isn’t described, which is an important interlinear concept in this narrative. We accordingly give learners a viewpoint of the narrative such as “consider why white elephant laughed with lonesome?” before starting map composition. This viewpoint could allow learners to become aware that a feeling of guilty that is caused by “crushing the master Ozbel”. The feeling of guilty is viewed as an interlinear concept.

In Figure 1 (B), this is represented with the relationships among the nodes "white elephant", "feel guilty", and "laugh with lonesome", and the causal relationship between the nodes "crush" and "feel guilty". The node “feel guilty” represents the interlinear concept. An intention of the narrative can be interpreted as “killing the master produces feel guilty”, which is expressed as a partial of the narrative map shown in Figure 1 (B).

In this work, we prepare and present some concepts according to the sentences and an interlinear concept as nodes in advance, then require learners to compose a narrative map in concurrent with reading the sentences. However, all nodes have no visual differences.

Although learners with high reading comprehension skill are expected to correctly understand the intention of narrative while linking the interlinear concept and other concepts, it is not so easy particularly for learners with low skill to become aware of the interlinear concept node and the partial structure representing
the narrative intention. In order to address this issue, we introduce pseudo-haptic feedback into the narrative map composition process. Pseudo-haptic feedback could promote such cognitive awareness to bring about understanding of the narrative intention (Kashihara and Shiota 2014).

\[
\text{\ldots}
\]

Ozbel was already crushed while holding the case of the gun. As soon as the gate opens, the elephant pours. "Where is the prison?"
Everyone rushes into the cabin. The logs were folded like a match, that white elephant ran out of the hut badly. "Well, I'm glad, did not you?"
Everyone quietly removed the chain and copper. "Oh, thank you, I was saved." White elephant laughed with lonesome.

(A) A Paragraph on “Ozbel and the Elephant” (Kenji Miyazawa, 1989)

![](image)

(B) Figure 1. A narrative map of “Ozbel and the Elephant” (Kenji Miyazawa, 1989)

4. PSEUDO-HAPTIC

Pseudo-haptic is illusion about tactile sense caused by uncomfortable feeling between physical manipulation of an object and its visual movement. While moving an object on a tablet with finger, for example, learners can get a feeling that the object is heavy as the movement of the object slows down (Lecuyer 2009). We have already ascertained that pseudo-haptic feedback for manipulating a concept map representing knowledge learned from an instructional text could promote an awareness of important concepts or important relationships embedded in the text (Kashihara and Shiota 2015).
In this paper, we introduce pseudo-haptics into the narrative map composition. Learners are provided with pseudo-haptic feedback as shown in Table 1. Let us consider the first feedback shown in Table 1 with Figure 2. When a learner touch-operates a node representing interlinear concept such as *feel guilty*, it moves with a delay in comparison with the touch operation. The visual movement represents heaviness of the node as the pseudo-haptic feedback. It expects learners to explore into the text the reason why the pseudo-haptic feedback occurs. Such exploration brings about cognitive awareness that the node represents an interlinear concept.

In addition, let us also consider the second feedback shown in Table 1 with Figure 3. When a learner moves a node linking another node, the link usually lengthens or shortens according to the positions of the nodes. When the learner moves a node belonging to the partial structure representing the narrative intention, all the nodes and links included in the partial structure move accordingly without shortening/lengthening the links. In other words, all the nodes representing the intention move together. This visual movement represents hardness of the links as the pseudo-haptic feedback. It also expects learners to explore the reason in the text to become aware that the partial structure represents the narrative intention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation on narrative map</th>
<th>Pseudo-haptic feedback</th>
<th>Cognitive awareness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interlinear node operation</td>
<td>Node heaviness</td>
<td>Interlinear concept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating nodes belonging to the partial structure representing the narrative intention</td>
<td>Link hardness</td>
<td>Intention of narrative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Pseudo-haptic feedback from operation

Figure 2. Example of pseudo-haptics for “node heaviness”
5. TABLET TOOL

We have developed a tablet tool on iPad, which provides learners with pseudo-haptic feedback according to Table 1. Figure 4 shows the user interface of the tool. Let us here describe the framework of the tool, the narrative map composition on the tool, and the learning process expected.

5.1 Framework

This tool prepares a narrative text and the corresponding correct narrative map including an interlinear concept and the intention embedded in the text. On the left pane of the interface, the tool displays the text. On the right pane, the tool provides a space for narrative map composition. As the initial setting, the tool put the nodes on this pane, which represent the interlinear concept and the concepts used in the narrative text.

Before the narrative map composition, the tool presents a viewpoint of the narrative at the top pane of the interface. The learners are then required to follow the viewpoint to read the text and compose a narrative map corresponding to the correct map. The correct relationships among the nodes are defined in the tool. When the learners move the nodes that embed the pseudo-haptic feedback, they are provided with the corresponding feedback according to Table 1. They are then expected to explore into the text the reason why the visual movement defined by the pseudo-haptic feedback occurs. Such exploration brings about cognitive awareness expected by the feedback. When learners complete the map, they can check the correctness by pushing the “Answer” button.
5.2 Map Operations

This tool provides learners with the touch operations: node movement, link generation/deletion, and attachment/change of link labels. The learners can touch and drag the node with fingers they want to move. Link generation is operated by tap and draw. The learners can tap a node to become the starting point of the link. They can then draw the link to another node. Change of link label is operated by tap. The learners can tap a label to change and select one of 4 types of labels "action", "casual", "object" and "state". Link deletion is operated by long tap. The learners can do long press on the links they want to delete.

6. CASE STUDY

6.1 Purpose and Procedure

We have had a case study whose purpose was to ascertain whether the tablet tool could provide pseudo-haptic sense and cognitive awareness as shown in Table 1 compared to narrative map composition only with touch operation (without pseudo-haptic feedback). In order to allow the participants to compose a narrative map without pseudo-haptics, we prepared the control tool that removed the function of demonstrating the visual movements for the pseudo-haptics from the tablet tool. The participants were 6 graduate and undergraduate students in science and engineering. We set two conditions, which were (a) narrative map composition with the tablet tool (PseudoHaptic-group), and (b) narrative map composition with the control tool (Visual-group). We assigned 3 participants per condition.

In this case study, all participants were required to read a narrative text "Ozbel and the Elephant" (Kenji Miyazawa, 1926), and to compose a narrative map with the tool. After map composition, they were required to refer to their composed map and to answer the questionnaire about pseudo-haptic sense and cognitive awareness brought about by pseudo-haptic feedback.
In order to evaluate the effects of the table tool, we compared the results of the questionnaire. The questionnaire included the following four questions:

(1) Select the nodes that felt important from the composed map
(2) Select the nodes included the part that felt an intention of the narrative from the composed map
(3) Select the node that felt heavy from the composed map
(4) Select the links in which you felt hard from the composed map

We used the answers to these questions to analyze.

## 6.2 Results and Consideration

Table 2 shows the results of the questionnaire. Node importance shows whether the node corresponding to the interlinear concept “feel guilty” felt important. Partial structure representing the intention shows how many nodes included in it felt representative of the narrative intention. Node heaviness shows whether the node corresponding to the interlinear concept felt heavy. Link hardness also shows how many links in the partial structure felt hard.

The results suggest that both group obtained almost the same cognitive awareness about the interlinear concept and narrative intention. As for PseudoHaptic-group, on the other hand, the participants obtained less pseudo-haptic sense about node heaviness, although the participant B obtained cognitive awareness of the interlinear concept.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1) Node importance</th>
<th>(2) Partial structure representing the intention</th>
<th>(3) Node heaviness</th>
<th>(4) Link hardness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PseudoHaptic-group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>3 correct nodes</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>2 correct links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>4 correct nodes</td>
<td>incorrect</td>
<td>3 correct links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>4 correct nodes</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>5 correct links</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Visual-group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>5 correct nodes</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>4 correct nodes</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>correct</td>
<td>4 correct nodes</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## 7. CONCLUSION

This paper has described the narrative map composition with pseudo-haptic feedback, which promotes the understanding the narrative intention. We have also demonstrated a narrative map generation tool on iPad, which could produce pseudo-haptic feedback such as heaviness and hardness on touch operations. The results of the preliminary case study suggest the possibility that the tablet tool could provide cognitive awareness of interlinear concept and narrative intention. However, the results also suggest we need to modify the pseudo-haptic feedback so that learners can obtain the pseudo-haptic sense in addition to cognitive awareness.

In future, we need to reconsider the method of pseudo-haptic feedback, and must have case studies with more subjects to evaluate the possibility of pseudo-haptic feedback. In addition, we will check whether the tablet tool can promote narrative intention understanding.

---
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ABSTRACT

Until now, when practicing facial expression recognition skills in nonverbal communication areas of SST, judgment of facial expression was not quantitative because the subjects of SST were judged by teachers. Therefore, we thought whether SST could be performed using facial expression detection devices that can quantitatively measure facial expressions. In this research, we developed an application software using a facial expression recognition device connected to a smartphone and a practice book. With opening the book, one situation is described. A student makes a facial expression as he/she thinks is best. Our application judge's the expression and gives feedback of whether it is proper or not. A total of 28 students practiced it at two visual support schools and a class guidance classroom. As a result, all of the students were able to repeatedly make their intended face expression each time they tried. And from the observations and interviews with the students, we found the students were pleased and proud with the result.

KEYWORDS

Special support education, SST, Facial expression recognition, Facial expression practice

1. INTRODUCTION

Today it is known that utilizing ICT equipment in special support education can be expected to have educational benefits such as improving learning or living difficulties of students with disabilities and leading to active social participation. According to a survey conducted by Miyagi University of Education on the status of ICT equipment usage in classrooms targeting students with developmental disabilities, there are 55% of classes utilizing PCs, with more than half found to be teaching using PCs. However according to the survey on usage, it turned out that it was used in 88% of "support of study subjects", 31% by "school life support" and 26% by "information sharing". For this reason, PC usage in special support services in resource rooms are mostly occupied by utilization in the support of subjects of learning, and there are present circumstances that utilization in support of school life is not yet popular. According to the survey results on the actual state of educational information at schools conducted by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, the average WLAN maintenance rate in ordinary classrooms is 26.1% nationwide. It was also revealed that the WLAN is not maintained in the ordinary classroom at the rate of 3 out of 4 schools, and the application that requires communication with tablet terminals etc. cannot be utilized.

Additionally, in the field of special support education, SST (social skill training) is being implemented as support for this school life. According to Onuki et al. (2004), the area of SST can be divided into 5 areas, 17 skills. Until now, when practicing facial expression recognition skills in nonverbal communication areas of SST, judgment of facial expression was not quantitative because the subjects in SST were judged by teachers. Therefore, we thought whether SST could be performed using facial expression detection devices that can quantitatively measure facial expressions.
In recent years, Kinect of Microsoft Corp. and Human Vision Components-Consumer (HVC-C) of OMRON Co., Ltd. released technology having facial expression detection functionality. Both of them have the feature that makes it is possible to quantitatively identify facial expressions, and in addition to the expression detection function, it is also possible to acquire information such as body information, sex, age, etc. with motion capture and gaze tracking. In addition, since these development environments are also open source, it is now possible to develop applications using equipment having facial expression detection functions, and various applications are being developed. However, practice using devices equipped with this facial expression detection function in educational environments is mostly for sensing movement of the body, and practice using facial expression detection function is not yet widespread.

From the above, it can be considered that a device with facial expression detection function can be used in the field of facial expression recognition technology in SST nonverbal communication area. By using SST equipped with facial expression detection function, it is thought that utilization of ICT equipment and popularization of facial expression detection equipment in lifestyle habit situations will be achieved. Also, it is considered necessary to operate a system that operates even in environments where information communication with outside schools and classrooms in Japan is restricted, and can use facial expression training without restrictions in other places.

Therefore, in this research, we aim to develop a simple feedback method using facial expression recognition device for SST and SST teaching material, and to develop applications to support facial expression exercise practice.

2. OUTLINE OF THE SYSTEM

2.1 About Facial Expression Recognition Device

In the past, research has been conducted to make artificial intelligence deeply learn every expression in order to improve accuracy as a method of detecting facial expressions. However, in such research, it can be said that it is generally difficult to utilize it in educational environments because it requires a huge expression sample set to let artificial intelligence learn, and takes time to make deep learning. Therefore, in this research, we emphasized easy detection of facial expression and decided to adopt OMRON HVC-C, a facial expression recognition device that is on the market. With this facial expression recognition device, not only facial expression estimation but also impression parameters such as "positive degree" and "negative degree" can be acquired. However, in the device standard specification, since the prediction result of the expression is greatly different from the actual expression, the original adjustment is performed in consideration of the impression parameter.

2.2 About the Expression Practice Application

We developed an expression practice application using the facial expression detection device as mentioned above. This facial expression training application adopts the basic training model of SST and evaluates to which expression the personal expression is close to and the degree of expressiveness. The flow of this system is shown in Figure 1. At first, thinking about the facial expression that matches the question. Next, making facial expression and detect it with HVC - C. Then, the application feedbacks the results detected by HVC-C by means of both of voice and text information. One set of the practice consists of 10 questions. All of the questions are as shown in Table 1.

This application will be practiced with the cooperation of the school and for five students in Sendai City GoJo Junior High School Commuting Classroom, six students in Miyagi Prefectural Vision Support School and 17 students in Yamagata School for the Blind School of Yamagata Prefecture.
3. RESULT

Firstly, from observations made of the practice sessions and through interview survey results with the teacher and students at the time of application at Commuting Classroom, we found that the cooperating students were able to repeatedly make the intended expression every time they practiced. Secondly, from further observations and interview surveys conducted during the practice sessions at Vision Support School, we found that the cooperating students were pleased with their expressions and that this promoted understanding of what kind of impression the usual expression gives to others, gaining confidence that they were able to express intended facial expressions. The surveys also found that practicing expressions with a machine partner has less resistance to practice than doing practice in face to face with an instructor. However, as this practice was temporary, we wondered what kind of transformation could be seen in expressing facial expressions through a medium to long term use of continuous practicing, and whether such long term use
would cause a reduction of the sense of resistance, and the need to create a problem tailored to the tendency of the targeted student’s good or weak facial expression. Therefore, based on the premise that it can be practiced in the medium to long term with no sense of resistance, it is considered necessary to have a system for automatically generating problems based on the basic training model, and a system for managing the results of exercises.

4. **FUTURE WORKS**

Recently, learning from the instructors does not occur face to face, but there are also forms of teaching that utilize ICT-based e-learning and MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). However, these learning approaches are mainly aimed at acquiring knowledge. Meanwhile, Itagaki et al. (2017) also developed an e-learning material for the skills of kana. As next steps, we also need to develop e-learning teaching materials and LMS (Learning Management System) equipped with a system that records and manages the results of expression facial expression practice for grasping how facial expression skills have improved.

5. **CONCLUSION**

In this study, we developed a facial expression detection software and a situation exercise book. A total of 28 students used the software and we observed the situations and interviewed them. The results we could find followings.

- Each time students practiced, they were able to make the facial expression they intended on their own.
- Students were found to be pleased about their facial expression.
- Students were found to be able to gain confidence by expressing their intended facial expression.
- Students were able to practice with less sense of resistance than they practiced with an instructor/teacher in person.

On the other hand, the followings was observed:

- Assessment from long term practice.
- How to keep students’ motivation in continuous practice.
- Developing making situations functions adaptably with each student.
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ABSTRACT
Cross-disciplinary skills are today’s key skills for media informatics students to gain employment after graduation. However, such problem-based learning projects almost never take place due to organizational struggles. The authors suggest Scrum, a framework that is increasingly used in software engineering, as a solution for the challenges. Scrum has been implemented in a 3D media design project seminar at Dresden University of Technology during the cross-disciplinary project “SUFUvet” which took place in cooperation with University of Leipzig in 2016. The authors evaluated the use of Scrum qualitatively during the project and after. This paper explains methodology and results of the studies. Results shall be presented in four hypotheses within this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As investigated in former courses (Kröber and Münster, 2016), complex learning settings like team problem- or project-based learning (PBL) require a high degree of supervision and much time to be carried out (cf. Blumenfeld et al., 1991, Barron et al., 1998). One of the reasons is the complexity and massive cognitive load for participants caused by the multitude of tasks especially in the initial stages of these seminars. With regard to these challenges, the employment of an organizational framework like Scrum, which was primarily used for Agile Programming approaches for software development (Davies and Sedley, 2009) has been proposed as a promising solution (cf. Münster et al., 2015). To assess this assumption empirically, the educational project “SUFUvet” took place in spring and summer of 2016 as a joint cooperation involving the Technische Universität Dresden and the University of Leipzig. The project assignment was to create 3D visualized multimedia material for an e-learning course about ante-mortem and post-mortem meat inspection of domestic pigs (cf. Maurer et al., 2016). 10 students from a media informatics master level course and 3 veterinary students from the University of Leipzig carried out the task. Both media informatics students and veterinary students formed teams, each of whom was responsible for one of three 3D visualizations. Due to the unique setting of the course, our interest was to qualitatively investigate, how Scrum works in an educational setting. Related questions are:

• How would the application of Scrum work in general?
• How would Scrum influence the overall workflow as well as the transparency and documentation of the project and students’ performance?
2. METHODOLOGY

Complex learning settings as PBL for multimedia creation “require[s] deeper integration of ideas” and an intense coordination of team members (Mintzberg and Westley, 2010). Scrum seems promising for mastering some of the issues of relevance for complex learning scenarios as for instance the lack of “strategies for planning and guiding” for problem solving as well as the lack of knowledge of cooperative social interaction and discourse practices (Reiser, 2004) and to iteratively estimate, plan and perform tasks together using self-organization and collaboration.

Application of Scrum

The main focus of Scrum is to deliver significant value in short iterative production cycles as so called “Sprints” (cf. Figure 1). The cycle begins with a Project Vision which is created by the so called Product Owner with all stakeholders. Each Sprint starts with a Sprint Planning Meeting. The Scrum Team discusses which Backlog Items of high priority should be considered for inclusion in the Sprint. During the Sprint the Scrum Team realizes a potentially shippable Deliverable or product increment. During short Daily Standup Meetings team members discuss the daily progress, identify impediments or coordinate their current tasks. At the end of the Sprint, a Review Meeting is held during which the Team gives a demonstration of all Deliverables to the Product Owner and relevant stakeholders. The Sprint cycle ends with a Sprint Retrospective Meeting where the team discusses ways to improve processes and performance. While Scrum is basically used in software and web engineering, some teachers adopted Scrum for a production of e-learning courses and materials (eg. Tselentis, 2014, Davey and Parker, 2010, Boyle et al., 2006, Winckler de Bettio et al., 2013). Especially for those non-engineering scenarios and educational purposes the Scrum method needs to be adopted (Popovic, 2012, Winckler de Bettio et al., 2013).

Since visual media design class at university is a very particular setting for the implementation of Scrum, we applied various changes of the methodology as marked in Figure 1, in particular to Scrum meeting intervals plus several roles within the framework. At the beginning of the project, we expected it to be a main challenge “to split overall visualization goal(s) into independent subtasks that can be prioritized freely by each person in a design team” (Maurer et al., 2016), but we also hoped that this splitting would help students to structure and plan the work right from the start. Our project had four Sprints with durations between 1 and 3 weeks. Once a week students met in class for a three hour work session with a 20 minute break halfway through. They were tutored by a 3D modelling expert.

Assessment strategy

While a primary goal of formative assessment is “to provide feedback to teachers and students over the course of instruction” (Boston, 2002, p.1), a summative approach evaluates competencies or outcomes at a specific time and “sums up the performance or learning level of achievement” (Dumit, 2012, slide 10). According to several studies (eg. Igaki et al., 2014, Santos and Pinto, 2013, Scharf and Koch, 2013, Vasilievskaya et al., 2014), Scrum is a very handy method to evaluate workflow progress and assess team performance both formative and summative in a PBL scenario due to its periodic and intensive process.
documentation. Furthermore, there are reflections on usability studies within Scrum (eg. Jia et al., 2012, Lizano et al., 2014) but none on how to check the surplus value of Scrum itself especially in university education. That is why the evaluation of Scrum in a non-software or web engineering surrounding is a pilot project. We installed the following formative and summative assessment instruments within the proposed PBL course (Figure 2):

I. After each of the four sprints we arranged a review by guideline-based questionnaires to assess a quality of outcomes.

II. During the second sprint, students did a Scrum Knowledge Test in which they a) proved knowledge on the Scrum method as well as b) reflected on advantages and disadvantages. The latter was a qualitative evaluation by students in an open text question.

III. Following the second and third sprint, a teacher-provided assessment based on individual process information in Scrum desk was provided.

IV. After the sprints one, two and three, each Design Team held a Sprint Retrospective reflecting: “What was good?”, “What was bad?” as well as set the Action Points for the next sprint.

V. The end of sprint four marked the end of the project. Students were asked to do final presentations on their own progress, work and the Scrum implementations before the final review took place.

VI. After the last sprint, a Project Retrospective with all stakeholders and students assessed the Scrum implementation as well as further discussed results of stage III.

We find the process quality assessed through II, III and IV. The performance has been evaluated with the teacher-provided assessment mentioned in III. It shows that the possibility for III could be a first proof of Scrum's handiness concerning a simple assessment. Output assessment was realized through I, V and VI and the installation of I also guarantees the client satisfaction.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Scrum Knowledge Test & Evaluation by Lecturers

At the end of the second sprint, students took part in a Scrum Knowledge Test that consisted of 15 compulsory questions, one additional question and an elective one: “What advantages or disadvantages do you see in the implementation of Scrum into media design processes?” Five out of nine students answered this question. Students appreciated the structure that was given by the Scrum framework and acknowledged clearly defined rules, efficiency increase by retrospectives and the team experience in Scrum as well as the well-organized overall project. Two students stated that the Scrum framework is a better approach for organization and coordination than the approaches previously known to them. Scrum was also seen as a possible bridge between traditional software engineering and traditional design processes by one student. On the other hand, one student declared that there are no advantages about the Scrum implementation and that it is a useless theory. Also, it was declared a disadvantage that the Scrum theory and application needs to be trained first. Considering this in addition to the repeated complaint about the Scrum organization being very time consuming and parts of it not always being useful or doable for media design processes (e.g. documentation and splitting the product into pieces that can be done by different persons), one student’s statement summarizes the overall evaluation: “It is a way of organization, and that is always depending on preferences. Though, it is nice to get to know it” (translated from German by Authors).

Lecturers have been asked to evaluate the implementation separately at the end of the class. From a Scrum master’s point of view, Scrum helps to define the media product with the highest business value for the client because there is a steady communication about it. This is also supported by short iterations which imply fast intermediate results which the client can comment on so that it can be improved easily and to the client’s needs. In this case, design teams do not spend too much time on unnecessary work. During Scrum, teams estimate workload and time effort and if so, the client gets planning certainty. Transparency eliminates the risk of immoderate expectations of what the teams may accomplish. Creativity and problem solving are provided by the whole interdisciplinary team. On the other hand, media design products often have to be aesthetic in a way, and it is difficult to find hard criteria of what is aesthetic. This affects the Scrum organization partly (so-called acceptance criteria). Media design products often cannot be split and combined in the end (unlike programmed software elements). Moreover, tasks are rather dependent of one another, and
for Scrum to be effective, the question is how this can be altered. For a media design expert, the advantages of team communication which is necessarily part of the Scrum process as well as its quality protection throughout the iterations by transparency and feedback are obvious. On the other hand, the team organization workload and the dependence on others as well as the splitting problem gives cause for consideration.

### 3.2 Sprint Reviews & Retrospectives

Veterinary project students & stakeholders have evaluated the design work during the Sprint Reviews in Scrum. Therefore, they filled in their data in a questionnaire that was solely created for the documentation of these reviews. To give an idea, we have the documentation of all three design work pieces for the first and the second sprint. Due to some project related events, only one of the work pieces reviews is available for all sprints: the gastrointestinal system (design piece 1). These documentations show that a) the students’ prioritization did increasingly meet the clients’ prioritization from sprint to sprint, b) the students produced little during the first sprint and then started to design schematic models of almost all parts during the second sprint which c) met the clients’ acceptance criteria in sprint three already and d) the visualization has been finalized in sprint four. This documentation leads to the following interpretation:

- Reviews helped the students to gather the information they needed and to overcome problems which popped up at the very beginning of the design process because they could request e.g. image sources that met their needs for 3D modelling.
- The regular feedback during the reviews led to an improvement of the media design product.
- Especially it eased the design teams’ work to meet the clients’ needs.

Let us look at the Retrospective of the teams to gain even more insights. The design team of design piece (2) consisted of two persons. The work was done by mainly one person who was experienced in 3D modelling but did not communicate or exchange data as well as it was expected but absent during the first review. Both design team members complained about Scrum and refused to document their work in Scrum desk from the very beginning. Design team of the work piece (3) got the unexperienced team member during sprint three. Because he, but also another team member, were missing every now and then but did not communicate about it, the team got into time troubles. Meanwhile, they were able to solve a data exchange problem via Dropbox which is documented as an action point and reflection in the retrospectives of sprint two and three. While this team was able to split the work very well, it was an issue for the design team (1) of the gastrointestinal system from sprint three on in their retrospectives. The latter design team, though, got the experienced team member of team (2) and therewith had a pretty helping hand. We assume that,

- the speedy result of design team 2 is rather due to the experienced team member in 3D modelling than to Scrum organization, but also
- the workflow of design team 1 may be due to the Scrum organization but also because of their experienced help from sprint three on.
- Scrum is only working with reliable and team-minded persons and
- Retrospectives have the potential to identify problems of the teams and to solve them.

#### Figure 3. Results of the first, third and fourth sprint of the design team “gastrointestinal system”

### 3.3 Students Presentation & Project Retrospective

Students had to give short presentations on their progress and results and to reflect the learning and working process for themselves and their design team critically. These presentations included various reflections on

---

1 For example, one of the pieces was finished after the second sprint and only the visualization was then slightly changed to fit afterwards. There is only one other documentation for the fourth sprint.
the class & project. It has been stated that the use of Scrum led to effective time management as well as to good teamwork. Other reflections cannot be linked to Scrum. Still, we compared the students’ reflections with those from a previously mentioned former project to indicate changes. Whereas the students of the former project reflected on the fact that they felt lost and needed a lot of input to get structured and to understand what the work was about, students in the recently done project focused on time and software problems. Although, the students involved in our current project argued, that the Scrum organization consumed much time yet. Additionally, we had a final group discussion with all participants involved in our last session. The so called Project Retrospective, referring to the sprint retrospective, had a time-line design and concluded all reflections on the class and project itself (see Figure 3). All parties wrote positive, neutral and negative feedback on colored paper and talked about it. Also, every student could mark the statements that he or she most agreed with. Two students voted positively for the Sprint Retrospectives to improve the project’s work flow as well as the combination of Scrum and 3D modelling, and the visits by the veterinary students during the reviews in Scrum. One student voted neutral for Scrum desk as it is not always useful for media design, for example to keep record of who does what. A non-digital solution was not preferred. Three students voted negatively for the Scrum overhead. Still, already in sprint two, there are two positive votes for a structured work and routine and ten positive votes for a relaxed atmosphere.

4. CONCLUSION

Summarizing, it can be said that Scrum helped to structure the work and improve the work process of this project class. But it needs to be even more simplified to meet the requirements of a 3D modelling even better. We conclude that

- Scrum supported the complex PBL scenario in the SUFUvet project. Both the lecturers and students voted positively on the structure and the review culture that is given by Scrum. In comparison to the last project, there have also been fewer complaints about challenges to organize the work. Instead, students stated that Scrum helped them a lot on that matter but they faced struggles with a Scrum-work-overload.
- Scrum simplifies a formative and summative assessment. The documentation of all steps of Scrum allows an all-time overview of what is happening and how it is evaluated by the persons involved. Our additional tools, like the questionnaire for the students from Leipzig, helped to gain more information on how usable the media products were and how these could be improved during the short iterations.
- Our assumption that the use of non-digital documentation instead of Scrum desk would minimize the overload of Scrum has been declined by the students in the Project Retrospective. When looking for ways to solve this overload problem after all, we come to see that:
- Generally speaking, Scrum is transferrable to other fields like media design and can be useful for them. But we plead to reduce Scrum to its helpful elements such as reviews and retrospectives instead of clinging to the original concept and to support a documentation structure that only covers meaningful items for the assessment.

To us, the parallel work of design teams and design team members is particularly useful for 3D contexts since for a 3D scene one often has to create and texture multiple 3D models. To artificially separate parts of 3D models, though, is not recommended. In Scrum, it can be seen as a challenge to create work tasks that take about the same amount of work for everyone involved as well as to train the necessary communication level within and between the design teams. Since the described research was intended as initial exploration, we currently plan for a more detailed study to validate findings.
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ABSTRACT
Technological devices help extending a person’s sensory experience of the environment. From sensors to cameras, devices currently use embedded systems that can be used for the main goal they were designed but they can also be used for other objectives without additional costs of material or service subscription. Emotional assessment is a useful tool for students’ assessment of motivation and engagement on learning activities while it is also a valuable tool to evaluate elderly mental status. On the other hand, the same devices are useful to monitor health risks in young and older individuals. The present work aims at tackling students’ dropout, by emotional reasons, and emotional problems of elderly people, both considered serious cases as the dropout in South America and ageing worldwide. Considering the identified needs, it is proposed an architecture that aims at supporting people in the learning process while providing advice and ensuring support in case of permanent or temporary cognitive disabilities. The present research work is in merged fields of education within the scope of ACACIA project and elderly support within the scope of CARELINK project. It is proposed a technological solution, based on a wearable, that covers a wide range of ages and different cognitive stages.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The emerging field of internet of things is growing at a fast pace as it is expected that by 25 billion Internet-connected things by 2020 (Gartner 2015). Wearables are user-centric devices that follow that line with an increasing adoption, with a rise in shipped devices from about 13 million in 2013 to 130 million in 2018 (Wei 2014). Those devices can be used for diverse purposes as in the case of fitness bracelets that can track a person’s movement, sleep and infer burned calories and stress level. There are different configurations for wearable devices, like bracelets, clothing and even the smartwatches can provide wearable functionalities since the accelerometers measure physical activity and some use cameras to measure a person’s heartbeat with a high degree of accuracy (Pelegris et al. 2010). Heartrate and skin conductance are both used to assess a person’s emotional state (Luis-Ferreira 2015) (Lee et al. 2005). But there is also strong evidence that heartrate (HR) and heartrate variability (HRV) are related with a person’s emotional states and may, per se, constitute a source of information about the person’s emotion psychophysiology (Anttonen & Surakka 2005).

Emotions play a relevant role in humans’ lives. Its importance relates with success and failure and augment or reduce cognitive capacities. Damasio states that ‘We feel therefore we learn’ to highlight the importance of affective and social neurosciences in education (Immordino-Yang & Damasio 2007). Diverse techniques can be used to identify emotional status in a classroom and by informing the teacher or trainer about the class affective state while learning thus providing tools to actively promote the quality of the teaching environment (Sarraipa et al. 2016). With this in mind, it is possible to envisage that emotional evaluation can have a strong impact in preparing classes and managing the ongoing of a class, promoting the quality of the learning environment and preventing students dropout, a serious problem in many developing countries (Gutiérrez y Restrepo et al. 2016). On the other hand, it is possible, and desirable, to stimulate fitness
practices and health monitoring. That is precisely the aim of most of fitness devices and it became an area with multiple solutions but most of the times restricted to physical exercise. The balance can arrive while using the same devices explore other regions like the above mentioned, students’ emotional status and collective affective reactions towards teaching environment. Beyond that, considering lifelong learning and elderly engagement in classes that aspect becomes also sensitive since demotivation plays an important role in elder disengagement from learning and other stimulating cognitive activities. It is possible to reason about physiological measurements in order to infer about a person’s emotional state (Mauss & Robinson 2009). Those measurements, provided by the above-mentioned wearables and, in the same process, ensure the person’s safety, in cases related with Alzheimer or other dementia cases as a surplus of the wearables in use. That is a path towards a rational use of all the data collected, by applying that to different purposes while using the same device and thus maximizing its utility and reducing expenses. In overall, the assessment behind the current work is that data generated by wearable devices is used for a main purpose, established by manufacturers, but it can be used for many other purposes. Among those purposes the present work elects emotional engagement to the learning process, in young and lifelong learners while providing health safety in case of impairments like those related to aging. The paper is divided in three main sections, this introduction presented the case to be addressed and the motivation, the second section presents an architecture that addresses those objectives and finally section 3 debates the results and prospects for future work.

2. AN ARCHITECTURE FOR TEACHING AND HEALTH

The architecture presented in this section has multiple finalities from coaching students and assisting the learning environment to assisting elder people while learning, in a lifelong learning strategy but also ensuring health safety and security. Those objectives are achievable without adding hardware and result from the exploitation of the flexibility of the architecture presented next in Figure 1.

The research question that motivated such architecture can be instantiated as; If we can use smartphones for emotional evaluation, helping students to outperform, supporting older people to perform daily routines while being cognitively stimulated, why not developing a system that does it all?

![Figure 1. Architecture based on a smartphone for education, teaching and safety](image)

In the proposed architecture, two approaches are considered; one that is a local system, contained in a smartphone, that is permanently monitoring the person and as a main function is ready to respond to health threats. The other is a system that uploads data to the cloud and can use data analysis and reasoning to feed more complex applications.

The Local System (LS) captures data from sensors being those of the smartphone supporting also others wirelessly connected (e.g. by Bluetooth, Wi-Fi). It relies on real-time measurements of heartrate for local assessment of vital signals so that emergency situations can be tackled immediately. It also uses known algorithms over heartrate measurements in order to provide clues about a persons’ emotional state. The goal is not to characterize to detail a person’s emotional state but rather tell if the person is unresponsive or with
low response to external stimuli. As in what regards to students it can report their state of alertness or boredom thus providing clues to the teacher’s system about the behavior of the class. These local applications are also able to provide feedback to web-services in a cloud where a more complete analysis is made and that will not condition the need for network access as data can be uploaded asynchronously. That is of particular importance as the system remains autonomous but while possible it uploads anonymized data. Services in the cloud will be used to improve algorithms and perform analysis of the classroom students’ performance, or reason about a person’s health status providing valuable feedback.

The Remote Reasoning System (RRS) is accessed by web services supported by the cloud and thus providing powerful tools that cannot be supported on a smartphone. The RRS also depends on connectivity that may not be accessible all the time due to location or strategy to preserve smartphone energy. The services on the cloud will perform analysis over the available sensors, with strategies of data mining, data extraction and sensory fusion. While the smartphone easily obtains HR measurements and performs HR, HRV analysis, other measurements can be executed (e.g. Galvanic Skin Response, Blood Pressure). Reasoning will be performed using previous knowledge that may include teachers’ instructions or clinical guidance but also background knowledge on cognitive issues or clinical aspects. The analysis to be executed over the cloud can become available for diverse types of applications from health to education.

The sensors within a flexible sensor layer can be of diverse type; while in the local system they should be restricted those of the smartphone, in the remote system they can be of any type according to the objective to be achieved. In overall, the system aims at using the available sensory capacity already embedded in smartphones, to diverse goals supported by the proposed architecture. The architecture is based on results already achieved in the scope of the ACACIA project (https://acacia.digital/en/) and the starting CARELINK project. While ACACIA supports education and prevents dropout in south America, CARELINK helps elder to perform their tasks safely by monitoring health and avoiding losing track due to dementia associated projects. The proposed architecture aims at providing a holistic solution both for young and old population, learning or just doing daily routines and preventing hazardous behaviors while monitoring health in older or young at risk.

3. CONCLUSION

The usage of wearable devices is becoming a reality that can be adopted in diverse societal domains including health, wellbeing and learning. The work hereby presented aims to address those mentioned areas, empowering the student’s performance and the citizens health track while centered on the individual. The proposed architecture was partially implemented with results that encourage the continuation. It is also to mention that the pilot experiments made with students in the scope of this research work, correlate physiological measurements with emotions and are suitable to be integrated in the proposed framework (Kadar et al. 2016). As for the real impact of the work hereby described, it has been tested in pilot studies in universities of South American countries, in the scope of ACACIA project, with results that encourage its adoption tackling heavy numbers of students’ dropout from university. Aiming at a broader utility, the present work is to prove that solutions can be of large spectrum on the opposite of the traditional reductionist approach focused on limited solutions. The present technological solution can be deployed for the student and grandparents supporting teaching or daily activities. It can be useful for young and old with physical or cognitive impairments while using devices as common as smartphones or not that common as fitness bands or smartwatches.

The results achieved so far are encourage the usage of emotional assessment to prevent dropout and stimulate students’ learning activities. Future research will aim at designing nonobtrusive devices that can be used daily without minimum impact along with new methods, including data mining and machine learning, for determining emotional and behavioral changes and its impact on people’s lives. Those objectives will be pursued in the scope of the CARELINK project and ACACIA project using cloud services and local deployments in the case that online services are not available.
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ABSTRACT
This paper will cover the design of a learning environment as a classroom regarding the Quadratic Equations, Functions and Graphs. The goal of the learning environment offered in the paper is to design a classroom where students will enjoy the process, use their skills they already have during the learning process, control and plan their learning process, and have the right of free choice of which way they can learn easily. Besides, it is alleged that in the paper, students will be more engaged, motivated and self-confident in this learning environment in terms of theories and approaches. Besides, students will have computers and graph calculators in the classroom, and some applications and programs will be provided such as Cabri, Maple, Derive, etc.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Learning happens in its natural habitat throughout history. People discover, explore, and learn in their daily life because, just like Dewey said, “I believe that education, therefore, is a process of living and not a preparation for future living.” If we would like to design an effective learning environment, this learning environment should represent the real life and contain the abilities of human being. Otherwise, as we all observe, students don’t want to go to school. Fostering students to go to school voluntarily may be the hardest thing to be achieved. However, if learning environment – classroom – gives students the opportunities to use their own abilities that they already have, it will foster the students to learn willingly. Students are already learning what they need to learn in their daily experiences, so they can learn in the classroom as well.

According the Gardner, it is a huge mistake to treat all children like they are different samples of the same individual, and this mistake leads to the formation of another mistake which is to try teaching the same things to all children in the same way. One of the main aims of this learning environment is to allow the students to enjoy the process, making them become willing to learn and assume the responsibility of their learning experiences.

The need for learning differs because of the existence and unique nature of man. When we look at the basis of education in education systems, the goals identified for the behavioral change to be gained by everyone are determined by assuming that the students have common characteristics in terms of their motoric, mental and affective developmental characteristics. Although individuals show similarities in terms of some mental and kinetic developmental characteristics, there are different forms of learning that emerge due to individual differences.

This study will cover the design of a learning environment for a classroom regarding the Quadratic Equations, Functions and Graphs that high school students find more difficult to learn. If we provide them an effective learning environment, the learning process of this topic would be beneficial. There are many studies
made to show the difficulties that students faced through learning equations, functions and graphs in the literature (Bayazit, 2011; Golderberg & Kliman, 1988; Sezgin-Memmun et al., 2015).

Specifically, quadratic equations, functions and graphs are included in one of the categories of mathematics education which is algebra. Algebra contains abstract thinking in it, and with abstract structures, students can improve their critical thinking abilities and ability of noticing relationships of elements related to mathematics. Because of that, students’ inability to learn algebra may lead them not to be capable of understand higher level mathematical matters, and withhold them to be successful in their educational lives (Williams, 1997). Functions and equations as abstract subjects in algebra are hard to comprehend, but they could be easier through graphs. Since, graphs are the visible way to understand what functions and equations represent. Graphical demonstrations of functions or expressions of equations both enhance students’ reasoning skills and boost their mathematical skills including interpreting mathematical elements (Sezgin-Memmun et al., 2015).

2. THE LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

The class will be divided into three divisions. At the front of the class there will be a section where the students who want to listen to the teacher will be figured. In the middle of the class there will be round tables where group work can be performed, and the third part will be located at the back side of the classroom where the graph calculator can be used. This divisions will appeal to students’ differences. If a student doesn’t want to join a group work, that students will work independently in the setting, or if a student is motivated by recent technologies that s/he has never seen, that students will go towards to graph calculators.

In this learning environment, students need to control their learning throughout process. To foster voluntarily learning, students should set short-term and/or long-term objectives for themselves. People are committed to a goal in everything they do in their lives, therefore in education, setting a goal is not a different thing, it is the reflection of life. Secondly, planning can help students to engage in learning tasks easily. From the aspect of self-regulation, setting goals is the beginning of planning the learning process. With the help of goals, students can direct their attention and effort to the tasks they need to complete. While planning, students can use their prior knowledge or experience – they can use the knowledge of graph and relations from the subject of pattern. They can choose activities freely based on their own goals.

Functions can be visualized by graphs, so to engage students with the tasks, technological tools such as computer and graph calculator will be used to motivate students. Admittedly, in 21st-century students are already inundated with technology, therefore they are already accustomed to using technology. If we use technology as a tool or a platform (to create macros), it will automatically motivate students to engage with the subject. Hollar & Norwood (1999) reported that the graphing calculator facilitates to move among the representations fast. It should be noted that it does not have to be graphing calculator to use in the classroom, any graphing program would be useful for meaningful learning (such as Cabri, Maple, Derive, etc.). In this point, I need to indicate that students have different learning styles, and they are motivated by different technologies. Moreover, some of them may not be motivated by technology. In this learning environment, in front of every students will be computer, and in a corner of the classroom there will be graph calculator section, but the teacher never forces students to use them. If students would like to choose the traditional way to understand function, equation and graph, they will use pen and paper. Since, when any method, specifically technology is forced in the classroom, it might create motivational complications. Students will be free to choose their learning way. Therefore, students control their learning with setting goals, planning and motivating themselves with the learning style they choose according to their prior experiences, we can say that this learning environment will be learner-centered learning environment. Students can only learn deeper conceptual understanding by actively participating in their own learning (Sawyer, 2014).

In addition to the setting goals, planning and motivating, self-monitoring will be encouraged by the teacher. Self-monitoring is a self-regulation process, and it affects academic performance since it includes self-assessment and self-recording (Shapiro et al., 2002, Graham et al., 1992). While drawing a graph or writing the function from graph, students will keep a record of the number of times they work on a specific task, the time that spends on working on the task and the steps faced with failure or success (the task could be drawing a graph, writing the function or implementing the graph). This self-monitoring helps students to observe and evaluate their development and make changes while needed. Just as working on a specific
learning task, students will seek help from other students or the teacher. Consequently, social support will turn into feedback, naturally. With this feature, the learning environment turns into assessment-centered learning setting. The key principles of assessment in this kind of learning environment are that they provide opportunities for revision and feedback (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999).

As Sezgin-Memnun et al. (2015) indicated that memorizing is the problem in learning with understanding. In this environment, learning and interpreting the equations, functions and graphs is easier to achieve than memorizing them. This environment is evaluating the understanding rather than memorization, it provides a depth of study. Planning will be a strong element through process, since it helps the knowledge to be well-organized. Also, with the help of records, understanding will be considered carefully and students will improve metacognitively by expecting additional information to make sense and asking for clarification when they face with complication during keeping record. Considering these features that the learning environment provide, we can name it as knowledge-centered learning setting. Since, knowledge-centered environments emphasis on sense-making, makes students more knowledgeable and consider students’ preconceptions brought to the environment (Bransford, Brown & Cocking, 1999).

### 2.1 Affecting Theories

In education, Piaget, the Swiss developmental psychologist, described constructivism as the process that students constructed their own knowledge. Constructivism based on Piaget’s research results is not an instructional approach, but an information learning approach (Pehlivan, 2010). As a result, teachers focus on individual process of knowledge construction rather than imposing upon their own knowledge. Papert, a student of Piaget, expanded his teacher’s strategy to constructionism by helping students construct their own knowledge that others can see and criticize (Papert & Harel, 1991; Kafai, 2006). Besides, constructivism is affected by Vygotsky’s theory (Vygotsky, 1978), there are three major points alleged: (i) social interaction plays a significant role through cognitive development, (ii) having at least one person who has better understanding in the environment – this person could be a teacher or a peer, and (iii) the Zone of Proximal Development which is the distance between a student’s ability to perform a task with guidance or a peer and ability to study independently. Vygotsky said that learning takes place in this zone.

In addition to these, constructivism is linked to instructional approaches and strategies such as metacognition and self-regulation. Both have important roles in students’ learning process and refer to; process of monitoring, self-management, and evaluating a students’ understanding (Hattie et al., 1996; Dignath et al., 2008). Metacognition means that one is aware of his own processes of thinking and can control these processes (Jaleel, 2016). Metacognitive approach is crucial because it encourages the students to think creatively and solve problems, and helps them to use their prior knowledge and experiences (Salmon, 2008). This theory claims that individuals must be the one who builds the knowledge, therefore, during process students regulate their own cognitive structure. When looking at the cognitive constructive view, self-regulation must be considered.

When it comes to learning process of equations, function and graphs, in this learning setting students will be encouraged to construct their own knowledge, and teacher has a role which is just a counselor, facilitator and scaffoldor. When a student faced with problems to understand, another student can assist him/her or the teacher will scaffold the learner. So, this verifies Vygotsky’s second point. As students creating and interpreting the function, equation and graph with the help of apps, calculators or just using pen and paper, teacher will give directions instead of imposing his/her own understanding to the students. Additionally, during the process that students exert effort to find out the conception that the facts bear out related to subject, they will need help and they will be in search of assistance. At this juncture, social interaction with peers or the teacher will be formed as feedback. Just as the constructionist approach advocates, other learners will see and critique the construction built by a learner. This confirms Vygotsky’s first and third points. The records kept throughout process will provide monitoring students’ understanding, and help the teacher to specify the misunderstandings and/or misconception. This will make easier the evaluation for the teacher. The process of monitoring derives the most effective assessment, and permanent and strong learning. An important goal of this environment is that fostering voluntarily study including setting goals, monitoring the process and evaluating the learning. Students will take active roles and the setting will provide them great opportunities to reflect on what they learn and how they learn with their peers and the teacher.
3. CONCLUSION

Given the structure, the number of students should be limited because there are some reports that indicates the class size is a significant element for the benefit of learning (Farrie et al, 2016; Bosworth, 2014). Students can get more attention from teacher, and teachers know well their students. Every student will be involved to the process, and none of them will be neglected.

Because all the information is transferred from teacher to themselves in current educational system – teacher-centered, students will have difficulties in controlling their learning and studying on their own. However, problems and difficulties would be eliminated with a well-trained teacher about counseling, scaffolding, self-regulated learning and educational psychology. At this point, we need to assume that the teacher has the abilities mentioned above.

Students will learn the understanding of function, equation and graphs in a unique way rather than traditional learning. Also, with the help of interaction and having the freedom to choose the learning way, the ability of working with other people would be improved, their self-esteem and confidence would be settled, and their construction of knowledge will be cumulated by means of others feedback. Students will understand and see the true meaning of and differences between function, equation and graphs, and can easily interpret and recognize them.
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LEVERAGING THE AFFORDANCES OF MOBILE LEARNING FOR VOCABULARY GAINS
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ABSTRACT
According to research findings, learners who are about to commence an undergraduate degree course with English as the medium of instruction (EMI), require a minimum English vocabulary size in order to decode and comprehend the academic texts that they have to read (Hazenberg and Hulstijn, 1996; Staehr, 2008; Laufer and Ravenhorst-Kalovski, 2010; Schmitt, 2010; Nation, 2013, Milton and Treffers-Daller, 2013). In the United Arab Emirates, several thousand Emirati students attend English foundation programmes prior to starting their EMI degrees in order to improve their academic skills, such as reading and vocabulary knowledge. However, despite the increased use of Technology-Enhanced Learning (TEL) and the introduction of mobile learning in 2012, the results of this study show that the vast majority of female Emirati still have an insufficient receptive vocabulary size for beginning an EMI undergraduate degree course. In addition, the use of a generic vocabulary learning app over a four-month period has not led to a significant increase in most students’ vocabulary size. The reasons for this could include the fact that the generic app does not fully utilise the affordances of mobile learning, it is not underpinned by pedagogically-sound vocabulary learning principles and that it does not focus on the particular learning needs and lexical weakness of Emirati students. Therefore, the author has worked as part of a team to develop and build a new, customised, mobile app that has attempted to address these weaknesses and help Zayed University students reach the required vocabulary learning goal.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ability to read academic texts is important for all students in higher education, but it is a particular issue for students for whom English is not their first language and who are about to embark on an EMI (English as the medium of instruction) undergraduate degree course. In order to read and understand these academic texts, it is important that students possess a sufficient knowledge of the appropriate English vocabulary or lexical items so that they can recognise and decode the words on the page. Several studies show that learners require a receptive knowledge of at least the first 3,000 most frequent word families in order to understand these texts with the help of an instructor (Nation, 2013: 208).

In order to achieve this learning goal of 3,000 word families, students need to actively learn and practice the most frequent words families in English (Nation, 2013). An ideal tool to do this a vocabulary learning app on a mobile device, such as a tablets or smartphone. This takes advantages of many of the affordances of mobile technology, such as ubiquitous learning, multimodal meaning, recursive feedback and differentiated learning (Cope & Kalantzis, 2017) and navigationism (Moran, 2008).

At Zayed University in the UAE, these affordances have been harnessed to develop a context-specific, vocabulary learning app that supports learners in acquiring 600 of the most useful and frequent general and general academic word families in English. This paper first identifies the issues as described in the literature, as well as the learning context. It then describes how the features of the new app leverage the affordances of e-learning and mobile learning, and finally how these features are based on key pedagogical principles and process of learning vocabulary.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Conceptualising Vocabulary

Vocabulary knowledge in any language can be conceptualised in terms of breadth or depth. Vocabulary breadth, or vocabulary size, refers to the number of words or word families a person knows, while vocabulary depth refers to how much a person knows about each word (Milton, 2013, p. 60). Another important distinction is between the written or orthographic form of a word that is used in reading and writing and its aural or phonological form used in listening and speaking (Nation, 2013).

2.2 Vocabulary Size

There is already a clear relationship between reading comprehension and breadth of receptive vocabulary knowledge in a language. Nation (2013: 208) states that knowledge of the 3-4,000 most frequent word families in English will enable readers to recognise and comprehend 95% of the words in most written texts with instructional support from the teacher. However, in order to read and understand most texts independently of a teacher, and be able to guess the meaning of the remaining unknown words, learners need to know 98% of the words in a text. This is equivalent to knowledge of 8-9,000 word families (Ibid). This is supported by Laufer & Ravenhorst-Kalovski (2010:15), who also identified 8,000 word families as an optimal size for reading comprehension.

2.3 Learning Context

Zayed University is one of three federal higher education institutions in the United Arab Emirates in which English is the medium of instruction (EMI) on all degree courses. Prior to starting their 4-year degree course, students with a lower level of English ability have to join a foundation program for a maximum of eight months over one academic year of two semesters. On this program they undertake intensive English for General Academic Purposes (EGAP) courses of up to twenty hours per week in order to gain the necessary English language and academic skills. Technology is widely used throughout the program, both in terms of the hardware and software. Since August 2012, the use of iPads was mandated in all classes and they became the primary tool for the students to consume and produce learning content. Students also make use of their smartphones for certain learning tasks and activities. For each of the three levels in the Foundation program, there are clear vocabulary learning objectives that focus on receptive vocabulary knowledge. The learning outcome is for students to learn 600 word families over a period of 16 weeks.

2.4 Current Vocabulary Knowledge

At the end of the 2016 Fall semester, 252 students in the final level of the foundation program completed an online vocabulary size test. The results showed that nearly 50% of the students had a receptive vocabulary size of only 2,000 word families, while approximately 24% of students had a vocabulary size of less than 2,000 word families. Only 14% of students at the end of the ABP demonstrated a vocabulary size of 3,000 word families, which has been identified as an absolute minimum for starting a degree course in English.

2.5 Mobile Apps for Learning Vocabulary

Since the introduction of mobile devices, such as tablets and smartphones, a plethora of commercial mobile apps have been developed that support the learning of different aspects of vocabulary in various languages. These include those that focus on general language development (Duolingo), storing vocabulary (MyWordBook) and retrieving vocabulary (Quizlet).

In addition, there have been several attempts by teachers and academics to develop English vocabulary learning mobile apps for their particular learning context and their research findings show how mobile learning apps can enhance English vocabulary learning. For example, Wu (2015) reports on the development
of a Basic4Android smartphone app to help college students in China improve their English vocabulary. She shows that the students who used the app “significantly outperformed those in the control group in acquiring new vocabulary” (2015: 170). Similarly, Wang (2017) designed an Android app that presented 720 lexical items from the New General Service List (NGSL) of the most frequent words in English to her class of university students in Taiwan. Feedback from her students suggested that for the vast majority, the app gave them more opportunities for learning English and allowed them to learn every day.

2.6 Generic Vocabulary App

In terms of the Foundation program Zayed University, a generic, off-the-shelf app and website – ‘Vocabulary and Spelling City’, was introduced at the beginning of the 2015 academic year as a way for students to try and learn the 600 word families specified in the curriculum.

In order to measure the effectiveness of the app, students were asked to complete an online vocabulary size test at the beginning of the Fall semester in September 2016 and again at the end of the semester in early December 2016. The test scores are presented as knowledge of vocabulary in bands of 500 word families. Table 1 shows the changes in the overall vocabulary band scores for the 212 students who completed both tests. 103 or nearly half of all the students showed no change in the size of their vocabulary, as measured by the test. 56 students or about a quarter of the total increased their vocabulary by one band and 22 students or 10% of the total increased it by two bands. At the other end of the scale, 23 students or 10% of the total experienced a decline in their receptive vocabulary by on band.

Table 1. Changes in Vocabulary Sizes for EGAP4 students between Sept. and Dec. 2016

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in Band Scores</th>
<th>Number of students</th>
<th>Percentage of total number of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decreased 3 Bands</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased 2 Bands</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased 1 Band</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Change in Band</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>48.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased 1 Band</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>26.42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased 2 Bands</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased 5 Bands</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTALS</strong></td>
<td><strong>212</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, the learning gains from using the generic vocabulary app have been far from impressive. There could be several reasons for this. Firstly, the generic app does not fully utilise the affordances of mobile learning. Secondly, it is not underpinned by sound vocabulary learning principles. Finally, it does not focus on the particular learning needs and lexical weakness of Emirati students. Therefore, the author has worked as part of a team to develop and build a new, customised, mobile app that has attempted to address these weaknesses and help Zayed University students reach the required vocabulary learning goal.

3. AFFORDANCES OF A CUSTOM-BUILT APP

The Academic Vocabulary App (AVA) was designed by instructors in the foundation program in conjunction with instructional designers from the university’s Centre for Educational Innovation (CEI). All the content was localized for the context and it has been designed to take advantage of many of the affordances advocated by leading educationalists in e-learning, such as Cope & Kalantzis (2017).

3.1 Ubiquitous Learning

The app is primarily designed to be used by the learners as a self-access tool outside the classroom, using their smart phones or tablets. Learners can take advantage of the anytime, anywhere, anyhow aspect of mobile learning and are actively encouraged to use the app whenever they have even five minutes of free time. Instructors can also make use of it in class to play team games to review word families.
3.2 Multimodal Meaning

As well as static text and images, the app also uses sound files to allow users to hear each word being pronounced by a speaker of either British or American English. This allows users to make a much stronger connection between the orthographic (written) representation and the phonological (aural) representation of the meaning.

3.3 Differentiated Learning

In order to take advantage of the ability of the technology to differentiate learning for each individual, AVA features elements of individualized and adaptive learning. Firstly, items within each stage are completely randomized, so no two learners will get the same sequence of items. In addition, if a user gets an item wrong, it is re-presented later within the same stage. Finally, the app records which words and items a user has had problems with and saves these as Weak Words. Users can then complete Weak Word Quizzes that only contain items for these words.

3.4 Recursive Feedback

At all stages, feedback is constant and immediate. For individual items, users get instant feedback on whether their answers are correct or not. If they are incorrect, they get the opportunity later to answer the same question again. At the end of each Stage, block and Unit, users get feedback on which words were weak and are directed to complete extra activities to strengthen these.

3.5 Navigationism

Finally, the structure of the app has been designed so that learners can follow the built in learning sequence to maximize learning gains or, if they prefer, go to the Stages in the app that they feel they need more practice with, such as learning collocations. This encourages learners to develop their skills in navigationism (Moran, 2008) so that they can steer their own path through the learning materials without a teacher being there to dictate their learning pathway.

4. VOCABULARY LEARNING PRINCIPALS

AVA is also based on four important vocabulary learning principles or processes that make it unique amongst mobile vocabulary learning apps.

4.1 Noticing

This process simply refers to learners giving attention to a particular word or lexical item. In the app the meaning and form of each new word is presented very clearly in the initial stage so that users can connect the two in several different activities.

4.2 Encoding

Encoding is the process by which a new trace of information is laid down in memory. According to Kihlstrom (2013) a stronger memory is created “when we process an item deeply, connecting it to our rich fund of pre-existing knowledge.” (Kihlstrom, 2013, p. 3). AVA incorporates this principle by presenting new words in sentences that are localized and relevant to Emirati learners. This makes them more meaningful and therefore more likely to be remembered.
4.3 Generating

Previously met words need to be subsequently used in ways that are different from the previous meeting with the word (Nation, 2013, p. 68-72). These new meetings force learners to reconceptualise and strengthen their knowledge of that word within their long-term memories. In AVA, there are six different stages that users can pass through and each one focuses on a different aspect of vocabulary, including spelling, collocations and word families. Each stage enables users to see the same words in different contexts, which are more likely to help preserve and enhance the long term memory trace of that word.

4.4 Retrieving

This final process involves actively remembering and recalling the form and meaning of a word at different points (Nation, 2001, p. 66-68). To maximize the effectiveness of retrieval, learners require at least seven opportunities to retrieve the word from their memory (Nation, 2001:67). Within each block of 10 words in AVA, users encounter each word at least 10 times over a 30-minute period.

5. CONCLUSION

As has been described in this paper, the development of a custom-built, vocabulary learning app has been based on substantial research into both the affordances of e-learning and mobile technology, as well as key vocabulary learning principles. For the Fall 2017 semester, all learners in the final level of the program will use the app for the first time and a measurement of their vocabulary sizes will be taken at the beginning and end of the semester. It is hoped that the consistent use of the app by learners on the foundation program will lead to a greater number reaching the learning objective of 3,000 of the most frequent word families in English and, therefore, being better able to cope with the academic texts they are required to read on their EMI undergraduate courses.
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ABSTRACT
Problem solving is a critical competency for modern world and also an effective way of learning. Education should not only transfer domain-specific knowledge to students, but also prepare them to solve real-life problems – to apply knowledge from one or several domains within specific situation. Problem solving as teaching tool is known for a long time, but our aim is to enhance it by suggesting knowledge tools for different stages of problem solving process. Knowledge tools involve students in the process of knowledge construction that contributes to understanding of subject and help students to organize and present their own knowledge. An overview of software, which help to apply the suggested knowledge tools, is presented as well. Finally we illustrate our approach with two examples of teaching school and university students.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary world requires the use of new technologies in learning process as the traditional educational methods cannot manage increasing amount of information. Education should not only give information to students, but also provide the methods of knowledge production and information technologies can make this process more effective and efficient. The use of IT in education should not be limited by the change of the communication channel for information transfer: "from teacher to learner" to "from the multimedia system to learner." Computer technology should provide conditions for students to design, present and express their knowledge by themselves rather than on a pre-programmed pattern (Jonassen et al, 1998; Jonassen, 2005). The learning environment is necessary to provide an opportunity for students to produce, present and express knowledge. The use of computers in this case means not only the use of various forms of presentation and communication of information (Kalantarov, 2014).

The use of problem-solving method in the learning process helps students in construction of their own knowledge and allow instructors to individualize the learning process, as students will generate their own decisions with the teacher’s support and not use the already existing ones (Jonassen, 2004). This helps to understand the studied subjects better and improve problem-solving skills, regardless of the field of study.

Existing research (De Corte et al, 2004) shows the effectiveness of applying problem solving for educational results and improvement of learning and adaptation skills, but the suggested environment does not specify the role of IT. Computer system in this case should serve as a catalyst for the acquisition of knowledge and skills. Other research (Kim, Hannafin, 2011) illustrates the possibilities of scaffolding problem solving in technology enhanced environment, but without use of knowledge tools.

Knowledge tools help in the transfer of knowledge from teacher to student, making the process more clear and understandable, and enable students to construct their own knowledge and mental models. Knowledge tools involve students in the process of knowledge construction that contributes to understanding of subject, and not only the playback from the memory of what has been received from a teacher or other source of knowledge. These tools help students to organize and present their own knowledge. That is why we decided

* Research has been conducted with financial support from Russian Science Foundation grant (project No. 15-18-30048).
to make an environment where students would be given the opportunity to use knowledge tools to construct their own mental models and apply them to solve problems.

The aim of this paper is to propose a framework of using knowledge tools for teaching by solving problems and to suggest a corresponding IT support.

2. PROBLEM SOLVING AS A TEACHING TOOL

Problem solving is usually one of the most important cognitive skills in education, profession and everyday life (Jonassen, 2000). Problem is the task that requires study and subsequent decision, that contains the following (Jonassen, 1997): domain, type, solving process and solution. Domain defines concepts and elements of issues, concepts and principles adopted by it. Solving process is a set of operations to reduce the impact of the problem and to approach targets (Wood, 1983). Problem type prescribes the rules and procedures necessary for its solution. Well-structured and ill-structured problems can be allocated (Jonassen, 1997). Dividing problems in two categories is important for our framework because different types of problems can appear and different kinds of tools can be used for them. We summarized characteristics of problems in Table 1 (Jonassen, 1997; Wood, 1983; Kitchner, 1983).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Well-Structured</th>
<th>Ill-Structured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context dependence</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The initial state</td>
<td>Well defined</td>
<td>Undefined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The final (target) state</td>
<td>Well known</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of solutions</td>
<td>One solution</td>
<td>Many solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar problems</td>
<td>Similar solution</td>
<td>Solutions can differ because of context dependence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required skills</td>
<td>Knowledge Base</td>
<td>Personal experience in the field of problem Extensive knowledge of the issues and related fields The ability to argue and defend their point of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solving process</td>
<td>Spent circuit solutions Design and synthesis solutions Collection of evidence in favor solutions Discussions for the selection decision Monitoring of selected solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>The effectiveness of the chosen schema Only empirically</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation with real life</td>
<td>Weak</td>
<td>Most real-world problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to (Jonassen, 2004; Kim, Hannafin, 2011) we can highlight the following stages of solving process for different types of problems: 1. Identify problem; 2. Create problem space (including context); 3. Search potential solutions; 4. Evaluate and choose solutions; 5. Implement solution; 6. Check and verify; 7. Reflection.

3. KNOWLEDGE TOOLS FOR TEACHING BY SOLVING PROBLEMS

The use of knowledge tools helps in the construction of knowledge by a student and becomes a key ingredient of active and continuous learning (Gavrilova, 2010; Gavrilova et al, 2011; Jonassen et al, 1998; Jonassen, 2005; Koznov, Pliskin, 2008). The article (Wang et al., 2013) illustrates the possibilities of using cognitive tools to scaffold the whole problem solving process and shows its effectiveness. Argument and concepts maps are used there together.

The current work is in line with the design science research methodology. The following requirements are specified for the framework: support of different stages of problem solving process; application of tools, which supports knowledge structuring and production; specifics of problems must be taken in to account; guidelines for implementation of IT support must be provided.
We analyzed and selected knowledge tools that can be applied effectively at different stages of problem-solving in teaching. The main sources of information were (Jonassen, 2005; Gavrilova et al, 2012; Young, 2010; Kudravtsev, Gavrilova, 2017). Our framework does not mean the use of all the proposed knowledge tools, but shows possible ones. Although some tools may be used at several stages, we tried to define the most important "stage-tool" links. The selection criterion for tools was a type of knowledge that is needed at the stage of problem solving. Also those tools were selected that are easy to learn and do not require a lot of time to study because they are ancillary.

3.1 Framework of Using Knowledge Tools on Stages of Problem Solving

The main part of our framework is based on visual knowledge structuring tools. First of all, elements of problem should be presented by student. Problem presentation is the key to problem solving (Jonassen, 2005). Knowledge visualization facilitates intuitive understanding (Mayer, 1989). Main parts of a problem situation and actions in problem-solving process as well as their relationships should be visualized. Mind maps can be used to show them. Then we should create problem space: understand relations between problem elements. Concept maps can visualize all relations. For ill-structured problems we should take into account context dependencies as well and simple overview of similar problems cannot give enough information in current situation. So causal models can be used to describe root causes and different consequences of a problem, they can also illustrate by (+) factors, that have positive impact, and by (-) factors, that have negative impact. The goal tree can be used for ill-structured problem because it can have multiple target states, which are associated to different goals, and we don’t know the best one. Both well- and ill-structured problems can have several methods of solution: in this case, decision tree helps to visualize them. Argument mapping can help during choosing the best solution of that have been found by visualizing benefits and limitations of them. Such an evidence in favor or against solutions is especially relevant for ill-structured problems. When solution is chosen, diagrams may help to visualize its implementation plan in terms of projects and processes (for example, Gantt charts). After the implementation stage we should verify the solution. With argument map we can check solution by illustrating what have been and have not been done. On the last step mind map can be used again to summarize experience and make knowledge more structured. The framework is presented on table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Well-Structured problem</th>
<th>Ill-Structured problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify problem</td>
<td>Mind map</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Create problem space (incl. context)</td>
<td>Concept map</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Search potential solutions</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Causal model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Evaluate and choose solutions</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Argument map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Implement solution</td>
<td>Project diagram, Process diagram</td>
<td>Argument mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Check and verify</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Reflection</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Mind map</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, not only knowledge visualization tools can be useful. Brainstorming can be used to identify problem in the group. Libraries with example solutions and case studies should help to understand meaningful objects of problem space and can show possible ways of the solution. Means-end analysis can be used for well-structured problems as we know initial and final state. For ill-structured problems brainstorm can help generate different solutions. Also decision tables can help to generate and organize possible solutions and then this tool can help to select the way to reach the best one. After action review and formulation of lessons learned can be used to evaluate chosen solution, get a feedback from students and accumulate their knowledge.
3.2 Software for Supporting Proposed Framework of Using Knowledge Tools

To scaffold our framework we reviewed some software tools to create heterogeneous technology-enhanced learning environment. Listed software (table 3) was chosen based on author’s experience, literature review and product’s descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge visualization tool</th>
<th>Possible software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mind map</td>
<td>MindManager, MindMapper, ThinkGraph, FreeMind, MyMind, Xmind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concept map</td>
<td>CmapTool, Inspiration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argument map</td>
<td>Reason!Able, Athena, Debatabase, Agora, Rationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>PrecisionTree, Flying Logic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project diagram</td>
<td>Microsoft Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process diagram</td>
<td>Microsoft Visio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another option is software integrated in a learning management system. Benefit of this approach is that software tools are standardized and visual models can be produced, saved and checked directly in learning environment. Moreover, integration gives an opportunity to use one tool for knowledge transfer from teacher, knowledge construction by student and assessment of education results. We analysed Moodle system (https://moodle.org/) as an integration platform. Moodle is a learning platform designed to provide educators, administrators and learners with a single robust, secure and integrated system to create learning environments. Standard activities like forums, chats and wiki can be used for brainstorming, after action review and lessons learned and also to describe and accumulate cases and worked examples.

Visual knowledge tools can be installed as well. We have found activity plugins for mind mapping (Mind Map, Advanced MindMap, Mappa) and question type plugin for concept mapping (Concept Map). Hierarchical structure of mind maps allows using this tool for goal and decision trees, using colors on mind map can make it suitable for argument map creation and a complement of this tool by chat gives a visual tool for brainstorming. A substitution of relations in concept map by + and – allows to make causal models.

4. DEMONSTRATION

Our approach now is on the stage of approbation. For case and field studies we decided to implement our framework and added problem solving as an instrument of education in two courses: for programming learners at school and for university learners of business engineering (enterprise architecture).

First group includes school learners 14-15 years old that study programming and have a task of making course project. They should choose well-structured problem. To enhance this process it is required to build mind map of their problem to make it more obviously. After the information model of program was build students should apply means-ends analysis to make effective and optimized algorithm. If pupils do not implement it, they can choose any working solution without comparing so they will not get metacognitive skills. After making of programs all students will have to discuss not only their own works but try to evaluate other solutions through common after action review.

University students study business engineering (enterprise architecture) through semester-long problem-oriented project. They should choose an enterprise, find «bottle necks» and suggest solution. This task is ill-structured. Students create standard enterprise architecture models during analysis and synthesis phases of problem solving. Students should make a mind-map in order to organize knowledge about an enterprise and understand context. Goal tree is created and causal map for root-cause analysis is developed. Brainstorm can be applied for searching possible solutions by group. Overview of existing solutions for similar problems and work with case library will help to avoid wheel reinvention. Many solutions are possible because this problem is ill-structured – we cannot know the ideal goal state for enterprise. Argument mapping can help to choose the best solution and develop skills of reasoning and defending point of view. After the solution was created students have to consolidate gathered knowledge by formulating lessons learned.
It should be noted that the use of knowledge tools is an additional cognitive load. However, the expected effect of improving learning skills and deeper understanding of the subject, in our view, justifies this approach. Further research will be dedicated to more detailed analysis of relationship between knowledge tools and different stages of problem solving, besides more sound evaluation of the proposed framework is required.

5. CONCLUSION

Contemporary world requires the use of new technologies in learning process. Education should not only give domain-knowledge but has to provide the methods of knowledge production and information technologies can make this process more efficient. Principles of education through problem solving were discussed. Problems as educational instrument can let students get metacognitive skills and not only domain specific knowledges. To make the process of transferring of knowledge from teacher to student clearer and to help student construct own knowledge we proposed the framework of using knowledge tools and methods on different stages of problem solving. Knowledge tools involve students in the process of knowledge production that contributes to their profound understanding of subject. IT environment can help to make this process more effective. The results of the research can be used for creating courses and applying specific IT-tools and plugins on various stages of training.
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ABSTRACT

Students’ journal writings could be useful resources for teachers to grasp their understandings and to see their own teaching objectively. However, reading a large number of journals thoroughly is not always realistic for teachers. Although various automatic analysis methods have been proposed to understand learning journals, they do not necessarily fit the needs of teachers and tend to overlook minor opinions. In this paper, we propose an interactive report tool for exploring journal writings. Focusing on the efficiency of reading learning journals, it employs weekly keywords extracted from journals as entry points for journal sentences. It enables us to read journal sentences selectively. The tool also provides lists of most used adjectives from week to week, which is helpful for teachers to grasp the temporal variation of opinions through a semester. We conducted a preliminary questionnaire about the usefulness of the report tool targeting teachers of the course “Information Science” in our university. Most of them evaluated our tool positively although the number of answers was small.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Journal writing in an educational context is an important approach for fostering writing skills, for deepening understandings of concepts (Scouller, 1998), for reflection (Boud, 2001), and so on. Students’ learning journals contain their thoughts, feelings, and ideas, which come up to their mind during a class. These are useful for teachers to see their teaching activity objectively from the student’s perspective. By reading journals, teachers can find which topics interested students, what confused them, and how they understood concepts. Such observation gives teachers many insights that lead to improvements of course materials and their own teaching.

Reading journals thoroughly, however, takes a long time when a class is large, and it is not always possible for teachers to read journals of all students. It is also difficult to summarize a number of opinions without overlooking minor but important opinions. In recent years, text mining techniques have been employed to automatically analyze learning journals; for example, a topic modeling technique was employed for grading reflections (Chen et al., 2016), and subjective and affective features were captured from reflective texts (Gibson and Kitto, 2015).

Although such analysis methods help us to understand journals to some extent, they only provide a fixed view of journals and do not always fit teachers’ need. Therefore, it remains important to read individual entries of journals in an efficient manner. Our research question is how we could improve teachers’ reading experience especially for learning journals without losing flexibility and efficiency.

In this study, we propose an interactive report tool based on web technologies, which makes it possible for teachers to explore students’ journal writings without losing details of the writings. We employed weekly keywords (Taniguchi et al., 2017) as entry points to actual journal texts, which enables teachers to read journal entries selectively. We implemented our interactive reports on our Mahara e-portfolio system as a
web-based tool, and conducted a preliminary questionnaire about its usefulness. In the rest of the paper, we
detail the design and implementation of our proposed interactive report tool, and then discuss the result of the
questionnaire.

2. METHOD

2.1 Design of Interactive Report

We propose a web-based interactive report tool for journal entries, which provides word-based navigation
mechanism and shows patterns of word usages. We consider a kind of keyword that helps us to understand a
wide variety of topics of journal entries. The graphical user interface displays such keywords as entry points
of journal exploration. The keywords are shown in ranking tables for each week, and we can see how the
usage of words varies from week to week. We also show most frequent adjectives for every week, which
presents the temporal change in sentiment.

We employ the importance measure proposed in (Taniguchi et al., 2017), which identifies weekly
keywords. Minor opinions or topics are relatively difficult to notice when we read students’ journals in a
limited time. Most of the journal entries usually share the common topics, and thus we can skip some
redundant entries. The importance measure balances between minor and major topics by taking into account
both the frequency and the week-specificity of a word, where week-specificity is computed from the week
frequency of the word in a dataset. Since minor opinions highly related to particular course topics tend to
include week-specific words, we can efficiently ignore redundant entries by choosing entries that includes
weekly keywords.

2.2 Implementation Detail

The users of our Mahara system can use the interactive report tool as a part of the system. The tool shows an
interactive report for selected classes. A report consists of three sections. The first section presents a simple
statistical information about journal texts. Figure 1 shows an example of the section. It includes the total of
entries, the total of words, the average number of words per sentence, and so on. These numbers shows how
much students wrote in journals.

File: Total entries
- Total sentences
- Total words
- #Sentences / entry
- #Words / sentence
- #Words / entry

Figure 1. The first section showing statistics such as total numbers and average
numbers of entries, sentences, and words

The second section gives us the main interactive interface for journal exploration. There are four
 subsections corresponding to part of speeches of nouns, adjectives, verbs, and adverbs. Each subsection
shows a ranking table of words of the corresponding part of speech for every week. Figure 2 shows an
example table for nouns on the left hand side, and additional three dynamic features on the right hand side.

The first dynamic feature is a pop-up sentence view. When we hold a mouse cursor on a word in tables, a
popup appears and it shows the sentences containing the selected word and emphasizes its occurrences. It is
helpful for us to understand in what context and how the word is used in real sentences.
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The second one is word highlighting feature which emphasize all occurrences of a pointed word across ranking tables. Since the ranking table presents a relative importance in a particular week, this feature makes it possible to see how the usage pattern of the word changes through a semester.

The last feature is grouping feature of adjective and verbal words by their polarity based on a dictionary. We can toggle the feature, and get positive and negative words in ranking tables colored with green and red colors, respectively. It is helpful to quickly understand journal contents from the sentimental point of view.

The last section focuses on adjectives and includes two types of stacked bar charts as shown in Figure 3. On the left hand side of the figure, the numbers of occurrences are shown for each major adjective word. In contrast, on the right hand side, adjective words are grouped into positive ones, negative ones, and the others; and it roughly shows how opinions changes. These charts make it possible for teachers to track the temporal change in adjective word usage, which in turn helps them identify topics interesting or difficult for students.

3. RESULT & DISCUSSION

We did a questionnaire about the use of students’ journal for improving teaching and about the usefulness of our report tool. We asked ten teachers to use our interactive report tool and to answer the questionnaire, who conducted classes of Information Science course held for the first grade students during the first semester 2016 in our university. In the classes, students were instructed to write a journal entry per week after a class.
with the content including their impression after class, what they learned, what aspects they found interesting, and so on. All the learning journals are collected in our Mahara e-portfolio system.

Since we obtained answers from only several teachers, we abandoned to quantitatively evaluate our report tool. We only shows some of the answers in this paper. Only two out of five teachers answered they had browsed students’ learning journals before, and had read journals of all students. A teacher commented that he could find what students feel difficult. Another teacher pointed that he was able to understand which weeks have many negative opinions at a glance. In comparison to the user interface of Mahara system, three persons answered it is easier to read and analyze.

4. CONCLUSION

We designed and implemented an user interface for exploring students' learning journals interactively. Based on weekly keyword rankings, our tool provides a way to access important entries efficiently without overlooking minor opinions. From the questionnaire for a preliminary evaluation, we obtained some positive feedback. However, the number of answers is very small, and thus the evaluation is very limited. In future study, we will conduct expanded survey for quantitatively evaluate our tool. Our interactive report tool can be used to promote the use of students’ journals for improving teaching, and it would be useful for comparatively analyze different teaching styles.
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ABSTRACT
Learning analytics primarily deals with the optimization of learning environments and the ultimate goal of learning analytics is to improve learning and teaching efficiency. Studies on learning analytics seem to have been made in the form of adaptation engine and intervention engine. Adaptation engine studies are quite widespread, but intervention engine work has been seen to studies very few. For the intervention engine studies, it was generally determined that interventions were made with feedback and dashboards. The aim of this study is to reveal an intervention engine framework which is based on learning analytics. Within this framework, a system design has been put forward which can provide instructional, supportive and motivational interventions to learners. These interventions are based on both the learning outputs of the learners and their learning experiences. Instructional interventions are planned to be based on learning outputs, supportive and motivational interventions are based on learning experiences.
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Learning analytics, intervention engine, learner output, learner experience

1. INTRODUCTION
Learning analytics primarily deals with the optimization of learning environments. So far, this optimization has been based on two basic components. These are adaptation engines and intervention engines. Numerous designs and researchers are being conducted for the adaptation engine. Whereas studies on intervention engines have, unfortunately, been limited to dashboards and feedback. The weakness of the intervention engine designs based on learning analytics is that the theoretical construct is not adequately addressed. However, the intervention is a concept that includes specific methods and models in psychology. Intervention defined; interact with people to help them in an ongoing system (Argyris, 1970). The dimensions of the intervention concept and types of intervention in the related field are stated as instructional, supportive and motivational interventions (Geller, 2005). But, the theory of intervention is structured in the field of behavioral psychology. Therefore, intervention theory based on behavioral psychology principles is not suitable for learning environments based on the constructivist learning approach. The aim of this study is to create an intervention engine framework which is based on learning analytics. Instructional, supportive and motivational interventions will be included in this intervention engine.

1.1 Learning Analytics and Intervention
E-learning provides a lot of benefits to learner and instructor designers. Besides this, there are some barriers in e-learning processes. One of the most important of these barriers is that online learning processes are biased. Here, the biggest bias is mentioned; online learning processes provide more benefits for self-directed learners. In other words, in online learning environments; a process that works against the learners who need intervention in favor of autonomous learners. In the solution of this negativity learning analytics is an intensively studied subject. For solving these problems, learning analytics offers opportunities for instructional designers, instructors, and researchers. Moreover, the main aim of learning analytics is to improve learning and optimize learning environments. Siemens and Gasevic (2012) proposed the concept of learning analytics in this direction: “Analyzing, measuring and reporting on learners and learning
environments data in order to understand and improve learning environments and processes”. In this context, it appears that learning analytics will play an important role in facilitating learning and increasing performance. Because; the ultimate goal of learning analytics is to improve learning and teaching efficiency (Elias, 2011). Learning analytics provide a great deal of power to improve learners’ learning performance and increase learning efficiency (Dyckhoff vd., 2012). Besides, that learning analytics can ensure better feedback on the learning process (Kloos vd., 2013). Based on the feedback obtained, environment designs are reviewed and improved to create more appropriate environments.

Learning analytics often rises on the educational data mining background. Educational data mining is the subject of analysis based on log data of learners in learning management systems. The relationship and / or difference between the two concepts can be sought in terms of analyze-analytic concepts. The concept of analysis refers to pattern discovery based on data, whereas analytic refers to the use of these patterns in a specific area. In this direction; while the educational data mining aims to discover the patterns of learning data in instructional environments, learning analytics requires the use of these patterns with instructional purposes.

With the use of learning analytics, it became possible for learners in e-learning environments to intervene and improve the learning environment during their learning experiences. The ultimate goal of the interventions; improve learner achievement or improve learners’ learning experiences (Pardo & Dawson, 2016). But the delay of feedback and the inability to use real-time information is a concerning topic for adaptive diagnosis and intervention in e-learning environments (Wu, Huang & Zou, 2015). With the intervention engines, it is possible to give immediate feedback to learners and to use the interaction data in e-learning environments. In addition, if the successes and interactions of learners are ignored learners' successes and their environment engagement can be negatively affected. Effective interventions have been shown to have a significant impact on encouraging learners’ performance of learning (Chen, 2011). A structured intervention model which is developed with learning analytics to support learning and teaching can improve the learning performance of learners(Wu, Huang & Zou, 2015). Studies on learning analytics have just begun. So, research on improving the learning environment seems to be lacking. The main reason of this lacking is that there is not enough study on the intervention engines.

1.2 Design of Intervetion Engine

In this research, an intervention engine framework which is based on learning analytics is presented. In the next stage, an intervention engine design and development will be done using the developmental research method. Before designing the intervention engine it is necessary to define the intervention which is a psycho-educational structure. Intervention is defined that interact with people to help them in an ongoing system (Argyris, 1970). Intervention theory and intervention models in the field of psychology have been put forward. In this research, "ABC (activator-behavior-consequence)" which is intervention model developed by Geller (2005) will be used. In this model; there are three types of intervention which are instructional, supportive, and motivational.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention Type</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>Use an activator or antecedent to start a new behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
<td>If an individual learns what is right behavior and exhibits behavior, it can be used to turn it into a routine in daily life or to automate the behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational</td>
<td>Person know the right behavior but if it does not show it; he/she needs an encouragement from the outside or the interventions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see in the definitions interventions use for the changing the behavior. Interventions and intervention types are used to create about behavioral changes because of the concept of intervention is a psycho-educational structure. In the context of this research, this structure has been included in the intervention engine design in accordance with the e-learning environments. The aim of the intervention is improving the learning. These interventions both can be directly made based on learning outputs, and they can be indirect interventions to based on learning experiences. In the studies of the related field, it was seen
that the interventions to learners were usually based on learning outputs. In this research, interventions are based on both learners' learning outputs and learning experiences. Instructional interventions based on learners' learning outcomes and supportive and motivational interventions based on learning experiences are structured.

2. METHOD

Research is planned as developmental research. Developmental research is defined as; "Design, development, and evaluation of a specific product" (Richey, Klein & Nelson, 2004). The research process is conducted in accordance with the developmental research approach suggested by Reeves (2000).

As you can see in Figure 1, developmental research is an iterative process that starts with needs analysis and ends with designing and documentation. In the context of needs analysis, focus group interviews were made with the learners by the semi-structured interview form. Then, we were decided from the obtained findings the interventions which are used in the intervention engine design. After the interventions have been determined, the prototype will be developed. After the final prototype is determined, the e-learning environment will be developed.

2.1 Framework of Intervention Engine

The intervention engine framework includes instructional, supportive and motivational interventions. Instructional interventions based on outputs of learning tasks; supportive and motivational interventions based on learning processes/experiences. The intervention engine framework which is planned to be developed is presented in Figure 2.
As can be seen in Figure 2, instructional interventions will be done using the caution index based on the notes that learners have taken from learning tasks. According to the results obtained, direct feedback is given to the learners and information about weak or strong topics will be given by signal lights.

Supportive interventions which based on learners' experiences’ data will be calculated by using educational data mining algorithms. The results will be presented to the learners via dashboards. In this type of intervention, predictions which the success status of learners will also be made.

Motivational interventions which based on learners' experiences’ data will be calculated by using decision support algorithms. According to the results, the motivation items will be presented to the learners via gamification components.

3. CONCLUSION

In this research, an intervention engine framework based on learning analytics has been revealed. There are educational, supportive and motivational interventions in the scope of the intervention engine. Instructional interventions will be calculated according to the results of learning outputs of learners via the caution index. Learners will be presented information which is about their performance via direct feedback and signal lights. Educational data mining algorithms will use for supportive interventions and dashboards will be used to display the results. The gamification items will be used in the e-learning environment for motivational interventions. As a result of the research, an intervention engine for e-learning environments has been put forward. At the next stage, the intervention engine will be developed.
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ABSTRACT
The authors herein justify the need for e-TPCK, an adaptive e-learning system for teaching in-service teachers how to teach with technology. Outlining the instructional design process involved and the adaptivity feature of e-TPCK, it is explained how the system promotes and measures the development of teachers’ Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPCK). Considering the novel alternative of the system to more traditional professional development approaches, the authors conclude with the argument for employing e-TPCK in real classroom settings in a situated way.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Despite the massive investments to integrate technology in education, teachers still appear unprepared to engagingly link technology to their pedagogy and competently use it in their daily practice. These limitations have been attributed to several barriers, including teachers’ inadequate technical skills and limited understanding of the pedagogical affordances of technology (Fu, 2013). To secure sustained technology-enhanced classroom practice, it has been consistently suggested that substantial efforts focus on teachers’ professional development. However, the literature reveals that training programs often prove ineffective due to insufficient emphasis placed on the pedagogy behind technology use (Kirschner & Davis, 2003).

Scholarly work over the last decade has focused on developing theoretical frameworks to ground research in the area of teaching with technology; extending Shulman’s (1987) Pedagogical Content Knowledge, researchers have proposed Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPCK), a new body of knowledge that teachers need to possess to effectively teach with technology. There are two theoretical conceptualizations of TPCK, the integrative view (Mishra & Koehler, 2006), and the transformative view (Angeli & Valanides, 2005). Research has indicated that measuring empirical evidence of TPCK development appears more reliable following the latter (Graham, 2011), which is the view we adopt here and which addresses TPCK as a unique body of knowledge conceptualized in terms of: technology knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, content knowledge, knowledge of learners and knowledge of context. In brief, TPCK is described as the ways knowledge about technology, pedagogy, content, learners and context form an understanding of how subject-matter topics can be taught with technology, for specific learners in specific contexts, to maximize learning outcomes (Angeli, Valanides, Mavroudi, Christodoulou, & Georgiou, 2015).

Acknowledging the struggle of traditional training programs to engage teachers in purposeful integration of technology, TPCK has been proposed as an appropriate framework for the design of professional development (Niess, 2011). This is a crucial step toward successful integration of technology into teaching; yet, in view of research evidence suggesting the importance of contextualized and personalized training programs according to the teachers’ needs (Kopcha, 2012), we further emphasize the need for e-TPCK, an adaptive and interactive e-learning system for promoting teachers’ TPCK (Angeli et al., 2015). Based on an instructional design approach, e-TPCK could prove highly effective in situated professional development.
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2. E-TPCK AND ADAPTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Designed following a Design-Based Research approach, the e-TPCK aspires to promote teachers’ ongoing TPCK development by personalizing the content of technology-infused design scenarios; each of these scenarios is structured to guide teachers through a series of instructional design decisions about how to teach a particular topic using specific digital tools (Angeli et al., 2015). The system is inspired by socio-cultural theories of learning and capitalizes on the concepts of scaffolding and self-regulated learning. Aiming to reduce cognitive load, adaptive scaffolding of various forms is implemented according to the users’ knowledge, understanding and choices; as the users attain competence, fading of scaffolding becomes available upon request, enabling them to regulate their experience and engage in task definition, goal setting and planning, monitoring and control of their learning, and reaction/reflection (ibid). Below, the instructional design principles and the need for the adaptivity feature of e-TPCK are explained.

2.1 Instructional Design and Development of TPCK

Being student-centered and goals-oriented, the instructional design (ID) process is characterized by procedures for systematically developing education and training materials (Reiser & Dempsey, 2012). In this respect, instruction is viewed as a system emphasizing the key role of all components in the process and their interaction. The literature is saturated with different ID models, with Gagne’s taxonomy (Gagne & Briggs, 1974) being perhaps the most popular in the field because of its clear distinction between abstract and concrete definitions of learning. Despite their variety, traditional ID models include the phases of ‘ADDIE’, an acronym for: Analysis (identification of a problem and goal setting), Design (articulate measurable objectives), Development (preparation of instructional materials), Implementation (delivery of instruction) and Evaluation (formative/summative evaluation and revision of instruction) (Reiser & Dempsey, 2012). Scholars in the field have also considered the content, objectives and learners in selecting the media in the ID process, yet many addressed these in a rather generic and de-contextualized way (Angeli & Valanides, 2005).

Identifying major differences between typical ID and teachers’ actual instructional decision-making, recent ID models emphasize the need to identify specific content but also analyze learners’ characteristics and contextual elements (Angeli & Valanides, 2005; Dick, Carey, & Carey, 2005). Capitalizing on the fact that teachers’ design decisions are influenced by their personal beliefs and classroom experiences and that their content knowledge interacts with their knowledge of curriculum, learners, pedagogy and context, Angeli & Valanides have associated instructional design with the development of TPCK and proposed Technology Mapping as the core of an ID model which is situated in teachers’ actual practice (Angeli & Valanides, 2005, 2013). This approach to instructional design is depicted on the structure of the technology-infused learning design scenarios of the e-TPCK system. Specifically, each scenario includes the following phases: 1) Rationale of topic selection; 2) Brief subject-matter content description; 3) Learning objectives (lower-order objectives, higher-order objectives, ICT-related objectives); 4) Learning methodology/model; 5) Sequence of classroom activities: a) Attract student interest, b) Identify students’ initial understandings or misconceptions, c) Destabilization of initial perceptions – cognitive conflict, d) Student engagement in knowledge construction, e) Application of new knowledge, f) Revision and comparison with initial perceptions.

As reflected on the structure of the design scenarios in e-TPCK, teachers’ development of TPCK is measured in terms of distinct instructional design competencies (Angeli & Valanides, 2013). The first competency is related to the identification of topics to teach with technology in ways that signify the added value of ICT tools. As a next step, teachers are required to consider the tool affordances to identify representations for transforming the content to be taught into forms that are comprehensible to students and difficult to support by traditional means. Still considering the tool affordances, teachers must then identify teaching strategies that are difficult or impossible to implement by other means. Next, they need to select tools with inherent affordances to support the previous two steps. Finally, teachers need to design and infuse technology-enhanced learning activities in the classroom.

2.2 Adaptivity and Adaptive Learning Design

The importance of engaging teachers in systematic design of the learning scenarios in their classroom, especially in the new media era, cannot be stressed enough. The adaptivity of the e-TPCK system seeks to further empower teachers’ design thinking providing personalized e-learning. The operational principle of
any adaptive system is that an effective instruction process should consider individual learners’ characteristics and profiles (Towle & Halm, 2005).

Adaptation may be system-controlled, with the system adapting to perceived learner profiles, or user-controlled, with the system being adaptable by the learners. In the case of e-TPCK, adaptation and instructional control is shared between the teacher user and the system (Angeli et al., 2015). More specifically, there are three different categories of design scenarios: completed scenarios, semicompleted scenarios and new scenarios that teachers need to complete from scratch. There are four different types – levels of semi-completed scenarios, according to the amount of scaffolding provided to the users to complete the design. The higher the scenario level the more phases (of those outlined in Section 2.1) are missing and intended for teachers to complete. It is made clear that when logged-in to the system, the teacher is asked to choose the ICT tool involved in the learning activity and the difficulty level of a design scenario. Scaffolding is provided based on the teacher’s Likert-scale rating of the cognitive effort they experience, after specific phases of a scenario are completed. According to their rating, the system asks if a less or more demanding design scenario is preferred or if the user wants to continue with the same scenario. Therefore, the adaptive learning strategy employed here consists of the adaptation rules, i.e. the rules that assign shared control between the system and the user, the adaptation parameters, i.e. the user’s perceived cognitive load, choice of ICT tools and the difficulty level of the scenario, and the adaptation methods, i.e. tailoring content, learning flow and sequencing of activities (ibid).

Adaptive scaffolding to foster self-regulated learning is also implemented through prompts to teachers for progress monitoring and reflection on their competency, the task or the context. Activity monitoring and reflection are also facilitated through the learning analytics incorporated in the e-TPCK system. In addition, adaptive feedback is assigned to encourage metacognitive reaction and assist with the completion of the semi-completed design scenarios and the development of new design scenarios.

The above remarks emphasize the fact that the e-TPCK system capitalizes on adaptivity to develop teachers’ TPCK, facilitating their instructional design thinking. Moreover, it is further argued that the adaptive process and the reflection it engages teachers in could improve their own understanding of adaptive instruction. Teachers being designers of adaptive technology-enhanced learning would be an important step in addressing students’ divergent needs more effectively and optimizing their learning experiences. The design principles of adaptive learning and the Technology Mapping to develop TPCK incorporated in the foundations of e-TPCK, could prove valuable in training teachers in the design of adaptive instruction.

3. SITUATED USE IN REAL CLASSROOM SETTINGS

The previous discussion on adaptive instructional design highlights the novelty of the e-TPCK system compared to more traditional approaches to professional development which, as noted earlier, often fail to engage teachers in ICT-enhanced pedagogical reasoning and practice. The system adaptivity, a feature not usually available in typical training programs, is central in accommodating teachers’ diverse needs, knowledge, abilities and experiences toward the development of their TPCK. Moreover, even though the e-TPCK objectives and structure apply to both pre-service and in-service teacher education, in this paper we see great value in the situated use of the system in real classroom settings. Besides, research evidence strongly indicates the potential of situated professional development to promote sustainable classroom practice with technology (Kopcha, 2012).

What is key to stress is that the structure of the e-TPCK design scenarios guides teachers to identify and purposefully employ technology affordances within the context of an authentic design task directly related to a specific subject-matter topic and the curriculum. This way, lack of connection to actual classroom practice, which has been repeatedly acknowledged as a major drawback of traditional professional development, is not a concern. Then, the design process is context-sensitive with teachers being invited to consider their real contextual conditions (related to their classroom, school, system) and their students’ profiles when defining the learning objectives and planning the activities in any scenario, corroborating the situated use of the system. Additionally, contrary to stand-alone workshop training for technology integration or even mentor-based professional development, the e-learning platform provides ubiquitous access to teachers allowing them to resort to e-TPCK at any preferred point in their daily professional routine. Beyond the convenience aspect, this flexibility is argued to encourage reflection and intended involvement in the instructional design.
In proposing e-TPCK as a novel professional development system, the ‘default’ socio-cultural aspect in any situated learning setting is another point to acknowledge. Drawing upon research on professional development on technology integration (Mouza, 2006), but also the literature on professional learning communities (Vescio, Ross, & Adams, 2008), we acknowledge the importance of collective participation and interaction toward the establishment of a collaborative work culture. To this end, a ‘social networking tools’ area is integrated in the e-TPCK system where teachers can discuss and exchange ideas with others synchronously or asynchronously. Moreover, any semi-completed or new design scenario fully completed by a user and approved by the instructional designer/tutor, is added in the design scenarios database for sharing. In a more systematic approach, enabling sharing of teachers’ different knowledge, competencies and experiences, the e-TPCK system could facilitate the development of communities of practice. In such communities, especially when fostered within the same school unit, teachers’ development of TPCK would be further promoted, eventually leading to a sustainable integration culture.

4. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this work-in-progress paper was to discuss the instructional design process of the e-TPCK e-learning system toward the development of teachers’ TPCK in the context of professional development, considering the adaptivity feature of the system. Thus, the novelty of the system compared to more traditional professional development programs is underlined, while the contribution of the paper lies in the argument for the appropriate and effective use of e-TPCK in real classroom settings in a situated way, especially in relation to the buildup of communities of practice.
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ABSTRACT
The use of narrative bits – narbs – has been discussed as an alternative means of looking at opinions of those who are producing narbs, for instance, in the form of tweets. The American carrier, United Airlines, came under media attention in April 2016 when a passenger was forcibly removed from a flight. This resulted in a spike in tweets around the #unitedairlines and the narrative that emerged from a selection of the tweets demonstrate that there were negative opinions not only about the airlines, but also about the aviation industry and passengers. This analysis demonstrates that it is increasingly important to supplement traditional learning of contemporary affairs with a systematic analysis of narbs that offer alternative perspectives of what the traditional learning offers.
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1. NARRATIVE ANALYSIS
The construct of looking at culture, communication and human behavior and beliefs through the lens of a narrative was suggested by the work of Walter Fisher (1984) who in turn based his work on earlier scholars who identified the importance of story-telling and narratives in the process of making meaning of everyday life as people operate within the cultural and social spaces that they occupy (see, e.g., Andrews, 1982; Gadamer, 1982; MacIntyre, 1981; Ricouer, 1977; White, 1984).
It is possible to understand what people learn by systematically analyzing the stories that are being told. In the case of social media systems these stories appear as collection of narbs, or narrative bits, that are made up of the different ways people express themselves – from simple status updates to the elaborate process of offering visual information that makes up the elements of the narrative. One of the most popular form of narbs that is currently available are tweets which are considered micro-blogs as different people express themselves through the short narbs that often become immensely popular and become the focus of analysis by many institutions ranging from the institutional media to political institutions.

2. THE UNITED INCIDENT
On April 9, 2017 a passenger was removed from a flight operated by United Airlines. The removal was involuntary, and there was the need to use law enforcers to physically dislodge the person from the aircraft. The event was unusual for two inter-related reasons. First, there has not been any notable similar event related to a legitimate passenger, use of force and the airlines, and secondly, because the matter was copiously video recorded by other passengers and immediately made available to the larger digitally networked space. The matter was rapidly absorbed by institutional media and major television networks began to “cover” the story by talking to specialists and “pundits” who claimed either knowledge about the specific incident or were knowledgeable about policies regarding issues such as “overbooking” and other intricacies of the aviation industry in the USA. The issue continued to remain in view of the popular cultural space and on the following days newspapers carried headlines such as “United case expose lack of right
(USA Today, April 11, 2017) and “United Airlines passenger Dragged From an Overbooked Flight” (New York Times, April 10, 2017), and similar stories appeared in the institutional media around the World. The World learnt of the details of the incident and its implication through these traditional media outlets. However, a simultaneous narrative was also being created and propagated in the realm of the virtual where non-specialists were crafting the narrative from the information that was available in the mainstream media, and other information including personal experience and anecdotes that was available to the “general public” with access to Twitter. I argue that these tweets offer another way of learning about the incident a slightly different learning outcome can be obtained when learning is based on the tweets. To understand what is learnt from the tweets, it is useful to consider each tweet as a narb.

As established in the existing literature, a narb is a narrative bit of information that an individual produces every time the advance information in a digital space (see, e.g., Mitra, 2010). Narbs are comprised of updates on social media systems, entries on micro-blogs, and contributions to blogs and additional online platforms that shape the discourse that is occurring in the virtual space. In this case study, the focus is on tweets which serve as the units of analysis.

Corporate use of tweets has been examined to understand how different kinds of companies use Twitter as a communication channel to address internal and external issues, with some researchers looking specifically at the way in which airline companies use tweets (see, e.g., Budd, 2012; Tarhan, et. al., 2013; Wigley and Lewis, 2012; Zhang, et. al. 2016). Most of the studies look at the way in which the corporations actually use the tweet platform for different kinds of communication. However, in the case study presented here the focus shifts away from the airline industry or the passengers on the specific flight where the incident happened. A different kind of information is learnt from tweets produced by people who are presenting their opinion, based on the information gathered primarily from institutional media, and thus crafting a specific narrative. This story emerges from the analysis of the tweets, and offers a different learning about the specific event.

3. DATA AND ANALYSIS

In this case, the narbs were composed of nearly 12,000 tweets that were collected when the hashtag “unitedairlines” was “trending” as a popular topic amongst the people using the micro-blogging system. The specific tweets were collected and the content of the tweets were then analyzed to extract a narrative map which is a visual representation of specific narrative categories, which are represented as the nodes of the map, and the strength of connection between the nodes represented by the relative thickness of the lines connecting the nodes.

As has been pointed out in years of research on text analysis, it is known that texts are often connected with other texts – thus the notions of inter-textuality. Similarly, texts have multiple meanings – thus the notion of polysemy. Texts are also sensitive to the culture within which it is produced. Yet, much of the automated analysis miss these nuances of texts that are fundamental to the way in which texts are able to tell stories and illuminate specific attributes of the author as suggested in the narrative paradigm. In the analysis offered here, the automation is coupled with contextualizing of the dictionary and offering an intermediary step that mimics the traditional coding process of earlier textual analysis allowing for the recognition and incorporation of the context under which the unstructured big data has been produced. This is the process that was used on the narbs extracted for this case study.

4. FINDINGS

The analysis results in the production of narrative maps that offer visualization of the narratives by showing the connection between the key categories in the narrative. In these maps, the size of the circle, or node, representing the narrative category indicates the frequency with which that category appears in the narbs, and the thickness of the line between the nodes indicates the strength of the relationship.
It is important to note that the narrative is fundamentally ambiguous. The narbs do not attempt to offer a starkly “negative” or “positive” opinion, which is often the tendency in stories offered by institutions. The connection between the narrative categories of “negative” and “positive” opinion represent that the narbs would simultaneously state something bad and good about a specific narrative category. Thus, the narbs show that those who were creating the narbs, in summation of their narbs, were creating a story that attributed positive qualities to the airlines unlike what was demonstrated in a majority of the stories that were available in the media which tends to polarize the narratives.

It is also important to observe how the story is composed of many different narrative categories, which are all inter-connected. The narbs offer a narrative where many different issues are being talked about simultaneously. Thus, most of the narrative categories are connected with each other suggesting that those who are creating the narbs see the inherent connection between all the different elements and the consequent complexity of the narrative. This is another demonstration that the narb-based analysis offer a story where all the elements are important and connected with each other. Although the size of the nodes show that some of the narrative categories are discussed more frequently, it is still the case that different narrative categories emerge from the narbs. In this case, connections exist where expected – narbs are talking about overbooking and passengers, or about being Asian and the specific passenger. However, the lack of connection between being Asian and overbooking suggests that the narrative does not make that connection.

Additionally, the findings represented in the narrative map offers an “open-ended” narrative that is open for interpretation in many different ways. The narrative map offers a visualization of the narrative for the reader of the map. However, unlike other story-telling tools, such as a book or television, the story is not pre-constructed. For instance, in the case of television news, a location shot of an event is invariably accompanied with a reported interpreting and describing what the viewer is seeing. In the case of narrative maps, the viewer can extract multiple stories, with different nuances, from a map that distills the Big Data into a manageable summary. This offers a mode of learning about an event, such as the United Airlines event, which requires a cognitive engagement with the narrative in an active way unlike the passivity of being an audience of a story. With the narrative map, the reader is required to examine the map and learn from the map on a manner which is usually unavailable in other forms of storytelling.

5. DISCUSSION

The narrative map demonstrates that there is a strong negative opinion about United Airlines in the story that emerges from the narbs used in this analysis. Indeed, nearly 97% of the tweets that had something negative to say mentioned United Airlines. From another perspective, out of the 10,257 tweets that included the narrative category of “United Airlines,” 4,229 also included the narrative category of “negative opinion.” The story certainly demonstrates a strong negative opinion about the company. At the same time, the story does not attach a large amount of importance to the issue of overbooking. Those who were tweeting about the event appeared less concerned about the issue of overbooking. Even though overbooking of flights could be an inconvenience, it is not something that appears to be a matter of great concern, similar to all the other narrative categories all of which are less important in the narrative.
This finding is important for United Airlines, because the negativity about the company is connected with other narrative categories. The story suggests that there are negative feelings about the company and all the other narrative categories. The company could benefit from this learning and note that the story emerging from these tweets are speaking negatively about the manner in which United deals with its passengers, where customer service is a strong component of the narrative. However, it is useful for the company to note that the story based on the tweets also places some blame on the specific passenger involved in the narrative. There were 337 tweets that included the narrative category “David Dao” and 87 (26%) had a negative opinion about the passenger. This is a finding that was not available through the traditional channels of learning about the event, but this narrative analysis offer that perspective. Notable in the narrative is also the negative connection that emerges about Asians, especially in the fact that a line in the map connects negative opinion with the particular passenger and the narrative category of “Asians” offering a racial overtone to the narrative as well.

6. CONCLUSION

The key to narb-based narrative analysis is that it offers an alternative way of learning about issues. In an era where the availability of Big Data is only expected to increase there are different options to learning. As I have argued earlier, there needs to be systematic ways of extracting the information from narbs to offer the student or learner ways in which they can interpret the information. There is an inherent open-ended potential to what can be learnt from narbs as opposed to the more closed-ended situation that tells what must be learned.
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ABSTRACT

This paper depicts a perceptual picture of learning analytics based on the understanding of learners and teachers at the SSU as a case study. The existing literature covers technical challenges of learning analytics (LA) and how it creates better social construct for enhanced learning support, however, there has not been adequate research on whether learners and teachers understand the significance of LA and how they can utilise it for enhancement of learning and teaching. This qualitative study helps to shape understanding of an LA initiative based on one university, but with implications for other universities. Shared stakeholders’ understanding of LA with an institutional strategic priority supported by a collaborative delivery would ensure a successful implementation of LA.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to find out how LA is perceived by the learners, teachers and other staff members of the Southampton Solent University (SSU) as a case study. Daniel (2015) mentions there are institutional challenges of collecting big data in a warehouse and subsequently analysing and visualising such data for the betterment of learning and teaching. In this paper the stakeholders are the learners, teachers and support staff members for LA as identified by Reyes (2015). The research paper presents a case study of SSU, a relatively new university gaining university charter in July 2005 (Southampton Solent University 2016). The university has a history of education dating back to 1856 and transformed itself into a higher education institution in 1989. It has always been a teaching intense university transforming local and national workforce. There is large body of highly technical literatures in LA and big data as well as non-technical literatures exploring the challenges and ethical dilemmas (Picciano 2014, Slavakis, Giannakis & Mateos 2014, Anonymous2015, Daniel 2015, Kash, Thappa & Kavitha 2015, Reyes 2015, Madhavan, Richey 2016) This research contributes into the social aspects of using LA. The research findings are highly relevant for any teaching intense university with social inclusivity as a major agenda and learning and teaching being a core academic activity.

2. THE FIELD OF LEARNING ANALYTICS

Enter the text here. Although LA is a relatively new concept, the literature is significantly large, varying from highly technical research papers to studies concentrating on the educational value of such technological intervention. Based on the research context, this paper identifies the proximate topics: definition, issues, and outcomes of learning analytics (Daniel 2015).

As Daniel (2015) highlights, LA is “an interdisciplinary area focusing on methodologies for identifying and extracting useful and meaningful patterns from large data sets” (p 906). The methodology “draws upon research in statistics, databases, pattern recognition, machine learning, data visualisation, optimisation and high performance computing” (p 906). LA is defined as a technological intervention based on large amounts
of data on learners and teachers to enhance learning experiences and aid progression (Slade, Prinsloo 2013). Oblinger (2012) indicates that LA is set of data about individual learners that helps the institution and the teachers to support the student in learning. Oblinger (2012) and Sclater, Peasgood and Mullan (2016) differentiate between academic analytics and learning analytics, where academic analytics refers to macro data that helps the management of a higher education institution. On the other hand, there has to be an appreciation of how this supports educational decision making to ensure effective resource allocation, educational guidance, and enhanced retention through student success (Conde, Hernández-García 2015). The empirical literatures in development of LA as presented in Ali et al. (2012), Ali et al. (2013) and Fidalgo-Blanco et al. (2015) also broadly agree with the above definitions. Siemens (2013) showcases how LA and related research has given rise to an emerging area of study in educational research.

The ultimate power of LA lies with its predictability (Dietz-Uhler, Hurn 2013, Agudo-Peregrina et al. 2014, Strang 2016b, Strang 2016a). A substantial data warehouse containing big data on learners can be analysed using statistical modeling to produce predictive analytics (Strang 2016b). However there should be proper reflection on the ethical issues surrounding learning and predictive analytics (Slade, Prinsloo 2013). The predictability should not be used in isolation and without the social context for a learner or group of learners (Hernández-García et al. 2015). On the other hand, Gašević et al. (2016) argue that learning conditions are an important factor to consider while using LA. There is a need for an appreciation of the value LA adds to the process of learning and teaching. For example, Persico (2015) explains how LA can inform the learning design. van Leeuwen et al. (2015) showed how teachers can benefit in their educational rationale by using LA. Whereas, Strang (2016a) and Strang (2016b) present how student learning outcomes and achievements can be predicted by LA.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN

This is a post-positivist research that applies a subjectivist paradigm (Cohen 2011, Lincoln, Guba 2003). This exploratory research applies case study methodology through a series of key stakeholder semi-structured interviews (Vanwynsberghhe, Khan 2007, Yin 2003, Creswell 2014). SSU is the case in this study that constructs a holistic single-case design (Yin 2003), where the researcher builds an institutional perception as readiness for using LA within the SSU. Because the author is part of the LA initiative at the SSU, the axiological aspect demands the research to apply constructivist approaches to learning. The research tries to identify the perceptions of the stakeholders around LA in the SSU, where the context, existing belief systems, and institutional values stipulated by the mission statement create a local understanding of the topic. Cronje (2006) and Chen (2007) argue that objectivist and constructivist paradigms of learning can co-exist while designing learning environments. Therefore, in this research, there are multiple paradigms being applied i.e. post-positivist, subjectivist, and constructivist. The research addresses the following three questions:

RQ1: What is the perception of LA among the major stakeholders?
RQ2: Who are the wider stakeholders of LA?
RQ3: What are the challenges around LA as perceived by the stakeholders?

4. PERCEPTUAL FINDINGS

4.1 Student Perceptions

The students had no idea about LA and the author had to define LA. They thought presenting non-attendance with potential impact on academic performance would be useful for those who tend to miss learning opportunities. In a nutshell, they wanted to find out the correlation between missing learning opportunities and someone’s grades, indicating the predictive analysis of learning opportunities. This demonstrates that students perceived LA as a support for learning (Oblinger 2012, Slade, Prinsloo 2013) while appreciating the predictive capability of such tool (Dietz-Uhler, Hurn 2013, Agudo-Peregrina et al. 2014, Tempelaar, Rientes & Giesbers 2015, Strang 2016a, Strang 2016b). They highlighted other engagement data to be correlated with academic performance e.g. library attendance and VLE attendance. These SSU students perceived
comprehensive data collection on learners’ activities useful (Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). When asked who else could have access to this sort of data, they replied negatively, as there could be personal reasons for non-attendance bringing the social dimension of LA (Hernández-García et al. 2015). However, they thought this sort of data could be anonymous and be used in academic analytics as management information (Oblinger 2012, Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). The author asked about teachers as being potential stakeholders for such data and they replied that might be useful as long as students could opt out of such data disclosure (Slade, Prinsloo 2013). The students also felt comparative analytics could be useful as long as it was compared with a relevant cohort. This indicates that the university may want to include carefully chosen peer comparison within the analytical engine (Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016).

4.2 Academic Staff Perceptions

The academic staff, unlike the students, knew about LA and defined it as a process of measuring some data about learners (Oblinger 2012, Slade, Prinsloo 2013, Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). They said the measurement involves collecting, analysing, reporting and making decisions about learners in order to achieve some strategic aims as defined by Daniel (2015) and Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan (2016). They emphasised the need for the accuracy of data collection and thorough data cleansing (Strang 2016b, Daniel 2015) before analysing the data to support institutional performance (Oblinger 2012, Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). They highlighted that it was more important to collect big data and analysed them for performance enhancement (Ali et al. 2013, Ali et al. 2012, Conde, Hernández-García 2015, Fidalgo-Blanco et al. 2015) irrespective of its usage at micro level or macro level. When asked what LA would be useful to enhance their teaching, the academics replied any data about the learners could be useful to custom tailor their teaching materials (van Leeuwen et al. 2014) for the learners for better engagement (Oblinger 2012, Slade, Prinsloo 2013). The academics wanted all sorts of factual data about their learners to be included in LA, e.g. demographic data, past educational attainments (Strang 2016a, Strang 2016b), professional experiences, engagement with learning activities (Slade, Prinsloo 2013, van Leeuwen et al. 2014), accessibility requirements, specific health requirements (Hernández-García et al. 2015).

The academics mentioned that having access to all data about learners was not useful for an academic rather it would be useful to have some insights about learners drawn from LA (actionable data mentioned by Slade and Prinsloo (2013), which can be readily utilised for enhanced pedagogy (Ali et al. 2012, Ali et al. 2013, van Leeuwen et al. 2014, Conde, Hernández-García 2015, Fidalgo-Blanco et al. 2015). The academics also thought all student support systems should have access to LA and their actions must be driven by data (Slade, Prinsloo 2013). Academics believed that the biggest technological challenge (Daniel 2015, Strang 2016b) of LA is the data collections that were not from application forms but through human interactions. This statement confirms with (Hernández-García et al. 2015) who spoke about the social context of LA. The academics mentioned about challenges around spotting patterns across big data and trying to predict situations in timely fashion to support systems that could make a difference (Dietz-Uhler, Hurn 2013, Agudo-Peregrina et al. 2014, Tempelaar, Rienties & Giesbers 2015, Strang 2016a, Strang 2016b).

4.3 Student Support Staff Perceptions

One of the student support manager, currently working on the SSU LA project, defined LA as big data appropriately presented to learners, teachers, support staff and management (Oblinger 2012, Slade, Prinsloo 2013) to facilitate their decision-making from their contexts (Gašević et al. 2016). She thought the purpose of LA for all of these stakeholders was to improve respective performances (Ali et al. 2012, Ali et al. 2013, Conde, Hernández-García 2015, Fidalgo-Blanco et al. 2015, Strang 2016a, Strang 2016b). She said it would also help the SSU to formulate relevant strategies, e.g. around retention and progression and would allow the organisation to measure progress against such strategies (Slade, Prinsloo 2013, Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). She also described how LA could support course management and organisation (Persico, Pozzi 2015) and could support learners to achieve their personal goals (Strang 2016a, Strang 2016b). She clearly articulated a phased roll-out of LA but ultimately reaching every stakeholder, to make decisions based on data. While addressing potential benefits of LA for her student support team, she clearly mentioned predictive analytics (Hernández-García et al. 2015), which would predict current and future students at risk based on past patterns and trends in data (Daniel 2015, Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). This would
particularly support her team to address retention issues with the SSU (Ali et al. 2012, Ali et al. 2013, Conde, Hernández-García 2015, Fidalgo-Blanco et al. 2015). She highlighted there needed to be a significant cultural shift at the SSU for successful LA to drive decision-making with accountability (Slade, Prinsloo 2013). The interviewee did not perceive any ethical dilemma and felt ethical issues can be managed with appropriate policy and procedures in place around usage of big data.

4.4 System Support Staff Perceptions

The system support staff member, currently working on the LA project, thought the learner in this digital age would understand what data could do to enhance their learning experiences but might just be struggling with the specific term LA. She initially thought learners’ engagements understood by different touch points (VLE login, library attendance, classroom attendance etc.) would mean LA, but after the Jisc engagement, she realised that LA broadly dealt with macro and micro level data on learners (Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). She thought there might be academic staff that kept themselves informed about contemporary development in pedagogy (Persico, Pozzi 2015) and in the process learnt about LA. In response to the stakeholder question, she answered that the academic staff members, support staff members, and the management would be the key stakeholders of LA for daily operations (Oblinger 2012, Slade, Prinsloo 2013), whereas the information technology support staff would be fundamental in delivering the project around LA. Interestingly she did not think that the learners were stakeholders for LA. She thought of involving the student union or a recent SSU graduate employee to join the implementation project. She identified that there are very little offerings in the market place to amalgamate big data on learners encapsulating all the touch points. She understands that LA have predictive capability for which statistical analysis are needed. When asked about ethical dilemmas, she highlighted the implication of the Data Protection Act (1998) on LA (Slade, Prinsloo 2013).

5. CONCLUSION

The students at SSU do not understand the concept of LA. In contrast, there is a broad understanding among the academic and support staff members that aligns with existing literatures. The system staff member, though aware of the technological complexity, does not possess a fully evolved understanding of LA. The SSU staff members are more open in sharing relevant LA as long as the ethical issues are dealt with proper adherence of the Data Protection Act (1998). The SSU students questioned wider sharing of their data and comparative analysis that may disengage learners with poorer achievement records. In general they do not understand the technological complexity of LA. The support staff and academic staff members advocate a strong cultural shift for any LA related project to be successful, invoked by an institutional strategy based on a shared understanding of LA. The SSU staff members also appreciate the outcome driven and purposeful usage of LA for enhanced pedagogy, learners’ achievement, and efficient resource allocation highlighted by existing literature. Interestingly no one at the SSU thought that LA should be a multidisciplinary and multi-stakeholder initiative (Reyes 2015, Daniel 2015). Neither anyone at the SSU understands that data could be learners generated as learning is a temporal dynamic construct, which can largely mitigate ethical issues (Slade, Prinsloo 2013). The research also discovered that there is little understanding around statistical modelling within an analytical engine to deliver LA (Daniel 2015, Tempelaar, Rienties & Giesbers 2015, Strang 2016a, Sclater, Peasgood & Mullan 2016). Completing similar case studies across several other universities would further strengthen these research outcomes to be more meaningful for teaching-intense universities.
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ABSTRACT

The paper presents issues of modern IT-specialists training. Formation of information-educational environment of IT-professionals is discussed. Studying of enterprise infocommunication infrastructure and its management features within a framework of the traditional educational process is considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Organization of educational process of modern IT-specialists requires modern methods and forms of teaching and learning that correspond to a rapid pace of information technologies development. Training of such specialists has following features (Eminov, 2009):

- Enterprises require qualified graduates who have to be prepared to start on their jobs right after graduation.
- Field of information technologies is changing rapidly, new technologies are developing continually.
- Forms and methods of training adjust to a rapidly changing informational educational environment.

Training of labor market-viable specialists requires arranging educational process taking into account features stated above.

To ensure proper quality of modern professional training, teachers have to be constantly updated on educational content. In order to do this, they use various approaches, such as re-processing and periodic re-issue of study books and manuals, development of electronic educational resources based on specialized systems and web-resources, use of professional software products, including those available on the Internet, development of their own software-environments for teaching, including those based on mobile technologies.

Our experience of e-learning courses implementation shows, that they allow to create a virtual learning environment, to expand and change the content of disciplines in terms of educational standards, to organize individual, group and collective forms of learning activities, to organize self-directed learning for students to reach educational goals (Golitsyna, 2013). At the same time, forms and methods of teaching have to correspond to educational content of disciplines.

This paper presents approaches to formation of information-educational environment of modern IT-specialists, as well as to organization of traditional educational process through the studying of enterprise infocommunication infrastructure and its management features.

In organization of educational process we were directed by demands of Federal State Educational Standards of higher education in the field of training 09.03.01 Informatics and computer technology, 09.03.02 Information systems and technologies, 09.03.03 Applied Informatics.
2. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS IN INFORMATION-EDUCATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

Electronic information-educational environment of an educational institution provides interaction between participants of educational process, including synchronous and (or) asynchronous communication via Internet. Formation of information-educational environment of organization brings changes to teachers' activity in a way that elements of distance learning are increasingly used in traditional educational process (Solovov, Men'shikova, 2015). These processes lead to the fact that traditional learning process acquires features of "flexible learning". Flexibility is considered as an attribute of both learners and teachers; it can also be understood as a characteristic of institutional educational strategies (Wanner, Palmer, 2015). Researchers emphasize that under "flexible training" conditions teacher has to take a role of a guide and encourage students to be independent and flexible within an educational framework (Agudelo, Salinas, 2015). Flexible learning technologies can be used productively also in a traditional educational process of IT-professionals (Golitsyna, 2017b).

On practical classes of our course "Infocommunication systems and networks" for bachelor program 09.03.02 Information systems and technologies and at the course "Operations research and optimization methods" for bachelor program 09.03.03 Applied Informatics were used following forms of educational activity (Golitsyna, 2017a):

1. Using educational resources of the Internet have been prepared guidelines, giving brief theoretical information on topic and hands-on assignments and tasks for solving problems for each practice session.
2. Students were free to choose software environment or online resources for problem solving. Students had to choose tools for problem solving themselves, including mobile tools.
3. Control in a classroom was in a form of personal discussion with students about practical lessons topics.

This form of training and teaching of classes allowed:
1. To choose and use the most qualitative and methodically prepared educational resources for studying each topic of a taught discipline.
2. To arrange an individual conversation with every student, before which students have to be prepared and answer all the questions on a topic of a lesson. Under preparation for a verbal response, student should actualize task formulation, method of its solution, justify a choice of means of problem solving or task accomplishment method. This form of control, in our opinion, is especially relevant under the modern educational process conditions, when verbal forms are often replaced by computer interaction such as tests, reports, learning activity with LMS etc.
3. Let students choose freely methods and means of problem solving and managing of practical tasks. As a result students' independent practical work was personified. Students could independently chose tools for assigned problem solving, including use of mobile devices. Students worked on their tasks at an individual pace, including their time outside a classroom as part of independent work.

Organization of flexible learning of IT-specialties students is especially efficient due to the fact that students actively begin to use professional environment to work on assigned problems. Within a framework of the traditional educational process, students get an opportunity to master methods of self-education and continuous education in electronic educational environment which necessary for successful professional activity of IT-professionals.

Virtual learning environment creates the platform to provide permanent access to educational recourses from mobile devices. This option helps students to use opportunities of mobile learning in the educational process.

Web-services are the main tools for self-education for students of IT-specialties. Application of web-resources in a process of self-education leads to formation of informational personal-oriented educational environment for every student. Students widely use web-resources for self-education and academic problems solving (Golitsyna, 2015): they learn distantly using open educational resources. Students use specialized forums for studying of programming languages, as well as for programming from mobile devices, programming online in integrated programming environments IDE. Often they start to program in a framework of self-education.

Thus, flexible learning technology promotes of educational process personalization, which is one of the global trends in development of modern higher education (Burnashov, 2017).
3. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS THROUGH ENTERPRISE INFOCOMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE

Information technologies at enterprises required to provide users with information system services, whose work is supported by enterprise infocommunication infrastructure.

Under teaching of IT-professionals, management of an information network infrastructure has to be taken into account. Information technologies systems are getting more complicated and require creation of information technology service management systems.

Problems of IT-resources management and IT-services effectiveness improvement (ITSM - Information Technology Service Management) were formulated in the 1980s. This methodology has been highly demanded since the beginning of this century, with the transition from the traditional model - support of enterprises’ informational and communicational infrastructure, to the model oriented on servicing core business of an enterprise. On enterprises were formed departments (IT-departments), providing functional departments with various services related to information technologies. Additionally to operational services provided to functional departments of an enterprise to ensure proper functioning of its IT-systems, IT-departments have work to improve their own efficiency level.

Nowadays, enterprises require use of information technologies in such areas as: maintaining of electronic correspondence flow, use of the Internet, automating of inner business-processes, supporting interactions with partners etc. Modern IT-departments have service-oriented structure, which is built as a system of processes managing services (Eminov, 2015). IT-departments support and develop infrastructure according to requested services and specified quality. Functional department sets its requirements for a specified type of required services and their quality. In this connection, IT-department of an enterprise becomes an important resource for enterprise management system.

Every type of enterprise infrastructure defines an educational content of IT-students. For example, when students study disciplines corresponding to network infrastructure of information systems, first they need to study basic knowledge, which, in our opinion, can contain following topics:

1. Definition of distributed processing. Possible structures of distributed information processing systems.
2. Basic concepts and definitions of information (computing) networks, such as: network architecture, network protocols and interfaces, concept of "open systems", international standards for network interactions implementation, OSI / ISO model, “client-server” technology etc.
3. Basic modern network technologies of local and corporate networks for office use, based on cable and wireless connections, namely: standards for these technologies, possible data communication environments, access methods to data communication environments, methods of signals and data coding, interface with data communication environments.
4. Basic information about network interactions and network services, particularly: networks interaction organization, network interfaces and protocols, network services, addressing in networks etc.

Hierarchical structure of corporate management system of manufacturing enterprise has to be taken into account while building a training system (Eminov, 2015), which has production character of activity.

Every level designed to perform specific management functions. Each hierarchical management level has its own computing environment, which is a network generally. Information networks with their functioning characteristics are formed on every management level. We will review studying features of office networks, corresponding to upper and middle levels of corporate management system hierarchy.

Possible form of educational activity is a training based on specially organized training ground. Particularly, such training ground was organized for students of bachelor program 09.03.02 Information systems and technologies and bachelor program 09.03.01 Informatics and computer technology in following disciplines: "Infocommunication systems and networks", "Network technologies" and "Corporate information systems ".

Students perform necessary operations to create local network infrastructure, using provided to them computers. Modern infocommunication infrastructure of an enterprise is integrated and formed by a combination of cable and wireless components (Eminov, 2017). Students consistently create separate fragments of local network, installing cable systems, computers and communication equipment, making necessary adjustments and tests of single elements of infocommunication system and networks.

After mastering basics of installation, adjustment and testing of infocommunication infrastructure, students move on to learning of administration basics. For solution of this problem they use virtual
environments. Each student creates on PC a virtual environment which usually includes a server that has a special role in learning environment and one (or more if necessary) network workstation. Student learns in created virtual environment and getting necessary skills in setting up various network services required for a normal functioning of enterprise information systems.

After mastering deployment skills of basic network services of enterprise, students begin to administrate more complex services in terms of their formation and configuration parameters. During operations implementation of network and information systems administration, students master skills of creating terminal access, organizing secure data transmission tunnels, creating directory services and solving other tasks of managing enterprise infrastructure.

4. CONCLUSION

Information-educational environment of modern IT-professionals is developing according of development of education and the professional environment. These changes require organization of special learning approaches. These approaches are dictated, on one hand, by industry and business requirements to IT-professionals, on the other hand, by rapid development of professional environment of IT-specialists.

Application of web-resources and mobile devices facilitates infiltration of flexible learning technologies into traditional learning process, which creates additional opportunities for organizing independent work of students and provides personalization of training.

As shows our experience, teachers need:

- to participate in continuous development of the information-educational environment of educational institutions according modern educational standards;
- to work on constant update of educational disciplines content according to condition of professional environment of IT-specialists.
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ABSTRACT

The Socio-constructive approach applied by the largely used e-Learning platforms tries to give the learners the ability to build their own knowledge by searching, analyzing and discussing information in a collaborative environment. This approach has known a large success. In this paper, we will look to this approach from an emotional point of view. The idea is to understand the emotional dimension of the collaborative tools that allow the realization of Socio-constructive learning activities. To do so, we have chosen to use a 3D learning environment in an attempt to understand the link to the isolation emotion which is generally expressed in text-based environments. The main idea is to prove the presence of an emotional dimension in every component of e-Learning platform. If proven, this affirmation could help us to define new design approaches that exploit this emotional dimension and don’t need additional emotion-dedicated components.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Emotions are strongly related to learning activity (Picard, 1995)(O'Regan, 2003). Today, studying and analyzing learning emotions are a key factor in providing a better learning experience (Lin, & al., 2010). This importance becomes more urgent in an e-Learning context (Lin, & al., 2010). With the absence of the human contact, the teacher is no longer able to detect the emotional state of the learner; an ability that can be seen as trivial in a classic classroom course (Lin, & al., 2010). Consequently, providing course adaptation and motivational support becomes more difficult (Picard, 1995)(Lin, & al., 2010).

One of the first and most used framework to represent learning emotions is the FEASP named after the five emotions: Fear, Envy, Anger, Sympathy and Pleasure (Astleitner, 2001). In larger emotional theories, these emotions are seen as basic emotions (Geslin, 2012)(Ekman, 1999). In this paper, we will try to put in focus another less studied emotion that is the emotion of isolation.

Isolation can be defined as “having a well-functioning social network but still feels emotionally separated from others” (Helgason & al., 2001); we can adapt this notion to a learning group by saying that intentional isolation during a learning session is the sensation of separation from the other members of the learning group. It can be seen as the contrary of belongingness where the learner sees himself as a part of the team (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). In a learning context, teaming is a powerful tool in organizations; including classrooms (Quinn, 2016). Its importance allowed the proposition of a whole new pedagogical approach known as "Socio-constructivism" (Raynal & Rieunier, 1997). This approach came to complete the constructivism approach which sees the learner as an active agent during the learning process (Quinn, 2016)(Raynal & Rieunier, 1997). In the socio-constructivism approach, the learners are seen as a set of teams that build actively their knowledge by searching and analyzing information and performing experiments (Raynal & Rieunier, 1997).
In e-Learning context, a large part of these notions are lost with the absence of the human to human (direct) communication (Lin, & al., 2010). The teaming in text-based environment such as chat rooms and forum groups seems to be very limited compared to teaming and grouping in real-life classic classroom environments (Cruz-Lara, 2010). Consequently, the emotion of isolation appears more frequently in e-Learning context (Cruz-Lara, 2010).

To resolve this problem, we can proceed with the generic approach of emotion integration in e-Learning systems (Lin, & al., 2010). This approach defines three steps: emotional indicators’ collection, emotion recognition and system reaction (Lin, & al., 2010)(Geslin, 2012). This approach can be applied in different situations and integrated in different e-Learning platforms; however, it represents a very high coast in implementation, integration and evaluation. It can, also, require the use of particular equipments (Boutefara & Mahdaoui, 2015).

In this paper, we explore another option to prevent the isolation emotion: the use of 3D environments. The idea finds its roots in two main points. First, the success of virtual agents and emojis as an enhancement of the on line communication in there absence of the face-to-face (human-to-human communication) (Cruz-Lara, 2010)(Kim, 2015). Second, the success of the Socio-constructivism approach in teaching (Raynal & Rieunier, 1997). In an emotional point of view, we think that the success does not reside in the value of interactions only but by the emotional state of the group members which can be seen as the opposite of the isolation emotional state (Baumeister & Leary, 1995).

In this paper, we present a local experiment which aims to provide emotional feedback, mainly about the isolation emotion, during a learning activity in a 3D environment. The paper is devised to three main sections. First, the related work section presents briefly a set of important notions for the realized work. Second, the experiment section presents the used tool, the experiment plan and the experiment result. Finally, the discussion section presents a critical analyze of the obtained results.

2. RELATED WORKS

In a learning context, such as e-Learning, the obtained results in the cognitive field represent a sufficient justification to study the possibilities and opportunities to take in count the learner emotional state on e-Learning platforms (Picard, 1995).

The largely used e-Learning platforms, such as Moodle (http://www.moodle.org/), try to give support for the socio-constructivism learning approach. They offer a set of tools such as forums, chat and blogging to allow communication between the teacher and his learners and the communication between learners during learning activities (Angeli & al., 2003)(Naidu, 2006). We think that these tools have an emotional dimension that can be exploited in taking in count the learner emotional state during learning activities.

A platform that takes in count the learner emotional state should be able to accomplish more that the detection; it should be able to influence the emotional state to obtain the more adequate emotional state for the current learning activity or to prevent emotional states with negative effect on learning activity such as frustration (Lin, & al., 2010)(Geslin, 2012). To achieve this goal, many works have been realized. Some of these works use virtual agents (Faiver & al., 2002). Virtual agents try to simulate the presence of a human being that accompanies the learner during the learning activity (Faiver & al., 2002). The main reason that justifies its utilization is the limited possibilities given by the textual tools as support of communication. Virtual agents are also used in 3D and VR environments (Cruz-Lara, 2010).

Taking these points and the precision that we are trying to adopt an emotional point of view, we define the following hypothesis: it is possible to realize an e-Learning environment that can have a well known and manipulated emotional effect on learners without the need for additional dedicated tools.

3. EXPERIMENTATION

The defined hypothesis is a generalization of perceived facts; we will not be able to validate it with one experiment. Therefore, the realized experiment had as main goal the obtaining of explicit feedback from learners about the isolation emotional state after using a 3D e-Learning environment.
3.1 Open Wonderland

Open Wonderland (http://www.openwonderland.org/) is an open-source toolkit for creating collaborative 3D virtual worlds. The learners are present by their avatars and can move from a location to another by walking and they can express body gestures. This environment offers a set of collaborative tools such as chat, the collaborative white board, live conferencing and screen sharing. These tools allow the design and deployment of different forms of learning resources and the performance of live demonstrations and experiments.

![Figure 1. File display component, one among many collaborative tools in Open Wonderland](image)

3.2 Experiment Plan

Given that the aimed emotion in this study is the isolation emotional state, we have to conceive an experimentation that tries to eliminate other learning emotions that can affect our experimentation. Thus, we have not included grading activities and prerequisite knowledge to avoid Fear, Anger and Envy.

The experiment has been performed by 20 students; each one has assisted to Algorithmic learning session of 30 to 40 minutes with the ability to use different collaborative tools. The feedback is gathered using a form that every participant will fill just after the end of the experiment and through a set of observation notes.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The experiment has been held recently; we are still analyzing and mining all the significant paths in the collected data. This is a first impression of the obtained result while:

- Attention and implication: the learners have all presented a very good level of implication, attention and activity during the learning session.
- Similarity to classic classrooms: 60% have said that the 3D environment is very similar, on communication aspect, to the classic classrooms compared to 40% for fairy similar.
- In comparison to text-based e-Learning environment, the simulated presence of the teacher has been seen as the most valuable aspect. Having the sensation of a direct human-to-human communication have been felt by 90% of the students.

The first feedbacks from the experimentation are very encouraging. The feeling of having a human-to-human communication means that the emotional state of isolation has been avoided in the 3D learning environment. The experiment does not imply all the factors related to isolation emotional state or all the possibilities of text-based and 3D based e-Learning environments. However, being able to exploit the nature and the emotional characteristics of the learning support, in this case the 3D environment, to induct or to avoid a particular emotional state without the need to implement or to integrate a full stack emotional systems (detecting and reacting system) is an encouraging validation (even partial) for the fixed hypothesis.
4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have tried to study the effect of a 3D learning and collaborative environment on the isolation emotional states to the learner. The main motivation for this work is to understand the emotional dimension in the Socio-constructivism tools. Understanding this dimension can help us to design and build on line courses that take in count the learner emotional state without the need to implement an emotion detection and reaction system. In this work, we have limited our field of action to one emotional state which is the isolation emotion. A 3D environment has been chosen to simulate a classic classroom.

The realized experiment on 20 students that tries to limit the influence of other learning emotion to allow a better observation of the isolation emotional state helped us to obtain a significant feedback from the students. The obtained results are very encouraging; the virtual presence was seen by most learners as very similar to the physical presence and their implication in the activity was very strong. The emotional state of isolation was not observed, therefore, we can say that the nature of the 3D environments gives the opportunity to design and build an on line learning experience with no isolation emotional state.

This reasoning can be generalized in farther studies to define explicitly the emotional state of every available tool on today e-Learning platform; the obtained data can be included in the course design to take in count the emotional dimension of the learner without the need for additional or dedicated components.
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ABSTRACT
Developing critical thinking is an important factor in education. In this study, the author defines critical thinking as the set of skills and dispositions which enable one to solve problems logically and to attempt to reflect autonomously by means of metacognitive regulation of one's own problem-solving processes. To identify the validity and reliability of students' self-assessment, the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model combination was introduced. At the end of the lesson all Toulmin model work sheets written by students were revised correctly. It was discovered that students solve problems logically. This shows that a high level of critical thinking among students is reliable and valid.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ATCS21 (Assessing and Teaching 21st Century Skills) Project proposes ways of thinking; tools for working; ways of working; and ways of living in the world as the skills needed for the 21st century. According to ATCS21, critical thinking is one aspect of ways of thinking. Developing critical thinking is an important factor in education. A number of researchers such as Dewey (1910), Glaser (1941), and Ennis (1985) define critical thinking as reflective and logical thinking.

In this study, the author defines critical thinking as the set of skills and dispositions which enable one to solve problems logically and to attempt to reflect autonomously by means of metacognitive regulation of one's own problem-solving processes. AACU also provides a rubric known as a value rubric as a critical thinking assessment tool. In order to develop their critical thinking skills, it is important for students to be able to use this rubric and assess themselves.

In Gotoh (2016) it was suggested that metacognitive regulation with this critical thinking rubric as the criterion could enhance students' critical thinking ability (Gotoh2016). On the other hand, the following two problems remain. The first problem concerns the validity and reliability of students' self-assessment. Basically, the achievement level of critical thinking using the critical thinking rubric is dependent on students' judgment. To identify the validity and reliability of students' own self-assessment, some kind of tool is needed. At this point, the author introduces the Toulmin model as a tool to evaluate students' level of logical organization. The Toulmin model consists of six parts: ground, claim, warrant, backing, rebuttal and qualifier. If students' logical organization is deficient, even high self-assessments are not reliable and valid.

Incidentally, introducing the Toulmin model will assist students in their problem-solving. Will students feel that the combination of the critical thinking rubric and the Toulmin model is useful? In this study, the author considers this point.

The second problem concerns differences among individuals. In particular, nobody yet knows the difference in critical thinking achievement levels between those who have an aptitude for critical thinking and those who do not. Comparative study is needed. A template is a set of styles and page layout settings that determine the appearance of a document.
2. METHOD

2.1 Knowledge-constructive Jigsaw Method

27 university students took part in the study. Cooperative problem-solving methods such as the knowledge-constructive jigsaw method were selected as materials. The research project consisted of the knowledge-constructive jigsaw method and metacognitive regulation. Students held a discussion on the subject of introducing non-Japanese workers into Japan. Four types of different information were provided separately: depopulation in Japanese society; disadvantages and difficulties of employing non-Japanese workers; an overseas case study; and trends among non-Japanese workers in selecting an employment destination. After reading these different types of information individually, the students discussed the following topic: “Should Japan bring in more foreign workers?”

The entire discussion was audio-recorded and a lesson protocol was developed to be used in subsequent metacognitive regulation and reflection. Students were asked to carry out self-assessment using the critical thinking rubric (Gotoh 2016).

- I pay attention to the information source (who wrote it).
- I pay attention to the information destination (who reads it).
- I pay attention to the information purpose (agenda).
- I assume information from an opposing point of view.
- I pay attention to information period (when it was produced).
- I pay attention to inconsistencies and missing information.
- I pay attention to gaps in the argument.
- I make an impartial valuation of information that goes against my own opinion.
- If necessary, I reserve judgment.
- If necessary, I make a conditional judgment.

Self-assessment was carried out while listening to the audio recording of the discussion and reading the lesson protocol. Students were asked to self-assess their critical thinking ability on three levels: achieved, partly achieved, failed. Students were asked to explain their logic using the Toulmin model work sheet. The Toulmin model consists of six parts: ground, claim, warrant, backing, rebuttal and qualifier. The validity or non-validity of students’ logic was evaluated according to whether they could correctly describe the relationship among claim, ground and warrant. Figures should be numbered consecutively as they appear in the text.

2.2 Metacognitive Regulation and Reflection

Students were asked to reflect on their learning using the critical thinking rubric and a rating scale, and by writing comments. These activities are themselves metacognitive regulation. Items on the rating scale are as follows:

- Using the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model, it is easy to make a correct judgment.
- Using the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model, it is easy to organize a discussion.
- Using the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model, it is possible to clarify the problem.
- The critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model are useful in daily life.

The critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model are difficult to use. In order to focus on critical thinking dispositions, the Critical Thinking Disposition Scale (Hirayama & Kusumi, 2004) was used. This scale consists of four factors: awareness of logical thinking, spirit of inquiry, objectivity and emphasis on evidence. The scores of 33 items on this 4-point scale were totaled and the top two students and lowest two students were extracted.
Comparison and analysis of the top 50% and lowest 50% and the top 25 % and lowest 25% were also carried out.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Achievement Levels in the Critical Thinking Rubric

Figure 1 shows achievement levels in the critical thinking rubric. Over 90% of students had a high level of achievement in the following items: “I make an impartial evaluation of information that goes against my own opinion,” “If necessary, I reserve judgment,” “I pay attention to the information source (who wrote it)” "I pay attention to inconsistencies and missing information,” and “I assume information from an opposing point of view.” Over 70% of students had a high level of achievement in the following items: "I pay attention to the information period (when it was produced)” and "I pay attention to the information destination (who reads it).” In comparison with the above, there was a lower level of achievement in the following items: “I pay attention to the information source (who wrote it)” and “I pay attention to gaps in the argument.”

![Figure 1. Achievement levels in the critical thinking rubric](image)

3.2 Evaluation of Logical Organization

The relationship among ground, claim and warrant was evaluated using the Toulmin model work sheet. At first, some students described the relationship among these three components incorrectly. However, at the end of the lesson, as a result of discussions with each other, all the Toulmin model work sheets were revised correctly. Evaluation of the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model

Figure 2 shows the evaluation of the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model. Using the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model, about 90% of students feel “It is easy to make a correct judgment,” “It is easy to organize a discussion,” and “It is easy to clarify the problem.” On the other hand, students also feel that the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model is hard to use (about 50%) and difficult to use in daily life (about 40%).
3.3 Contents Analysis of Evaluation of Critical Thinking Rubric and Toulmin Model

In comparison with Gotoh(2016), which did not use the Toulmin model, many students referred to logical organization and rebuttal. I realized that in daily life, I never consider evidence for information rebuttal and I always swallow information uncritically. Considering rebuttal evidence is useful in judging the reliability of information. Using the Toulmin model, I can clearly focus on the crux of the problem. In comparison with writing about claim and ground, it takes me much longer to write a rebuttal so I realize I am not very good at thinking about something from different points of view.

3.4 Comparison of Critical Thinking Dispositions

Critical thinking disposition score was calculated (average score 111.18, max score 153, minimum score 84). The top 2 students and lowest 2 students, the top 50% and lowest 50% and the top 25% and lowest 25% were extracted. Three types of comparison studies (a comparison of the top 2 students and lowest 2 students, the top 50% and lowest 50% and the top 25% and lowest 25%) were carried out. As a result of cross tabulation of achievement levels in the critical thinking rubric, no significant difference was found in any comparisons (Cramer V ns.). In the evaluation of the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model, a significant difference was found between the top 2 students and the lowest 2 students. In the case of high critical thinking dispositions, the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model tended to be useful for the item about clarifying the crux of the problem (Cramer V.046). No significant difference was found among any groups (Cramer V ns.).

4. CONCLUSION

To identify the validity and reliability of students’ self-assessment, the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model combination was introduced. At the end of the lesson all Toulmin model work sheets written by students were revised correctly. It was discovered that students solve problems logically. This shows that a high level of critical thinking among students is reliable and valid.
It was also discovered that students are aware of the importance and usefulness of considering rebuttal evidence using the critical thinking rubric and Toulmin model combination.

On the other hand, there was no clear difference between high and low dispositions for critical thinking.

In this research the sample size was extremely limited. In the near future, the author hopes to collect a large data sample. Differences among individuals, such as differences in personality and knowledge will also be taken into consideration.
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ABSTRACT
To investigate parents’ concerns about programming education in primary school, a preliminary online survey was carried out as a first step of the study. The result of the survey shows that parents seem to think that aim of programming education in primary school is not only learning coding.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Attempts to bring computational thinking to primary/secondary or K-12 education have been widespread (Barr 2011, Grover 2013). The term “computational thinking” was first used by Papert (1993) and popularized by Wing (2006). According to Wing, “‘Computational thinking’ involves solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behavior, by drawing on concepts fundamental to computer science” (p. 33). Moreover, she stated that computational thinking is a fundamental skill for everyone and that we should add computational thinking to every child’s analytical ability. The article received attention from many education researchers and educators, and many researches related to computational thinking in K-12 have since been carried out. In the United Kingdom, a new subject “computing” was introduced into primary/secondary schools. In a guide to the subject “computing” for primary teachers, the importance of computational thinking is repeatedly stated.

As computational thinking gains increasing attention, programming education is also receiving attention as one of the ways of teaching computational thinking. Lye and Koh (2014) state that “[p]rogramming is more than just coding, for, it exposes students to computational thinking which involves problem-solving using computer science concepts and useful in their daily lives” (p.51). In Japan, the central council for education in the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology submitted a report that mentioned the introduction of programming education into primary school. In another council report, it is said that programming education in primary school should not aim to teach students coding itself, but rather to foster students’ programming thinking. Programming thinking is considered a similar concept to computational thinking and included in computational thinking. Though, having said that, it also appears that a misconception has started to spread among parents that the aim of programming education is to learn coding. The parents’ role in primary education is a very important one, and their attitude toward education has considerable influence on children’s attitudes. Indeed, some researchers have investigated parent-child collaboration in learning programming (Lin and Liu 2012, Hart 2010). Parents’ misconceptions and anxiety related to programming education could become obstacles for their involvement into children’s learning. To introduce computer education into primary school smoothly and appropriately, it is important to know parents’ concerns about programming education. Moreover, it is necessary to support parents to become involved in programming education. This study aims to make a clear case for establishing a support system for parents to become involved in programming education in primary education.
This paper provides the result of a preliminary investigation into parents’ concerns about programming education in Japanese primary school, and constitutes the first step in clarifying this issue in detail.

2. INVESTIGATION

The survey for this study was conducted in April and May 2017. Participants were invited to the survey with e-mail which were sent by authors or authors’ acquaintance. There were 20 participants in the survey were: 14 were mothers and the rest were fathers of primary school children. Two of them participated in a programming seminar for children, which was held by the authors. The survey was carried out as online questionnaire, which included the following sections: 1) attitudes towards programming education in primary school, 2) expectations for introducing programming education into primary school, 3) views on programming education out of school, and 4) their experiences of computer usage. There were some other questions related to English education and education in general in primary school; however, the results of these questions have not been included in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-44</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-49</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-response</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School year</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-response</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Attitudes toward Programming Education in Primary School

Eighteen participants responded that they were strongly or relatively interested in programming education in primary school. All of the respondents but one agreed strongly or relatively with introducing programming education into primary school. Figure 1 shows parents’ responses to questions concerned with attitudes toward programming education. It shows that participants generally have relatively positive attitudes toward introducing programming education into primary school, but they do not want programming to be a subject. Moreover, eight responded that they did not know how programming education would be taught in the next course of study at all and ten answered that they were unsure. And five responded that they did not know what their children learnt about programming.

Table 3. Questions concerned with parents’ attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Everyone needs to know how to program.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Programming should be learned starting in elementary school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Programming will be required in the society of the future, so it should be learned in elementary school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Elementary school is too early to learn programming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Programming should be part of the elementary school curriculum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Programming will affect students’ other studies, so it should not be taught in elementary school.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Responses to questions concerned with parents’ attitudes
These results show that parents are open to introducing programming education and are interested in it; however, they are not provided with enough information about it.

3.2 Expectations for Introducing Programming Education into Primary School

Figure 2 shows the responses to the following question: “Do you expect the following outcomes as a result of introducing programming education?” and Table 2 shows items. Respondents placed high expectations on the usefulness of programming education for work in the future. They also expected their children to become accustomed to the knowledge and skills used in ICT. The outcomes “Children will like using a computer” and “Children will learn to think logically” were also relatively highly expected. On the other hand, the outcomes “Children will learn how to express themselves” and “Children will be better able to communicate” were expected to a lesser extent. By contrast, there was a relatively high expectation that children would become accustomed to creativity, problem-solving and problem-finding skills. Finally, the outcomes of “It will foster personnel with advanced ICT skills” and “It will make Japan a global powerhouse in ICT” were expected to a lesser extent.

It seems that parents’ expectations of programming education are generally high; however, they do not expect that learning programming results in fostering ICT specialists. Moreover, they expected children to become accustomed to logical thinking, creativity, problem-solving and problem-identifying. They understand to a certain extent that programming is more than just coding.

Table 4. Questions concerned with parents’ expectation for introducing programming education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1) Children will become skilled at using a computer</th>
<th>6) Children will learn about using ICT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2) Children will like using a computer</td>
<td>7) Children will learn ICT skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Children will learn to think logically</td>
<td>8) It will foster personnel with advanced ICT skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) It will help with work in the future</td>
<td>9) It will make Japan a global powerhouse in ICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Children will like arithmetic and science</td>
<td>10) Children will learn problem-solving skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) Children will learn to be creative</td>
<td>12) Children will learn how to express themselves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) Children will learn how to problem-identifying skill</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14) Children will be better able to communicate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Responses to the question “Do you expect the following outcomes by introducing programming education?
Figure 3 shows the participants’ responses to the following question: “To what extent do you expect that students will be able to achieve the following as a result of programming education?” and Table 3 shows items. The expectation that their child “Children will understand how a computer works” was highest. It was also expected that children would be “Children will be able to use a computer to write compositions,” “Children will be adept at using a computer,” and “Children will learn how to use the Internet” were expected. Following these expectations, it was also hoped that children would be “Children will be able to write computer programs,” “Children will learn to think logically,” and “Children will think about the steps one must follow when performing a task.”

It seems that parents expect their children to be able to use computer to a certain extent as a result of programming education. Additionally, becoming accustomed to coding and developing logical thinking are regarded as secondary aims. This shows that parents think that the aim of programming education in primary school is not only learning coding.

Table 5. Questions concerned with parents’ expectation for their children’s achievement as a result of programming education

<p>| | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Children will like using a computer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2)</td>
<td>Children will be inclined to use a computer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3)</td>
<td>Children will be able to use a computer to write compositions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4)</td>
<td>Children will be able to use a computer to draw pictures.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5)</td>
<td>Children will understand how a computer works.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6)</td>
<td>Children will be able to write computer programs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7)</td>
<td>Children will be adept at using a computer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8)</td>
<td>Children will learn how to use the Internet.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9)</td>
<td>Children will be able to understand arithmetic and science.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>Children will learn to think logically.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>Children will think about the steps one must follow when performing a task.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12)</td>
<td>Children will be better able to study other subjects.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13)</td>
<td>Children will be better able to communicate their thoughts.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14)</td>
<td>Children will be better able to work with others.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Responses for a question “To what extent do you expect that students will be able to achieve the following as a result of programming education?”
3.3 Programming Education Out of School and Parents’ Own Experiences of Computer Usage

Six respondents answered that their children had participated in programming lessons or short courses out of school. Thirteen responded that they did not receive information about programming lessons or short courses out of school enough or at all. This suggests that it is necessary to provide parents information about programming education out of school.

Tables 4, 5, and 6 show responses to questions related to parents’ own experiences. Almost half responded that they were good at using computers. More than half responded that they use computers at work and in daily life. It thus seems that respondents in this study were relatively familiar with computers. Future work is needed to expand subjects.

Table 6. Self-evaluation for using computers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Level</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quite skilled</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capable</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic operations only</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No skill at all</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Experience of using computers at work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I have a computer-related job</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use a computer for work</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I seldom use a computer for work</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I never use a computer for work</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Experience of using computers in daily life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I use one often</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use one sometimes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I seldom use one</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I never use one</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To investigate parents’ concerns about programming education in primary school, a preliminary online survey was carried out as a first step of the study. The results of the survey are outlined below.

1) Parents are open to introducing programming education and are interested in it; however, not enough information about programming education is provided.
2) Parents’ expectation of programming education are generally high; however, they do not expect that learning programming leads to fostering experts. Moreover, they expected children to become accustomed to logical thinking, creativity, problem-solving and problem-identifying.
3) Parents expect children to be able to use computers to a certain extent as a result of programming education. Additionally, becoming accustomed to coding and developing logical thinking are regarded as secondary aims.

Parents seem to think that aim of programming education in primary school is not only learning coding.

This survey is just a preliminary survey, thus the number of participants was limited. It is necessary to carry out the survey with more participants. The questions were also limited; as a next step, we would like to add questions related to anxiety surrounding the introduction of programming education in primary school.
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ABSTRACT

Few digital tools are designed to support identity exploration around careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) that may help close existing representation gaps in STEM fields. The aim of this project is to inform the design of games that facilitate learning as identity change as defined by the Projective Reflection theoretical framework. Projective Reflection is the process by which a person who is engaging in digital gameplay or a virtual environment constructs and/or enacts an identity that has the potential to modify the person’s possible/future self and lead to a new sense of identity in a domain (Foster, 2014). This paper reports on Philadelphia Land Science, an educational web-based game that allows players to explore roles related to urban planning and environmental science careers as they connect to a Philadelphia context. We describe game design and iterative changes as backed by theory and existing research. The game iteration is detailed in terms of the embedded content, the pedagogical approaches used, and the technological features that support the learning goals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identity exploration, or “the deliberate internal or external action of seeking and processing information in relation to the self,” (Flum & Kaplan, 2006, pp 100), has been identified as an essential tool for learners adapting to the needs of a 21st century workforce (Kaplan et al., 2014). Supporting students in this intentional process of identity self-construction could prove particularly useful for increasing representation in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) careers, given workforce statistics that illustrate limited gender and racial diversity in these fields (US Congress Joint Economic Committee, 2012). Student identity exploration can lead to targeted identity change when a curriculum supports intentional reflection on their starting/current selves (who they are), through exploration of possible selves (who they might want or expect to be), and on their new selves that emerge at the end of a learning experience (Foster et al., 2017). Tracking student identity exploration over a period of time (long or short) can also illustrate when and how students synthesize developing experiences with a given STEM domain into understandings of self.

Games can also influence players’ identity exploration and change processes by illuminating the personal relevance and utility of STEM content beyond school settings (Foster, 2008). For example, an examination of engineering virtual internships Nephrotex and Rescushell by Chesler and colleagues (2015) demonstrates how games can offer authentic virtual environments that emulate professional settings, support situated understandings of content, and allow players to explore domain-related identities. Such affordances might encourage students to consider career domains with limited acquisition rates, or those lacking positive social status among youth (i.e. careers in STEM domains).
We argue that game design and implementation supported by identity exploration theory could encourage student identity change toward STEM careers, particularly among students who may not be prompted to explore STEM identities in other ways (i.e. minority students with few existing professional examples to identify with) (Foster & Shah, 2016). However, research on facilitating identity exploration through game-based learning is still an emerging area.

This work details the design of Philadelphia Land Science (PLS), which was informed by what was learned from existing exemplary games to optimally support students’ identity exploration as they take on roles as urban planning interns at a virtual city design firm. The Projective Reflection theoretical framework, used to operationalize identity exploration in game-based learning contexts, was used to structure design changes made to the original game to enhance its capacity for supporting identity exploration and change around urban planning and environmental science careers.

2. PROJECTIVE REFLECTION

The Projective Reflection (PR) framework frames identity change in an individual as a process of identity exploration over time. Adapted from Kaplan and Garner’s (2016) Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity (DSMRI), Projective Reflection frames identity exploration in a game-based learning context as changes in: a) content knowledge and game or technical literacy (Kereluik et al., 2013), b) regulated actions (i.e. self-organization and control) (Hadwin & Oshige, 2011), c) interests and valuing of domain (Foster, 2008), and d) self-perceptions and self-definitions (Kaplan et al., 2014). The framework comprehensively informs the process of identity exploration as it is measured at repeated points over the course of students’ learning experiences, thereby tracking learning as identity change over time in a targeted academic domain (Foster et al., 2017; Foster & Shah, 2016). Projective Reflection can be used to inform both assessment and design of games and supportive curricula for identity exploration.

3. METHODS

The design, development, and implementation of a digital tool to support learning as intentional student identity exploration is part of a 5-year NSF CAREER project (Foster, 2014). Early phases of the project involved the examination of existing games with exemplary design characteristics for promoting science learning and identity exploration: EcoMUVE, Land Science (LS), and River City (Foster et al., 2017). From 2014-, we analyzed the design features of each game using the four PR constructs to understand how these environments excelled at encouraging some aspects of identity exploration, and to identify opportunities to design for closer alignment with PR in future design. The playing research method (Aarseth, 2003) guided this process through analysis of both firsthand gameplay experiences and secondary game information (e.g. research papers).

From 2016-2017, authors partnered with Epistemic Games Group in the development of a new design iteration of Land Science that implemented what was learned from game analysis using the Virtual Internship Authoring (VIA) tool. This paper introduces the design characteristics of this iteration, named Philadelphia Land Science (PLS), illustrating how it capitalizes on the game’s existing characteristics to support comprehensive identity exploration through PR.

3.1 Land Science and Existing Context

Land Science was designed to serve as a virtual internship for students studying urban planning, or other related environmental, economic, and engineering concepts. Students play as interns at Regional Design Associates, a fictitious urban planning firm that models how real-world professional settings are structured. Groups of students are synchronously guided through the process of creating zoning plans for the city of Lowell, Massachusetts by online mentors.
First, students read about the city’s unique history and structure, researching the needs of key stakeholder groups introduced through community brochures. Then, student groups engage in a virtual professional meeting, in which knowledge is exchanged between players. Players then individually use an interactive digital map of the city to rezone areas as commercial, industrial, open space, wetlands, or single-family, two-family (duplexes), or multi-family housing. As players experiment with different zoning combinations, they develop contextualized understandings of how different city designs influence environmental and economic issues such as housing density, job growth, pollution control, wildlife protection, and waste disposal. Finally, groups receive feedback on their collection of city designs from virtual non-player characters representing key community members, and the iterative process of meeting, redesign, and feedback begins again, until individual final proposals are developed and submitted electronically.

3.2 Philadelphia Land Science

To pilot the Philadelphia Land Science implementation, researchers collaborated with a science museum in downtown Philadelphia that partners with a local public magnet high school to offer STEM-focused, entrepreneurial, and practice-centered learning experiences. Forty ninth-grade students met at the museum for one of two eight-week ‘Virtual City Planning’ courses in fall 2016 and winter 2017. This describes key design differences between Land Science and Philadelphia Land Science with consideration for this classroom context. Table 1 offers an overview of Philadelphia Land Science modifications to enhance Land Science’s alignment with PR constructs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Land Science characteristics</th>
<th>PLS design changes</th>
<th>Enhanced PR constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Context</td>
<td>• LS is set in Lowell, MA</td>
<td>• PLS is set in Philadelphia, PA, where students live</td>
<td>• Interests and valuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interactive map design</td>
<td>• Interactive map aligned with Philadelphia context (i.e. medium-density “row houses”)</td>
<td>• Content knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>matched Lowell context (i.e.</td>
<td>• Stakeholder groups set in Philadelphia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two-family “duplexes”)</td>
<td>• NPC’s representative based on gender, race, and ethnic background</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Stakeholder groups set in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowell</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• NPC’s representative by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gender; limited racial/ethnic diversity in NPC biographies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Players summarize what they learned from meetings, map design, and NPC feedback as professional “notebooks”</td>
<td>• 7 new deliverables prompt students to reflect on developing interests, valuing, self-perceptions and self-definitions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Writing</td>
<td>• Intake/exit interviews assess changes in knowledge, self-organization and self-control</td>
<td>• Intake/exit questions added to assess changes in self-perceptions and definitions, interests and valuing</td>
<td>• Interests and valuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deliverables</td>
<td>• Virtual meetings’ facilitated by online urban planning mentors; co-regulated learning</td>
<td>• In-person instructor roleplaying as an urban planner, facilitating socially-shared and self-regulated learning</td>
<td>• Self-perceptions/definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Intake + exit surveys</td>
<td>• Chat log plays key role in peer/mentor interaction</td>
<td>• Chat log takes on secondary role to in-person interactions</td>
<td>• Self-organization and self-control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Role-plays</td>
<td>• Example final proposals and other texts provided; plagiarism noted in existing play data</td>
<td>• Examples replaced with 1-2 line prompts specifically describing what players should write about</td>
<td>• Game literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Game</td>
<td>• Intake/exit interviews assess changes in knowledge, self-organization and self-control</td>
<td>• Intake/exit questions added to assess changes in self-perceptions and definitions, interests and valuing</td>
<td>• Self-perceptions/definitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scaffolding</td>
<td>• Virtual meetings’ facilitated by online urban planning mentors; co-regulated learning</td>
<td>• In-person instructor roleplaying as an urban planner, facilitating socially-shared and self-regulated learning</td>
<td>• Self-organization and self-control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Chat log plays key role in peer/mentor interaction</td>
<td>• Chat log takes on secondary role to in-person interactions</td>
<td>• Game literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Example final proposals and other texts provided; plagiarism noted in existing play data</td>
<td>• Examples replaced with 1-2 line prompts specifically describing what players should write about</td>
<td>• Self-organization and self-control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.1 Change 1: Content and Context

Much of the existing game content was either retained in Philadelphia Land Science, or mirrored to reflect a Philadelphia context. Redesigning the game for the city of Philadelphia was intended to develop student engagement and understanding of the relevance of urban planning in their lives. For example, Philadelphia Land Science maintained the general design of the interactive map, but shifted
the setting from Lowell to Philadelphia. Some of the zoning codes on the map also shifted; single-family, two-family, and multi-family residential were renamed low, medium, and high-density housing. For students residing in an urban center, researchers recognized that two-family housing in particular might be an unfamiliar concept. Redefining housing density codes allowed for descriptions that aligned more closely with students’ urban lived experiences, and illustrated the nuances of housing density in downtown Philadelphia more accurately.

Environmental and economic issues addressed in the game were largely analogous to Philadelphia, though environmental variables related to animal populations in Massachusetts shifted to represent Philadelphia-native species: Eastern Bluebirds and Eastern Mud Turtles. Philadelphia-specific brochures and biographies describing fictitious community stakeholders were also developed for Philadelphia Land Science, organized into stakeholder groups with varying combinations of economic and environmental values.

Philadelphia Land Science capitalized on opportunities to demonstrate diverse employees and leaders in urban planning. Portraying urban planners with whom players can identify is key to the development of possible selves in the domain, as it encourages players to see themselves in a given role and develop domain-specific knowledge (Foster, 2008). Male and female non-player characters with Latina-American, African-American, and Indian-American heritages were added.

3.2.2 Change 2: Writing Deliverables

Land Science was designed with a cyclical pedagogical structure that progresses students through one “room” of activities to the next, to guide players through the process of developing urban planning proposals. Activities such as researching stakeholders, participating in professional peer meetings, making zoning changes to the interactive maps, and reviewing NPC feedback on map designs, are each encapsulated in a room. Rooms start with an email from the supervisor that introduces the activity, and outlines how students will summarize their experiences in a concluding “notebook entry.”

Analysis of Land Science illustrated how writing deliverables encouraged students to recount in detail what they had learned, but could be further leveraged to support reflections on students’ changing interests and valuing of urban planning, and of changing perceptions and definitions of self in relation to the experience. Philadelphia Land Science maintained room structures and existing writing prompts, but included seven new deliverables prompting consideration of developing interests and values (e.g. submit “a formal summary of the changes you would make to meet your own needs as a citizen of Philadelphia”), as well as their self-perceptions and self-definitions as related to urban planning (e.g. “reflect on your role in this internship and your expectations about this role going forward”).

3.2.3 Change 3: Intake and Exit Surveys

Questions on the intake and exit surveys in Philadelphia Land Science were also designed to assess aspects of student identity, including player knowledge, interest and valuing, patterns of regulation, and self-perceptions and definitions. Items consisted of short answer, multiple choice, and Likert-style survey questions that take an estimated total of 20 minutes to complete. Intake and exit surveys bookend identity exploration in the game, allowing researchers to track student changes from starting selves, through identity exploration during gameplay, to new selves upon completion.

3.2.4 Change 4: Role-plays

The most significant pedagogical changes in Philadelphia Land Science related to the enactment of professional peer-to-peer meetings. In Land Science, remote mentors communicated with players via chat, answering questions and leading meetings using scripted discussion questions. Analysis of Land Science play data revealed that these meetings excelled at providing opportunities for co-regulated learning supported by mentors, and offered some opportunities for socially-shared learning between peers. To better align with Projective Reflection constructs, the redesign of meetings in Philadelphia Land Science offered more opportunities for socially-shared and self-regulated learning.

In the Philadelphia museum classroom, players led in-person meetings at round tables, supported by instructors roleplaying as urban planning professionals. The “urban planners” introduced meeting topics and highlighted important points where needed, but also allowed student discussion to develop naturally and for student leaders to emerge in group discussions. During gameplay, urban planners
would move around the room, providing individualized support where needed, then stepping back to allow students to self-regulate or receive assistance from peers. Supplemental opportunities for curricular activities, reflection, and discussion were designed and implemented in the classroom environment as supported by the Play, Curricular activity, Reflection, and Discussion model for game-based learning (Foster & Shah, 2015).

### 3.2.5 Change 5: Game Scaffolding

Most technological features of *Land Science* were retained in *Philadelphia Land Science*, as they were found to support student game literacy development over time. Though the majority of peer-to-peer and peer-to-mentor interactions migrated to real-world role-play in *PLS*, the chat feature was kept so that players could communicate with the online moderator as needed; for example, if students submitted a notebook entry before it was completed, the moderator could coach them through the retrieval process before advancing game activities.

*Land Science* also included sample notebook entries that students could reference as they developed skill in professional writing and speaking; review of the *LS* gameplay data showed some copied sections of sample text to construct their notebook responses. Given the emphasis on personal reflection and regulated learning practices in *PLS*, designers shifted support texts from *how* a notebook was written towards *what* players should write in their entries. For example, a prompt in the Entrance Interview room asked students to “please include a short summary of your experience completing the Entrance Interview.” This change further supported student development of game literacy by simplifying the game interface; instead of clicking between an external example and the notebook text box, *PLS* writing prompts were directly embedded in the text boxes for ease of access.

### 4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, Projective Reflection (PR) was introduced as a framework for facilitating learning as identity change through an intentional process of identity exploration in a given domain or career. Projective Reflection informed game redesign to support identity change towards STEM careers. *Philadelphia Land Science* builds upon the strengths of the original virtual internship to facilitate an intentional process of learning as identity change that emphasizes knowledge construction, interest and valuing, regulated action as self-organization and self-control, and self-perceptions and self-definitions. Future design iterations will involve (a) the incorporation of a procedurally generated map of Philadelphia that updates to reflect real-time zoning changes and open-source data, (b) map and game development around different city sections or of the city as a whole, and (c) the inclusion of more land use codes and variables to support value-driven, personalized learning as identity change.
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**ABSTRACT**

This paper examines the state of the art of mobile Augmented Reality (AR) and mobile Virtual Reality (VR) in relation to collaboration and professional practices in a creative digital environment and higher education. To support their discussion, the authors use a recent design-based research project named *Juxtapose*, which explores tensions between the digital and the analogue. Also *Juxtapose* explores the possibilities of interaction resulting from the use of multiple markers to create a playful semi-tangible object, whilst proposing a networked model of content creation in augmented space. In this paper, following a narrative and empirical base, the authors argue that their approach is very similar to Wenger’s concept of legitimate peripheral participation leading to active participation within communities of practice and can be beneficial to redesign and improve some of the creative curriculum in higher education.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality (AR) can be considered “the overlapping of virtual information in real space (…) mixing virtual objects generated by computers with a real environment, generating a mixed environment that can be viewed through any technological device in real time.” (Redondo, Puig, Fonseca, Villagrasa & Navarro. 2014. p. 16). The project *Juxtapose* (Menorath, 2016) focuses on print-based AR which serves as one of the main components of Mixed Reality (MR), an umbrella term for “technologies that involve merging of real and virtual worlds” (Milgram, 1994. p.3). Because an augmented space (Manovich 2002) relies on the Internet to display and connect to others in an AR environment, this paper investigates Internet and creative collaboration, more specifically how communities provide one key aspect: a participatory model of creating art and design. This exploration opens up discussion around AR content and how it could potentially be made and whom it could be made by, and what AR practices may look like according to current creative and collaborative movements in relation to universities curriculum design. This paper is organised into four sections: the context; the methodology; the design practice, development and critical analysis; and the conclusion.

2. CONTEXT

This first section discusses Danvers (2003) idea that designing transformative learning environments involves cultivating a sense of supporting and encouraging student creativity. The topic of an augmented space and its relation to the theoretical context of everyone being able to create their own AR will be discussed in the second part.
Due to the lack of public knowledge and very limited course development around the creation of marker-based AR, many people think that integrating AR into everyday objects is complicated. By identifying these issues alongside the development of smart devices, AR companies such as Layar Creator (2009), Qualcomm Vuforia (2011), and Augment Desktop (2016) have created platforms and apps that allow anyone to quickly produce AR content. Free user-friendly AR tools that are available to the public, open up the opportunity for designers, students and Internet creative groups to take advantage of the technology and make it their own. Juxtapose, a design project which aims at concealing print-based and digital content, contributes to the movement of democratised AR by presenting an artefact that exemplifies simple AR techniques that anyone can do themselves.

Also, being a hybrid publication that merges print tangibility and virtual augmentation, Juxtapose’s artefact raises some question about the way higher education curriculum are designed and, currently, lacking of opportunity to allow for cross-disciplinary delivery. Though this project looks specifically at print based AR publication, its technical function can be applied to any other content, including topic such as engineering or mathematics. This draw on Danvers’ (2003) notion who argues that designing transformative learning environments involves cultivating a sense of supporting and encouraging student creativity:

"Creativity thrives in an atmosphere that is supportive, dynamic, and receptive to new ideas and activities. The learning environment has to encourage interactions between learners in which: action and reflection are carefully counter-balanced… stimulating inputs and staff interventions interwoven with periods in which learners develop ideas and constructs at their own pace." (p. 52)

The concept of an augmented space could soon be a reality with the development of AR-based technologies such as Google’s AR smart lenses (2014) and Microsoft HoloLens (2016). Cara Kahl (2009) identifies prosumers (producer + consumers) needing to be addressed in the wider context of education, implying that, "Social groups play an integral part in establishing creativity. Their perception and evaluation processes may be hard to decipher in an increasingly networked world, but ignoring this complexity does not necessarily facilitate scientific comprehension of creativity". Developing a creative learning culture can be achieved by using an ecological approach to curriculum design that identifies the key components required to support the graduate outcomes of a course. According to Danvers concept of radical pedagogy (2003), an example of an ecological model of education is Cormier’s (2008) rhizomatic learning for enabling self-determined learning communities (cMOOCs) based upon the analogy of the decentralised root structure of rhizomes.

Internet communities provide some models and context in order to create AR content in the situation of an augmented space. Cyber communities such as Vaporwave (Menorath, 2016) provides a model of how Internet communities function and create AR content in the context of an augmented space. This participatory model of content creation presented in the Virtual Plaza identifies how individuals will gravitate to Internet forums as a form of collective guidance and inspiration with AR opens up a public participatory design space that disrupts traditional boundaries between creator and consumer, academia and industry. In fact, Juxtapose’s design model incorporates some aspects of Vaporwave’s model, such as using social media platforms to enhance members’ connectivity and exchange, whilst highlighting the growing use of a prosumer model in today’s sub-cultures. Hence, the scholarship of technology-enabled learning (SoTEL) which improve teaching, its effectiveness evaluation, excellence aspiration, and to make sure that all learners can get pertinent and relevant results, as explained Frielick in Education Review (October 2016).

Furthermore, Cormier (2008) has proposed an ecological model for enabling self-determined learning communities. Pachler, Bachair and Cook (2010) have also linked the concept of an ecology of resources model for enabling learner-generated contexts via mobile learning. Within our framework for creative curriculum design, Juxtapose uses an ecology of resources based upon mobile social media to facilitate triggering events for cultivating participants creativity.

---

2 A term coined by Futurist, Alvin Toffer meaning “one who is both producer and consumer” (Ritzer, Dean & Jurgenson 2012. p.2).
3. METHODOLOGY

Due to the complex nature of the technology development, the authors employed an empirical and heuristic form of research which allows a systematic approach to the practice-led research, and that utilises a rinse-and-repeat method supported by a phenomenological framework. The broad framework for all design-led research is analysis and synthesis, based on the authors interpretation of the tacit, explicit and new knowledge gained through case studies and practice. However, the collaborative element of such projects needs to be clearly defined, then students experience of being active members within an authentic professional global community of practice can provide new learning experience for most of participants, including professionals or amateurs.

The authors also highlight the need for establishing a significant level of trust among the participants of global collaborations that takes time to establish. This trust can be nurtured through the use of mobile social media both asynchronously:

“Design projects must ultimately pass through three spaces: Inspiration, Ideation, and Implementation (…) Projects will loop back through these spaces—particularly the first two—more than once as ideas are refined and new directions taken” (Brown, 2008. p. 4).

This refers to Puentedura (2014) who developed a simple framework that identifies four levels of educational technology adoption: SAMR framework (Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, Redefinition). Cochrane et al. argue that the SAMR framework aligns with a conception of three levels of creativity: replication, incrementation, and redirection. Within an educational context using new technologies, for example modifying activities and assessments to involve student-generated projects and the learning experience by using new technologies to redefine practice, the SAMR model is one that can usefully be applied to the design of mobile AR/VR learning activities. In contrast mobile AR projects can involve the "incorporation of student-negotiated projects that harness the geolocation services of smartphones to create an AR environment for mobile content production and sharing, thus representing a redefinition of previous teacher-delivered content and teacher-directed assessment and course activities" (Cochrane et al., 2016).

4. DESIGN PRACTICE, DEVELOPMENT AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 The Software Used

The current issue with most AR software is the unfamiliarity of the user interface (UI), and the availability of resources such as software tutorials. Juxtapose is created with Qualcomm’s software development kit (SDK) Vuforia (2011) because it provides a plethora of information and guides on how to use their product, whilst having a Unity4 SDK option, allowing users the flexibility to create both simple or code-aided AR. Juxtapose is sitting on the cusp of coding, programming (hard science) on one side, and designing user experience, creative interfaces (soft science) on the other side. As of this moment, AR is predominately taught in creative technology labs such as MIT’s Media Lab5, AUT’s CoLab6 and Georgia Tech GVU7. While the artefact lacks in coding and interactive components, Juxtapose’s hybrid publications serve as a precursor that encourages other prosumers to take print-based AR beyond the conventional and to encourage higher education to allow more permissibility in-between faculties, schools and departments.

---

4 Unity is a 2D/3D game developing platform that is highly flexible in terms of platform compatibility.
5 http://fluid.media.mit.edu/projects/smarter-objects
6 https://colab.aut.ac.nz/
7 http://www.gvu.gatech.edu/research/labs
4.2 Process of Design

Correspondingly, the challenge for higher education is to adopt a different learning and teaching model and to open up conventional and predominant Learning Management System (top-down, teacher/lecturer-centred) for more flexible and interaction for the participant/contributors. This can be done with more emphasis on fostering a global localisation community of practice and reassessing current practices.

This form of cyber participation will be a key aspect in the future creation of AR/VR in an augmented space. Nevertheless, it is important to note biases present in the different social platforms and how themes specific to the platforms affect the popularity of the design. From observation and experience, the authors identify a serious lack of degrees structured in ways to incorporate this kind of approach also.

During the production of the zines and AR content, there was a re-occurring issue regarding the tensions between publication and smart device, due to different ways each medium display information. Juxtapose embraces and explores this tension between screen and book by using glitches as part of the experience. This kind of mindset, called heuristics approach in academia, is not often supported, nor taught in curriculum, especially outside of creative ones. Because of their constantly changing nature AR and VR are challenging higher education paradigm, alike pointed by Sir Ken Robinson in his TED Talk (2010) Changing education paradigms.

Juxtapose as a project could have benefited more from programming commands in its AR content on Unity, and was restricted due to the limited knowledge of C# from both authors. As a graphic designer, coding languages such as C# was not taught during their different time of studies in Applied Arts (France) or Art and Design (New Zealand). Although Cochrane et al. argue that the creation of mobile AR environments is relatively simple, this investigation suggests that future graphic designers incorporate disciplines outside of their conventions, such as programming and AR. Michael Rock adds to this notion in Albinson’s, Giampietro & Leslie’s (2011) book, Graphic Design: Now in Production stating: “The true investment is the investment in design itself, as a discipline that conducts research and generates knowledge—knowledge that makes it possible to seriously participate in discussions that are not about design” (p.18).

This point is not in contradiction with earlier statement praising AR/VR simplicity. It openly and precisely addresses the dichotomy of achieving quickly some basic results and struggling while dealing with more complex content, or formal aspects. At this point of the discussion, it is important to acknowledge the potentials of AR/VR and the crucial that could play education is enhancing SoTEL and fostering multiple fields perspective.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the authors presented and contextualised the possibility of indie-based hybrid products development and more specifically through Juxtapose which exemplifies the possibility of AR/VR and content being created and dictated not only by designers, but also by various empowered creative groups, by prosumers. Research conducted for Juxtapose looked into three key aspects that could potentially play a part in customised AR for a broad public in the near future: AR mode of creation (Vaporwave), the democratisation of AR software and design tools that encourages a possible participatory design space, and the tension between physical and virtual (smart device and image marker/AR, the smartphone, and print).

This investigation led the authors to three conclusions relating to the technological and educative aspects of AR/VR: the use of AR in conjunction with Vaporwave’s model of creation opens up notions around a participatory design space that disrupts traditional boundaries between professional and amateur/creator and consumer/professional and students; this investigation also suggests that AR as creative medium plays an integral role in graphic design development, enriching those who incorporate it into their practice and it as a profession as well as in any curriculum development in higher education; lastly, AR is one of many mediated reality technologies that will shape the way information will be communicated in the future. Designers/students must be ready to explore this medium, collaborate with others and create immersive works that redefine current AR norms. This investigation concludes by suggesting that teaching AR in graphic design schools can help enrich the profession and could potentially be further explored and developed in the future. The authors agree with Maeda (2016) who argue that “we must consciously invest in education to develop a more hybrid perspective on creativity in the 21st century: Technology x Business x
Design,” and that designing creative learning environments involves not only facilitating student creativity, but also modelling creative pedagogical practice. It is also important that higher education foster more collaboration between academia and industry by correlating students’ daily experiences and transfiguring them into a new learning environment, a mixed reality space full of opportunities.
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ABSTRACT
We report here a study of spatial learning and action videogame play based on Feng et al.’s (2007) finding that 10 hours spent playing an action videogame significantly improved selective attention and mental rotation. Students with above-average scores on measures of spatial abilities, such as mental rotation, prove more successful in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields (Lubinski & Benbow 2006), however females demonstrate significantly less ability in mental rotation and spatial navigation than males (Astur et al. 1998) and are, as well, significantly under-represented in STEM subjects and fields (Beede et al. 2011; Hango, 2013). This study aims to better understand the factors that affect abilities to navigate virtual spaces, to identify underlying processes different users bring to bear when navigating virtual environments, and to identify design modifications guiding the development of game-based virtual environments that support improvement in spatial cognition. A Virtual Morris Water Maze is used to assess whether and how playing either FPS (First Person Shooter) or puzzle games appears to impact the navigational performance of male and female participants. Concluding suggestions are (tentatively) offered about specific features of games that appear to support increased success in highly valued STEM subjects and fields and that might assist in re-mediating this persistently gendered disadvantage.

KEYWORDS
Game-based learning, spatial abilities, gender, STEM

1. INTRODUCTION

Playing videogames has become an increasingly popular pastime among both children and adults, and with it has come a growing interest in questions about what and how players learn from videogame play. This study is part of a larger project to identify evidence-based, replicable studies of game-based learning, since much research on that question reports on small-scale, anecdotal and largely qualitative work. Relatively recent research has shown that videogame play could have a positive impact on spatial abilities such as mental rotation and selective attention (De Lisi & Wolford 2002; Green & Bavelier 2003; Feng et al. 2007; Boot et al 2011), but there are still many issues that remain unresolved. This research is of particular interest because we know that students with above-average scores on measures of cognitive ability such as mental rotation tend to be successful in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematical (STEM) fields (Lubinski & Benbow 2006). We also know that females and males use different strategies to solve spatial tasks. We need to know more about how males’ and females’ spatial perception and cognition are affected by videogame play. This research could lead to identifying ways to maximize skills and abilities that are useful in STEM subjects and fields.

This study of spatial learning and action videogame play builds on the work of Feng et al. (2007), which found that 10 hours spent playing an action videogame significantly improved selective attention and mental rotation. Successful replication will considerably strengthen the evidential basis of investigations into whether and how training with an action video game affects performance in measures of attention, mental rotation, spatial learning and memory. Although not an exact replication, in our study, as in the Feng et al study, participants will be trained in either an action video game or a puzzle game for 10 hours to see how their experience impacts performance on measures of spatial cognition. Both prior to and following 10 hours of action game or puzzle game play, participants complete a test of mental rotation, and a navigation task in a 3D virtual environment.
Spatial cognition encompasses an array of skills and abilities at multiple levels of processing. As Feng et al. (2007) indicate, for instance, “attentional processes are intimately involved in higher-level tasks in spatial cognition.” Thus, the ability to deploy attention across space is a “building block” for higher-level cognitive processes such as mental rotation. They found that action video games do improve lower-level attentional processes, and this may be one of the factors that lead to improvement on more complex abilities like mental rotation. As far as we are aware there has been no systematic research into whether video games also lead to improvements in cognitive processes measured at a higher level, and that may depend on mental rotation as a building block. Past research has found a correlation between mental rotation and navigation strategies as measured with maps (Dabbs et al. 1998) and real-world environments (Malinowski 2001). These findings suggest that mental rotation supports more complex tasks such as navigation, which is a form of spatial learning and memory. Discovery of a causal relationship between video game playing and spatial learning and memory, as mediated by mental rotation, would prove important not only at a theoretical but also practical level.

In this study we are using a 3D virtual version of the Morris Water Maze, which has been extensively used to measure spatial learning and memory in non-human subjects (Morris 1984), and more recently, in its virtual versions, to assess spatial cognition in human participants (Astur et al. 1998; Hamilton et al. 2002; and Mueller et al. 2008) as an experimental tool to investigate the extent to which video games lead to improvement not only in mental rotation but also in higher-order spatial learning and memory.

2. PRIOR RESEARCH

In a previous study of gender and (virtual) spatial navigation, we tested 82 undergraduate students, 50 females and 32 males, at a technology-focused School for Interactive Arts and Technology. Using a Virtual Morris Water Maze (https://youtu.be/v1EPF3YGaHo), we assessed navigational competence by comparing participants’ search times to locate a hidden target, and their dwell times in the target area. Results showed videogame experience and spatial ability to be significantly correlated (de Castell et al. 2015). Those results indicated that past 3D video game experience was generally associated with better navigation performance in most, but not all, instances.

We found in that prior study a gender-differentiated uptake of distal and proximal cues, with navigators of high spatial ability being less reliant on salient proximal cues than navigators of low spatial ability—but we were also able to demonstrate how, with the provision of proximal cues, in the form of landmarks on the circumference of a virtual pool, these gender-based differences in navigational performance were significantly diminished. Given that spatial abilities have been correlated with positive educational outcomes in STEM subjects, and that female students have been and remain under-represented in these subject areas despite their centrality to 21st century educational and occupational demands, understanding the underlying processes that different users bring to bear when navigating 3D virtual environments, and knowing what design modifications, support improvements in performance, is of utmost importance in advancing educational access and opportunity.

2.1 Correlation to causation: Strengthening Connections between Claims and Evidence for Game-Based Learning

Participants in this study are 32 undergraduate students, 16 male and 16 female. The data collection procedure has four phases: pre-training, training, post-training, and follow-up. In the pre-training phase, participants complete a mental rotation test (Ganis & Kievit 2015) which involves viewing digital images of abstract three-dimensional objects (Figure 1) and determining if they are the same or different. This task has been used extensively to assess ability to visualize and mentally manipulate 3D figures.
After completing the mental rotation test, the participant’s navigation abilities will be assessed with the Virtual Morris Water Maze (VMWM) task. Our VMWM (Figure 2) consists of a virtual environment that contains a pool full of water within a rectangular room. Hidden beneath the water is a platform that is activated whenever a participant swims over it. This task is believed be an accurate measure of spatial learning and memory (D’Hooge & De Deyn 2001). In the present study, all proximal cues have been removed from the pool wall so that successful completion depends upon ability to make use of distal cues to create and manipulate a mental representation of the environment.

Participants use the keyboard to move an avatar, in the form of a lab rat, to learn the location of the hidden platform. There are 15 trials in total, all of which are video-recorded. After participants complete these tasks, they are asked to fill out a video game and demographics questionnaire. The video game training phase randomly assigns participants to play either an action game (Call of Duty 2) or a puzzle game (Puzzle Ball) for a total of 10 hours. In the post-training phase, the participants will again complete both a mental rotation test and the VMWM task, as well as a short questionnaire to assess their video game habits over the six months since the completion of training.

This study’s results will help us understand the factors that affect abilities to navigate virtual spaces, identify the underlying processes different users bring to bear when navigating 3D virtual environments, and identify design modifications to guide the development of game-based virtual environments that support improvements in performance.
3. CONCLUSION

The advantages of this approach are both theoretical and practical: virtual environments, paradoxically enough, can enable more naturalistic assessments of the complex and diverse abilities involved in spatial navigation, than could previous assessments reliant on narrow psychometric tests, paradigmatically pen and paper mental rotation tests. As they become increasingly ubiquitous, virtual environments afford wide availability of computationally powerful technologies for experimentation. Unlike ‘real world’ experimental conditions, they enable greater control, and support complex and realistic scenarios that can be easily modified to test specific variables, for instance proximal cues can be inserted or removed, trial times can be lengthened or reduced, performance can be easily tracked in a variety of different ways (e.g. latency, path length, movement patterns, goal completion, etc.), and data capture storage and retrieval, as well as some forms of analysis can be automated. The ‘portability’ of virtual environments such as the VMWM mean experimentation is no longer restricted to the lab, the range of potential ethical concerns is greatly reduced and accessibility for differently-abled participants made possible. Such on-line experimental environments also allow for dissemination and knowledge-sharing and comparative analysis across locations on an unprecedented scale. Moreover, most of the research on sex differences in spatial abilities, and specifically research using the Morris Water Maze, has been conducted with animals, but the VMWM allows us to test a wide range of questions using human participants, thus enabling cross-species comparisons.

Limitations of our experimental approach are that directional cues are not fully 3-D—however this limitation will in time be circumvented by new developments in virtual reality technologies. Other limitations include possible gender differences in the ways males and females interact with virtual stimuli, (Viaud-Delmon et al.,1998; Wooley et al., 2010), specifically gender-differentiated responses to expanding both field of view and shape of the visual display, the fact that the VMWM has not yet been extensively studied and there are several design and protocol differences in the research which has been reported—and that it remains possible that differences in virtual maze performance may have less to do with spatial abilities than with the typical and often-reported ‘hesitation’ phenomena displayed by female subjects, both animal and human, interestingly enough (Shore et al, 2001,Wooley et al, 2010).

Implications for future work relate to the potential uses of the VMWM to easily, affordably and accurately assess spatial abilities, and to inform the design of game-based training instruments to remediate those abilities. As Feng et al. point out, given the evidence that quite specific cognitive abilities are associated with success in specific educational and vocational fields, and the evidence that these abilities can, indeed, be ameliorated through specific kinds of digital gameplay, “training with appropriately designed action video games could play a significant role as part of a larger strategy designed to interest women in science and engineering careers”. (Feng et al, 2007, p.854).
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a method aiming at analyzing a problem of overpopulation at the university of Lomé (Togo). In this perspective, we associate the teachers' perceptions with that of students through two kind of questionnaires, static and interactive. We describe this methodology to survey large groups of students. The results allows to better understand the teaching context of students, their difficulties but also the hidden potential of their situation. In background the feasibility of distant learning is also analyzed through this method of investigation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The understanding of complex problems escapes to traditional rational methods of investigation. In organizational contexts for example, when political, economics or technological factors interplay, the behavior of individuals may appear out of control. In such cases, collective approaches of analyze such as brainstorming have been introduced in the last century but methodologies are still discussed. One of the problem is to decide who should participate to these collective investigations. A second question is to identify an easygoing method that facilitate the contribution of participants including online. In this paper, we developed this reflexion in an educational context.

For several years, the university of Lomé (Togo) faced various problems related to a large and growing population. For example, the number of students enrolled in mathematical analysis was 3778 in 2015 against 3612 in 2014 (+ 4.6%). Given that no amphitheater of the university can accommodate this enrollment, the first solution was to create two groups and to do the course twice a week. Unfortunately, the organizational problem has not been resolved because the largest amphitheater can only contain 1500 students and because students do not comply with rules and often switch groups. Moreover, for logistical and cost considerations, it is not possible to create more than 2 groups at the moment. Various other solutions are being studied (distance training, construction of a new amphitheater, ..) but, due to strong economic constraints, it is vital to carefully analyze the effectiveness of envisaged options. Not only the administration and the educative staff should agree with the final choice but also students. Without this overall consensus, the risk of being ineffective and losing money remains high. But how can we take all perspectives into account in a practical and productive way?

In order to investigate the depth of this consensus and better understand the reality on the ground, we developed a method exploiting, in a complementary way, two forms of online questionnaires. The first one, fairly classical, consists of 38 multiple-choice questions designed by the teaching staff who has made a first analysis of the problem of overcrowding. Students, therefore, only answer the problem (i.e. the questions) as analyzed by teachers. The objective of this first survey is to better understand the conditions of students' training, their feelings and their rates of equipments, in particular, to measure the feasibility of distance learning. The second questionnaire is based on the idea that the problem should be analyzed by students. It should be up to them to find the questions that express their situation and to propose answers. The interest of this second questionnaire, therefore, lies not only in answers but equally in the formulation of questions
The device used for this second survey was conceived as an interactive adaptation of online multi choices forms where each student can interactively add questions, suggest answers and vote. In order to simplify as possible these operations, a special effort was done to keep the user interface basic and user friendly. Initially, teachers identify one or two generic questions in order to initiate the process of interaction between students. At the end of each day, the system automatically ask, by e-mail, all participants to reply to new questions or to add other questions (or answers) if they deem it necessary. Students may also change their initial answers if new choices of responses, provided by others, seem more appropriate. The analysis of these changes of opinion is key to understand the problem complexity as well as the process of consensus building. This e-brainstorming system has previously been used in several online experiments with small groups (20 individuals) (Veilleroy et al, 20013). This study is the first attempt to target large groups (225 individuals).

2. ANALYSIS OF FIRST RESULTS

The first questionnaire, formulated by teachers, was submitted to 501 students enrolled in a class of first year of university (400 of them answered). The population of students was in majority composed with male (69.7%) and have from 18 to 26 years old (21 on average).

The responses show that, because of the plethora of students, 81.9% of respondents came early to university to find a seat (39.2% at 4 am, 35.6% at 5 am). When the amphitheater is full, 61.4% of students declare they must regularly stand and 95% feel they can not follow the course. The given reasons were: noise (according to 77%), heat (82.7%), distraction (49.1%), lack of interaction with the teacher (70.4%). At the same time, the survey shows that a significant proportion of students could take part in distance learning. Indeed, some of them connect to the Internet from their home (38.8%, against 72.7% in cybers) and are rather equipped with nomadic tools (laptop 41%, smartphones 45%). In addition, 77% of students have a positive opinion on distance education.

To complement this “static” vision, the interactive questionnaire was submitted to two groups of students (a total of 225 individuals) with two startup questions on the topic: “How to facilitate the follow-up of courses when students are numerous?” After two weeks of interactions, students proposed 31 (group 1) and 35 (group 2) new questions. The average number of responses per question is of 4 for the first group and 3 for the second. The response rate is lower than for the static questionnaire. Of the 225 students, 95 were connected but only 66 responded to at least one question. However, the participation rate of 29.3% is higher than what is usually the case when individuals are invited by e-mail to respond to an on-line questionnaire (24.8%).

We observed a clear difference from users’ viewpoint between the static questionnaire produced by teachers and the interactive one produced by students. While the former “describes the situation” as it is perceived, in the second, students tend to express the perceived “causes of the situation”. We observed that new questions and answers are often politically oriented. For example: “Why the state does not multiply universities? For 58.33% of students, the state lacks of teachers. Furthermore, 100% of participants blamed the lack of follow-up in the management of students. In reality, university administrations are unable to manage the overwhelming number of students due to a lack of resources and because information and communication technologies are not there. This lack of resources is also reflected in the fact that courses are more theoretical than practical (lack of equipments). Students indicate spontaneously their preference for activities in autonomy, 78% prefer practical work and projects rather than lectures. We also noted that 29 participants (near to a half of respondents) modified at least one of their responses during the survey period. This is a sign that the causes of the overpopulation problem are not clear for all students. The contributions (new questions and answers) from the group make students to have a wider view of the situation and then call in question their first opinion. Let us remark that the capacity to monitor the change of opinions within the group over the time is one of the most important feature of this tool. It allows to better understand how works the collective intelligence.
This study allows us to have a first vision of a complex training context. While distance learning seems to be the most practical solution to the overpopulation problem, it can not be deployed yet in a massive way. Regardless of the lack of equipment, the limited monitoring capacities may penalize the less autonomous students. In an other hand a sub group with the most motivated and autonomous students could certainly take benefit from distance learning. But how to identify these students ? In further works we will tackle this difficult question.

3. DISCUSSION

Several studies focus on the consequences of universities overpopulation in Africa. In other more developed countries, this question is little mentioned probably because consequences are, at the moment, more limited. In most of the cases, these situations are analyzed by a core team of education specialists who proposes consensual solutions. However, studies show that this approach is not always the best. In his book, “The wisdom of crowds”, J. Surowiecki gives many examples showing that merging different skills, even with basic qualifications, is often more creative and productive than a team of specialists (Surowiecki, 2005). In this domain, questionnaires and polls are a way to exploit the collective intelligence in computer mediated environments (Lancieri, 2016). But traditional questionnaires are very regulated and constrained (check boxes, radio buttons, etc.), impossible to go back (later) to modify answers. At the other end, open questionnaires allow interactivity and creativity but the final result is very hard to exploit due to the heterogeneity of the responses textual structure. A difficult and time-consuming human analysis is necessary in most of the cases.

Interactive multi-choices questionnaires are a solution between these 2 extremes modes (open and closed surveys). In this perspective, the Delphi method, introduced in the 1940s and later the RT Delphi is a structured communication technique, which tries to get opinions, judgments and justifications from the participants. It seeks a consensus, with a carefully predefined set of questions, but here the creativity is controlled and contained. There are multiple rounds where questionnaires allow experts to provide their judgment, then to revise their answers (Powell, 2003). But Delphi may be found long, expensive, tedious and requires a lot of efforts (Ekionea et al, 2011). Furthermore, this method is not adapted for a survey of a large population. Inquiry based learning that put ahead the role of questioning is also a new trend in modern education (Baron et al, 2008).

The method we proposed in this paper is a way to adapt a brainstorming process to a large population while monitoring users interactions during the survey. This allows to better follow and explain the dynamic of collective behaviors such as opinion leaderships, change of mind or consensus building. In further works we will increase the surveyed population. We will also study the effect of a larger implication of teachers in the e-brainstorming process. At present, they only provide startup questions. What would be the effects if they add more oriented questions during the survey process ?

Finally, our method consists in trying to turn a problem into a solution. Indeed, the large number of students is a problem in the sens that it hampers the education system. In the other hand it turns into a solution in the sens that collective intelligence provides insights for solving the problem. Of course, this is a preliminary work and we don’t yet answer all of our questions. But, trough our 2 combined modes of survey, we obtain a kind of “stereoscopic” picture and a more precise view of our education context. For example, we imagined that some students have to come early in the morning in order to find a seat but not at 4 am. We also imagined that some students have a computer but probably not 41%. In addition, combining the outcomes of both questionnaires, we see that the overcrowding situation is perceived as critical by students. We also see that in our context, the distance learning is perceived by all actors (teaching team and students) as a real potential option. Of course, this feeling is one thing but implementing a large scale distance learning system is another thing. Outside economic questions, a key problem is to identify autonomous and motivated students who have the most chances to succeed through distance learning.
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ABSTRACT
Rapidly growing information and communications technology and more interconnected global world offer benefits and challenges to global business organizations. While exploring benefits from global workforce and global production, they must successfully adapt to their local market conditions and manage their multicultural resources. How can we teach these rising complex global management challenges effectively in the 21st century global management classrooms? We need to pursue a new learning paradigm to foster active learners with innovative and critical global management thinking. Global management curricula should be designed to constantly draw forth active learning feedback to facilitate innovative learner-centered interactive classrooms. We closely examined the interactive learning models at the previous AACE Conferences (Son & Goldstone, 2012; Son & Simonian, 2014; Son, 2016). At the current Conference, we will discuss how integrated collaborative e-learning should be designed to improve these models using the example of a global online MBA course at Anaheim University. Using innovation and entrepreneurship as the subject matter, we closely examine the three pillars for global management education: leadership education, responsible education, and experiential education.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As information and communications technology has made its progress, the global market is more interconnected and the digital world is experiencing spectacular growth. Emerging market and developing economies will continue to represent the major portion of global growth. These rising trends pose challenges to multinational and multicultural organizations. They have to explore flexible and adaptable strategies to deal with complexity costs and global risks (Dewhurst, Harris, & Heywood, 2012). How can we teach these rising complex global management challenges effectively in the global management classrooms? We need to pursue a new learning paradigm to foster active learners with innovative and critical global management thinking. Fast growing mobile world and advances in multimedia instructional technology are facilitating a significant paradigm shift from traditional learning to learner centered collaborative and engaged learning (Son & Simonian, 2016).

Global management curricula should be designed to constantly draw forth active learning feedback to facilitate innovative learner-centered interactive classrooms. As students demand more up-to-date learning materials in the fast moving business world, global management classrooms have to deliver learner-friendly complex content promptly and effectively. In addition, global education programs and instructors ought to tailor interactive materials for different learning styles. We closely examined these challenges at the previous AACE Conferences (Son & Goldstone, 2012; Son & Simonian, 2014; Son, 2016).

At the current Conference, we apply flipped learning to the three pillars for global management education: leadership education, responsible education, and experiential education. We illustrate how active learning, collaborative learning, and experiential learning are vital components in the 21st century global management learning paradigm.
2. NEW PARADIGM IN THE 21ST CENTURY GLOBAL MANAGEMENT EDUCATION

Learner-centered nurturing pedagogy in global management education must address the complex and dynamic challenges of global business environment. Active learners in global management education need to be adaptive and explore creative and flexible solutions. To facilitate these learning outcomes, innovative pedagogical techniques must be incorporated into global management curricula in the 21st century. As Figure 1 portrays, there are three pillars for global management education in the 21st century: leadership education, responsible education, and experiential education. In the globalized world, leaders and entrepreneurs in multinational and multi-cultural organizations ought to be equipped with global mindset and cultural intelligence and possess social responsibility (Anderson, Mason, Hibbert, & Rivers, 2017).

![Figure 1. Three pillars in the 21st century global management education](image)

2.1 Flipped Learning in Leadership Education

Multinational and multi-cultural organizations demand effective and flexible leadership approaches to meet complex challenges (Amagoh, 2009). It is hence critical for leaders and entrepreneurs to think globally and lead locally through cultural intelligence and a global mindset (Gutierrez, Spencer & Zhu, 2012; Lovvorn & Chen, 2011; Aggarwa, 2011). Furthermore, as organizational complexity grows, global management education has to prepare students to be effective leaders who drive organizational performance and competitiveness. Our students who are global business professionals have contributed to these learning objectives. In our innovation and entrepreneurship class, we apply flipped learning pedagogical techniques through learner-centered collaborative learning and multi-disciplinary case studies and projects. Flipped learning combines constructivist learning theory and behaviorist learning theory (Roach, 2014). We emphasize flipped learning practices through which our active learners gain perspectives toward complex business markets, have understanding for multi-dimensional management challenges, and develop leadership and entrepreneurship skills.
2.2 Flipped Learning in Responsible Education

Globally responsible leaders are called upon to create and foster their desired work culture based on ethics and accountability and to develop diverse and inclusive workplace. Accordingly, management curriculums must address practice-based learning and development, so that students learn and build these responsible leadership skills. As the United Nations’ Principles for Responsible Management Education advocates, today’s global management education is expected to promote corporate social responsibility and sustainability (Alcaraz & Thiruvattal, 2010). Consequently, global and interdisciplinary pedagogies are required to cultivate these education values (Lund Dean & Forray, 2017) and to facilitate positive social changes (Anderson, et al., 2017). Our innovation and entrepreneurship class examines the implementation of these values in multinational organizations. We apply flipped learning pedagogical techniques through collaborative and active learning. We integrate corporate social responsibility and sustainability issues in the case studies, reflective exercises, and group practices, while focusing on the creative and innovative side of entrepreneurship. In addition, we explore the complex problems and challenges faced by leaders and entrepreneurs in this process.

2.3 Flipped Learning in Experiential Education

The 2015 Global Management Education Survey of 3,329 graduating business school students in 29 countries reported that they prefer case studies and experiential learning, but these learning methods represent just one third of the instruction time (Plompen, 2015). To adapt management education to the new global market realities, management education paradigm must shift to support experiential learning. To embed experiential learning in management classes, management educators must possess the following four areas of experience and expertise: “industry experience, consultancy experience, research experience and teaching experience (Balaji, 2013, p.1262). In our innovation and entrepreneurship class, we draw on our experiences in these areas to apply experiential learning methods such as management case studies, consulting exercises, and multinational group collaborations. These methods along with cross-cultural experiences are vital for students to learn and build their effective management competencies (Caligiuri & Tarique, 2012). We play as active learning facilitators to help students practice experiential applied learning (Ash & Clayton, 2009).

3. CONCLUSION

Active learners in global management education need to be adaptive and explore creative and flexible solutions to the rising complex global management challenges. To facilitate these learning outcomes, innovative pedagogical techniques must be incorporated into global management curricula in the 21st century. Global management curricula should be designed to constantly draw forth active learning feedback to facilitate innovative learner-centered interactive classrooms. Accordingly, we closely examined the three pillars for global management education: leadership education, responsible education, and experiential education. As we have earlier examined, active learning, collaborative learning, and experiential learning are vital components in the 21st century global management learning paradigm. Therefore, management learning system should be tailored to stir innovative and effective managerial thinking, knowledge and skills vital to success in the global business environment.
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ABSTRACT
Cognitive load theory (CLT) distinguishes three types of cognitive loads: intrinsic, extraneous, and germane, of which the latter is generally imposed in learning activities. To examine the nature of germane cognitive load, the participants engaged in 8-by-8 Reversi games against computerized opponents. The experimental results indicated that germane load decreases as extraneous load increases because the cognitive resources for assigning the germane load are exhausted by the extraneous load, and that there are two types of germane load: one that increases with an increase in intrinsic load and the other increases as intrinsic load decreases.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive load theory (CLT) plays a central role in designing learning environments (Sweller, 1988; Sweller, Van Merrienboer, & Paas, 1998). The theory distinguishes three types of cognitive loads: intrinsic, extraneous, and germane. Previous CLT studies have focused on the distinction between intrinsic and extraneous load. In this regard, intrinsic load is the basic cognitive load required to perform a particular task. Conversely, extraneous load is defined as the wasted cognitive load that is unrelated to primary cognitive activities. Overall, extraneous load can have a negative impact on learning activities. On the other hand, positive cognitive load that increases learning effects was found in the mid-1990s. Some studies reported that, when a large cognitive load was imposed on the participants in an experimental group, there were significant learning gains. Such a cognitive load is defined as germane load, which is the load used for learning (Paas & Van Merrienboer, 1994; Paas & van Gog, 2006; Ayres & van Gog, 2009).

Although the negative impact of extraneous load on learning has been widely accepted, the effects of germane load have been subject to debate. Essentially, there are two views regarding the relationship between intrinsic and germane cognitive loads:

- **Part-of-intrinsic view**: Germane cognitive load is a part of intrinsic cognitive load; that is, germane load emerges in cooperation with intrinsic load.

- **Independent-from-intrinsic view**: The nature of germane and intrinsic cognitive loads differs; that is, germane cognitive load independently emerges from intrinsic cognitive load.

The present study measures germane load as learning effects. More specifically, it manipulates the amounts of extraneous and intrinsic loads as independent variables, and measures germane load as a dependent variable. The following hypotheses are posited:

- **Hypothesis 1**: This hypothesis is clearly drawn from numerous CLT studies that have indicated the negative impacts of extraneous load on learning activities. When extraneous load increases, germane load decreases, since the cognitive resources for assigning the germane load are exhausted by the extraneous load.

- **Hypothesis 2a**: This hypothesis is drawn from the part-of-intrinsic view. Germane load increases with an increase in intrinsic load, since the amounts of both cognitive loads are correlated.

- **Hypothesis 2b**: This hypothesis refers to a relationship of intrinsic and germane cognitive loads.
Hypothesis 2b: This hypothesis is drawn from the independent-from-intrinsic view. Germane load increases with a decrease in intrinsic load, since this decrease causes an increase in the cognitive resources for assigning germane load in working memory capacity.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Procedure

The task used in this study was an 8-by-8, computer-based Reversi game. The participants play the game against a computerized opponent (i.e., opponent agent). Meanwhile, the computerized partner-agent assists the participant in selecting the winning moves. Both agents (i.e., the opponent and partner) are controlled by the Reversi engine (Edax 4.0), which suggests the best moves by assessing the situation in the game.

2.2 Procedure

In order to determine the baseline for measuring learning gains, the participants performed a pre-test consisting of 12 problems. Then, the participants moved on to the learning (training) phase in which they played 16 games. Each game started in the middle stage in which approximately half of the discs were already placed on the board. The learning phase consisted of four blocks in which the participants played four games in each block. A set of winning strategies in Reverse games was known. The trainings in each block were intended to allow the participants to learn one of the strategies. The first three games in each block began with an identical disc arrangement, while the fourth (final) game began with a different arrangement from the arrangement in the preceding three games. After the learning phase, the participants performed a post-test consisting of the same 12 problems as those in the pre-test.

2.3 Independent Variable

Two factors, i.e., the disc representation factor and the hint information factor, were applied for manipulation. The former factor was expected to manipulate the extraneous load, whereas the latter factor was expected to manipulate the intrinsic load.

Disc representation factor: Figure 1 presents a sample disc arrangement of the Black and White and L and rL (reversal L) conditions.

![Figure 1. A screenshot of the game board in the Black and White and L and rL (reversal L) conditions](image)

When the Black and White condition was considered, the Black and White discs were arranged, whereas when the L and rL condition was considered, the Ls or rotated Ls (black discs) and the mirror reversal Ls or rotated reversal Ls (white discs) were arranged. In the L and rL condition, in order to perceive the status of the disc arrangement and decide the best move, the participants had to mentally rotate the L or reversal L
images in each trial, thus causing significant extraneous load. As a result, the L and rL condition increased the extraneous load more than the Black and White condition.

**Hint information factor:** In each trial of the game, the main task was to choose the best move for winning the game. In order to do so, the participants had to understand the status of the disc arrangement, search the problem space, and estimate the best move, thus increasing intrinsic load. Under the hint presentation condition, the computerized partner-agent suggested the best moves to the participants, whereas under the no hint condition, no such information was presented. This suggests that the intrinsic load of the participants was lower in the hint presentation condition than in the no hint condition.

### 2.4 Experimental Conditions

Based on the aforementioned understandings, three experimental conditions were established:

- **No hint and Black and White condition:** A small extraneous load is imposed, and a large intrinsic load would emerge.
- **Hint presentation and Black and White condition:** A small extraneous load is imposed, and an intrinsic load would be minimized.
- **Hint presentation and L and rL condition:** A significant extraneous load is imposed; therefore, only little cognitive resource to which the intrinsic and germane loads are assigned.

### 2.5 Dependent Variable

Pre- and post-tests were performed in order to evaluate the learning gains. Each test consisted of 12 problems, and the problems used in the post-test were identical to those in the pre-test. In each problem, the participants were presented with a disc arrangement, after which they were required to determine the best possible move. The 12 problems were grouped into the following three categories, each of which consisted of four problems:

- **Identical problems:** The disc arrangements, identical to those used in the training phase, were presented.
- **Near transfer problems:** The presented disc arrangements were modified from the original arrangements used in the learning phase. More specifically, they were rotated 90, 180 or 270 degrees from the original arrangements or mirror-reversed from the rotated arrangements.
- **Far transfer problems:** The presented disc arrangements were new. However, the participants were able to determine the best possible move if they had learned the strategies that were intended to be found during the learning phase.

Since the number of problems in each category was four, the full score was also four. This study used the increase in the scores from the pre- to the post-test as a dependent variable (i.e., learning gains). The germane load assigned in the learning phase was evaluated based on the increase of the test scores.

### 2.6 Participants

A total of 61 undergraduates from Nagoya University participated in this study. All of the participants were not experts in playing Reversi, even though they had some experience with the game. The participants were divided into three groups: 21 for the no hint and Black and White condition; 19 for the hint presentation and Black and White condition; and 21 for the hint presentation and L and rL condition.

### 3. RESULTS

#### 3.1 Prediction

Since the germane load is evaluated based on the increase of the test scores, the following predictions are made: Hypothesis 1 predicts: (1) no increase in the test scores under the hint presentation and L and rL condition, and (2) substantial increases in the hint presentation and Black and White condition as well as in the no hint and Black and White condition, compared to the hint presentation and L and rL condition. More
specifically, Hypothesis 2a predicts an increase in the test scores under the no hint and Black and White condition, whereas Hypothesis 2b predicts an increase in the hint presentation and Black and White condition.

### 3.2 Increase of Test Scores from Pre to Post Test

Table 1 shows the increase in the test scores from the pre- to the post-test in the identical problem category. In order to confirm whether significant increases in the test scores occurred, one-sample t-tests were conducted, which indicated that there were substantial increases in the no hint and Black and White condition as well as in the hint presentation and Black and White condition (t(20) = 3.09, p < 0.01; t(18) = 4.72, p < 0.001). Conversely, there was no increase in the hint presentation and L and rL condition (t(20) < 1, n.s.).

Table 1. Increases in the test scores from the pre- to the post-test in three experimental conditions. * shows a substantial increase, while the numerals in parentheses show the standard errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No Hint Black/White</th>
<th>Hint Black/White</th>
<th>Hint L/rL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identical</td>
<td>0.90* (0.28)</td>
<td>1.16* (0.24)</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near Transfer</td>
<td>0.76* (0.24)</td>
<td>1.21* (0.24)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far Transfer</td>
<td>0.33 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.58 (0.27)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.29)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, the table presents the results of the near transfer problem category. The same one-sample t-tests were conducted to confirm whether there were significant increases in the test scores. Similar results were obtained, thus indicating substantial increases in the no hint and Black and White condition as well as in the hint presentation and Black and White condition (t(20) = 3.07, p < 0.01; t(18) = 4.86, p < 0.001), whereas no increase was found in the hint presentation and L and rL condition (t(20) = 1.24, n.s.). In the far transfer problem category, no increases were found in all three conditions (t(20) < 1, n.s.; t(18) = 2.07, n.s.; t(20) < 1, n.s.).

### 4. CONCLUSION

First, the results of this study confirmed Hypothesis 1. In the L and L condition, a significant extraneous cognitive load was expected to emerge through the irrelevant cognitive activities such as performing mental rotations of L and reversal L.

Second, both Hypothesis 2a and 2b were also confirmed, implying that there are two types of germane load relating to the part-of and independent-from intrinsic views. However, the generality of the two hypotheses is still limited. Although substantial increases were found in the test scores from the pre- to the post-test in Black and White conditions, the increases were only found in the identical and near transfer problem categories. Meanwhile, no increases were found in the far transfer problems.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR PEOPLE RE-IDENTIFICATION IN MULTICAMERA SURVEILLANCE SYSTEMS
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ABSTRACT

People re-identification has been a very active research topic recently in computer vision. It is an important application in surveillance system with disjoint cameras. This paper is focused on the implementation of a human re-identification system. First the face of detected people is divided into three parts and some soft-biometric traits are extracted from each part. In second step, we can recognize people even if their faces are hidden or they are with back appearance. The features extraction will be carried out according to the overall characteristics of the complete images of different persons. An algorithm that identifies people from their body shape will be developed. A powerful representation of the person based on the characteristics of color, texture and shape as well as different soft-biometric features is suggested. The experiments are carried out on SAIVT-SoftBio database which consists of videos from disjoint surveillance cameras as well as some static image based datasets (MUCT, VIPeR, CVSRP).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today, video surveillance systems are widely used in our daily life. These surveillance systems are applied in many areas including home security, surveillance of public places, control some private access, resolution of criminal investigations and so on. In many surveillance purposes, it is desirable to determine whether a person has already been detected by a multi-camera system, known as people re-identification. Biometric information can be very effective in identifying people, but there are limits to use them, namely the need for high-resolution images and are captured in the closest distance. In fact, the principal problem in tracking or people re-identifying is to create a model that can represent people in a unique and accurate way. In this paper, a framework is suggested to construct human appearance model for people re-identification in disjointed camera surveillance system. This approach allows to resolve some problems (theft in public or private places, criminal investigations, etc) and their possible unfavorable results.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a general view on re-identification approaches, followed by the choice of our method compared to the state of the art in section 3. Finally, conclusion is addressed in section 4.

2. GENERAL VIEW ON RE-IDENTIFICATION APPROACHES

2.1 Global Approaches vs. Local Approaches

2.1.1 Global Approaches

The global approaches allow the recognition of images based on visual similarities measured on the whole images. A globally described image is represented by a single attribute vector. Many global approaches exist to make re-identification of people. Among the best known are the works of (D. Gray / 2008) which consist of extracting texture features such as Schmid and Gabor, as well as eight color channels from the RGB, YCbCr, and HSV color spaces. In (A Derbel et al. / 2014), two new representations of the motion distribution
named gait frequency representation (RFD) and gait envelope representation (RED) are present. These two representations are computed from the binary images of the silhouettes. In the work of (Nakayima et al. 2003) Two-dimensional normalized color histograms are computed; \( r = R/(R+G+B) \), \( g = G/(R+G+B) \). The characteristics of shapes were calculated by counting the pixels along the rows and columns of the extracted body images.

### 2.1.2 Local Approaches

This type of approaches consists of segmenting the image to divide it into local areas and then calculating the characteristics for each of the extracted regions. Most of these methods use points of interest (Nizar Zaghden et al/2013) that are based on characteristic structures (blobs or ridges) in the image. Many local approaches exist to make re-identification of person. Among the best known, we can cite the work (W. Schwartz et al/2010), in which characteristics of texture (Local Binary Pattern) and shape (Histogram of Oriented Gradient) and color (captured by averaging the intensities of pixels) are combined to represent each block of the cropped face. (O. Hamdoun / 2008) uses interest points descriptors to obtain the signature for a person. In (Vaquero, 2009) First, human body is segmented in face, torso and legs. Then, Normalized color histogram is extracted for each body part in HSL space. The region of the face is partitioned into three parts as presented in Figure 1 and some soft biometric features are extracted from each head area.

![Figure 1. Body Parts and Attributes Considered in the Implementation](image)

In (Lyes Hamoudi / 2011) the elements of the foreground are obtained. After, the entire blob is divided into three areas using height ratios equal to \([1/5, 3/10, 1/2]\) of the total blob size as presented in Figure 2. The color characteristics used are the mean values of the colors. The extracted texture characteristics are based on the co-occurrence matrix.

![Figure 2. Body Detection and Split Procedure](image)

In (Farenzena / 2010), a System Drive Accumulation of Local Features (SDALF) approach is presented. In order to individualize the human parts, the author used the bilateral chromatic operator and the spatial coverage operator. As for the representation, weighted color histogram, Maximally Stable Color Regions (MSCR) and Recurrent High-Structured Patches (RHSP) are described.

### 2.2 Intrusive Approaches vs. Non-Intrusive Approaches

Approaches can be categorized into two broad groups: intrusive or non-intrusive. Intrusive techniques require that the individual be in direct contact with the acquisition equipment or located at a small distance compared to the camera. The non-intrusive approaches consist of identifying persons without having touch with the acquisition equipment. Among these methods we can cite the works of (Vaquero/2009) and (Lyes Hamoudi/2011).

In the table below (table1), we present a classification of the different approaches of people re-identification by focusing on the human model.
Table 1. Summary Table of People Re-Identification Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Categories representation</th>
<th>Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(D. Gray/2008)</td>
<td>Schmid, Gabor, eight color channels</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Ahmed Derbel /2014)</td>
<td>RFD, RED</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C. Nakajima et al. 2003)</td>
<td>Color histogram, shape histogram</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(W. Schwartz et al/2010)</td>
<td>LBP, HOG, average color values</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O.Hamdoun /2008)</td>
<td>interest points descriptors</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nizar Zaghden /2013)</td>
<td>A normalized color histogram.</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vaquero/2009)</td>
<td>Average color values, The co-occurrence matrix</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lyes Hamoudi/2011)</td>
<td>weighted color histogram, MSCR, RHSP</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Supervised Approaches vs. Unsupervised Approaches

2.3.1 Supervised Approaches

In this classification approach, knowledge of the meaning of each class is required. The number of classes is fixed (in prior) and the available images are already allocated to the different classes of the database. The aim is thus to assign new images to the appropriate classes following two types of methods.

**Discriminative methods** - Discriminative models like SVM and boosting are widely used for feature learning in order to find the discriminant representations of the Region Of Interest. The matching phase, in (Truong Cong et al. 2010a) is based on the SVM method. In (Gray et al. / 2008). The proposed similarity function is a weighted ensemble of likelihood ratio tests, constructed with the AdaBoost algorithm.

**Metric learning** - Another direction is to learn task-specific distance functions with metric learning algorithms. (Weinberger and Saul/2009) briefly introduce the metric learning framework for large margin nearest neighbor (LMNN) classifier. The goal is to learn a linear transformation which minimizes the distance between each point of the small learning set and its K nearest neighbors similarly labeled, while maximizing the distance between all points labeled differently according to a constant margin.

2.3.2 Unsupervised Approaches

The unsupervised approach consists in determining the different classes without any previous knowledge. In (Farenzena et al. /2010) [6] As for matching, similarity between two images is defined as the weighted sum of the Bhattacharyya and the euclidean distances.

In the table2, we present a classification of different similarity calculation and machine learning methods.

Table 2. Summary Table of Similarity Measures and Matching Methods of People Re-Identification Approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>references</th>
<th>method</th>
<th>classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Gray et al. / 2008)</td>
<td>Boosting</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Farenzena/2010)</td>
<td>Bhattacharyya distance, Euclidean distance</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Truong Cong et al./2010a)</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Weinberger andSaul/2009)</td>
<td>LMNN</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. CHOICE OF OUR METHOD COMPARED TO THE STATE OF THE ART

The characteristics presented in global approaches are calculated in an overall aspect on the image. Although the overall representations of the images are easy to construct and invariant to the position of the objects, they only provide a rough and not detailed aspect of the image, therefore, some localized information are lost. In order to overcome these problems the image can be represented as set of local image parts. On the other hand, dealing only with local characteristics risks losing the overall sense of the image, by submerging it in a stream of unnecessary little details. Furthermore, this type of approaches require good image resolution. In
our image search system, we combine global and local approaches in the measurement of the similarity between two images. To identify people by face, it requires videos or images with high resolution and being captured in nearest distance. Also, face identification is mainly focusing in the frontal face. That’s why the intervention of people is required. We can recognize people even if their faces are hidden or they are with back appearance. An algorithm that identifies people from their body features will be developed. First of all, it is imperative to carry out a robust and adequate segmentation of human body, which is to isolate and identify each of the person’s limbs. Then, several measurements may be taken. In matching phase, if an entire appearance of the person’s body is available, it will be better to use this information in order to limit the number of searches in the database. This means that it is not necessary to browse the entire database, because many people will be eliminated only at the sight of the body. Thus, sufficient precision must be achieved for this be truly discriminatory and for candidates not to be falsely identified and/or excluded.

Figure 3. Overview of the Proposed Framework

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a person re-identification framework for multi-camera surveillance system based on both soft-biometric features and the overall appearance of person body. People detection, body segmentation and features extraction are included in this framework. In correspondence phase, first the comparison will be carried out according to the captures of faces of the different people. In second stage the comparison will be carried out according to the overall characteristics of the complete images of the different persons.
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ABSTRACT

In the past few years we have participated in several EU funded projects, aimed to create the educational content and auxiliary ICT tools to support the development of some essential soft skills of the students: the creativity, and the ability to write syntheses of the ideas extracted from various sources. In this context, we produced an easy to use web application for the assessment of creativity based on a new scale, and we also proposed a methodology to evaluate the quality of text summaries written by our students starting from a given source. Through a serendipitous coincidence, this research occurred while we were in search of a means to assess the risk in education, and noticed that the students’ anxiety about the future (AAF) might be a good measure of this risk. This paper is an attempt to make sense of the data collected using the newly created tools, by exploring the possible correlations between creativity, summarization skills, and AAF from the perspective of the students’ ability to cope with the uncertainties of the future.
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1. INTRODUCTION

School is, certainly, a future oriented business. As educators, we claim that we “provide the students with the knowledge and skills they need to enjoy fruitful and meaningful lives” (Perna, 2013) in 10 - 20 years or more from now. But, since the future remains shrouded in uncertainty even for much shorter time horizons, this claim looks more like an example of “epistemic arrogance” (Taleb, 2007) than like a serious strategic objective. Thus, if we agree that risk is the result of the “uncertainty regarding the outcome of certain actions or events” (see Aven & Renn, 2009), it appears “that any activity expected to last, or to produce effects over a long period of time, is highly affected by risk.” (Susnea et al., 2016b).

Education is a typical example of this kind of activity.

We discussed these topics from an ethical perspective in (Susnea et al., 2014), and from the perspective of the risk in education in (Susnea et al., 2016b). In both cases, we suggested that a systematic effort to develop the students’ creativity could provide the students with the ability to better cope with the uncertainties of the future, and thus to mitigate the overall risk of schooling.

But we did more than just discussing these issues. In the project “Tecrino – Teaching Creativity in Engineering” (http://www.tecrino-project.eu), we developed educational content for an e-learning platform dedicated to teaching creativity (Susnea et al. 2015a, 2015b), and also a software application (Susnea & Vasiliiu, 2016) for fast and easy assessment of the individual creativity (available online at http://dev.ugal.ro/creativity/). In the project iLab2 – Innovation Laboratories for the Quality of Vocational Education (www.ilab2.eu – see also Cocu et al, 2015) we focused on creating an “extraordinary environment” aimed to stimulate the group creativity, and – finally - in the project “Explain – How to Tell What You Know Well” (www.explainwell.org) we created educational content for other useful soft skills: the ability to synthesize the ideas from various sources in a text summary, the ability to create and handle mind maps and concept maps, and to improve the oral performances for public presentations. In the same project,
we also proposed a methodology to measure the value of a text summary in the educational context (Susnea & Pecheanu, 2017).

In the course of the development of the above mentioned tools, we collected a wealth of experimental data. Though we don’t have yet a thorough statistical analysis of this information, in the following sections we outline some preliminary results of this work.

2. A WORD ABOUT THE METHODOLOGY

Basically, what we tried to do was to measure the individual creativity, the AAF scores and the summarization skills of a group of students, and look for possible correlations between these variables.

We measured the individual creativity quotient CQ using our own scale and a dedicated software application described in (Susnea & Vasiliu, 2016). For the AAF, we initially used the Bolanowski AAF scale (Bolanowski, 2005), and later we added one item to the questionnaire: “I worry that I will not be able to complete my studies”. In what concerns the synthesis skill, we used the methods described in (Garner, 1982) and (Susnea & Pecheanu, 2017) to compute a “summary efficiency quotient SEQ”, as follows:

\[ \text{SEQ} = \frac{\text{AR}}{\text{CF}} * K \]  

Where:

- \( \text{AR} \) - is the “accuracy rate”, defined as the ratio between the number of ideas correctly identified \( N_i \), and the total number of ideas in the source text \( N_t \).

\[ \text{AR} = \frac{N_i}{N_t} \]  

- \( \text{CF} \) is a “compression factor”, defined as the ratio between the number of words in the output summary text, \( NW_o \), and the number of words in the initial text \( NW_i \).

\[ \text{CF} = \frac{NW_o}{NW_i} \]  

Finally, \( K \) is a scaling factor used to normalize the results in the interval \([0-100]\).

In the early stage of the experiments, we simply applied the creativity test (Susnea & Vasiliu, 2016) and the unmodified Bolanowski test for AAF (Bolanowski, 2005) on a group of 30 students in the 5'th semester at the Department of Computer Science of our University, and we noticed a pretty clear negative correlation between the creativity quotient (CQ) and the AAF score. In parallel, we measured the CQ and SEQ quotients for a group of \( N=27 \) students, and again we noticed a correlation between the two variables (Susnea & Pecheanu, 2017).

However, the students who participated in these preliminary experiments were volunteers having overall exam results above the average, thus the sample was not really representative for the population considered. Therefore, we decided to repeat the experiment with a larger \( (N=62) \), and more diverse group of students. This time we added an item to the Bolanowski scale, and we eliminated the “manual” adjustment of the SEQ scores (aiming to a greater objectivity of the evaluation, but losing information about the ability of the students to formulate the ideas with their own words). The results are presented in the following section.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The charts indicating the values of the variables Cq, AAF, and SEQ for the group with size N=62 are shown in figure 1. We found that the Pearson correlation factor for the pair CQ-AAF was \( r=-0.27 \), indicating a weak negative linear correlation. This results supports the findings of our initial experiment, but the correlation is weaker.

For the second pair of variables CQ-SEQ, the Pearson correlation factor for this pair was \( r=-0.14 \) – indicating that there is no linear correlation between the students’ creativity and their synthesis ability. This contradicts the results of our initial experiment with a smaller group of students, but it is unclear whether this is due to the change in the methodology of evaluating the SEQ, or to some other factor related to the structure and the size of the sample group.

![Figure 1. CQ vs AAF and SEQ comparison charts](image)

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

It appears that there is indeed a weak negative linear correlation between the students’ creativity and their level of anxiety about the future.

The reason for this may be that more creative students feel better prepared to face the future, or maybe they simply care less about the future. According to Zimbardo and Boyd (2008), people having a “present hedonistic” type of personality, as determined by means of the Zimbardo Time Perspective Inventory (ZTPI see Zimbardo & Boyd, 2015) are more creative, probably because they perceive the future as distant i.e. having a higher “psychological distance” from the present (see also Chiu, 2012 and Trope, Y., & Liberman, 2010).

Further research by applying the ZTPI test to the same group of students might clarify this aspect.

It should be noted that the Bolanowki scale – designed and tested on medical students only - may not be the best instrument to measure the AAF of other young adults.

Our experimental data show that there is no correlation between the creativity quotient and the summary writing skills. However, it is possible that the correlation between CQ and SEQ is in fact nonlinear (we tried a polynomial regression and it seems to fit better on the CQ-SEQ data sets).

This may be explained by the fact that we have evaluated the SEQ based only of the verbal processing of the information, which is a typical left brain (non-creative) activity. It is likely that a methodology of evaluating the synthesis abilities starting from visual representations of the information (e.g. mind maps) may lead to different results.

Since the general topic of the risk in education seems to be only marginally studied, further research is also needed to investigate the interdependence between the AAF and the overall risk in education.
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LOCALISING CONTENT FOR AN XMOOC IN THE UAE

Jenny Eppard and Preeya Reddy
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ABSTRACT
Universities in the UAE are entering the age of virtual and open access education. This paper describes the evolution of a MOOC at a state-funded university in Dubai. We will describe the challenges as well as a reflection of our experiences as creating virtual learning spaces in this culture differs somewhat from Western models.

KEYWORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the Fall semester 2016, a team of teachers at Zayed University were asked to create two virtual learning modules. The first provided units of instruction of basic English skills (24 grammar units) and the second facilitated professional development for educators (37 units on teaching practice) in the United Arab Emirates. The following reflection paper will aim to provide an academic justification for the creation process finally reflecting on the evolution of the project.

2. BACKGROUND
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) are created to support university curricula, community outreach professional development, and corporate training applications. They can be either cMOOCs, xMOOCs or a combination of both.

Bates (2014) argued that xMOOCs are characterized by the following: software design for large numbers of students, video lectures (under 15 minutes), computer marked assignments, peer assessment, supporting materials, shared comment discussion space, no or very light discussion moderation, badges or certificates learning analytics. Bates describes the other forms of cMOOCs as autonomy of the learner, diversity of tools used, cooperative learning, open access, use of social media, participant driven, distributed communication and lack of formal assessments. The only true characteristic of a cMOOC that we incorporated was that our materials were open access.

Wright (2003) provided several levels of criteria when designing MOOCs. Due to cultural constraints, we could not include all his recommendations. An important specification we did consider was the learners’ backgrounds, ability levels and expectations. The UAE educational context historically had, and continues to have, a strong connection with Islamic education (Dailo, 2014). This was a key consideration for us. Also, we wanted to ensure that learners were given feedback about their progression which made learning analytics and assessment results available (Yousef, Chatti, Schroeder and Wosnitza 2014).
3. REFLECTION

The projects provided challenges for numerous reasons. At this point, we can only reflect on the instructional design phase as students have not started using the materials in a systematic way. Creating a resource for virtual online learning in this region was still relatively new. The materials created were trailed in the classroom by teachers with a knowledge of the local culture to ensure their usability reliability and validity.

Even though experiences we had with developing the modules were overwhelming positive, there were a few issues. For one, there was little release time from a teaching workload to develop the project. Also, finding images that were copyright free and culturally appropriate was time-consuming and expensive. The final obstacle was designing materials to work in an online environment.

There is a need for ongoing research on how culturally acceptable student collaboration would be on a shared discussion platform. Furthermore, one must consider how much teacher interaction is needed for students who use English as a second language to benefit from the courses. Noting these changes may provide some general recommendations for creating similar courses in future.
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ACADEMIC READING ON A COLLABORATIVE, ONLINE PLATFORM

Jenny Eppard and Preeya Reddy
Zayed University, UAE

ABSTRACT
Academic reading circles can be adapted from in class to an online platform where students can work collaboratively. This paper outlines how reading circles are used online with Second Language Learners. A description of the stages and necessary roles is provided.

KEYWORDS
Academic reading circles, collaborative learning, online collaboration, constructivism

1. BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Government run universities in the UAE are moving away from teaching English for General Purposes and moving toward supporting students with academic English at both the pre-sessional and in-sessional levels. Faculty who teach content-based courses often give students academic tasks that are beyond their language abilities. As a result, students arrive in class without completing the required reading or the coursework. In-sessional faculty have reported that instead of facilitating students’ learning, they are spending a large amount of time covering the materials students should have studied outside of class. The following paper will describe an approach used to encourage students to read outside of class collaboratively through online tools and reading circles.

Collaborative learning is an educational approach to teaching and learning that involves groups of two or more students working together to solve a problem, complete a task, or create a product. While Dillenbourg (1999) emphasizes that this definition does not encompass all aspects of collaborative learning; this is the most flexible definition for our purpose. Daniels (1994) coined the term “literature circles” as small temporary discussion groups who have chosen to read the same poem, story, article or book. The aims of these circles are to make reading more manageable and less overwhelming, to expose students to different reading strategies and to encourage learner autonomy. Seburn (2016) argues that there are three components to the academic reading circles: the text, the group with each member given a responsibility and the group discussion. According to this model, the group consists of the following: (1) the leader (facilitator), (2) the contextualiser (explains the who, what, when, where and why - can be recorded), (3) the visualiser (uses and develops graphical interpretations), (4) the connector (connects concepts with real-world situations), (5) the highlighter (facilitates vocabulary comprehension (Seburn, 2016).

One way to collaborate in reading circles is through online collaborative tools such as wikis and online writing tools. These are seen by many educators as a way to enhance collaborative learning (Binbin 2015). This aligns with the reflective and collaborative nature of constructivism. Through online collaborative tools, learners reflect and build knowledge collectively (Parker & Chao, 2007). Kessler and Bikowski (2010) found that second language learners were able to increase learner autonomy and practice their writing through online collaborative tools. Collaborative learning online can be assessed using two different methods. For one, students can be assessed by their peers. De Wever, Van Keer, Schellens and Valeke (2011) had success with peer assessment using rubrics that targeted contribution, sources, discussion and social behavior. Teacher rubrics are another method used to evaluate collaborative work (Lai & Ng, 2011).
2. CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

When implementing reading circles online, there are a number of factors that need to be addressed. The overall implementation should be mapped using principles of instructional design such as the ADDIE model. (ref) Starting with a clear analysis of the program needs: Why is this needed? Where are the current gaps that this program would address? For our program, the students are second language learners and therefore the reading texts (which come from textbooks that are in English) are difficult for students and reading circles helps with students better analyze texts. Also, our students have a limited time on campus. Therefore, an online venue is an appropriate choice for our specific population. After the analysis phase, the program needs to be designed to outline exactly what will be included based on the program and student needs. For this phase, specific texts will be targeted and chosen and a timeline created. Also, a firm outline of what will be included in the online learning reading circles and how it will be assessed is needed. We bypassed this important step when developing our program, which is unfortunate because it would have been useful and clarified roles and tasks. The next step is developing the materials. We did this but not in a systematic way with a clear design. After this step, is the implementation phase, which is self-explanatory. The program would be closely monitored to determine and note any issues that arise. When we implemented our program, it was not systematic and addressed only ad hoc needs that came up. The final step is evaluation, this could be evaluating the program as a whole and/or evaluation of students understanding of the materials. For our program, we sent out a survey to the teachers but we did not include the students and also we did not check students’ understanding of the materials to determine if the online reading circles were effective.
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